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PREFACE

THIS book has grown out of a short course of lectures

that I was called upon 'to deliver at the London School

of Economics and Political Science in the session 1916-17.
I have adhered to the general plan of the lectures, but
have expanded their substance ; and the book may now
be regarded as taking the place of the Introduction that

was written about thirty years ago, and that has now
been out of print for a long time. Its scope and plan are,

however, considerably different from those of the earlier

work. My object has been to provide a suitable text-

book for students of the subject. It is now studied in

this country by a considerable number of people, differing

very widely in age and previous preparation, and also in

the special aims that they have in view ; and it would

hardly be possible to write anything that would be quite
suitable for them all I have tried to expound the leading

principles in a way that might be expected to be intelligible

and interesting to beginners, and at the same time to

supply some material that might be useful to more ad-

vanced students, and to indicate directions in which
further light could be sought on the subjects that come

up for discussion. It appears to be the practice, in several

places in which courses of this land are given, to use

Plato's Republic as a general basis for study. I believe

.this to be a good practice ; and I have, accordingly, given

frequent references to that work throughout, and have
also added some Notes upon it in an Appendix. Those
who have not been studying the Republic may ignore
these Notes. Beginners may be recommended also, on
a first reading, to omit the Introduction and the Note
at the end of Book II, Chapter IV.
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In dealing with a subject of this kind, it seems naton

and proper to refer a good deal to the problems tha

confront us in our own time and country; and the unusua

importance that has been given to some of them by tb

events of the last few years has made this specially desk

able. I have tried, however, to avoid statements of i

partisan character. I am well aware that all the subject
to 'which reference has to be made are capable of beinj

looked at from many different sides, and that the problem!
that are involved in them cannot be solved by a stroto

of the pen. My chief aim throughout has been to stimu-

late thought and suggest lines of study, rather than tc

supply information or to seek to impose my own opinion*

upon the reader. My general views are based largely

on the teaching of such writers as T. H. Green and Dr,

Bosanquet. If my book should help to induce some

readers to study the ethical and political works of these

and other writers, it will have served its main purpose.

May, 1918.
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INTRODUCTION

z. The Scope of Social Philosophy. -Although it is only
in comparatively recent times that social philosophy
has been recognized as a distinct subject of study, it has

already acquired a pretty definite meaning. It. is to be

distinguished from what is' commonly understood by
sociology ; or, if the latter is interpreted in a wide sense,

social philosophy is to be taken as a definite part of it.

Sociology, besides being open to some linguistic objection,
is a somewhat vague term, and may be regarded as cover-

ing a very comprehensive field. It includes an inquiry
into the origins of human communities, the study of their

various forms, laws, customs, institutions, languages,

beliefs, ways of thinking, feeling, and acting. In short,

it may be said to take all knowledge about human life

for its province. It has to deal with such diverse prob-
lems as those of economics, politics, religion, eugenics,

education, morality, etc. Hence it is a subject that can

hardly be adequately dealt with by a single person or

in a single book. It has to be split up into several depart-

ments; just as biology has to be divided into botany
and zoology, and into the various subdivisions of anatomy,

physiology, the study of animal instincts and habits,

ind so forth. Social philosophy has a much more re-

stricted province. It differs from the special branches

)f sociology- or from the other branches of sociology
n the way in which philosophy in general is distinguished
rom the particular sciences.'

i This distinction is well brought oat in A Philosophy of Social

rogress, by Professor . J. Urwick. Although, a good deal has

Men written in this country on various special branches of sociology.
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A science means a body of particular facts or of gene

troths, or of both facts and truths, together with so

organized methods of investigation relating to so

limited circle of objects, with the view of understand]

and interpreting the facts and truths within that circ

Human life, which is always in some degree social, provic
such a circle of objects, in the study of which varic

methods may be adopted and a number of interesti

and important facts and truths may be ascertaine

Sociology is concerned with all these, except in so far

the more purely individual aspects of human life c
be distinguished from those that are definitely sod
If anthropology were taken to mean the general stu<

of humanity, it might be divided into the two ma
branches of idiotology and sociology (or politologj

each of which would comprise a considerable number

separate sciences. Philosophy, on the other hand,

distinguished from science, is an effort to view particul

objects in relation to the whole within which they a

included. In its largest aim, it seeks to interpret tl

particular facts and truths in the world of our experien<
as forming parts or aspects of a single universe or cosmo
Social philosophy, in particular, concentrates its attentic

on the social unity of mankind, and seeks to interpn
the significance of the special aspects of human life wit

reference to that unity. It thus means mainly the effoi

to study values, ends, ideals not primarily what exisl

or has existed or may be expected to exist, but rather th

meaning and worth .of these modes of existence. Thif

of course, must not be taken to imply that it can affon

to ignore what is ascertained by the particular socia

there has not been much attempt in recent times to deal with th

whole subject systematically; but there has been an extensiv

literature of this kind in America. The writings of Lester F. Wan
are very comprehensive ; and for more summary treatment th*

Principles of Sociology, by Professor F. H. Giddings (which contain

an excellent bibliography), and the more recent work by Professa

A. W. Small on General Sociology may be recommended. Th<

smaller book by Professors Small and Vincent (An Introduction U.

ike Study of Society) is probably the most suitable for beginners
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ciences. It is not safe in philosophy to ignore anything,
(at it is not the special province of social philosophy to

iscover facts it has to accept its facts from other sciences

-but rather to try to interpret them. How this is to

e done, we may be better able to see as we proceed. As

general statement, this most for the present suffice.*

2. Its Relations to other Subjects. Having thus indicated

le general place of social philosophy in relation to those

dences that are grouped under sociology, we may now
otice some special subjects with which its connection

very intimate. The chief of these would seem to be

meral biology, psychology, the theory of education,

iiics, politics, law, economics, history, and the philosophy
: religion. Its relations to each of these may be very

riefly noted.

Human beings are evidently forms of life, and a good
sal of light may be thrown upon their nature by the

udy of life in general. In particular, the illuminating

inception of evolution may be expected to help us in

is inquiry, as it has done in other vital studies. What-
rer may be thought of the value of Herbert Spencer's
ork in other respects, he must always have considerable

edit for the emphasis that he laid on this conception,
id the definiteness with which he applied it, in the

1 There is some difference of opinion among recent writers on

siology as to whether social philosophy is properly to be included

thin its scope. Comte, who may be regarded as the founder
the science, attempted to set forth a general philosophy of

iiety ; and the same may be said of Herbert Spencer. But in

th cases it may be doubted whether their general conceptions

philosophy were such as to furnish an adequate foundation.

e general account of the method of sociology (Les Regies de la

Ithode soeiologique) that is given by Professor Durkheim, who
certainly one of its leading exponents, would seem to exclude
ial philosophy. Professor Small, on the other hand, is inclined

give it a place (General Sociology, p. 83). In view of the very
ge domain that is covered by sociology, I am disposed to think

it, in any comprehensive treatment of it, the leading principles
social philosophy might be introduced at the beginning and its

conclusions at the end.
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interpretation of human life. No doubt he had be

anticipated to a large extent by Aristotle, Hegel. Comi
and some others ; and in many respects their interpret

tions especially those of the first two are more pr

found; but the connection with general biology ws

perhaps most definitely made by Spencer.
What is specially characteristic of human life, howeve

is the presence of mind, both hi its lower and in its high*

phases ; and the science that deals with mind will hai

to be appealed to in the course of our treatment. Tl

appetites, the instincts and the emotions cannot be ignore

in considering the growth and activities of human societie

These aspects of human nature are commonly studied t

psychologists in their more purely individual manifest!

tions ; but social psychology is now recognized as a

important branch of study.
1 What has been called crow

psychology is a special aspect of it ; and the study <

language may be regarded as another.3 The control an
modification of the more purely animal elements i

human nature has to be specially considered in dealin

with human society.

The theory of education is important for our purpost
in so far as it traces the processes by which the individua

partly by natural growth and partly by external guidance
is developed into a responsible member of a community
fulfilling definite functions in its life.

The science of ethics deals with the ends that are aime<

at in this life, and is thus still more intimately connects

with social philosophy than any of the foregoing. Soda

philosophy might, indeed, be said to be a part of ethic

or ethics might be said to be a part of it. On the whole

however, it is convenient to distinguish the two subjects
The one is concerned primarily with the conduct of indi

viduals ; though of course we have always to bear in min<

* Dr. McDougaTs book on Social Psychology is a good introduction

See also Professor Wallas's Human Naturt in Politics.
* See Le Bon's works on this subject.
i The two bulky volumes of Wundt's Vdlkerpsyckologu an

entirely concerned with language.
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that they are individuals living within a community.
The other is primarily concerned with

though again we must always remember that these com-
munities are composed of individuals, and that the

ultimate ends pursued by the individuals and by the

communities are essentially the same. But there is

enough material relating to the* two sides to form separate
studies. The relations between them are somewhat
similar to those between individual and social psychology.

Politics, or the theory of the State, is an important

aspect of the study of society. All societies of any con-

siderable degree of development have some form of

government ; and the problems connected with this are

so complex and difficult, and involve such momentous

issues, that they demand treatment in a separate science,

Only the most general considerations relating to them
can be included in social philosophy.
The question of justice is one of the most fundamental

of those with which social philosophy has to deal ; and
this is closely connected with law. But here again it

is only the most general considerations that fall properly
within the scope of our subject.

Industry and commerce form so large a part of the

activities of human societies that their, place is necessarily
considered with some care in any philosophy of society ;

but in this case also many of the problems are of so com-

plex a character that they have to be regarded as belonging
to a separate science that of economics. The questions

relating to this subject are to a considerable extent capable
of being stated in terms of quantity, and lend themselves

readily to mathematical treatment. Hence the study of

them has a greater appearance of exactness than any other

special study of social problems. Partly for this reason

it has been more fully developed as a science than any
other department of sociology ; and its immediate bear-

ings on the practical activities of the great mass of human

beings has given it an unusual degree of popular interest.

Both its exactness, however, and the direct value of its

practical applications are in some danger of being exag-
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gerated. Its exactness depends, in general, on somewha

questionable assumptions ; and its practical application!

often require to be modified by considerations of a difierem

kind. Some of the questions that fall within its scope wil

have to be noticed briefly in the course of our treatment

All these aspects of social life change and develop fron

age to age, and have their characteristics determined anc

modified by many circumstances of time and place.

History, which is occupied with the record of such cir-

cumstances and changes, throws light on many important

aspects of social life ; and, on the other hand, a general

philosophy of society should help us to interpret what

without it is apt to seem arbitrary and chaotic in the

panorama of history.
1 But obviously the details of his-

torical development lie outside our province.
Those beliefs, ideals, and aspirations that are described

as religious have so large a place in human history, and

embody so much of what is most characteristic of humanity,
that some interpretation of them also is called for in social

philosophy ; though some of their aspects belong rather

to ethics and metaphysics, and some are best regarded as

constituting a separate subject of study.
It is evident from all this that social philosophy touches

on a great variety of topics, and that it has no lack either

of material or of interest.

3. Its Method. It is not easy to lay down at the outset,

especially in a subject that is still in the making, any
definite statement with regard to the method that is

most suitable for its development. We can hardly begin
with axioms or postulates ; and, as it is not an empirical

1 Hegel's Philosophy of History may be specially referred to.

Dr. Beattie Grower's History of Civilization has considerable
value. B. Kidd's book on The Principles of Western Civilization

contains a few good points, and Houston Chamberlain's work
(The Foundations of the Nineteenth Century) is not to be altogether
ignored ; though the views set forth in both these treatises have
to be taken with some caution. Professor P. Barth has wiiLUm
an interesting book on sociology, regarded from the point of view of
the philosophy of history (Philosophie der Geschiehtt ait Sariologie).
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study, we can hardly begin with a collection of facts. It

might be possible, as we have seen/to treat it as a continua-

tion of ethics ; but it seems desirable, on the whole, to

try to give it an independent start. As we are concerned

with a particular aspect of human life, it may be simplest
to begin with an inquiry into the general characteristics

of that life, and then to proceed to ascertain how these

general characteristics give rise to the special features

of social unity. We may then find it possible to discuss

these, special features 'in a connected order. If this is

possible, the method of treatment will grow naturally
out of the subject-matter. A short reference to the

history of the subject may, however, be useful at this

point, and may help to justify the general method of

entering on its study that I am now suggesting.

4. Its Early Beginnings. The beginnings of almost all

scientific and philosophic studies are to be found in the

work of the early Greek thinkers. There were vague

speculations before their time, some of them of very
considerable interest ; but it is doubtful whether there is

anything that could be regarded as having scientific

value. Even among the early Greeks, the precise signifi-

cance of the conceptions with which they dealt is often

difficult to discover. It seems clear, however, that they

singled out general aspects of the world around them :

elementary distinctions, such as those between fire, air,

water, and the solid material to which they gave the

general name of earth ; or again, between attractive and

repulsive tendencies, between permanence and change,
between unity and multiplicity, between matter and form,

and so forth. 1 The general fact of life was one of the

first things that attracted their attention, and of course

human life more than any other. They tried to connect

it with other facts in the world around them. Heraclitus,

for instance, connected it with the general tendency to

a movement upwards and downwards which he seemed

i A good general account of all this can be got from Professor

Bnrnet's Early Creak Philosophy.
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to see 'throughout the whole of nature e.g. in the rise

ol vapour and the fall of rain, in day and night, hi summer
and winter, as well as hi waking and sleep, life and death,

growth and decay, virtue and vice, progress and deteriora-

tion. Such methods of approach brought some of the

early Greek thinkers pretty close to the modern con-

ception of evolution, and to its application to human life.

But at a very early stage they seem to have begun
to be impressed by the comparative irregularity of human
life, more particularly in its social aspects. They had

acquired a fairly definite conception of the forces of nature

as being essentially uniform hi their operation. Fire,

they saw, has a definite way of burning, which is the

same in Greece as it is in Persia. The same may be said,

on the whole, of the growth of plants, the instincts of

animals, the movements of the heavenly bodies, and
other natural processes. Hence they were led to regard
it as a characteristic of everything natural, that it is

invariable. Human life alone, especially in its social

aspects, seemed to be a notable exception. The com-

parative freedom of choice that man possesses tends to

appear at first as purely arbitrary. It needs a more pro-
found insight to see in it the manifestation of a higher
law. Even in modern times we are apt sometimes to

contrast the lawlessness of human action with the regu-

larity of natural events, such as the motions of the heavenly
bodies.

They cannot halt or go astray.

But our immortal spirits may.

It was chiefly among that group of remarkable public
teachers that grew up in Greece about the middle of the
fifth century B.C., commonly referred to as the Sophists,
that this antithesis between what is natural and what
is relatively arbitrary and conventional was brought
into prominence. They were travelling teachers, and
they were specially impressed by the very different

customs, laws, and forms of constitution that they found
in different places. These, they tended to say, not
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having the uniformity of natural objects, must be regarded
as merely conventional They depend on human agree-
ments or contracts, or on the arbitrary choice of particular

rulers, and have no real foundation in the nature of things.
Thus the distinction between what exists by nature ($4<rn)

and what exists only by human law or convention (vrf/wp)

was definitely introduced and sharply emphasized.
1

Now, it was specially with reference to this antithesis

that the first great treatise on social philosophy was
written the first and still, in many respects, the most

profound and interesting. Plato's Republic is, in the

main, a discussion of the question whether human law
can properly be regarded as having any real foundation

in the nature of things. It begins with an inquiry into

the meaning of Justice or Righteousness ($ooo6wi) and
leads on from this to the question whether the social

order, in which justice seems to be embodied, is natural

or artificiaL The Platonic Socrates contends that it is

essentially natural He seeks to show this by tracing
the origin of social unity as growing out of a particular
fact in the nature of man the fact, namely, that he is

not self-sufficient, and is consequently led to co-operate
with others. On this basis, an attempt is made to sketch

the form of human organization in which this need for

co-operation would be most perfectly supplied. We
are thus led to the consideration of an ideally constituted

State, and incidentally to an account of the kind of edu-

cation that is necessary for the maintenance of such a

State. We may have occasion to refer to several points
in connection with this as we proceed. The absorbing
interest of Plato's Republic depends on the deep insight,

the comprehensive outlook, and the almost prophetic

vision, by which the treatment of the fundamental

problem is connected with all the main interests of human
Hfe. But it is only with the fundamental problem that

we need concern ourselves at present.*

See, on this, Sonet's Grttk Philosophy (Thalea to Plato), chap.
vtt. Reference may be made also to his Early Gnek Philosophy*

p. 12, 13. SeethaNotes on Plato's RtpvHic in the Appendix.
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The kind of State that Plato had chiefly in mind was
the kind with which he was most familiar the small

City State, which reached its most perfect development
in Greece. A State of this type differed in many important
respects from what we commonly fhi-nk of as States in

modern times. In particular, it was characterized by an
intense and intimate unity which would not, in quite
the same mode and degree, be possible in an extensive

Empire or even in a comparatively small modern nation.

The study of a modern State, as such, would generally
have to be distinguished from the study of the other

aspects of the social life of its citizens ; whereas in a
small City State there seemed to be hardly any distinction

between the political life of the State and the other

aspects of community within the social group. Hence
social philosophy was for Plato almost the same thing
as politics, and hardly distinguishable from ethics and the

theory of education. Nevertheless, the general founda-
tions of the study were by him well and truly laid ; and
it is probably still correct to say that there is no writer

from whom so good an introduction to it can be had as

from him.

5. Its Later Developments. We need not linger long
over the subsequent course of the development of social

philosophy, which is too complex to be summarily treated,

except in its barest outlines.

Aristotle made a more definite distinction between
ethics and politics tha.n is to be found in the work of Plato ;

though he still regarded the former as being essentially
a part of the latter. The one deals with the citizen, the

other with the city. But the distinction became, through
Aristotle's method of treatment, rather more marked than

he was at first prepared to allow. He was led to recognize
as indeed, Plato also was that a man is more than the

citizen of a particular State ; and that the claims of

citizenship have sometimes to be subordinated to those

of the larger life. According to our modern way of re-

garding the subjects, some parts of Aristotle's Ethics
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especially his treatment of justice and certain aspects of

his treatment of friendship would seem to belong more

properly to social philosophy than to ethics. They appear
to form the connecting link between ethics and politics.

1

After the time of Aristotle, the decay and final over-

throw of the Greek City States led to a still more definite

separation between ethics and politics. The great Empires
whether of Macedonia or of Rome could hardly be

regarded as complete embodiments of the moral aspira-
tions of their citizens ; as, with just a little idealization,

the small City States might. Hence the Stoics and

Epicureans did not so naturally think, as Plato and Aris-

totle did, of the life of an individual as being necessarily
bound up with that of an organized State. The Stoics

tended to thinlr of the best type of man, not merely as

a "
good European," but as a citizen of the world, rather

than of any special community. He belonged essen-

tially to the world-community (vo\cnta rov jeoV/uov). The

Epicureans were even less favourable to the political life.

They were interested in societies of friends bearing,
in fact, a considerable resemblance to what is known in

modern times as the Society of Friends rather than in

organized States.'

It was partly through the influence of these later bodies

of thinkers though partly also through the revival of

earlier modes of thought that the study of politics

became more definitely separated off from that of ethics,

and that social philosophy gradually came to be recog-
nized as a study somewhat distinct from both. The
elaboration of the system of Roman Law, largely carried

out on the basis of Stoical conceptions 3 especially on
what came to be described as the Law of Nature gave

greater definiteness to the idea of the State as such, and,

1 Mr. Ernest Barker's book on The Political Thought of Plato

and Aristotle may be referred to for farther particulars.
a W. Wallace's Epicureanism is a little book of singular charm,

and may be consulted with great advantage.

|$i Maine's Ancient Law, chap, iii, may be referred to on this

subject.
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more particularly, to that of the State as law-giver. Thi

aspect became dominant in political thought through th<

work of such diverse writers as Machiavelli, Grotras

Spinoza, Locke, and Rousseau; though the last two
in particular, tended to restore the educational aspect a
social life, which had been so prominent with Plato, tc

something of its old pre-eminence.
Some other circumstances that have tended to bring

out the distinction between the study of social philosophj
and that of politics and law may be very briefly noticed

The difficulties in the way of reconciling the rival claim*

of the Church and the State in the Middle Ages accustomec

men's minds to the idea of two distinct authorities ii

life the one more purely political and legal, the othei

religious and moral. The Reformation tended to make the

latter authority more purely moral, and gave increased

emphasis to the contrast between the spiritual basis oJ

community and the more material power of the State,

The
struggle

for religious freedom, the increasing promi-
nence of industrial problems (due in part to the develop-
ment of the special sciences and arts) and the greatei

facilities for intercourse between different countries, al]

contributed to give a certain importance to social questions
other than those that are purely political or legal. Eco-

nomic questions, in particular, began to absorb a great
deal of attention. Then the French Revolution, with

its ideals of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity, did much
to

"
rend and deracinate the unity and married calm

of States," and to suggest some larger unity of humanity.
It was under the influence of this conception of a larger

unity that Comte laid the foundations of his sociology.

His study of social problems was combined with the effort

to introduce a new religion of humanity.
2

Spencer, in

a somewhat similar manner, was inspired by the idea of

Liberty, and was strongly opposed to the dominance of

* Partly lor thia reason his work has not attracted quite as much
attention in this country as it deserves. It has been mnch more

influential in France. But a good account of it can be got from

E. Caird's Social PMlotopky and KtKgitm of Comt*.
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the State. Thus it has gradually come about that the

study of society has a much wider meaning than the study
of the structure and activities of the State, and that it

has become divided up into a number of separate studies.

But it is only in quite recent times that social philosophy
has become definitely recognized as one of these ; though
of course writers on sociology, as well as on law and politics,

have always had some philosophical basis for theirmethods
of treatment. 1

6. Its Central Problem. The sketch that has now been

given of the origin and growth of social philosophy may
enable us to understand more dearly both the scope of

the study and the central problem round which it turns.

That problem is still, on the whole, the one that was
raised at its first beginning viz. in what sense, and to

what extent, can human society be properly described as

natural ? If it is purely arbitrary or conventional, its

study can be little more than an attempt to trace the

external, variable, and, hi a sense, accidental circumstances

by which its forms have been, from time to time, deter-

mined. If, on the other hand, it is in its essence natural,

we have to try to explain in what sense it is natural, and
what are the particular forms to which its fundamental

nature gives rise. This, as we have noted, was what Plato

and Aristotle sought to do, in opposition to the teaching
of some of the Sophists. They contended, in effect, that

what is natural is not necessarily invariable, and that

the special features of human nature give rise to special
kinds of order which, though not uniform, are not without

law and reason. In fact, they even urged that the rational

i Mill described his Principles of Political Economy as "
including

tome of their applications to social philosophy
"

; and the same
night be said of some other works of a primarily economic char-

acter, such as the recent books by Mr. Hobson (Work and Wealth)
md Professor Pigou (Wealth and Welfare). Dr. Marshall has also

rapt the wider bearings of economic questions pretty steadily in

riew. Bnt when social philosophy is approached from the purely
aconomic side, its outlook is necessarily somewhat narrowed.
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nature of man supplies a more definite principle of orde

than any that is found elsewhere, and that it is the lowe

forms of existence, rather than the higher, that may to

characterized as relatively lawless and chaotic, containing
as they do, a certain element of contingency.

1 The Stoic:

also used the expression "Laws of Nature" primarily
with reference to the principles of order that are furnished

by reason and that can be embodied in the structure ol

a human society ; and it became the task of the physical
sciences to show that there are laws of nature in the

material universe as well as in the life of man. The
tables were thus, to some extent, turned. Nevertheless,

the old antithesis has tended, in some degree, to persist ;

and it has, from time to time, been emphasized afresh

especially in connection with the idea of a social contract

Hobbes, for instance, contrasted the state of nature with

the social order that is introduced by contract. The
statement with which Rousseau opened his Contrat social,

that
" man is born free, and yet is everywhere hi chains/

1

gave an even wider currency to the same antithesis;

though Rousseau himself did much to remove it, or at

least to soften it, by explaining that the contract on which

human society is founded is itself based on the essential

nature of man. The significance of this will come out

more fully in the sequel In the meantime, the persistence
of the problem that is thus suggested gives us a ground for

commencing our study with a consideration of the sense

in which the unity and order of human society may be

said to rest on nature i.e. on the special nature of man.

Accordingly, we proceed in the following chapter to

attempt to discover what are the most fundamental

aspects of human nature.

" For some d'qcnmion of this, I may refer to my Elements of
Constructive Philosophy, Book III, chap. ii.
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CHAPTER I

HUMAN NATUBE

i. Man's Placi in the Cosmos. The large and difficult

problems connected with the interpretation of our universe

as a Cosmos cannot be here discussed. It is enough for

our present purpose to note that the investigations of

modern science and philosophical reflection upon their

results have led us to think of the universe in which we
live, mysterious though in many of its features it remains,

as an orderly system in which there is a more or less

continuous process of development
So far as our own planet is concerned, human life appears

to represent the highest stage that has so far been reached

in this process ; though it is not all at the same level,

and even in its best types is pretty obviously capable of

further improvement. Though man is the
"
paragon of

animals/' and has become something of a little god in

the world that he inhabits, he still remains one of the pro-
ducts of that world, racy of the soil, and very evidently
of the earth earthy. He is sometimes

"
in doubt to deem

himself a god or beast," and has to recognize, on the

whole, that he is a little of both. His thoughtsmaywander
through eternity, but his bodily existence is very narrowly
circumscribed. No account of human nature can be

satisfactory and this applies to its social aspects as well

as to any other which does not do justice both to its

lowly origin and to its lofty aspirations. It will be well,

from the very outset, to try to realize as clearly as possible
both these aspects of our complex nature. To bring
this out, we may proceed to consider how man may best

be defined.

93396 SOL -ol

M I*
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Definition of Man. Various definitions have been

ipted, from th^most humorous "
a featherless biped

"

i most serious
" a rational animal," but noae of them

oily satisfactory. Bagehot said that he is
" a soul

lerading as an animal," but this somewhat underrates

itimacy of his connection with animal life. If we
im "

a laughing animal
" we may be confronted

the goose and' the hyena and with the gravity of

savages and some sages. If, with Franklin and

a, we describe him as "a tool-using animal/' we
;o acknowledge that some human beings are almost

nt of their use, though perhaps no adult is com-
r so ; and that some of the lower animals, such as

uts, appear occasionally to use them.1 If we point
use of language, it may be urged that there are

other flT"Tttig that communicate with one another

>ressive vocal signs, and that some of the lower

rf mankind do not rise very conspicuously above

ivel. It seems clear, however, that the possession
ion is man's most distinctive mark, by which all

characteristic features may be explained. It is

of reason that enables him to develop vague animal

ito an articulate language, the manipulation of

1 objects into elaborate tools and machinery, the

ation of particular sounds, colours, and forms into

types of imitative and expressive art, anger into

of aggressive weapons, fear into elaborate defences,

nto satire and humour, sympathy into charity,

'. into awe, submission into reverence, dominance

Professor Lloyd Morgan's Animal Life and IvtdKgeiuq,
It may be well to note here that, when man is describe*!

using animal, tools have to be understood in a very wiOB

icluding machinery, books, institutions, the use of thij

imals, etc. It would be less misleading to say that he i >

L-nsing animal. Other ar***!? labour, and have store \

ons kinds of property; but it is, on the whole, true

n is the only capitalist, and that every advance in

fe is dependent on the use of capital. In a wide sense

ord, every human being is a capitalist. See below,

m, 4 .
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into law and government, mutual aid into a co-operative

commonwealth. :

But all this is not accomplished at once ; nor is it even

from the outset anticipated and understood. Han, it

would seem, cannot without some qualification be charac-

terized as a rational animal, but rather as an animal

Brith the potentiality of reason, and capable by its gradual
niltivation of transforming the activities and the ck-

nimstances of his life.

But to say this is hardly enough. It is clear that, even

pith the potentiality of reason, man's life would not have
Become what it is, unless he had been endowed with

i particular bodily structure. Without an elaborate

nuscular and bony framework, he would not have been
ible to

"
erect His stature and upright with front serene

Govern the rest." Without well-developed eyes and
ither sense-organs, he could not have observed objects
nib. sufficient accuracy to adapt them to his purposes.
Vithout mobile hands,1 he could hardly have constructed

nd used the variety of tools and other machinery with
rhich we are familiar which, indeed, at least in their

rimitive forms, may be regarded as little more than an
Ktension of his bodily organs.* Without a complex
ocal apparatus, he could not have elaborated and em-

Loyed the languages that are current among us ; without
elicate ears, he could not have apprehended them;
ithout the use of fingers, he could not have made them
io an enduring record; without a sensitive nervous

rstem, he could hardly have attained to the production
id appreciation of the higher forms of art. Even for

.e use of reason itself, a brain would appear to be an
sential condition. Hence we have to recognize that

i
Anaxagoraa seems to have attributed the superiority of man

tirely to his possession of hands ; but, if so, the apes might be
peeted to rank even higher. See Hornet's Early Greek Pkilo-

>*y, P 297* The differentiation of hands and feet must be recog-
ed as an important advance.
Samuel Butler, among others, brought this out in Ertmlum

ap. asxv).
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man is not only a rational yiiim*0 but an

particular type, with a peculiar and complicated strtu

by which his thoughts, feelings and actions are la

determined. . If we had been in the form of horses

Swift's
"
houyhnhnms," instead of in that of the h

apes, our rational life would have been very different

what it isif, indeed, it could ever have been develop
alL If reason had been developed in ants or bees, it v

at least have been a reason that would have led to

different results from those with which we are acqua
in the life of humanity. And we cannot hope to hi

thorough understanding of human life without taki

full account of all the peculiarities of human strut

It would, however, carry us too far, and would nc

necessary for our present purpose, to inquire int

these peculiarities. They must be left to writer

anatomy, physiology, psychology, natural history,

anthropology. We must assume that the main fea

are sufficiently familiar to us, and must content ours

with some reference to those aspects that are of ft

mental importance.

3. Three Main Aspects of Human Life. Recogn
that man is an animal of a particular type, with a va
of special bodily aptitudes and tendencies, we have

to ask what are the general characteristics of the li

animals. But here our account must be of a very sumi

character. It seems clear that in some respects an

life resembles the hie of plants, but in other respec
is markedly different. From some points of vie'

might be thought 'to be inferior. Animals in gei

lack something of the repose, the harmony and be
that are so attractive in some forms of plant life.

what is lower in the scale has generally some poinl

superiority. Even inanimate objects may excel pi

in those respects to which we have referred. Flo

have not the repose and sublimity of the everlasting h

and the lower animals have been contrasted by ^

Whitman with the perturbed existence of mank
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"They do not sweat anil <wte> about their condition;
iney do not He **^m^$&k^d weep for thei-
sms; Not one fe respectable^ trappy." In general,
where there is grea^^ivity them ds less peace. Even
inhuman ttfMwR^tM* te wMdl * * * our

and the peasant has
existence than the

.,. .^T animals is evidently higherand more cofepfex tHan tfeat Sf plants ; just as human Kfe
is higher and more complex than that of other animals.
The difference, as is usual in natural objects, is not always
very sharply marked ; but, in general, it is at least obvious
that animals, besides growing like a tree, and reproducing
their species as plants do, have some capability of motion
from place to place, some degree of sensitiveness to sur-

rounding objects, some instinctive tendencies to action ;

and that the higher animals, with which man is most
nearly akin, have complex emotions and large powers
of adjustment to the conditions of their lives. Hence,
although there are many grades of animal life and many
varieties of plants, we may say broadly that an animal
is a plant with the addition of certain more or less con-
scious capabilities of apprehending, feeling, and acting.
And, if we are right in saying this, we may say that a
human being is essentially a plant, with highly complex
animal characteristics superadded, crowned with the

potentiality of thought and with all that thought implies.
No doubt it implies, among other things, a certain weaken-
ing of some of the more purely arrival powers and ten-
ienties ; so that to speak of addition may be slightly

misleading.
We are thus led to think of the life of man as having

:hree main aspects a vegetative aspect, an animal

ispect, and an aspect that is more peculiarly his own.
["he glory of human life depends on this complexity ; but
t is also the source of our difficulties and sometimes of

>ur degradation. We are to some extent rooted Eke
riants, at the mercy of winds and seasons. Like
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we are apt to be swayed by our appetites, our instu

and our emotions. The potentiality of reason give
a controlling power, but one that is only gradually

veloped, and that seldom gains a complete mastery
the lower elements in our being. The complexity of

nature gives us the possibility of a comprehensive ins

and sympathy, such as pure intelligences might

supposed to lack ; but it also gives us the possibilit

imparting a larger power to our animal appetites

impulses, and of perverting them to unnatural u

Though reason may be said to be a light from hea

it may easily, when it is still imperfectly developed
a light that leads astray. It may be used, as Me{

topheles declared, only to make man more beastly 1

any beast. The great problem of human nature is

of finding the proper balance for its complex constitul

We have now to notice how the social aspect of htu

life is affected by this complexity in its general struct

4. The Social Nature of Man. In considering how
it cfm be maintained that man is essentially social,

have to take account of all the main factors in his <

stitution. It seems clear that the purely vegetative
of his nature does not of itself afford much basis for sc

unity. Plants are not in any definite sense gregari

though of course they are not absolutely isolated i

viduals. Even a rock or a mountain is seldom t

It is connected in a complex and often extremely intei

ing way with the general processes of the earth's deve

ment, and has often subtle influences on the lives of pla

animflig, and human beings. All plants are at 1

reproductive, and tend to grow together in groups ;

the fertilization of many plants involves the co-opera
of more than a single specimen. Similar facts in the

of flnmmjg may fairly be regarded as belonging primaril

the vegetative side of their nature, and in most anii

they lead to more or less definite forms of associat

The generation of most animala involves at least se:

< This is well emphasized in Green's Prolegomena to Ethics,
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differentiation and sexual intercourse. Their young axe

generally in some degree helpless, and need the care of

one or both of the parents for a considerable period.
The dangers to which they are exposed often necessitate

their protection by a group to which they are attached.

In many cases also food has to be stored up at certain

tunes in the year for use at other times ; and sometimes

this can only be done effectively by co-operative action.

Hence most of the more highly developed species of afiimftlg

are naturally gregarious ; and this may rightly be said

to be dependent primarily on the vegetative side of their

nature, though it is only made possible by their powers
of apprehension and movement and by the development
of their instincts and emotions.

Now, it is clear that human association may often be

explained in a similar fashion. Societies, as Aristotle

said,
1 are first formed for the sake of life ; though it is

rather for the sake of good life that they are subsequently
maintained. The care of the young, the preservation
of food and drink, the provision of adequate shelter and

protection, would suffice to account for the existence of

human societies, even if there were no other circumstances

to account for them ; and for this reason alone it might
at least be maintained that it is not natural for a man
to be alone, and that some form of social unity is implied
in his essential structure. The naturalness of such asso-

ciation is not really affected by the fact that its forms

may be found to vary at different times and places. The
land of food that is procurable is different in different

places, and its storage is more important in some places
than in others. The dangers that have to be guarded

against are also a variable element sometimes heat,

sometimes cold, sometimes drought, sometimes floods,

sometimes wild beasts or other men. Even animals

are capable, to some slight extent, of adapting themselves

to variable environments ; so that the modes of behaviour

within a single species, though always natural, are not

always quite uniform.

*
Politics, Book III, chap. vi.
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But, besides this explanation of social life on pure!

vegetative grounds, there are several facts more definitel

connected with animal nature that make some form c

association natural Some animals prey upon other;

This is an element in their nature as animals; and i

tends to lead to associations for defence, and sometime

for attack. There is also, to some extent, a struggl
for existence among animals of the same species; and

though this may be said to be a disruptive force, th

instincts connected with it tend in some degree to lead t

association. Dogs delight to bark and bite, and eve:

birds in their little nests do not always agree ; but the;

have to come together to quarrel as well as to co-operate
and it does not seem altogether fanciful to say that th

fighting instinct is sometimes a bond of union. It is

on the whole, indifference that keeps individuals apart

Strife, as well as love, brings them together. Heraclitu

censured Homer for the aspiration "Would that strif

might perish from among Gods and men i

" He held tha

the cessation of strife would mean the cessation of life

Without accepting this contention, we may at least sa;

that strife is sometimes a factor in the formation of anima
associations. They sometimes keep together, not tha

they may help one another, but that they may not b
outdone by one another. Of course, neither of these aim

may be consciously present : they may only work in th<

form of blind impulses. Those who hold aloof from on
another do not co-operate, but they also do not com
pete. Conversely we may regard both co-operation am
competition, both love and strife, as connected wit!

impulses that help to give rise to social unity amonj

These forces are evidently operative in human life ai

well. Mutual aid and rivalry lead to the formation o:

tribes and peoples, or help to strengthen their bonds o:

union. Sometimes they are supporting one another
sometimes they are contending against each other ; but
in either case, they have a keen interest in each other':

doings. And thus we may urge that human beings woulc
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be naturally Social, even if the distinctive attributes of

humanity were not superimposed upon those of plants
and animals.

But the characteristics of man as man give a new signi-

ficance to these associative tendencies. Reason is essen-

tially a unifying power. The accumulation of knowledge

requires more co-operation than the accumulation of food,

[t has to be preserved from generation to generation,
ind not merely from year to year. The preparation of

the young to think, and to apply thought in the guidance
}f their conduct, requires a longer and more intimate

issotiation than their preparation to walk or fly. The
ise of tools and machinery introduces both more mutual

ud and more complex forms of rivalry than the use of

:eeth and claws. The use of language binds man to man
ind generation to generation in a way of which no animals

ire capable, and at the same time introduces a deeper

deavage and a more intense opposition between different

aces and peoples an opposition that often gives rise

:o more complex modes of union. And, whatever may
>e the correct theory with regard to the inheritance of

Lcquired characteristics in animals, 1 it is clear at least

hat the most distinctively human acquisitions are only
oherited through some form of association.

From such considerations it becomes very obvious that

he diversities that we find in human societies are not a

ufficient ground for denying that some form of association

3 natural to man. Rather it is apparent that almost all

he characteristic aspects of human nature have some

t This is a question that appears to be still unsettled, and the

iscnssion of it must be left to biologists. Lamarck believed that

nch characteristics are inherited ; and his view was, in the main,

ccepted by-Spencer. Darwin threw doubt upon it, and Weismann
uned the doubt into an emphatic negative. It seems safe at

tast to believe that qualities acquired in the lifetime of an indi-

idnal are not readily transmitted to his offspring. Hence educa-

on is the chief means by which valuable acquisitions are preserved
i the race. This was one of the main contentions of Benjamin
add in his Social Evolution, and it has been further emphasized
i his book on The Science of Power.
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tendency to differentiate, to introduce distinctions ai

oppositions, as well as to integrate ; and that bo-

tendencies are in some degree associative, but natural

give rise to forms of association that are diverse ax

subject to change.
In the light of all this, we are now prepared to coi

sider more definitely the general characteristics of thos

modes of community that may be truly said to t

natural to man.

5. Some Historical References. It may be well at th

point to notice some of the chief ways in which the analys
of human nature has been applied as a foundation fc

social studies. Plato and Aristotle are the chief writei

who call for notice in this connection. Accordingly, w
may refer briefly to their views, and then notice some c

the tendencies of later thought.

(a) The threefold division that is given in Plato'

Republic corresponds, to a considerable extent, to tha

which is here adopted ; and he makes it the basis for hi

recognition of three distinct classes in the ideal state.

The three elements, according to his account, are thi

appetitive, the spirited or passionate, and the rational

and the three corresponding classes are the industrial

the military, and the governing- the last two being, ii

many respects, regarded as a single class. Many objection

may be made to this scheme ; but the following wouk
seem to be the most important, (i) As the three funda-

mental elements are found in all human beings, thej

do not provide, a real basis for distinct classes in the com-

munity. (2) The appetitive aspect is too sharply contrasted

with the other two. (3) The emotional or spirited aspeci

is not adequately represented by military activity.

(4) The work of the ruler can hardly be properly de-

scribed as purely rational On each of these objections

a few words may be useful.

(i) All human beings at least all classes of human
* This ia worked oat chiefly in Books III and IV. See the Notes

In the Appendix bearing upon these Books.
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beings have necessarily some concern with the purely

organic needs, the maintenance of life, growth, and the

reproduction of the species. These are partly subserved

by the appetites, but partly also by various modes of

sensibility which are not commonly classed as appetites

experiences of heat and cold, pain, and other forms of

bodily discomfort. And allhuman beings have some degree
of reason to guide them in the satisfaction of their appetites
and in the removal or mitigation of their discomforts.

All are, moreover, more or less aware that these are by
no means the only needs which as human beings they

experience. Hence, though different persons may be

nainly employed in providing for the satisfaction of

lifferent needs, it can hardly be said to be natural that

my class should be occupied exclusively with one aspect
)f life. This defect becomes pretty apparent in the

:ourse of Plato's own treatment. He seeks to emphasize
he unity of his ideal State ; yet it seems clear that the

harp division of classes would effectually prevent the

Levelopment of that like-mindedness which is essential

o the unity of a people. The lower classes would not

mderstand the higher; and the higher, however well

ducated and well intentioned, could have but little

enuine sympathy with the lower.

(2) This defect is specially apparent in the separation
hat is made between the industrial class, concerned

dth the satisfaction of the appetites, and the other two
lasses that are supposed to be more definitely guided
y reason. It is only for the latter that any definite

iucation is provided ; and yet the industrial class is

ot only expected to be willingly subject to the others,

at even to be capable of giving such an artistic finish

> its work as to provide a beautiful environment for

le whole. Probably Plato meant to imply that the

tiers would provide the kind of education that is needed
r this ; but it is surely evident that such an education

ould be essentially similar to that of the higher classes,

id would make the division that is postulated between
.em largely T""piw"T]ig. This

difficulty, along with
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several others, was well brought out by Aristotle ;
* anc

it has become more obvious in modern times, in which the

technical methods of industry involve the application
of mathematical and other sciences, requiring the same
kind of preparation as that which is presupposed in the

conduct of war.

(3) That the military life should be regarded as the

natural form in which the spirited or passionate element

in human nature receives expression is also pretty obvi-

ously wrong. /
Plato himself represents war as arising from a diseased

state of society ; and yet his ideal community is organized

largely with a view to it.. Surely the passionate side of

man's nature shows itself in love as well as in strife, in

the impulses of play, in the spirit of adventure, in poetry
and all the higher arts. Plato, though himself a poet
and a dramatist, could hardly find a place for the poetic

art, except in early education, and for the dramatic art

not at all. Yet it would seem that Keats, for instance,

was finding expression for the spirited side of his nature

in his later poetry, as well as hi his earlier fightings. In

modern times, the military art has become almost as purely
and scientific as the industrial arts, and is

carried on, in the main, by the same type of people.

(4) The rulers of a state must certainly have reason,

and no doubt they need to apply it in a more compre-
hensive way than captains of industry, but hardly than

the higher artists or men of science. Plato required
that his kings should be philosophers. It is undoubtedly
iesirable that they should have some philosophic culti-

vation, but the general principle of division of labour

seems to make it natural that there should be some dif-

ference between the students of pure and of applied

science, and between those who are mainly wise in theory
and those who are mainly wise in practice. This also

was convincingly emphasized by Aristotle, to whom we

may now turn.

(b) Aristotle recognized more definitely the three aspects
i See his Politics, Book II, chaps, ii-v.
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of life to which we have referred. The vegetative aspect
he treated as irrational, the animal as subject to reason ;

and he distinguished between reason as guiding and con-

trolling the animal impulses and reason as pursuing its

own peculiar ends. 2

This is not quite satisfactory, and it tends to introduce

some degree of confusion into his treatment of the moral
virtues.

They have to be regarded as partly concerned with a
zertain moderation in the supply of our organic needs,

md partly with the control of our animal impulses ; and

pet it would seem that it is only with the latter that the

reason is properly concerned. But the discussion of this

mist be left to ethics. In social philosophy or politics,

le avoids the sharp distinction of classes, and so tends to

idvocate a more genuine unity of the whole people than
3lato was able to provide for (at least if the Republic is

be taken as correctly representing the Platonic teaching)
)n the other hand, his distinction between the two. types
f reason* leads him to make a sharper separation between
he theoretical and the practical life than is to be found
1 the work of Plato. Sometimes he speaks as if the

fe of the philosopher and man of science were wholly
ifferent in kind from .that of the statesman and dtizen.3

nis 16 partly modified by tEe "recognitionjthat the latter

i the necessary foundation for the former^
" There is

leisure for slaves." We have first to seCure the neces-

ties of life, and even of good life, before we can have
ie supreme happiness of knowledge and contemplation.4

i See his Nicomachean Ethics, Book I. chap. adii. ~.

* Theoretical reason (sofla.) and practical reason (^pdxtfmc). No
rabt it is possible to press this distinction too far. Reason

essentially the same, whether it is applied to theoretical or to

actical problems ; and a thoroughly "Wise man understands how

apply it to both. But it remains true that some are mainly
Hied in ordering their thoughts in a reasonable way, -and others

iinly in ordering their feelings or actions^ .

1 Ethics, Book X, chaps, vii and viii. See also his Politics,

ok IV. -

i Politics, BookTV, chap. zv.
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But he hardly seems to recognize sufficiently that kno1

ledge and contemplation are themselves instruments i

the realization of a better life for men in general. He
far this is a fair criticism, however, we cannot here discus

What we are really concerned with is not what eith

Plato or Aristotle said, but rather what they ought
have said and at least partly did say. If they said

wholly, or meant to say it, that is of course all to the goo
At any rate, they went a considerable way in what appea
to be the right direction.

(c) In modern tunes the theories of Plato and Aristol

have had a considerable influence. They have been part

counteracted, however, by the sharper opposition th

was made by the Stoics between the life of pure reasi

and the less rational elements in human nature. T
Cartesians, on the whole, supported this antithesi

and the opposition between the secular and the sacr

aspects of life, though somewhat different, and emphasia

by different people, has given some encouragement to

similar dualism. On the other hand, recent psycholoj

has tended to emphasize the unity of conscious life in

way that has sometimes tended to make the differe

aspects of man's life appear of little importance. Hen
there has been, on the whole, some lack of clearness

co-ordinating the different aspects of human life ; ai

sometimes one and sometimes another has been rath

unduly stressed. In recent times, the economic side

life has been very prominent. The science of economi

has been more fully dealt with than any other sden

dealing with society ; and it has been apt to be regard

as having a more central position than it deserves. Carl}

and Ruskin did good service in protesting against th

and affirming the claims of morality and art. But perha

they a little overdid their protestations. On the oth

hand, the friends of culture have sometimes had a rath

undue contempt a little supported by Greek ideas i

the industrial and commercial aspects of life; and t

friends of morality and religion have sometimes had b

little sympathy either with the industrial life or with t
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urns of art and culture. It is chiefly the renewed study
Greek philosophy, and especially of the writings of

ato and Aristotle, that has helped us to recover a
ore balanced view of the different elements in human
.ture.

This survey is necessarily a very imperfect sketch ; but

may perhaps enable us to see more clearly what we are

aim at in the treatment that follows.



CHAPTER II

COMMUNITY

x. The Natural Basis of Community. It is appan
from what has now been stated that society rests uj

a natural basis. All the most fundamental facts of hum
nature give rise to some form of social unity. As beu

with needs (which may be called vegetative) for fa

drink, shelter from heat and cold, from storm and flo

from disease, from the attacks of wild beasts, and

beings predisposed to the perpetuation of their sped
we find the

'

necessity for co-operation as an essenl

adjunct to individual effort. Our more distinctly

animal impulses also, our tendencies to love and stri

and the various instincts and emotions that circle rou

these central dispositions, lead us inevitably into cl<

relations to one another. Still more imperatively ;

we urged to associate by the more purely human attribu

that grow out of our developing reason. In face of su

considerations, it can hardly be denied that at least soi

form of social unity is as natural to man as some form

eating and drinking. As Bishop Butler said :
z
"
There

such a natural principle of attraction in man towards mi

that having trod the same tract of land, having breath

the same climate, barely having been born hi the sai

artificial district or division, becomes the occasion

contracting acquaintance and familiarities many ye;

after ; for anything may serve the purpose. Thus relatic

merely nominal are sought and invented, not by governo
but by the lowest of the people ; which are found sufficie

to hold mankind together in little fraternities and <

* Sermons on Human Nature, I.
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partnerships; weak ties indeed, and what may afford

fund enough for ridicule, if they are absurdly considered

as the real principles of that union ; but they are in truth

merely the occasions, as anything may be of anything,

upon which our nature carries us on according to its

own previous bent and bias; which occasions therefore

would be nothing at all were there not this prior disposition
and bias of nature."

2. The Conventional Element in Community. Never-

theless it is not to be denied, as indeed Butler has indicated

in the passage just quoted, that the actual forms of associa-

tion that we discover among mankind may be properly
described as conventional, like the use of forks or glasses.

It is one of the implications of our rational nature that we
have the faculty of choice, the power of adaptation, and
the tendency to devise machinery. Our modes of associa-

tion are not instinctive, as the gregarious dispositions

of the lower nala are. We select our friends and our

enemies on various grounds, sometimes well considered,

sometimes arbitrary, sometimes almost instinctive. Our
manners and customs are partly based on reflection,

partly on habits that have grown out of inherited impulses,

partly on a gradual and almost unconscious adaptation
to our surroundings, partly on the dominating influence

rf strong personalities, partly on traditions whose origin

;an hardly be traced, and often, in particular peoples or

groups, by the definite compulsion of others. Our laws

md forms of government have, for the most part, been

jstablished through a slow process of development in

nrhich conscious choice has played a considerable part,

jut in which that choice, in the minds of those who have

jeen mainly responsible for it, has been largely guided and

>ften thwarted by the force of circumstances, by the

imnbing power of tradition, by apathy, by the desire

:or compromise, and by many influences that we cannot

dearly explain, but can only vaguely characterize as

ictidental. But if the forms that thus emerge are to

)e described as conventional, we may at least add that
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the establishment of such conventions is also natu

to man. It is as natural for man to have particu

laws and customs and modes of government as it is

birds to have particular forms of nests ; and it is natu

that the former should be more variable than the latt

The results of instinct are, in their main aspects, unifon

those of choice are endlessly diverse. What is par
based on instinct, partly on choice, partly on the pressi

of changing conditions, may be expected to display be

uniformity and diversity in the most complex interrelatio

and this is, on the whole, what we are compelled to ackno

ledge hi dealing with human societies.

The recognition that human association is natural a

vital has led to its characterization as an organic uni

The recognition that it involves accident and choice I

led to the conception of a social contract. Some reflect!

on these two modes of conceiving it may help us to arri

at a clearer understanding of its essential nature. It m
be best to begin with the conception of a contract.

3. The Conception of a Social Contract. This concept!
was already suggested, but only to be set aside, in t

Second Book of Plato's Republic. In more modern tim

it has had a long and chequered history, on which we c

only briefly, touch. It was put in its most brutal ai

perhaps also its most logical form by Hobbes. 1 Accordi

to him, the natural state of humanity is one of a w
of all against all, in which man is to man a wolf

homo homini lupus. Life in this state, however, is
"
so

tary poor, nasty, brutish and short." The approxima
equality of human beings prevents any one from gainii

permanently that dominance over others at which eat

one naturally aims; and hence all become eventual

disposed to call a truce to the universal war and establi

some mode of pacific understanding. This they do 1

entering into a contract with one another, in accordant

with which they abandon their more violent claiu

i The main points in the theory of Hobbes can be got sufficient

well from Groom Robertson's tfoftto, pp. 138-55.
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ind set up a government for the maintenance of order

to which they are then bound by the terms of the

contract to offer their allegiance. By the establishment

Df such an authority, man becomes to man a god
homo homini deus.

Other writers, largely by reflection -on the work of

Hobbes, have conceived of the original contract in some-
what different ways. Spinoza and Locke refused to

recognize the absolute surrender to authority which
Hobbes maintained; and Rousseau represented the

:ontract, not as a deed that is accomplished once for all,

but rather as an understanding that has to be constantly
renewed by the operation of the general will This is a

xmception that we shall have to consider shortly. In

the meantime, it may suffice to state that it has gradually
x>me to be recognized that the conception of a state of

lature in which human beings were without any social

xmds is a pure fiction, and not a very enlightening
iction. What has finally destroyed it is the recognition
)f the close relationship between human life and animal

ife, in which the rude beginnings of civic association

ire already apparent. The modern doctrine of evolution

las made it impossible to ignore this connection. No
loubt, even before any such doctrine had been clearly

xmceived, the analogy of animal life was to some extent

-ecognized. Shakespeare, for instance, described bees as

Creatures that by a rule in nature teach

The act of order z to a peopled kingdom.

They have a king, and officers of sorts :

Where some, like magistrates, correct at home ;

Others, like merchants, venture trade abroad ;

Others, like soldiers, armed in their stings,

Make boot upon the summer's velvet buds,

Which pillage they with merry inarch bring home
To the tent-royal of their emperor;
Who, busied in his majesty, surveys
The singing masons building roofs of gold ;

" Act of order
"
means, of courae,

"
orderly action."
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The civil citizens kneading up the honey ;

The poor mechanic porters crowding in

Their heavy burdens at his narrow gate ;

The sad-eyed justice, with his surly hum,

Delivering o'er to executors pale
The lazy yawning drone.

This is, of course, somewhat fanciful,
1 but contains

least enough truth to make it seem strange that hum
life, even in the state of nature, should be supposed to

more chaotic than the life of brutes. No doubt it m
be urged that the reflective power in man, and the lai

claims which it enables him to make, tends to break

the natural unity of society ; and that a more complicat

unity .has to be devised, based upon definite contrac

But this is very different from the conception of an origin

contract prior to the existence of any form of social unit

That conception may be said to have been overthrow

by Rousseau, though not very clearly.
1 Perhaps tl

death-blow was most definitely given by the famo
declaration of Burke :

"
Society is indeed a contrac

Subordinate contracts for objects of mere occasion

interest may be dissolved at pleasure but the Sta

ought not to be considered as nothing better than

partnership agreement in a trade of pepper and coffe

calico or tobacco, or some other such low concer

to be taken up for a little temporary interest, an

to be dissolved by the fancy of the parties. It is to t

looked on with other reverence; because it is n<

a partnership in things subservient only to the gro;

animal existence of a temporary and perishable natur

It is a partnership in all science ; a partnership i

all art ; a partnership in every virtue, and in a

perfection. As the ends of . such a partnership cannc

1 Probably the account in Maeterlinck's book on the bee is alf

somewhat fanciful. Fabre, who is more reliable, gives some d<

lightful illustrations of rudimentary modes of social life in h
book on Social Life in the Insect World.

The best account of Rousseau's view is to be found in Professc

C. . Vanghan'v Introduction to his Political Writings.
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be obtained in many generations, it becomes a partner-

ship not only between those who are living, but

between those who are dead and those who ar,e to be

born. Each contract of each particular state is but a

clause in the great primeval contract of eternal society,

linking the lower and the higher natures, connecting the

visible and invisible world, according to a fixed compact
sanctioned by an inviolable oath which holds all physical
and all moral natures each in their appointed place. This

law is not subject to the will of those who by an obligation

above them, and infinitely superior, are bound to submit

their will to that law." * No doubt this passage is too

vague and rhetorical for scientific purposes ; and it does

Dot sufficiently distinguish between the general unity of

society and the more special kind of unity that is involved

in the life of a state. But it helps at least to bring out

the absurdity of the conception of an original contract,

and serves to introduce the very different conception of

a. natural, vital, or organic unity.

4. The Conception of Organic Unify. The view that a

human society may be compared to a living organism is

Dne that occurred very early to reflective minds. It forms

the basis of a good deal of the discussion in Plato's Republic.
It is vividly set forth in the parable of the belly and the

members, said to have been employed by Menenius

&grippa.* It is implied in some of the utterances of

Christ and of St. Paul ; and it has been effectively used by
many modern writers. But its most elaborate statement

is to be found in the sociological works of Herbert Spencer 3

md Schaffle.4 These writers have developed the analogy
Between a human society and a living body with a wealth of

*
Reflections on the French Revolution. Bnrke's views an ad-

nirably expounded and criticized in Professor MacCunn's book
m The Political Philosophy of Burhe.

See Shakespeare's Coriolanus.

s Principles of Sociology, vol. i.

4 Bait imd Leben des sonalen Kdrpen an important work, but

me that on the whole seems to mo, in more than one sense of

ie word, monstrous.
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detail that is almost overwhelming. But such an analog]

is perhaps fully as misleading as it is enlightening. Wha
is valuable in the conception may be stated very briefly.

A society is a living thing, in the sense that it is no
a mere mechanical device, as the conception of a contrac

tends to suggest, but rather a natural growth. But i

this is over-emphasized, as it often is by those who mak<

use of the idea of organic unity, it is apt to lead us to ignon
the element of choice that is also involved in a humai

society. A natural organism cannot add a cubit to its

stature, nor can it make any radical change in the disposi-

tion of its parts. A society may transform itself out oJ

all knowledge, may dissolve itself and be born again. U
it grows, it does not necessarily decay. It may renew

its youth like the eagle, or rather like the fabled phoenix,
If it is an organism, it is at least an organism of organisms,
each one of which has a life of its own. Its relations tc

others also are not merely external, but may interpenetrate
its own being. It is indeed alive, but it is alive with

thought. It
"
distinguishes, chooses, and judges/' and

shapes its future by reflection on its past and criticism

of its present. This twofold aspect of human society,
as at once a natural growth and a reflective structure, is

partly brought out by the conception of a General Will to

which reference has already been made, and which we

may now briefly consider. But first it will be well to

notice what is to be understood by corporate action.

5. Corporate Action. Any organized mode of social

unity is frequently forming decisions and carrying out

actions in its corporate capacity. Hence, by a sort of

legal fiction, corporations are often described and treated

as persons. Even states have been so described. 1 They
decide and act as a united whole, just as persons do.

Indeed, even herds of animals are capable of such united

action. The particular way in which such action is

determined varies greatly with the particular type of

social unity. The decision may be taken by a particular
1 Se the Note at the end of Chapter IV of Book II (p. 146).
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ruler or leader ; and, in forming it, he may or may hot

take account of the needs and wishes of his subordinates.

Or the decision may be arrived at, after discussion, by a

small governing body, which may or may not represent
the opinions of the whole society. Or, again, the whole

society may have definite means of making the wishes

of its members effectively heard. Moreover, the decisions

arrived at, whether they are made by one, by a limited

number, or by the collective pressure of the whole, may
or may not be directed 'towards the good of the whole.

All decisions have reference to some real or imagined
good ; but the kind of good that is aimed at, consciously
or unconsciously, may vary greatly. An army is an

organized body, having a certain individuality of its own ;

but the decisions of a Commander or of a General Staff

are not necessarily made with a view to the good of the

army, but rather with reference to the ends that the army
subserves ; and the same may be true of the decisions of

other societies or corporations. Even the decisions arrived

at by a state are not necessarily directed exclusively to

the good of that state, still less of its individual members.

They may be directed towards some more general end,

such as the protection of other nations or the support of

some form of religion. But it is generally true that the

actions of any organized society have some reference,

direct or indirect, conscious or unconscious, to the real

or supposed good of that society.

Thus we have to recognize that, in corporate action,

there may or may not be the presence of what may be

characterized as a General Will, and that there may or

may not be a definite direction of that will towards a

Common Good. But we are at least now in a position

to consider more precisely what is to be understood by
a General Will and by a Common Good.

6. The Conception of a General Will. This conceptioc
was introduced by Rousseau, 1 as an explanation of that

* He was to some extent anticipated by Spinoza's conception
rf a Common Will and a Common Good. For an account of this.
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persistent rather than original contract by which h
conceived that the social unity is sustained ; and it ha
been subsequently used, though not always in quite th
same sense, by several writers. The contention is tha

a body of people, as well as a single individual, may b
rightly said to exercise volition ; and that it is upon sue
volition that the united action of a society depends
Rousseau appears to have held that this volition is mos
definitely expressed by the majority of votes in an assembly

brought together for the purpose of deciding some im

portant question. It is not easy to reconcile this wit]

the distinction which he sought to maintain between th<

general will and the will of all. Mere voting is the actioi

of a collection of individuals, rather than of a united whole
and the decision thus expressed would seem to be onb
the will of the largest number in that collection. It migh
be called a joint will, but hardly a general will Dr
Bosanquet \ and others have not accepted this interpre
tation ; but have contended that there is a "

real will
'

of a people, though it cannot be quite so simply ascertained

It is arrived at rather by discussion than by voting. Suet
an interpretation seems to be more satisfactory ; but *

consideration of the general nature of volition maj
enable us to see more clearly in what sense it maj
rightly be maintained that there is a general will od

a people.
The will of an individual on any particular occasion is

a decision arrived at by deliberation. In any case oJ

real choice there are several alternative courses of actioi

(one of which may sometimes be that of taking no action]

upon which a decision has to be formed. Usually there

are some considerations in favour of each of the alternative

seeDr. R. A. Duff'sbookon Spinoza's Politicaland Ethical Philosophy,
especially pp. 130-1 and 3x6-17. The whole subject is very fullj
and carefully dealt with in Professor Vanghan's Introduction tc

his edition of The Political Writings of Rousseau, The Essay on
Rousseau in E. Caird's Literary Essays is, I think, still worth

referring to as a general summary of his attitude.

See his Philosophical Theory of th* State, especially chap. v.
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ourses, and their relative importance has to be more or
sss definitely determined. 1 In the case of a purely
idividual decision, the point of view of that individual
I the sole determinant. He decides on the basis of his

wn valuation of the relative advantages and dis-

dvantages. But in many cases probably in much the

argest number the point of view of others has
ome influence on the result. Some examples may help

make this clear.

When Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are deliberating
ibout the murder of Duncan; it is by Macbeth himself

hat the deed is to be done ; and it is on him that the
iltimate decision depends. But, according to Shake-

peare's representation (which does not appear to have

tuy historical basis), his own deliberation would have
ed him to abandon the enterprise. Lady Macbeth
ilso, it would appear, would have shrunk from the act

f the ultimate decision had rested with her. She was,
lowever, sufficiently determined hi its favour to be able

:o remove the doubts and scruples of her husband, and
lie deed was eventually done. Here it may be said that

iie volition was a co-operative one, in the sense that the

lecision of the agent was partly determined by the point
>f view of another working along with his own. This
s hardly a case of a general will ; nor can it be properly
lescribed as a joint will ; but it may be said to be a
:ase of a co-operative one.

Take again the instance of a family deciding to go
somewhere for a holiday. Each member of the family,
we may suppose, wishes to go ; but their conceptions of

1 holiday are not quite identical. One wants boating,
ane wants mountaineering, one wants cycling, one wants

sketching, one wants to
"
loafe and invite his soul/'

Eiow are they to decide ? Obviously there are many
possibilities. They may go off separately at their own

1 On the general nature of volition, reference should be made
bo Professor Stout's Manual of Psychology, Book IV, chap. x. My
own view is given more folly in my Manual of Ethics, Book I,

shap. i.
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sweet will, each one arriving at a separate decision. Th<

head of the family may determine the matter, and th<

views of the others may count for nothing. That woul<

be the will of one. They may find some place that woulc
be suitable for the fulfilment of all their wishes, and the]

may unanimously decide on that. This would be a cast

of the joint will of all. The views of the minority may tx

overruled by the majority. This also would be a join

will, but only of some. They may talk the matter ovei

and arrive at some compromise which would be more 01

less satisfactory, and perhaps also more or less unsatis-

factory, to them all. This would be a co-operative will

Or, on talking it over, they may come to the conclusior

that the requirements of one member who perhaps is

ill are more important than those of the others ; anc
the others may agree to waive their claims. I thinl

this last is the case that might be most truly characterized

as a general will. It is not a mere compromise between
different points of view, but rather a decision arrived a1

by abandoning the individual standpoint and surveying
the situation as a whole. If this is the right interpreta-
tion of what is meant by a general will, it would seem to

involve two things: (i) the concurrence of a number
of persons in a single decision ; (2) the fact that the

decision is taken with reference to the good of the
whole group, and not merely by a balancing of in-

dividual wishes. Both these conditions seem to me to

be important.
Another illustration, of a somewhat different kind,

may perhaps help us. In mediaeval Europe few actions

were more popular than Crusades. Almost every one in

Christendom who thought about public activities at all

was desirous of expelling the infidels from the sacred soil.

This desire, of course, was not by itself a decision. But

many rulers, with the aid of their counsellors, and some-
times in consultation with other rulers, decided, from time
to time, to undertake expeditions with the object of

satisfying this desire. Such rulers might be said, in a

sense, to be carrying out a genera} will; in the sense,
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namely, that the decision which they formed was supported
by the wishes of the whole, or at least of the

"
compact

majority/' of their peoples. The people joined in with

right good will. In this phrase, however, will does not

properly mean a decision, but rather the sentiment by
which a decision is supported. The term is constantly
used in this sense, especially in such phrases as

"
good

will
"
and

"
ill will/' or in such phrases as that of the

apothecary in Rotnco and Juliet
"
My poverty but not

my will consents." In technical language it is a wish
rather than a will perhaps hardly even so much as a

wish, only a vague desire or sentiment. But, in the

present instance, as in the previous one, the essential

point is that the decision is one in which a number concur,
and that it is in harmony with, if not directly affected by,
the pouits of view of others than those on whom the

decision depends. It involves, in the words of Green,1

"
a sense of possessing common interests, a desire for

common objects on the part of the people/' In this

sense, it seems clear that we may rightly speak of a general

will, and that the actions of large bodies of peoples can

seldom be either wise or effective without such a will.

Indeed, without some degree of it, they could hardly
act as a body at all.

If this is what is meant, however, it is important to

remember that the actual decision is carried out by par-
ticular individuals, though they take some account of

the desires of others. A statesman, for instance, may
have to form an important decision ; but, before actually

forming it, he may not only consult his colleagues and

friends, but also read the newspapers and try to ascertain

what the majority of people would be likely to think

about it. Some of those who use the expression do not

appear to have very definitely before their minds the

distinction between the actual decision and the opinions
and sentiments by which it is supported ; and, without

a clear apprehension of this, the phrase is apt to be mis-

leading. Rousseau, for instance, maintained that the

> Principles of Political Obligation, $ 84.
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general will cannot err ; and this appears to be what is

meant by the common saying Vox popuK vox dei if,

indeed, it has any meaning. It seems obvious, however,
that the decisions of the majority may err ; and almost

equally obvious that a decision arrived at by taking accounl

of the wishes of all concerned may be a mistaken one,

The utmost that can be well maintained is that suet

a decision is, in general, much less likely to be wrong
than one that is arrived at in any other way. Yet il

might sometimes be the case that a decision arrived a1

by a single wise and well-informed individual a Pericles

or a Cavour would be a better decision than one thai

was .weakened by taking account of the opinions anc

wishes of those who were less wise or less well informed

Dr. Bosanquet does not claim any such infallibility foi

the general will, as he conceives it. Yet, in his accoum

of it as the
"
real will/' he appears to assume too readilj

that .the will to which he refers is not only general bu
directed to the true good of the community. I see m
ground for believing that this is necessarily .the case

But reference to this leads us to notice the closely con-

nected conception of a Common Good, which is, I think

not always clearly distinguished from that of a Genera

Will,' and which seems to me to be a much safer anc

more fruitful conception.

7. The Conception of a Common Good. A. generation o:

two ago, the expression
"
the greatest happiness of th<

greatest number" was widely current as a summar
statement of the end that ought to be kept in view in al

public action, and more indirectly in private action a

well. It is now generally recognized that the ptaase

though sometimes useful, is theoretically inexact ani

apt to be practically misleading. The shorter and simple

phrase
"
the common good

"
is less liable to be misintei

ptreted, though it also is not entirely free from ambi

> For some further discussion bearing on the subject of tb

General Will, see Prof. Maclver's Community, Appendix A, an

Prof. Hobhouee'9 Social Evolution ant Political Theory, chap. iv.
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:y. In one of the illustrations in the last section-

t relating to the action of a family it is pretty clear

t the conception of a common good is applicable. A
iday may be supposed to be not only desired but
liable. It may be beneficial to all the members of a

lily, or to one or more who specially need it. It may
actually produce the benefit that is anticipated ; but
least we may suppose that it is willed with a view
this. Even if the direct benefit is specially intended

one, it is yet a common good, in the sense at least

t it is something that is chosen by all as desirable.

w far the instigators of the Crusades adopted a similar

itude may be more open to question. Historical in-

nces cannot be as easily interpreted as those that are

dally devised to illustrate a particular point. The
isaders may have been impelled by a sense of obligation,
the spirit of adventure, or by the passion of hate, rather

n by any definite anticipation of benefit ; or the forces

.t moved them may have been of a highly complex
tracter. In general, however, it seems safe to say
.t most of the public actions of a civilized society are

lertaken with the* object of securing something that is

mght of as good ; and, on reflection, we should seldom
L justified in approving of the action unless we thought
it the good to be secured by it was, in some sense and to

ae extent, a common good.

Obviously, some good things may be described as

onion in a pretty complete sense.
" The highest good,"

jording fcPSpinoza, "is common to all, and all may
lally enjoy it." It is, for instance, generally good for

rhole people to be free from subjection to another people,
ine poem or painting or a wise discourse may be a good
it all, or at least very many, may appropriate and.

predate. Some other good things especially those

it are destroyed in the using cannot be so readily

T. H. Green probably did more than any one else to clear

the conception of a Common Good. See his Prolegomena to

lies, Book III, chap. ill. and Principles of Political
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shared. Yet even a plentiful provision of food or a

good supply of water, though consumed in separate

portions, may fairly be described as a common good, in

so far as all participate. It would seem that the general

will, as characterized in the previous section, is best

conceived as aiming at some such good ; but, owing to

the ambiguity of that phrase, it is probably best to

avoid it.

To prevent a possible misunderstanding, it may be well

to notice here that the conception of a common good has

no necessary connection with what is meant by Com-
munism. The emphasis on a common good is certainly

opposed to an individualistic conception of human life.

But when individualism is contrasted with communism,
socialism, or collectivism, these terms are generally under-

stood to refer to the common ownership of property or the

collective control of industry. This we shall have to

notice again, when we are dealing with industrial -institu-

tions. In the meantime, the term communalism might
be used with advantage, as opposed to individualism

in the more general sense. A good that is essentially

common may be produced, owned, and used by separate

individuals. The health of a community, for instance,

is a common good ; yet each one has his own separate

health, and may separately care for it. But we shall be

in a better position to consider this later.

8. Spiritual Unity. In the light of these considerations

we may now see more clearly what is the general nature

of the unity that is properly to be ascribed to a human

society. It is perhaps best characterized as spiritual

unity. It is a kind of unity of which only spiritual beings

Le. persons would seem to be capable. Such beings

are more or less clearly conscious of themselves as persons

pursuing some good, and conscious of those with whom

they are associated as other persons pursuing the same

or a similar good. Only beings who think can regard

themselves and others in this way. Bees or beavers

may, as a matter of fact, be led by their instincts to a
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pod that is common ; bat they do not know it ; and

hey cannot choose it, except in the sense that they are

mpelled towards it. To some extent this may sometimes

-perhaps even often be the case with human beings
Iso ; but, as their instincts are not as simple and constant

s those of animals, such blind impulses in men are often

pt to be a source of disunion, rather than of unity. At

ny rate, they do not lead to the kind of unity that is

lost characteristic and most fruitful in human life. A
rell-ordered society is, in general, based upon a pretty
tear consciousness of things to be pursued that are, in

Hue degree, for the benefit of all ; and it is at least safe

} affirm that the more fully this is the case the more

omplete is the unity of the whole. Further than this

re need not at present go.

9. Social Differentiation. It is evident that a unity of

lis kind is a unity of things that are in many respects
tverse. Not only does it consist of a number of individuals

hose goods and, still more, whose conceptions of

leir true good are not quite identical ; but, in a corn-

Lex society, it will usually consist of a number of distinct

roups, within which separate decisions are taken, having
sference to distinguishable ends, however true it may be
lat all these ends are included within a more compre-
msive end that is for the benefit of alL If such a society
to be called an organism at all; it is at least important
remember, as we have already noted, that it is an organ-

tn of organisms ; and that each of these minor organisms
also an organism containing others within it. Hence

te simple conception of organic unity is inadequate to

iscribe it. It is a spiritual whole, containing within

self lesser wholes, some of which may also be called

tiritual, others organic, and others mainly mechanical,

it all hi some degree co-operating, hi a well-ordered

ciety, for the general good.
1

x On the philosophical interpretation of the soda! unity, some

berating remark? yrijll be found in PT, McTaggarfB $tudbs in
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It is now time, however, that we should try to see more

definitely what are the most conspicuous parts into which

such a society tends to be differentiated and what are

their respective functions.

Hegelian Cosmology, chap. vii. My own view on the whole

abject is given more fully in my Elements of Constructive Philo-

sophy, Book II, chape, vii-xi.



CHAPTER III

MODES OF ASSOCIATION

z. Society and Societies. We have now seen what are

the natural and the conventional aspects in the structure

of a community. In a wide sense, the whole human race

forms such a community ; but parts of the human race

are to a large extent cut off from one another by local

separation, by differences in language, religion, education,

modes of life, and other circumstances that prevent that

degree of like-mindedness which is necessary for genuine
human intercourse.' Even those who live somewhat

closely together, and have a good many bonds with one

another, have often but little direct intercourse; and
such relations as they have may be a kind that divides

quite as much as it unites. Even fathers and sons,*

brothers and sisters, husbands and wives, often appear
to be somewhat repellent atoms. Yet there are few human
beings who have not intimate relations with some others,

though the circle with which they are associated may
be of a very limited kind. Some are almost confined

to their family, some to their business, some to their

church ; some live mainly in the world of books, some

mainly in that of art, some mainly in that of politics,

i On the importance of the recognition of
"
likeness of kind "

as a basis for association, reference may be made to Professor

Giddine/s Principle* of Sociology, pp. 104-8. I think, however, he
attaches undue importance to likeness of kind, as distinguished
from likeness of mind.

For illustration of this, Tonrgenieff's Fathtrs nd Sons, Strind-

berg's Son of a Servant, and Mr. . Gosse's Fatktr and Son may
be referred to.

fa
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some mainly in that of sport or amusement. Human
society is thus sph't up into a number of more or less

separate societies, each having a certain unity of its own,

though some are much less closely bound together than

others. Families and nations would seem on the whole
to be the two forms of association in which there is the

most intimate bond of union, by which all the main aspects
of life are affected ; but these, like other forms of associa-

tion, vary very much in their degree of intimacy and per-
manence. This depends partly on the degree in which they
are supported by definite institutions, such as marriage
and government. Besides these two fundamental forms,

by which hardly any one can fail to be in some degree

affected, there axe special combinations for the purposes
of education, industry, commerce, play, the pursuit of

science, art, and literature, the support of morality and

religion, the intercourse of friendship, the establishment

of international relations either in the way of co-operation
or of rivalry, and a variety of other objects. In dealing
with these in a somewhat summary fashion, it will be
well to bear in mind the fundamental aspects of human
life to which we have already referred. Associations

may be based primarily, as in industry and commerce,
on the supply of men's vegetative needs ; or, as in play,

on the satisfaction of animal impulses ; or, as in science,

art, and religion, on aims that are distinctively human ;

or, as in the Family and the State, on all the aspects of

our composite nature. A brief reference to the chief of

these may help to bring this out ; but first it may
be well to give some account of the significance of

institutions.

2. Social Institutions. This term may be used in a wider

or in a narrower sense. In the wider sense, any mode of

association may be described as an institution. The

Family, the State, language, education, religion may all

be called institutions, inasmuch as they are structures

that are formed to a large extent by human choice ; but,

so far as they are natural growths, rather than voluntary
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creations, the term is not very suitably applied to them.

In a narrower sense, it may be confined to the particular
instruments or devices by which modes of association

are formed and maintained, and by which their special
functions are fulfilled.' In this sense it might be held

that marriage, or some particular form of marriage, is

an institution, but that the Family is not; that the

State is not an institution, but that the House of Commons
is ; that language is not an institution, but that a printing
establishment is; that education is not an institution,

but that a technical college is; that religion is not an

institution, but that a State Church is ; and so forth.

It does not seem possible, however, to draw any sharp
distinction between the wider and the narrower senses ;

and the question as to the most correct usage is largely
a verbal one. So far as it is not simply verbal, it would
seem to be a question of the degree in which some definite

human choice is involved, and of the degree in which

that choice is expressed in a more or less permanent form.

On the whole, it might be well to distinguish between a

particular mode of association, the institutions that give
it definiteness and permanence, and the instruments by
which these institutions are supported and through which

they act. But, while the distinction between a mode of

association and its instruments can generally be dearly
drawn, an. institution-which lies somewhat between the

two is apt to partake of the nature of both. A school

is an institution, but it may also be regarded as an instance

of a special mode of association. The House of Commons
is an institution, but it might also be described as an

instrument of the general institution of government.

Language is an instrument ; but it is an instrument that

is formed by such a process of almost unconscious growth,
md is so intimately bound up with all modes of human
issociation, that it might almost be characterized as an

institution, or even as one of the fundamental modes of

issociation. At any rate, in view of its essential place in

> This is emphasized in Professor Madvet's book on Community,
Book II, chap. iv.
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all human intercourse, it will perhaps be best to begi
our account of the chief modes of association by son:

reference to the special function of language.

3. The Place of Language. Language means primaril
modes of speech addressed to the ear. Most forms c

language, however, appeal both to the eye and to the ear
and some forms, such as hieroglyphics or the igngnag
of deaf-mutes, appeal almost exclusively to the forme:
The blind, again, axe usually to some extent depender
upon touch. Ordinary writing and printing are, of courst

addressed primarily to the eye, but generally sugges
the audible word as welL* In a wide sense, language ma
be taken to include all modes in which definite meaning
are conveyed by one or more human beings to others. I

is probably best, at least for our present purpose, not t

take account of the somewhat vaguer suggestions tha
are made by or to ^ninials or by inanimate objects, o

(as some believe) by other spiritual beings. It is onl;
with human life .that we are here directly concerned

Among the modes in- which meanings are conveyed, w<

may mention expressive gestures, exclamations, mathe
matical symbols, musical notes and their arrangement
paintings and sculptures, flags, ceremonies, processions

presents, and sometimes even modes of eating and drink

ing. As illustrations of the last, and of some of the other,

as well, reference might be made to the Communion servio

and to such songs as "Drink to me only with thini

eyes
"

or
" Auld Lang Syne," or to the poems of Oma:

Khayyam.
Now, it is clear that no human association could wel

be conceived without the use of language in this extendec

sense hardly even without language in the narrowei

sense. It is for the psychologist to consider all the func-

tions that are fulfilled by language in the developmem
of the human consciousness,* and for the logician to dis

1 It is a recognized weakness of the English language tha:

sometimes the one does not very directly suggest the other.

See Stoat's Manna) of Psychology, Book IV, chap. v.
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uss the implications of the meanings that are conveyed.
1

Vhat it is important to notice here is, in general, its subtler

ifluences on human society, and more particularly the

ict that it may serve as an instrument of division, as

rell as of unity. The story of the Tower of Babel gives
ivid expression to the latter point ; and it must be con-

jssed that human efforts to reach the skies or, in other

'ords, to realize their social ideals are probably more

ampered by differences of language (at least in the

tore extended sense of the term) than by any other

ngle cause. This applies not only to the larger differences

lat exist between different nations in their words, in

le structure of their sentences, and in their expressive
id symbolic usages ; but also to the smaller differences

: dialect within nations, and to the still more minute
fferences in pronunciation, in the use of particular
irases or gestures or other modes of expression, by
hich different classes in the same community are apt
be distinguished. In our own country the use of the

tter h is one of the most conspicuous instances. Other

ustrations, with some comic exaggeration, and with

uch emphasis on their social significance, are supplied
' Mr. Shaw's Pygmalion ; and no doubt others will

idily occur to the reader. All dialects contain expres-
re words and phrases that convey a wealth of meaning
those who are familiar with them, and thus create a

newhat exclusive circle ; and the same applies to many
ms of slang. On the more positive side, as showing

value of a common language, the important part
it was long playefl in Europe by the use of Latin

d that is still played to some extent by the use of French

English as a general means of international com-

inication, may serve to enforce the considerations that

ye to be borne in mind. Those who differ in their

des of expression, or in the suggestions that particular

sessions convey to them, are almost necessarily distinct

o in their modes of thought and feeling. They are not

;-minded ; and, without this kind of community, there

i See Welton'a Manual of Logic, vol. i, chap. L
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cannot be much intimacy in social intercourse or

very deep realization of a common good.
1

Looking at language in this somewhat wide way, we

may certainly maintain that it is quite the most funda-

mental of all social institutions, so far as it is right tc

describe it as an institution at all.

4. Formative Institutions. We may next notice those

institutions whose primary aim is the building up of socia

unity, rather than the maintenance of any special form ol

such unity. These may be characterized broadly a:

educational, though in some cases the educational ain

may not be quite definitely recognized. The Family, foi

instance, may he held to be mainly educational in its

purpose, though of course it serves other ends that arc

not definitely of this character. Certainly it exists largely

for the nurture of young children and their preparation
for entry upon the life of a larger community. Schools

and colleges, of course, are more obviously and more

consciously designed for the continuation of this work;
and it is more clearly right to describe these as institutions.

We shall have to consider the significance of these shortly
in some detail ; and it is hardly necessary to dwell upon
them at present.

5. Economic Institutions. There are other institutions

that serve, not so much for the formation of human life,

as for its preservation. These are primarily concerned

with the supply of what we have described as the vegetative
needs. Human beings are very obviously in need of food,

drink, air, sunlight, sleep, exercise, warmth, shelter, etc.,

though their needs in these respects vary very much in

different places and circumstances, and to some extent

also with differences of bodily structure and habits oi

life. The instruments and facilities for the supply oi

such needs are the main grounds for the various forms

i It is this, to a. very large extent, that makes it difficult tc

have any recognized body of international law and morality. See

below. Book III, Chapter I.
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of industry and commerce ; though, of course, industry
and commerce are also concerned with the satisfaction

of other wants such as those for books, pictures, muni-

tions, of war, materials for sport, conveniences for travel,

musical instruments, etc. But the conditions on which

the demand and supply of such goods depend are so

different from those by which the others are determined,
that it is probably best not to regard them as essentially

economic goods at all; For the present, at least, we may
regard economic institutions as those that are designed

primarily for the satisfaction of vegetative wants. The

great majority of the institutions that are connected with

industry and commerce are concerned mainly with these

e.g. methods of land tenure, factories, markets, ex-

changes, co-operative societies, trade unions, harbours,

shipbuilding yards, etc. ; though problems that are not

purely economic are nearly always mixed up with the

primary functions that such institutions fulfil.

6. Barbaric Institutions. I use this term, for lack of a

better, to characterize those institutions that are primarily
concerned with the satisfaction of animal impulses. It is

not necessarily to be understood in a derogatory sense,

but, in employing it, I have a reminiscence of Gray's

expression, in his address to Eton College,
"
There are

our young barbarians all at play," and of Matthew Arnold's

statement that the upper class in England consists of

barbarians. It would be difficult to point to many institu-

tions that minister to nothing but animal propensities.

But, if we take movement as the essential need of animal

life, and love and strife as its most fundamental impulses,

it is not difficult to see that many modes of association

are designed primarily to satisfy them. When we see

the young barbarians at play, we see them behaving

very much as young animals may behave ; except that

Culture and Anarchy, III. As a farther illustration of what

I mean, I may instance the Boy Scout movement as having largely

the character of a barbaric institution. See also Professor Veblen's

Theory of the Leisure Class, especially pp. 37&-9-
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they generally make of their play some definite institution

with recognized rules and instruments. Of course, these

may sometimes serve an educational function, as all

human things may; but the primary need that finds

expression in them is not educational ; and they appear
to lose some of their zest and significance if an educational

end is too consciously combined with them. Nor can

they be regarded simply as gymnastic exercises, though
this purpose is also contained in them. The anin^a]

impulses of love and strife, however, seem to enter largely
into them ; as they do still more noticeably in primitive
forms of dance. Most games are in some degree competi-

tive, and imply both friendly co-operation and rivalry.

In early forms of art also the commemoration of love

and strife, appealing to these natural impulses, seems

to be very prominent ; and even in the most developed
forms of art it seems fair to say that these impulses

occupy a larger place than purely artistic demands
would justify.

Other ways in which love and strife give rise to modes
of association are not hard to discover. The family has

certainly one of its roots in love; and it tends also to

give rise to some other institutions that are more or less

opposed to the life of the family. It leads also to con-

vivial gatherings, the main object of which is seldom the

satisfaction of vegetative needs or the promotion of

intellectual or artistic aims ; though these may often be

combined with the more primitive impulse to be with

others and enjoy them as boon companions. With this

an element of strife is frequently combined, as in games
of chance and fcffl, wit combats, and other forms of

competition, and sometimes even in actual quarrelling
and fighting. How far the combative impulse is involved

in competitive games is, no doubt, often difficult to deter-

mine. Even in fencing and boxing, the need for physical
exercise and the more purely human interest in the skilful

adaptation of means to ends may sometimes be sufficient

motives; and sometimes the end in such activities is

definitely educational. But it can hardly be doubted
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Jiat the combative impulse generally contributes some-

thing to the joy that is found in competitive games and
iven in talking for victory, like Dr. Johnson. But the

:ombative impulse directs itself more readily and strongly
:o those who are outside the particular group to which an
ndividual belongs. This would seem to be the primitive
oundation on which war rests, though competition for

he satisfaction of vegetative needs or of some of the

ligher wants of human nature readily associates itself

nth the more purely barbaric
"
delight of battle." But

ven in highly developed communities it is pretty obvious

hat this impulse is not wholly submerged. Civilized

ieople like to think that with then- elaborate military

rganizations they are fighting for freedom, for culture,

Dr religion, or for the protection of others ; but it can

axdly be doubted that in many minds there is a latent,

ometimes a quite avowed sympathy with the saying of

fietzsche interpreted in its crudest sense that
" a

ood war sanctifies any cause."

7. Governmental Institutions. The various modes of

ssociation that have now been referred to would obvi-

usly result in a somewhat chaotic condition of society if

ley were not to some extent controlled and co-ordinated,

tan, as a thinking being, no less than a being with vegeta-
ve needs and animal impulses, is naturally led to some

ttempt at such co-ordination and control. Hence, in

U societies but the most primitive if even they can be

holly excepted we find some recognized form of govern-
lent. It may only take the form of the recognition
! a tribal chief or a council of elders ; but conflicts with

irrounding societies, as well as the difficulties of internal

stipline, soon lead to the establishment of a more
aborate system, in which primitive customs are consoli-

ited into laws ; and thus the State becomes an institution,
' which all other institutions are in some degree sub-

dinated. Rights are gradually defined, and their

rresponding obligations enforced; and the conception

justice acquires a certain prominence. As this mode
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of subordination almost necessarily implies some exerc

of force, the military element naturally becomes more
less dominant in such an organization. Indeed, as PL
noted, it is largely the demand for military action tl

makes strong central government necessary. But 1

further consideration of all this must be reserved foi

later chapter.

8. Cultural Institutions. As the more distinctivi

human aspects of life become prominent, those that i

connected only with the vegetative or animal nati

begin to be treated rather as means than as ends ; a
the supreme end is gradually recognized as consist!

in the cultivation of the power of reason, and of all tit

goes with that. This recognition leads to new moc
of association. Institutions are formed not .merely j

the instruction and training of the young, but for t

advancement of knowledge and the development
intellect and character. The simple play impulse is trai

formed into the desire for expression in various forms

art; and these gradually take on a deeper significan
as expressing, not merely the impulses of the anin:

nature, but the subtler and more reflective emotio
and sentiments, and, ultimately, a thoughtful outla

on life and an attempt at its interpretation. A ratior

basis is sought for law ; and its external power of coerci

gives place by degrees to the recognition of moral oblig
tions. The view of life as a whole embodies itself

religious creeds, in which the conception of the perfect!
both of the individual personality and of the social ord

becomes more and more a dominating motive. All the

growing aspects of what is characteristically human bo
introduce modifications into the other institutions

social life and give birth to new institutions devoted me
particularly to the promotion of these higher enc

Scientific societies are founded, artistic groups forme
and churches grow up for the promotion of morality ai

the cultivation of religion. The deepening sense of t

essential unity of human life and of the value of the en
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that it implies, tends, moreover, to break down the anta-

gonism between different societies, and leads gradually
to the establishment of well-defined international relations,

and of a number of institutions for the furtherance of

then: intercourse with one another.

9. Interactions of Institutions. The complex system of

institutions that thus arises involves some degree of con-

flict, which is not always easy to overcome. Man, as we
liave already urged, is hardly a rational animal, but rather

an animal that is becoming rational ; and the higher

potentialities of his nature do not easily or at once gain
control over the lower. Sometimes the conflict between

the higher and the lower leads to the attempt to crush

out the lower altogether. The ascetic sage becomes a

notable type in many societies. In other cases, a division

tends to be drawn between the more secular and the more

sacred aspects of life. An attempt is made to render

to Caesar the things that are Caesar's and to God the things

that are God's; and this is apt to be done somewhat

crudely. It is urged that
"
business is business

" and

that it is quite distinct from morality, or that, in inter-

national relations, might is the only right. But attempts
of this kind to separate the main interests of life are soon

found to be unsatisfactory. The unity of life asserts

itself against its differences, and leads to a gradual

readjustment of all the aspects of our nature to

its fundamental ends. But this takes time, and a

considerable element of conflict and chaos is almost

inseparable from the process of adjustment. Hence we

must not look for any easy solution of the problems
of human life.

10. The Meaning of Civifatation.Tibe process by which

-t-hk adjustment of the various elements of human nature

is brought about, and the results to which it gradually

leads, are generally expressed by the term Civilization.

The Germans use the term Eultur to indicate the particular

form that is taken by civilization at a particular place
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and time. 1 The term Civilization, like the term Citizen

ship, indicates that it is chiefly in cities that the proces
has been observed in its most intense form. It is usuall;

in cities that the different aspects of human life are brough
into the most intimate contact with one another, and tha

the need for their adjustment is most strongly felt. Thi

independent City State in Greece shows this in the highes

degree ; but in a less degree it is apparent hi most moden
cities as well. The difficulties that the process involve

are apt to give rise to many incidental evils. City lift

is liable to be less healthy than the less strongly unified

life of the country. The vegetative and animal side;

often suffer; and their suffering reacts prejudicially or

the moral and religious life, sometimes also on the artistic,

and to a less degree on the purely intellectual. Hence

there is sometimes a strong reaction against it, and an

effort to return to modes of life that are apparently)

simpler and freer. The life of the comparative savage
is sometimes held up as a pattern for the

s
more highly

civilized. This tendency is on the whole represented in

the earlier writings of Rousseau, for instance; and, in

more recent times, Mr. Edward Carpenter has written

an interesting book on Civilization : its Cause and Cure.

But both Rousseau and Mr. Carpenter were, after all,

led to the conclusion that the only cure for the evils of

civilization is to be found in more civilization a hair of

the dog that bit us. It is to be hoped that both the diffi-

culties and the methods by which they are to be met
will become more apparent as we proceed.

ii. Plan of ike following Chapters. It is evident that

any attempt to deal at all fully with the various aspects
of social life to which reference has now been made would
involve a very elaborate study. It must suffice, in such
an outline as this, to touch upon what appear to be the

* The significance of the Gennan use of this term has been very
well brought out by Professor Burnet in his book on Higher
Education and the War, chap. i. See also Sir Charles Waldstein's

Patriotism, National and International, pp. 21-6,
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most important considerations. It seems best to begin
with that mode of unity which is on the whole the simplest
and the most obviously natural that of the Family,

growing as it does out of some of the most elementary
of our needs, yet in certain ways ministering to almost

all, and readily capable of being brought into the service

of the highest. From the Family there is an easy transition

to education, and from that to the industrial forms of

life. The State will then have to be considered with some

care, and this will lead on to the conception of justice
and to various ideals of social organization. The considera-

tion of international relations and of the place of religion
and culture may be reserved for the closing Book. The
modes of unity implied hi these may be regarded as relating

essentially to humanity as a whole, rather than to any
limited mode of association.
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CHAPTER I

THE FAMILY

i. The Natural Basis of the Family. That the family is

natural to man x is almost sufficiently apparent from the

fact that it is natural to most of the more highly developed
animals. It is obvious that the care of the young becomes

increasingly important in the higher types of animal

life, because they tend more and more to be helpless at

birth, and are more and more in need of care for their

proper development. It does not fall within our province
here to discuss by what processes, whether by natural

selection or otherwise, the instincts of the parents become

adapted to cope with these necessities. It is enough
for our purpose to recognize that they are met, in general*

by some form of family unity. The initial stages in the

care that is required except in such abnormal cases as

that of young cuckoos falls normally upon the parents ;

sometimes only upon the mother, and mainly upon her

in most cases, but usually in some degree upon the father

as well This may be taken as constituting the natural

basis of the family ; and the question with regard to its

most satisfactory form must always turn largely upon
the consideration of the best way in which this primary
end can be achieved. The monogamic family would

seem, on the face of it, to be the best adapted for this

purpose, being the only one in which both parents can

normally devote themselves whole-heartedly, and with

i On the whole subject of the family unity, Mrs. Bosanqnet's
treatment in her book on The Family seems to me both the most

comprehensive and thfl most delightful.
77
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cordial co-operation, to the necessary task. It is to be

confessed, however, that, if we look for the natural basis

of the family in the lower world, it would seem to be

chiefly in certain species of birds that this form of family
life is seen in its greatest perfection ; and, as these are

not very closely akin to human beings in other respects,

it might be urged and it has sometimes been urged
that there is no obvious reason for thinTriTig that it is

the most natural form for us. But in reality some birds

are closely akin to human beings in what is the most
essential point the need of special care and preparation
for the young.

1
Flying is the natural mission of many

birds, as thinking is of men ; and the young are, in general,

quite unfitted for either of these functions. In both cases

also the mother is liable to be partially incapacitated
for a considerable period by her attention to the young,
and requires the help of the father. Hence, apart from

any special consideration of what is peculiar to human
life, we may certainly maintain that the monogamic
family is prima fade a natural form of association.

2. The Conventional Aspect of the Family. If it is true

that the family has so obvious a basis in the nature of

things, why, it may be asked, has it ever been supposed
to be merely conventional? To this there may be many
answers, some of which may become more apparent
as we proceed. But one of them may be stated at once.

What is very obvious on reflection is not always obvious

to the unreflective. To the superficial eye the child is

by no means the most important member of a family.
In fact, there may not happen to be a child in it at all.

The word "
family

"
itself throws some light on what 1 think

we may call. a superficial way of regarding its essential

* It is probable that the extent to which even the lower

are prepared for the conduct of life by their inherited instincts,

without parental core, has tended to be a good deal exaggerated.
There is some interesting material bearing upon this in Benjamin
Kidd's posthumous work on The Science of Power, pp. 276-289.
See also Lloyd Morgan's Habit emd Instinct, especially pp. 181-2.
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nature. The Roman famulus was a domestic slave (the

English word slavy is a reminiscence of that position) ;.

and the familia meant primarily a collection of slaves

attached to a household. 1 Then the family came to mean,
not merely the slaves, but all the persons included within

the regular household ; all regarded, more or less, as the

property of the head of the family the head being,
not the child, but the father. This conception of the

family appears also, to some extent, in the Ten Com-
mandments: "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's

house, thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's wife, nor

his manservant, nor his maidservant, nor his ox, nor his

ass, nor any thing that is thy neighbour's." It is signifi-

cant that the children are not mentioned here. Did the

framer of this commandment feel ashamed to include

them among the possessions of one's neighbour ? Or did

he only suppose that they were not things that any one

would be likely to covet ? It is noteworthy also that,

while there is a commandment to honour father and

mother, there is none to care for children. Possibly it

may have been thought that Nature herself might be

trusted to teach this.

Now, it is no doubt true that we have ceased to think

of a man's family as his slaves, and have at least partially

ceased to think of it as his property ; but it can hardly,

be denied that the common way of regarding it is still a

good deal influenced by these older ways of thinking. If

the family is the property of the father, why should it

be treated differently from any other property ? If he

may have many oxen and many children, why not also

many wives ? If he may sell his ox and buy another,

why not also exchange his wife? Or, if we have gone
BO far as to recognize a certain equality on the part of the

woman, we may still ask, Why may they not both agree
to dissolve the union, whenever they please, or whenever

one of them pleases ? Looking at it in this way, we do

not see any natural constraint in this mode of association.

i Dorttus appears to be the nearest equivalent in Latin for what

we understand by a family.
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Marriage appears to be only an artificial contract, m
in any sense a sacrament. It is chiefly in this way ths

the family comes to be thought of as only conventiona

and not very firmly rooted in nature. Having stood tb

pyramid on its point, we expect to see it topple over.

Now, it is not to be denied that there is some nature

basis even for this way of regarding the family. W
shall have to take some account of it later. But, in th

meantime, we may perhaps be allowed to assume tha

the other way of regarding it calls attention to a mor
fundamental feature.

3. The Child as Centre. Taking the child as the natura

basis of the family, we have to regard his preparation fo

hie as the primary function of that mode of association

If we may treat the family as a little state, the chili

is its legitimate sovereign ;
z but he rules through hi

ministers. His wishes are not necessarily always carrie<

out especially when there are a number of children u
the family ; but it would seem that the normal functioi

of the family is primarily to secure what is best, or th<

best available, for the nurture of the children, with J

view to their preparation as citizens of a larger community
The other functions involved in the hie of the family art

naturally to be regarded as subordinate to this funda-

mental conception. It is not, however, altogether easj

to determine the precise, manner or degree of subordination

that naturally belongs to them. They vary very greatl}

in different circumstances. Yet a few general remarks

may be usefulat this point.
However firmly we may hold to the view that the care

of children is the natural or logical basis of the family
we have yet to remember that what is logically first u
seldom first in the order of time, and may not always
even be first in the order of importance. A family is

founded in time by the marriage of two persons of opposite

In the sense in which we speak of the "sovereign people.'

who rule through their representatives not in the sense in whiti

we speak of an autocrat as. sovereign.
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sexes. Such an association does not necessarily result

in children ; and, even when it does, the union is generally

prolonged beyond the period during which the care of

children is essential Hence it is not unnatural to regard
love between persons of opposite sexes, rather than the

care of children, as the fundamental basis of the family.
This is, indeed, a natural basis ; and we see it in animal

life, as well as in that of human beings. But it appears,
on reflection, that it is normally subordinate to the other

basis. There may be intense love between individuals

of the same sex or between brothers and sisters ; and
this may give rise to associations of a very delightful and
valuable kind, but not to families. It is the possibility

of children to be cared for that differentiates marriage
from other associations" that are based on personal affec-

tion ; and it is obvious also that marriage is not always
based on this. Hence, although love between adults

may sometimes be the basis of a finer and more valuable

form of union than that which is based on the care of

children, it cannot be regarded as the essential foundation

of the family.

Again, it has to be recognized that the long period of

growth in human life puts a heavy burden upon the

mother, especially when the family is a large one and her

own resources slender. It is natural that this burden

should be made more supportable by the help of the

father, as we see in many instances of animal behaviour ;

and this support is usually in some degree important
even beyond the period during which the care of children

lasts. It is natural also in human life though for this

there would seem to be less foundation in the purely
animal world that, when the children come to maturity,

they should make some recompense for the care that has

been bestowed upon them. Sometimes perhaps most

notably in Japan (which has been described as the paradise

of children) this aspect of the family is even more strongly

emphasized (partly no doubt, because it is less obviously

natural) than that of care for the young. Even in animals

some appearance of gratitude for benefits received is often
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observed. It at least forms a natural basis for friendship

and, as the aged are often in special need of help, it seem
most appropriate that they should receive it from thos

whom they have brought into being. But it is not, i

the same degree, necessary that they should require sue!

aid. They may have made sufficient provision for thei

old age ; or the community that they have served ma;
make it for them. At any rate, it seems important no
to allow this consideration to obscure the fact that th<

fundamental basis of the family is care for the young.
It must not, of course, be inferred that the recognitioi

of this makes marriage meaningless in the absence o

children. To this we must return shortly.

4. Eugenics. In view of the natural basis of the family
we are immediately led to recognize how important it is

that the child should be well born ; and this is a subject tc

which a great deal of attention has been given in recem

years.
1 Plato also emphasized it rather strongly perhaps

almost brutally. Certainly the natural sovereign must
if possible, be every inch a king. Among the lower animals.

the young that are unfitted for the conditions of life arc

apt to die early, in spite of parental care ; whereas medical

skill and careful nursing may preserve many human lives

that would not otherwise have come to maturity. It is

sometimes urged that such preservation tends to bring
about the deterioration of the race ; and it appears to

have been partly for this reason that the ancient practice
of the exposure of infants was adopted. But it is not so

easy to determine what are the qualities that fit one for

human life as it is in the case of the lower animals. Some
of the men to whom mankind is most deeply indebted

would probably have been put to death in early childhood

if the practice of exposure had been in force. Moreover,
as such individuals seldom have families, it is probable
that the race does not really suffer by their preservation.

* Galton was the first who brought it into prominence ; but it

is now pretty generally recognized as an important branch of study.
.Soe Hobhonse's Social Evolution and Political Theory, chap. ill.
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hat modern students of eugenics are chiefly inclined to

ge is rather that some precautions should be taken to

event unsuitable marriages. This also is not a matter

which it would be easy to arrive at any sound decision

cept in cases of conspicuous disease. There is perhaps
xre to be said for giving special encouragement to

Ullages that may be expected to yield good results.

is doubtful whether the science of eugenics is yet suffi-

tntly advanced to supply much guidance in this direc-

m ; but there are some grounds for expecting that it

U be able to give more in future ; and it is evident

art, with the necessary knowledge, there are many
iys in which the desired encouragement could be given,
it it hardly falls within our present province to do
>re than allude to this subject.

1

5. Marriage. On the general subject of marriage,

wever, some further observations may be here in place.
ie supreme importance of the primary basis of the

nily gives a sufficient ground for attaching a certain

ictity and permanence to the institution of marriage,
iture herself provides some forces that tend to give
a somewhat unique strength. Even in animal life,

ten there is anything at all comparable to human

irriage, it would appear to be not easily dissolved.

.e sexes are evidently in some respects complementary
one another ; and the natural attraction between them

ids, on the whole, to be strengthened, rather than

akened, by habitual association. Romantic writers

ty have somewhat exaggerated this tendency; and,

reaction, other writers have probably unduly depre-
.ted its force. Human nature is, no doubt, less stable

in the nature of most animals is. Both men and women
i liable to undergo considerable changes in their tastes

d in their modes of thought and feeling; and such

uiges may readily lead to the desire for a dissolution

Professor J. B. Haycraft's Darwinism and Race Progress, though

haps rather one-sided, may be referred to in this connection:

the Preface to Huxley's Evolution and Ethics.
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of the marriage bond. Indeed, there is some reason to

doubt whether the type of animal to which the human race

is most closely akin is one of those that are best adapted

by nature for a permanent association of this kind. Hence
there are grounds for thinking that it is desirable to supple-
ment the natural tendencies in the direction of permanence
by the more artificial sanctions of religion, law, and popular
sentiment. There has been some disposition in recent

years to urge that these sanctions have in this country
at least been somewhat too sharply stressed, and to

plead for greater facilities for divorce. It is noteworthy,

however, that in some countries such as Japan where

considerable facilities in this direction have long been in

existence, it has been found desirable to strengthen the

bond. 1 What is of primary importance is, of course, to

secure adequate care for children and, only in a some-

what less degree, for mothers ; and it is difficult to secure

this when there is general laxity in the treatment of the

marriage tie. But this is a difficult subject, which it is

not possible to consider here in a detailed way.

6. Educational Functions of the Family. The care

of the young means primarily the preservation of life

and health, through the provision of suitable food, drink,

shelter, air, sunlight, and those other bodily needs that

have been referred to as vegetative. But the develop-
ment of the animal instincts, especially the need of move-
ment and expression, have also to be considered ; and it

falls naturally within the province of the family to culti-

vate at least the rudimentary use of language, the control

of the passions (which should, as far as possible, be self-

control), and the elementary rules of social behaviour

These may have to be delegated to others to some extent.

In the case of the higher classes in his ideal community,
Plato proposed that all these functions should be dis-

charged by public officials. He did not suggest this in

the case of the industrial class ; but some in recent times

x See on this R. P. Porter's book on Japan, the Nno World-Powert

chap. viii.
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ippear to be prepared to advocate this method as a general

principle. But this appears to be somewhat contrary
:o nature. The natural affection of parents, and especially
rf mothers, for their offspring an affection which they
lave in common with most of the lower animals makes
t true, in general, that no others are so well adapted to

:are for them in their early state of helplessness. It has

:o be admitted that in some parents the natural affection

s comparatively weak, and that it is sometimes stronger
n those who are not parents. It has to be admitted

Jso that natural affection and instinct are not adequate
guides for human beings in the nurture of the young.
Chose who have made a special study of children and
heir needs would, in many ways, be better fitted to deal

rith them ; but it may at least be doubted whether this

ipplies in general to the very earliest years of life. In

lealing with questions of this kind, it seems best to begin
vith the consideration of what is the most satisfactory

urangement in normal cases. Those that are in any
way abnormal can afterwards be dealt with on their

nerits. Obviously, where one or both of the parents
lie or are seriously ill or incapable, or are compelled to

>e much away from home, or when a child happens to

>e very different in temperament from its parents, the

auditions are somewhat abnormal, and may call for

ibnormal treatment. But it is at least pretty safe to

lay that any arrangement that excluded altogether the

dement of parental care could only be regarded as a

tecond-best alternative. Even when the children go to

ichool, the family would appear to be the natural centre

or some of the most important aspects of education,

specially those relating to conduct and the cultivation

)f the affections.

There is also a larger sense in which the family is a

latural centre of educational influence. The parents,

is well as the children, may normally derive considerable

:ducational benefit from it, and that in a variety of ways.
e learn by teaching. The effort to convey ideas to

mmature minds nearly always serves to clear up the
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ideas of those who have to make the effort. Ap
from this, there is generally a certain inspiration in z

dose intercourse with the young :

A child, more than all other gifts

That earth can offer to declining man,

Brings hope with it and forward-looking thoughts.

Even those who cannot be described as declining ofl

experience some expansion of soul in entering into 1

lives of those who are younger. It sometimes seems to

an added life to themselves ; and though the vision of 1

new life is often overshadowed by disappointment,
can hardly fail to be something of a liberal education.

Another important educational influence is the int

parental one. There are obvious differences, in gener
between the sexes, in temperament, taste, and outlo

on the world. In any well-assorted union, much is learn

by intercourse between persons who thus differ, and wi

are yet bound together by natural affection and intima

association. It is no doubt partly for this reason, worki]

somewhat unconsciously, that unions of this kind are ve

commonly formed between persons who are, in certa

respects, markedly different. This is frequently observe

even in ordinary friendship.
" He was rich," Tennyst

notes of Hallam,
"
where I was poor." The important

of this aspect of family life is one of the strong argumen
in support of monogamy. In a polygamous relation, tl

position of women tends to become degraded, and ca

hardly be such as to yield that close personal tie of equ

fellowship which monogamy makes possible. That tl

possibility is not always actualized does not invalidai

the argument. It is fair, on the whole, to judge institt

tions by the best that they can give.

These aspects of the family, however, taken in coz

junction with the problem of eugenics, previously referre

to, make it apparent that the relationship we are her

considering is not one to be lightly formed. Swift sal

that unhappy marriages were largely due to the fact tha
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girls are often taught to make nets instead of cages. It

hardly falls within our scope to consider how such dangers

may best be obviated ; but it may at least be urged
that a judicious treatment of the problems connected

with intersexual intercourse should have a prominent
place in the general education of the young This is

a matter to which a good deal of attention has recently
been directed, and we need not dwell upon it here. 1

7. Economic Functions of the Family. The Hfe of the

family, as we have already noted, has an important eco-

nomic aspect. As the care of the young, especially in its

earlier stages, falls almost necessarily upon the mother, the

father is normally called upon to provide for her support,
as well as that of the children. Even in the case of some
of the lower animals, this is to some extent true. The
extent to which it is important in human life varies greatly
at different times, in different countries, and among
different classes of the community in the same country
at the same time. In certain circumstances marriages
tend to be arranged largely on financial grounds; and,
even when they are not so arranged, financial considerations

ire seldom without some weight. Their weight might be

somewhat diminished by some form of state endowment
for motherhood; but it does not seem probable that

this could do more than very partially remove the

iifficulty.

The economic needs of the family are sometimes pre-

udicial to its unity, and may seriously interfere with the

lischarge of its educational functions. In compara-

ively primitive conditions of life, the family may support
tself by labour carried on within the home or in its

immediate neighbourhood; but the growing complexity
>f Hie renders this less and less common.* Of course,

' I may refer to Mr. E. W. Pugh's book The Eyes of a Child, in

vhich the normal attitude of the young on this subject, as well

is on several others, is strikingly brought out.

Mrs. Bosanquet has urged that it is more common even now
han is generally supposed. See The Family, chap. viii.
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there are great compensations for this change in i

increased facilities for travelling, and in other amenil
that a complex society provides. Still, it has to

reckoned among the circumstances that make it m<
and more apparent that the family cannot be regard
as self-sufficient. The father may be so constantly aw
as to be almost negligible for the special purposes
the family. That the mother should be frequen
employed in outside work, not bearing on the life

the family, is probably, in general, a more remedia
evil ; and this is still more clearly the case with regs
to the employment of young children in the dischai

of economic functions at a time when their energ
should be reserved for growth and education. At a

rate, it is chiefly in such circumstances that the fam
is liable to fail as an educational centre.

Another difficulty that is largely of an economic ki

may also be noted at this point. We have already refen
to the fact that the familia meant primarily domes
skves ; and that, though the family has ceased to ha

any such significance, there are still some slight tra<

of the old way of regarding it. Hired labour, in gener
unless carefully guarded, has some tendency to appro:
mate to a servile condition. Under good conditions ti

is probably less true of domestic service than of me
other kinds of employment ; but it is rather more depende
on the conditions, and especially on the personalities
those concerned, than most others are. The somewt
close relationship that is involved in it is apt to be fou
irksome on both sides. Some have suggested that ti

might be remedied by the method of associated homes
and, though it seems clear that such a method could n
at present be adopted on an extensive scale, it is possit
that the introduction of it in a considerable number
cases might help to give a different character to the w;

in which the relationship is conceived, and gradual
1 Reference may be made to the writings of Miss J. H. Clapped

on this subject especially Scientific Meliorism, chaps, xv and 2
and A Vision of the Future, Part VI, chap. ii.
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atroduce freer conditions. At least, it is pretty clear

hat the less we retain of the old conception of ihefamilia,
ad the more we can approximate to the conception of

he family as based on love and on the nurture of children,

he more are we likely to give it an opportunity of realising

ts essential functions.

8. Weaknesses of the Family. The various considera-

ions that have now been referred to may enable us to

ealize that, though the family is deeply rooted in nature.

Ad most of all in human nature, there are yet some
ircumstances that tend to weaken it and sometimes to

nake it ineffective and even pernicious in its influence,

t may be well to try to give here a definite summing up
i the chief respects in which such weakness is apparent,
n general, it may be affirmed that they are connected

frith certain conflicts that tend to arise between the family
nd some other important interests in human life. The
hief of these other interests would seem to be those of

ndustry, politics, comradeship, and what may for the

resent be broadly characterized as culture. To each of

hese we may now briefly refer.

(a) The industrial aspect has been referred to in the

receding section, as disturbing the unity of the family,

t is rather the converse aspect that has now to be noticed,

.e. the way in which the unity of the family may be pre-

adicial to industrial development ; but of course these

wo influences are .closely connected. If the family is

table to be disturbed by industrial movements, it almost

Heritably follows that emphasis on the unity of the

amily must interfere with industrial development. It is

forth noting that Plato, who was rather drastic in his

eneral treatment of the family, does not appear to have

sit any special difficulty on this score. Apparently he

id not intend that the industrial class in his ideal com-

lunity should have its family life interfered with. He

robably assumed, in general, that children would follow

he employment of their parents, or at least would not

reatly diverge from these ; except when they were
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definitely transferred at an early age to a different das

They would thus be prepared for their industrial occup
turns either at home or by some simple form of apprentic

ship. In primitive communities, and in the less strong!

industrialized regions even in highly developed countrie

such a method may still be, to a large extent, practised
but the progress of industrial life makes it less and le

possible. It becomes more and more true that individua

are not born into any particular kind of work, but the

every career is open to all the citizens.1 To make th:

workable, a suitable education, both general and specia
has to be made accessible even for those whose wor
is to be of an industrial character. This may involv

their partial withdrawal from home influences at a core

paratively early age; and, if the conditions of faxnil;

life make this difficult, the family may be felt to be

hindrance rather than a help. This difficulty, howevei

connects so closely with the next one, of which it may b

regarded as a special aspect, that we may at once pass on

(2) There is apt to be a certain conflict between th

family and the state. This was the chief ground fo

Plato's strictures on the life of the family. He urget

that those who are to be specially concerned with th

defence and government of the state should be release*

from the limiting interests of the family. Now, in moden
democracies at least, it would be generally recognizec

that industrial work is fully as important as military

for the welfare of the state, and that every one has

some concern in the proper government of the state.

Hence the distinction between different classes in this

respect seems no longer tenable. But it remains true

that there is apt to be some conflict between the claims

that the family makes upon an individual and those thai

are made by the state. In particular, the claims of the

state to provide a suitable education for all its citizens,

and to secure that they are adequately fitted to fulfil

their special functions in the life of the larger community,
1 Of course, this is still very far from being the case, as Mrs.

Boaaaqnet has shown in the chapter already referred to.
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interferes somewhat with the claims for parental control

that are apt to be put forward from the point of view of

the family. It is in this connection that it is particularly

important to have a clear view of the essential function

of the family. The difficulty is largely solved, at least

in theory, when it is fully recognized that the authority
of the parents is only that of councillors ; that, properly

speaking, the child is the sovereign of the family until

he becomes the subject of the state (in which also he may
eventually acquire a partial sovereignty).

(c) The claims of friendship or comradeship are also

apt to be somewhat inimical to the unity of the family.

The family, at its best, is somewhat like a garden, sheltered

from the world ; and there is often a danger that it may
become rather like a hot-house. This is especially the

case when the housing accommodation is inadequate;
and it is one of the circumstances that give urgency to

the housing problem. It is partly the desire for friend-

ship or comradeship a natural human need that drives

men out from the limitations of the home circle to clubs

and taverns. x To find a proper balance between the claims

of family life and those of the wider life of human brother-

hood is not the least of the general difficulties of human
life. It is hardly necessary to add that the particular

difficulty in question is a specially delicate one when
the friendships that are sought involve relations between

persons of opposite sexes. The danger of licence in

such cases is apt to lead to some overstressuig of the

limitations of the family. It would seem that difficulties

of this kind could only be satisfactorily met by an ampler

provision for friendly intercourse under conditions that

do not introduce special dangers.

(d) Besides the claims of industry, the state, and

friendly intercourse, the larger demands of religion, art,

science, and those other human interests that may be

described as cultural, are apt to be somewhat inimical

i Charles Lamb's short essay on the saying that "Home is

home, though it is never so homely
"

is worth referring to in this

connection,
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to the family. The artist tends to become something oi

a "Bohemian." He finds himself hampered by the

petty interests of the family, and often by its economic

needs, which necessitate the production of
"

pot-boilers/'

check his free creative activities, and hinder the realization

of his artistic ideals. Similarly, St. Paul and others

have felt that the dedicated life of devotion to moral and

religious progress was incompatible with the limitations

of the family. Yet the withdrawal from it has prejudicial
effects on human life as a whole, and probably in the end
even on the ideals of the artist or the saint. It would
at least be a misfortune for the world if its finest spirits

produced no offspring.
" From fairest creatures we

desire increase
"

; and surely not least from those who
are fair within. Galton, in his book on Hereditary Genius

(pp. 344-5), has a striking passage on the harm that was
done to civilization by the action of the Mediaeval Church.
" The Church," he says,

"
having first captured all the

gentle natures and condemned them to celibacy, made
another sweep of her huge nets, this time fishing in stirring

waters, to capture those who were the most fearless,

truth-seeking, and intelligent, in their modes of thought,
and therefore the most suitable parents of a high civiliza-

tion, and put a strong check, if not a direct stop, to their

progeny. Those she reserved on these occasions, to breed
the generations of the future, were the servile, the indif-

ferent, and, again, the stupid/' It is possible that Galton

somewhat exaggerated the extent to which such qualities
are inherited ; but any one who will reflect on the valuable

work that has been done in recent times by people who
were the sons or daughters of clergymen may realize

how much the world would have lost by their enforced

celibacy. That there might have been some compensa-
tions, may of course be admitted. Even with reference

to medieval times, it may be allowed that the world has

profited both by the meditations of the recluse and by
the sufferings of the martyr.

Reflection on such difficulties has led some modem
thinkers, as well as Plato, to seek freer modes of life, at
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least for certain types of individual and certain forms of

activity. Mr. Russell is a noteworthy advocate of pro-

posals of this kind. 1 But, in a free community, as dis-

tinguished from one in which there is a system of castes,

it is difficult to have different laws, or even widely different

customs, for different classes of people. Perhaps some

general simplification of the conditions of life may provide
a more satisfactory solution. But we may be better

able to consider this at a later stage. In any case, as Mrs.

Bosanquet says*
" Even if the world could carry on without

the Family, it could not afford to lose the qualities which

would go with it. It is a sombre world as it is, and no

shade or tone of feeling that makes for depth and variety

and richness can be spared from it. To reject the source

of so much warmth and beauty because it sometimes

fails, would be like banishing the sun from the sky because

it is sometimes covered with clouds."

i See his Principles of Social Reconstruction, chap, vi I am
doubtful whether he lias sufficiently thought out the consequences
of his proposals.

> The Family, p. 245.



CHAPTER II

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

i. The General Significance of Education. Education

may be understood in a wider or in a narrower sense. In

the wider sense it is a process that goes on throughout

life, and that is promoted by almost every experience
in life. It may even be said to be the chief end of life. 1

It means, in this sense, the general process by which

personality is developed, and by which persons are enabled

to realize their relations to one another and to the universe

in which they live. This comprehensive conception of

education is well emphasized in the account that Plato

gives in the Republic of the influences by which those

who are to occupy the highest positions in the ideal com-

munity are to be shaped and developed. But it would

be generally recognized by modern thinkers that it would

not really be possible to devise a definite scheme of this

kind even for a particular type of individuals, and still

less for the community as.a whole.

Understanding education in this large sense, we have to

recognize that a considerable part of it sometimes even

the most important part comes to us unconsciously. It

comes from the problems of life with which we have to

deal, from the influences and suggestions of nature, from

intercourse with our fellow-men, often from our failures

and sufferings.

In a narrower sense, it may be taken to mean any con-

sciously directed effort to develop and cultivate our powers.

i This aspect of education is dealt with below, Book III,

Chapter III.

94
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Goethe, for instance, seems to have made the complete

unfolding of all his capacities a main object perhaps the

main object throughout his life. Shakespeare may have

been, essentially, even more fully developed ; but it would

appear to have been in a more unconscious way. Pro-

fessor Dewey has used z the expression intentional educa-

tion to mark the distinction between that which comes

to us unconsciously and that which implies a definite

purpose. But even such a conscious self-cultivation

ELS that of Goethe would not usually be described as edu-

cation. The term is most commonly used for a process

consciously organized by the state or the family or some

other authority for the development of young people
towards some end regarded as important by the authority
in question an end which may or may not involve a

general cultivation of personality. It may be best for

the present to regard it in this somewhat narrow sense,

In which it leads to the establishment of definite social

institutions, reserving its larger meaning for further

consideration at a later stage.

When we understand education in this limited sense,

Its social significance is probably best seen by regarding

it as the transition from the family to the state, or at

Least to some larger community of which the child is to

become a member. The preparatory stages of education

are normally given within the family itself, but its later

stages are usually handed over to schools and colleges.

Even when education is more privately conducted, it

tends to be guided, to some extent, by the same aims

and methods as those that are adopted in schools and

colleges. Within the family, as we have urged, the

child is essentially the sovereign; but the larger com-

munity seeks to prepare him to be its servant, though he

may perhaps eventually become one of its masters or

guides.
The detailed consideration of the aims and methods

of education must be left to those happily now a con-

siderable number who have made it their special study,
i See his book on Democracy and Education, pp. 22-4 and 45.
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AH that can be here attempted is a general survey of

functions that it fulfils in the life of an organ

community.

2. The Functions of the School. The primary func

of the school would seem to be that of initiating the c

into the life of the larger community. The natures

children probably differ almost as widely from e

other as those of adults ; yet there appear to be s<

general statements with regard to them that may prop*
be affirmed, and some that may properly be den
Professor Dewey z and others have rightly, I think, \

tested against the view that the child is by nature

egoist, On the other hand, the worship of the chile

sometimes carried to excess. The doctrine that hea

lies about us in our infancy must be regarded, on the wh
as a perversion of the Platonic conception of the lat

potentialities that we bring with us into the world. Ti

is a charming innocence in childhood, and a readiness

appreciate everything by which it is surrounded ; bu
can hardly be maintained that there is present in it *

definite conception of a common good. It seems,

general, truer to think of the child as bringing with 1

the instincts of a more or less benevolent despot.

has to learn to be a constitutional monarch, and by degi
an equal citizen with others. Unhappily, he is of

taught this rather too early and too sharply. Sometk
he is even taught to be a slave, and to surrender

birthright of his all-embracing interests. This is n

generally acknowledged to be the crime of l&se maje.

But of course it does not follow that the child is sun]

to be left alone, and trusted to unfold himself like a flow

What has chiefly to be imparted to him is his heritz

in the common life that he is gradually to share. I

this purpose, he has to acquire the language of his peop
in which the knowledge, the insight, the purposes a

ideals unhappily also the prejudices and the limitatic

of the community are largely embodied. It is evide

1 Democracy and Education, pp. 28 and 52.
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that this heritage can only be very gradually acquire
and the order of its communication must be determine

by a careful study of the development of the human min
in general, -and by sympathetic insight into the needs <

particular individuals. This, of course, as is now prett

universally recognized, implies a considerable limitatio

in the size of classes.

It seems obvious enough also that the earliest initiatio

of the child should be into what is simplest and best i

the traditions of his community. Golden apples o

vessels of silver should be first set before him. Plat

emphasized this very well in his account of the use c

music and poetry in early education ; though, no doub
his suggestion of an expurgated edition of the Homeri

poems (perhaps never very seriously meant) is rathe

out of date. What is wanted is to a considerable exten

supplied by the simpler kinds of poetry that Wordswort!

and others have provided, by the fairy tales that are s

plentiful in many modern literatures certainly not leas

in our own. The old saying,
"
Let me make the songs c

a people, and whoever will may make its laws," retain

its force ; at least if songs are interpreted in a sufficient!;

liberal sense. A fine thought or a deep experience en

shrined hi a beautiful story, or embodied in an immorta

phrase,
sinks readily into the heart, lingers long in th

memory, is stored up as a joy for ever, and becomes ai

inspiration throughout the whole of life. Laws, on tin

other hand, are chiefly important as giving definitenes

and permanence to the best traditions of a people, whid

must be engraven on their souls before they can have mud
efficacy on the statute-books.

Gradually, however, the child's relations to his actua

surroundings have to be made more precisely apparent
The study of nature is now generally recognized as one

of the most valuable, as it is certainly one of the mosl

fascinating methods of opening up the mind. It begin:

as observation, but soon involves reflection ; and it lead*

on easily to the study of human life in its more obvious

features. This at once opens up some of the simple!
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questions of civic and moral obligation, and leads on

degrees to the consideration of the more promin
features of human history. Interest in history 'reax

connects itself with the acquisition of some knowle
of the language of those peoples that have pla;

specially important parts in historical evolution.

But, along with all this, it is of course of the higt

importance that the child should have been learning
make use of what he studies to do, as well as to kr

and appreciate. He may learn to sketch natural obje
he may invent simple stories for himself, he may t;

part in the acting of simple plays, he may compose desa

tions, propound problems, and construct simple obje<

having some regard for their beauty as well as for tt

utility.
1 And, of course, it goes without saying that

should be provided with the means for the necessi

physical exercise and recreation in which he may at

same time be fo-qmfag valuable lessons in co-operation.
As he becomes more capable of analytical thought,

will naturally begin to gain some understanding of th

subjects that supply a key to the structure both of hunc

life and of the surrounding world such as gramm
arithmetic, geometry, and, eventually, some rudime:

of logic, the simpler conceptions of morals, economi

and politics, and some insight into the religious ideas

which men have sought to interpret the universe in wh
they live. I suppose it is almost self-evident, howe\
that they should not be expected to commit themsel

to any religious creed or to any form of party polii

till they are mature enough to weigh the arguments
different sides. But no doubt they are likely to be form:

some opinions for themselves, even before they are mati

for them ; and in this there may be no harm.

1 The importance of this aspect of education has been emp
sized by many recent writers. It may be enough to refer

Professor Dewey's books on Democracy and Education and '.

School and Society, to those by Mr. . G. A: Holmes
What is and What might be and In Defence of What might
to Sir Rabindranath Tagore's Personality, and to The Play H

by Mr. CaldweU Cook. But many others might be mentione
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Further, it is of great importance that, as boys and

girls approach adolescence, some understanding of the

difficulties and dangers connected with, the relations

between the sexes, and of the general problems of the

life of the family, should be made accessible in a clear and
definite form. Their studies of nature and of human
history, and their observation of the life around them,
would have formed a good preparation for this.

By such an education it may be hoped that at least

those who have been well born will have been well nur-

tured ; and that even those who have been less fortunate

in their birth will have acquired some love of knowledge
and wisdom, some appreciation of beauty, and some

degree of the spirit of devotion to the common good.
This much, I should suppose, ought to be made readily
accessible to every one who is to become a citizen of

a civilized community. But the detailed consideration

of the order in which the different elements are to be

taken, and of the methods by which they are to be

treated, does not fall within our province.

3. Technical Education. By such means as those that

have now been Somewhat sketcbily indicated, the child

may be supposed to have been gradually prepared for the

general duties of good citizenship within the particular

community to which he belongs. But the good citizen

must not only be good in general, but good in some

special way. Hence his general education has to be

followed by some special training of a more technical kind,

preparing him for the particular function for which he is

found to be fitted by natural ability and circumstances.

The ascertainment of this is in many cases not easy, and

obviously should not be attempted at too early a stage.

Hence it is important that a somewhat prolonged period
of education should be provided for all, except those who
are manifestly incapable of profiting by it. Tn the case

of some of the more technical forms of work, however, a

considerable part of the necessary preparation may be

acquired by some form of apprenticeship, and, in the case
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of girls, at home. Where any special manual dexti

is needed, it is no doubt necessary that it should be

quired early.
1 Those who have a special gift for m

for instance, usually begin to display it at a very

age ; and perhaps any aptitude of this kind may 1

ground for some modification in the genera] schem
education. A certain elasticity is a very essential fea

in any good scheme.

4. Higher Education. The kinds of education

have so far been roughly sketched would appear to

in some form or other, required for all the citizens,

forms would vary considerably according to their i

vidual capacities and the kinds of work for which 1

were found to be specially fitted, and the period devc

to different stages might be longer or shorter. In gene
it would probably be safe to assume that the sorl

education so far in view would not be completed be:

the age of sixteen and would not usually extend m
beyond twenty. Those who are fitted for work t

requires a more elaborate preparation, such as the advai

ment of knowledge, artistic creation] the application!
the more complex sciences (including law and media
to technical problems, the vocation of teaching in

various aspects, or organizing and administrative functic

would generally want the kind of education that is i

vided in colleges and universities ; and it is import
to have a general view of the relation of this kind

education to the more elementary forms that h
been already referred to.

Unfortunately, the distinctions between schools, techni

institutions, colleges, and universities are not very clea

1 Recent experience, however, seems to point to the conclui

that those whose general intelligence has been well develo

can adapt themselves to different kinds of work more readily t

had been commonly supposed. It is chiefly in the higher form
artistic work, and in those industries that are dependent on mai

matical calculations, that an elaborate preparation of a special]

kind appears to be necessary. In general, the cultivation of

adaptable intelligence is the most important thing.
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drawn in our country. In Germany the system is more

easily intelligible; and probably the new organization
of education in Japan is the most perfect that has so far

been elaborated.* We cannot here enter into the con-

sideration of the detailed arrangements in different

countries and different parts of the same country, but
can only attempt a brief indication of what appears to

be the best way of drawing the most important distinctions.

What are called colleges are often, either partly or wholly,
institutions for some form of technical instruction ; and
even what are called university colleges generally include

some work that is of this character. We must here

regard this as belonging properly to the type of educational

work that was referred to in the preceding section ; and
it will be convenient to treat a university college as being

primarily and essentially quite distinct from this. A
university, again, is often understood in this country as

being little more than an ftyaminincr body. In Germany,
however, it is pretty definitely understood to mean an
institution in which a particular kind of education is given
a kind that is, on the whole, dearly distinguishable from

that given in university colleges, and even from most of

that which is given in the Universities of Oxford and

Cambridge.
I conceive the main function of a university college to

be that of providing a form of liberal education of a higher
kind than that which is given in schools. The normal

age of students in such institutions may be taken as

lying between eighteen and twenty-one. Their studies

are somewhat more specialized than is commonly the

case in schools, but still aim rather at general cultivation

than at specialised knowledge or .skill. They are designed,
on the whole, for those whose abilities and prospects are

men as to fit them for some form of leadership in the

life of the community. For this it is important that

they should have a fuller grasp of the general problems
>f human life than is usually to be gained in schools.

1 See R. P. Porter, Japan, ike New World-Power, chap, ix, and
or a more detailed treatment, Baron Kiknchi'a Japanese Education.
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Some general study of the main problems of philoso

and social science would seem to be naturally an all

essential part of this type of education. In Japan

appears to be pretty definitely recognized, and perl

also in France and some other countries. In Engl

there is some tendency to ignore this. The main feat

of historical development would also seem to be

important to be omitted. What other studies should

specially pursued might probably be left largely .to i

vidual taste, together with some consideration of the spe

work that is to be afterwards pursued.
1

In a university, on the other hand, if we underst

this term in its stricter sense, the studies are definii

specialized, and are designed to qualify the stude

(usually between the ages of twenty^one and twenty-f
for some specific work of the land that has been alre;

indicated. Its relations to a 'university college are,

a higher level, pretty nearly the same as those of a tc

nical institution to a school It seeks to make accessi

all the knowledge and skill that is available in partici

departments, and to prepare the way for further advai

It must be admitted that in this country there are bar

any institutions that are definitely and exclusively

this type. What we call universities generally combi

in a not very efficient manner, some work of this ki

with a good deal that belongs more properly to the u

versity college, the technical institution, or even the schc

* This paragraph was written before I had seen Professor Born

Higher Education and iho War. He suggests (especially on p. i

that it would be well to adopt the distinction between coll

and university that is commonly recognized in the United Sta

the former giving general culture and the latter specialized instx

tion and training. What he says about the importance of rec

sizing the colleges as distinct both from the school and

university seems to me very admirable and very timely. Sc

Americans are inclined to regard even Oxford and Cambri
as being colleges, in their sense of the word, rather than unh
sitiea, owing to the relatively small provision that is made in th

for post-graduate studies. But of course there is some exaggerat
in such a view.
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But there are some signs of improvement, and I have
been trying to indicate the arrangement that ought to

be aimed at. 1 It is well to bear in mind that, if education

is taken to mean the general development and cultivation

of the faculties of an individual, it is only schools and

colleges that are specially concerned with this. Technical

institutions and universities aim rather at special forms

of instruction and training, and at the promotion of

research in particular departments. The two objects are

distinct, and it is very confusing to mix them up with

one another.

5. Supplementary Education. We have already noted

that the education that is supplied by definite institutions

is only a part of the educative influences that are derived

from the experiences of life. But, even without regarding
education in so large a sense as this, it may be urged that

a large part perhaps even the main part of the value

of what educational institutions provide, is to be found

in the suggestions and guidance that they offer for the

further pursuit of particular studies. When they fail to

do this, they may very well be prejudicial rather than

useful. Byron's reading of Horace at school is said to have

had the result that he never wanted to read Horace again ;

and it is probable that similar results are often experienced.
On the other hand, any good education makes us want to

continue, if not exactly with the same things, at least with

other things for which those have prepared us. Those

who have sufficient leisure and resources can do this

without much difficulty; but those whose leisure and

resources are small are more in need of continued guidance
after their definite period of organized education is com-

pleted, and this is especially true when their education

within that period has been for any reason curtailed or

defective. This need is partly met by a variety of supple-

* Professor Burnet, in the book to which I have just referred,

is mainly occupied in urging the importance of the college. I

think it is equally important that we should have real universities,

in which the work of research could be thoroughly carried on.
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mentary agencies, such as continuation schools, Univers

Extension lectures, the classes of the Workers' Educatioi

Association, reading circles, and books of a simple a

readily accessible type, such as those contained in 1

Home University Library.
There is, however, a further consideration . that it

important to notice at this point. We have been regardi

education as an instrument for the development of the go
citizen and for fitting rrim to find and occupy the stati

for which he is best fitted and to fulfil its duties. It

possible to exaggerate the importance of this kind

preparation. Probably most modern readers would

disposed to think that it is somewhat exaggerated
Plato's Republic. Socrates is represented as urgi

against dramatic performances that they cause men
accustom themselves to play a variety of parts, where

each one has his own special function to fulfil. It is :

doubt sometimes necessary to dwell upon this.
" He wJ

would accomplish anything," as Goethe said, "mu
learn to limit himself." Perhaps the lively Athenia

were specially hi need of such a warning; and perha;
it is one that would naturally occur to such versati

geniuses as Plato and Goethe. But many are more Hat

to err on the side of contraction than on that of expansio
The mere need of relaxation makes it undesirable

restrict oneself too closely ; and, besides this, it is ii

portant that fellow-citizens should understand one anothe

should be able to appreciate one another's work ar

sympathize with one another's difficulties. Hence son

variety of studies is desirable, besides various forms

social intercourse, among which dramatic performana
may well have a place. Much of what is necessary in th

way comes readily enough in the way of recreation ;
bi

there are some directions in which it seems important 1

give it a more definite organization. It sometimes happei
that there is too great a separation between different class<

in a community. There would probably have been sue

a gulf in Plato's ideal community between the industrii

class and the others ; and certainly in modern con
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munities there tends to be such a gulf between those who
have leisure for the cultivation of their minds and those

whose opportunities for this are very restricted. Hence

it becomes an important element in education to create

a better understanding between these types. University
Settlements have this object more particularly in view ;

and it is also aimed at by some more definitely religious

organizations, as well as by some forms of art. But we

may have a better opportunity of considering these at

a later stage.
2 In the meantime, some reference to the

place of leisure in education may be useful.

6. Education and Leisure. It is not without significance
that the terms

"
school

"
and

"
scholar

"
are derived from

the Greek word for leisure. Unconscious education may
often come to us in the course of the active business of

life; but conscious education at least usually implies
some detachment from that business.

" Es bildet ein

Talent sich in der Stille."* The young person who is

receiving a definitely organized education is hardly yet
a citizen. He has not yet found the place in which his

service to the community is to be rendered; and it is

in general true that, if he is to continue his educational

development after he has found his place (unless his place

happens to be an essentially educational one), he must
have some leisure from the specific duties of that place.

Further, as we have just noted, it is important that the

education that fills his leisure time should not be exclusively
concerned with the special duties of his station. Now,
such a detached time, suitable for use in educational

advancement, is not always readily to be obtained. Even
in the early years of life there are often obstacles in the

way. Hence education tends to be thought of, not as

the natural prerogative of every citizen, but rather as

' See Book III, Chapter II.

* "
Talent is cultivated in retirement." Goethe contrasts this

with character, which is cultivated rather by active contact with
the world. Of course, this antithesis must not be overstrained.

Both are cultivated at once from within and from without.
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the special privilege of the few who have leisure. E
Plato gave countenance to this view. Thus leisure c&

to be highly prized, as that by whose means the definil

human ends are to be secured, and became contras

with the life of continuous labour which is the lot of sla

or of an inferior class, and which is hardly to be reckoi

as human at all. This does not of course mean that th

who labour continuously have learned nothing at

What it does mean is that they have learned only w
is immediately useful The special distinction of

free man is that he studies what is not immediately use

Thus there comes to be a certain antithesis betw

culture and utility ; and the more ornamental aspc
of education are regarded as more valuable than th

that can be shown to be serviceable. The man whc
a "

gentleman and scholar
"

comes to be distinguisl

from those who are neither ; and he is sometimes rat

apt to pride himself on the distinction and to seek

maintain it. This is one of those cases of what Mr. Veb
has characterized as

"
reputable waste/' of which DM

instances may be found wherever there is a
"

leis

class." l It is one of the difficulties of civilized life,

the one hand, it is a source of variety and beauty,
often the most valuable discoveries have been made
the pursuit of what is apparently useless. On the ot

hand, it is somewhat opposed to the conception of a comn

good, and tends to interfere seriously with the unity
social life. But the whole question of the signifies

of leisure and its proper use is not a purely educatio

one, at least in the narrower sense of the term ; and

shall be in a better position to deal with it at a later sta

In the meantime it may suffice to state that it is import
that all citizens should have sufficient leisure to be a

1 Mr. Veblen's book on A Leisure Class deals very fully v

this subject ; but he perhaps hardly does justice to the importa
of the freedom and exuberance of life that is made possible
leisure. This is specially emphasized by Sir Rabindranath Tag
in his book on Personality especially in the chapter on " W
is Art?"
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to give some cultivation to their whole nature as human

beings, and not to sink into the slavish position of being

merely machines for the performance of particular ser-

vices; and that, on the other hand, no one should be

regarded as simply a human being without a specific

obligation.
1 If this is admitted, it seems clear that the

education of every one should be partly for work and

partly for leisure. But the right balance between these

sides is not easy to establish, and we have already
noticed some of the agencies by which the difficulties

that thus arise may be partially met.

7. The State and Education. The cultivation of good
citizenship in its various aspects is so essential to the life

of a community that it can hardly be left exclusively to

the efforts of private individuals. It needs a well-planned

organization ; and it is naturally regarded as one of the

functions of the State to provide this. On the other hand,
as it has to be adapted to the special needs of particular

localities, and even to the aptitude of particular individuals,

it seems clear that it is not desirable that its details should

be under any very rigid central control. The function

of the State in this connection would seem to be mainly
that of providing opportunities and trying to ensure that

they are effectively utilized. Provision for the preparation
of suitable teachers is of course specially important for

this purpose; and, when the right persons have been

secured, it is, I suppose, hardly less important that they
should have the fullest freedom in the exercise of then-

functions. One might almost as well seek to control

the brush of a painter or the pen of a poet as the work
of a skilled educator. Like the painter or the poet,

however, he may be all the better for some occasional

i Green's statement about this (Works, vol. iii, pp. 475-6) has

often been quoted ; but perhaps it will bear quoting once more.
"

I confess to hoping for a time when that phrase [' the education

of a gentleman *] will have lost its meaning because the sort of

education which alone makes the gentleman in any true sense

will be within the reach of all."
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criticism ; and this also can, with advantage, be provid
by the State. But in this case also we may be in a betl

position to deal with some aspects of the work of t

State, in relation to education, after we have consider
the general nature and functions of the State.



CHAPTER III

INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS

i. The Significance of Labour. Some confusion is apt
to be occasioned by the use of such terms as " work " and
"labour." It is customary to distinguish workers or

labourers from other classes in the community a distinc-

tion, it should be remembered, that does not at all corre-

spond to the Platonic distinction of classes in the ideal

community. The industrial class, according to Plato's

conception, includes all who render any useful service

to the community other than that of military duty and

the work of political and educational organization. The
modern distinction is rather between work that is mainly
manual and other kinds of service, and it consequently
has some tendency to coincide with the distinction be-

tween poor and rich; whereas, on Plato's scheme, all

the rich at least, and, one may add, all the poor as well,

would be in the industrial class. 1 The other classes

would have neither poverty nor riches, but just what is

necessary for a cultured life. According to the modern

usage, artists, teachers, and even those engaged in such

professions as law and medicine, or in the organizing and

management of industrial operations, are not usually

regarded as workers. There is of course some ground
for this distinction ; and indeed perhaps, in its general

spirit, it is not far removed from the Greek distinction.

Purely manual work is in many ways different from

that which involves a considerable degree of intellectual

* The poorest would presumably be slaves, though Plato does

not explicitly say so.
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cultivation or artistic skill, and tends to make a real

difference in men's general outlook on life. But the

difference cannot be very sharply drawn ; and it seems

best to begin at least by interpreting work or labour as

including all forms of exertion that are directed to the

promotion of some definite social end. What is done

merely or mainly for personal enjoyment is rightly regarded
as play, though it may sometimes be quite as strenuous

as work, and may often have some indirect social utility

of a high order. Taking labour in this wide sense, we may
notice several distinctions that appear to be of some

importance.

(1) Some labour is directed to the supply of what we
have referred to as vegetative or economic needs : other

kinds of labour are directed to the supply of needs that

are rather those of the animal nature or of the more

purely human aspects of life. But evidently this dis-

tinction cannot be very sharply drawn. A worker in

wood- is supplying a purely economic need when he is

helping to build a simple cottage for shelter ; but he is

not supplying such a need when he is making instruments

to be used by an artist, hi war, in a game, or when he is

making a desk for a writer of fiction or of works on philo-

sophy. Still, the distinction is one of some importance ;

and it is generally possible to say that a particular kind

of work is mainly concerned with the supply of economic

needs, or that it is mainly of a different type.

(2) Some labour is undertaken by the choice of the

person who undertakes it. Other kinds are undertaken

under direct compulsion (as in slavery) or under the

pressure of economic necessity or of social requirements
or conventions. Here again the distinction is not one

that can be very sharply drawn. When an artist pro-
duces a picture from the impulse of creation or self-

expression or to embody an ideal of beauty or convey
some moral or religious idea, he may be said to be choosing

freely his mode of work. When, on the other hand, he

produces a
"

pot-boiler," or a work specially ordered by
a patron, he may still be partly free in some details of
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the execution, but he is largely determined by needs

that are economic or conventional, or by the arbitrary
choice of others. Similar distinctions may be drawn in

many other cases. There is very little work that is

quite freely chosen. Even when it is nominally free,

there is in most cases some pretty definite element of

constraint.

(3) Some labour is disagreeable and exhausting. Some
other kinds are their own reward, by yielding enjoyment
and recuperation. This might be expressed by saying
that some have positive value and some have negative
value But this distinction is seldom to be found simply
in the nature of the work. It depends largely on the

attitude of the worker. In general, what is freely chosen

is pleasant, even when it is difficult ; and what is done
under constraint is disagreeable, even when it is easy.
Men enjoy doing many things in play which would be

thought extremely irksome if done under compulsion.
Much depends also on individual aptitude, on the state

of health at the time, on the presence of other interests

that are more attractive, and on a variety of other cir-

cumstances. Still, it is possible to say that there are

some kinds of labour that are generally irksome, and
that are undertaken only as means to an end, while others

are to a large extent ends in themselves.

(4) Some labour is almost purely manual. Other kinds

involve thought or artistic skill.

(5) Some labour, though socially useful, is not primarily
undertaken for this reason, but rather for personal gratifi-

cation or for some personal reward. Other labour is

undertaken from a sense of duty, or at least definitely as

social service. Here again it is often difficult to make
a sharp distinction. Sometimes a particular kind of work
is undertaken as social service, but the special form that

it takes is determined by personal inclination or by the

expectation of reward. Nevertheless, the distinction can

be broadly drawn, and is of some importance.

Now, though these distinctions are not very sharp,

they do serve to mark important differences ; and I think
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it may be said that, in the narrower sense of the woi

labour is generally applied to those forms of hum:

effort that are mainly or primarily (i) directed towar

the satisfaction of economic needs, (2) undertaken to sor

extent under compulsion or pressure, (3) in some degr

disagreeable and exhausting, (4) almost purely manus
or at least not involving thought or skill of a high

specialized kind. The fifth distinction that has be*

referred to can hardly be applied to modes of effort th

are, in this restricted sense, labour.

For our present purpose, however, this restricted sen

is not the one that is important. What concerns u

for the present, is effort directed towards the satisfactic

of needs that are mainly economic, whether such effo

is free or compulsory, manual or intellectual, disagreeab
and exhausting or otherwise. Though the term "industry
is not usually confined to work of this kind, yet sue

work constitutes the largest and most typical part of tl

effort that is commonly understood by the term ; and
will be convenient for our present purpose to interpr<

it in this sense.

2. Division of Labour. Whether we take labour in

wider or in a narrower sense, it is in general true th

each individual can only with advantage undertake som

special kind of it ; and this becomes more and mor
true as communities increase in size and in complexitj

Sometimes, of course, the kind of work that is done b
a particular individual may contain a good deal of variet;

within it. An actor may play many parts, though h
could hardly play all parts satisfactorily. A writer ma;
deal with many subjects, and some, such as Goethe, ar

almost encyclopaedic in their range ; but one does no
look to such writers for the precise details of any subjecl
It is especially, however, in the satisfaction of economi
needs that the division of function is most prominent
There may be some who are almost universal providers
but not universal producers. Economic needs are thi

most universal and the most insistent ; and the satisfac
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tion of them occupies a larger place in human effort than

any others. Hence the importance of a definite organiza-
tion of the production and distribution of the goods that

are required for their satisfaction has been more definitely
felt than in any other case. It was primarily in connection

with such needs that Plato was led to emphasize the im-

portance of division of labour; and a similar emphasis
has been laid upon it, with special reference to modern
conditions of work, by Adam Smith x and by most later

writers on economics.9 Almost every kind of work

requires some special kind of skill for its satisfactory

performance, though it may only be the kind of skill

that is involved in manual dexterity. Employment in

other work would sometimes tend to destroy the skill

that is needed, or at least to prevent it from being steadily
and persistently applied. In any case, time is apt to be

lost in passing from one occupation to another ; though

occasionally there is some compensation for this in the

freshness and zest that is gained by a certain variety.

It is also important, hi dealing with the prime neces-

sities of life, that, when anything is urgently wanted,
some one should always be available to supply it This

applies most of all to medical attendance, but also to food

and drink, and, in a somewhat less degree, to clothing,

warmth, and shelter. Even for things .that are not quite
so necessary, it would be very inconvenient not to be

readily able to find some one whose special business it is

to supply them. Hence, on the whole, it has to be

recognized that, in the purely industrial domain at least,

it is essential in general that each one should have his

own special kind of work to perform.3 And, though this

is not quite so apparent hi other kinds of work, it is pretty
clear that everything is done most thoroughly by those

who are not distracted by a variety of occupation. It

* Wealth of Nations, Book I, chaps, i-iii.

* See Marshall's Principles of Economics, Book IV, chap. ix.

9 The more general aspects of this subject were well brought
out by Mr. Bradley in the chapter on

" My Station and its Duties
"

in his Ethical Studies.
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is probable that even the literary work of Goethe sufferc

from lack of concentration.

3. Co-operation. It has to be recognized, further, ths

the various forms of work have to fit into each othe

This is true, in some degree, of all forms of work ; bi

here again it is most obviously true with reference 1

work of the purely economic type, on account of th

universality and urgency of the needs to which it minister

These needs constitute a connected system of requir*

ments relating to man's bodily nature ; and it is impo]
tant that they should all be adequately provided foi

Not only has each his proper task ; but there must b
a sufficiency of all essential modes of work, all co-operatin
towards the common end, which is the maintenance c

life and health. The securing of this requires organiza
tion and directing skill ; and the effort to supply thes

needs, though not commonly described as labour, i

evidently as essential a form of work as any other. Th
consideration of this and of the difficult problems connectei

with the adjustment of demand and supply, belongs t

the province of the economist ; and, having due regar<

to the importance of division of labour, we can only thu

briefly allude to these subjects.

4. Land and Capital in Relation to Labour, Labour o

an economic kind is not creative, It may be doubted

indeed, whether any form of human labour can properrj

be said to be so. Poets and artists are sometimes sale

to be creative ; and it is no doubt true that, in theii

most perfect activities, what they contribute is mud:
more important than the material with which they deal

Yet it is obvious that they do deal with certain materials

which, partly help and partly obstruct them in theii

efforts. Though it is an exaggeration to say, as is some-

times done, that a statue pre-exists in the block of marble

from which it is hewn, yet it is true that the marble

lends itself more or less readily to particular modes oi

treatment. But with instances of this kind we are not
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at present concerned. In labour of the more purely
industrial typet the material with which the worker has

to deal is, in general, more obvious, and undergoes less

modification than it does in artistic work. Often the

labour simply moves it from one place to another, as

when water is conveyed from a lake to supply a town.

The seed that the farmer sows is not brought to fruition

by his efforts, though without his efforts it would go
to waste or be inaccessible for human use. Moreover,
the labour that is bestowed on particular material is

hardly ever unaided. Tools or machinery or horses

or other animals are employed in almost all kinds of

industrial work.

There are thus two factors, besides labour, involved in

the production of economic goods. These have sometimes

been referred to as land and capital. The latter term

meant originally the capita, or heads of cattle and horses,

with which a farm was stocked ; so that both the terms

here used referred primarily to simple forms of agricultural

labour. As applied to modern industry, they are very

misleading. It is still true, however, that we can distinguish

the raw material (though it is hardly ever quite raw)
from the instruments that are used in dealing with it.

The latter are themselves the results of previous labour

that has been applied to particular materials. Even
horses have been caught, tamed, bred, reared, tended and

trained for special purposes with a great deal'of human
effort ;

and it is still more obvious that tools and

machinery have been produced by the application, of

much labour to materials extracted from the earth.

Hence what has to be said, in general, is that economic

goods are the results of the application of labour to raw

materials ; and that the labour applied at any one time

is dependent on a great deal of other labour that has

been applied in the past. It is, of course, very apparent

also that labour must here be understood in a wide sense,

as including the efforts of thought involved in the con-

sideration of the goods that it is necessary to provide,

in inventing and constructing the necessary instruments,
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in organising the methods of production, in
their application, and in conveying the products to tin

places where they are required.
It is well to bear in mind that the same distinction!

apply to artistic work. The poet, for instance, works or

certain raw materials, such as the things seen and heard
in the world around hi He is also dependent for hi*

methods of treatment on the labours of his predecessors.
This is especially apparent in the more elaborate form*
of artistic work. The Greek dramatists, for instance,
invented very little. They made use of material that was
already shaped by long traditions, and they dealt with
it by methods that had become largely conventional
Yet it remains true that what is most valuable in theii

productions is the particular way in which they applied
these methods. Similarly, it is in general true that
neither the material nor the methods of treatment that

Shakespeare used were actually his own invention; and
it is very obvious that the work of such writers as Virgil
and Milton is dependent at almost every point on the

writings of their predecessors. Their land consists partly
of inherited traditions : their capital is the methods of

treatment that have been elaborated by others. Thus
the three factors roughly described as land, capital, and
labour, may be said to be involved in all forms of

production, but most simply and obviously in those
modes of production that are essentially economic or
industrial.

5. Property. If the various factors in production are
to be effectively used, it is evident that they must, in
some degree, be under the control of those who use
them.

The conditions of this control, however,may and do natur-

ally vary very much in different cases. The raw material
must usually be completely at the disposal of the person
or persons who work upon it. A sculptor must, in general,
have his block of marble, and a painter his canvas,

entirely tinder their personal control Even a poet must
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ave paper or its equivalent ; though most of his other

laterals, such as the sights and sounds of nature, need

nly be readily accessible. The farmer, in like manner,
lust have some control over his land; the worker in

rood or metal must be able to use these substances

reely ; and similarly with other workers. How far their

wnership should extend is a more difficult question,
lie control of capital, again, is generally somewhat more

omplicated. As its employment seldom means that it

i used up, it need not be permanently held. Horses

nd cattle can be transferred pretty readily from one to

nother. It is evidently convenient that portable tools

hould usually belong to the person who works with them,

ixed machinery, on the other hand, has to be controlled

y some relatively stable authority, generally by those

rho organize or manage the works within which it is used,

lie chief capital of an artist on the other hand, lies in

is memories and acquired aptitudes, which cannot easily

e taken from him or transferred to another. Finally,

ibour itself may either be freely controlled by the person
too exerts it or be under the control of others. There

re many possible gradations here, from complete slavery,

borough serfdom and hired labour, to work regulated

imply by the demand of a market and, last of all, to work
hat is chosen quite freely by him who performs it. The
ist type, and even the second, have practically disappeared
rom the civilized world: the last type is, in any full

ense, extremely rare. Most work is done either for a

rage or for the sale of the product in some form or other,

iven what is done for fame or honour is partly deter-

lined by the choice of others.

In general, it may be affirmed that the absolute owner-

tup of anything is exceptional, whether it be of raw

laterial, of capital, or of labour. The State at least

isually reserves some right of control over the posses-

ions of its citizens; and, though the State claims the

wnership of the country in which it has its jurisdiction,

t acknowledges the rights of individuals to control, with

ome restrictions, particular parts of the country and
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particular objects within it. Various questions conne*

with this will have to be considered later.1

6. Wealth and Poverty. The degree in which Individ

or nations have valuable objects under their con

constitutes their wealth or poverty. Money is valuer

the symbol of such control and as a recognized titl<

its exercise under certain definite conditions. The pc
of exercising such control is the chief circumstance, a]

from the natural capacities of mind and body, that g
superiority to one human being over another, and 1

prevents the good of the members of a community
being, in the fullest sense, a common good. Hence

practical problem with regard to the extent to wl

such control should be entrusted to individuals is

of the most important within the range of social pi

sophy. Plato specially urged that it is one of the c

functions of the rulers of any organized community
secure that there is neither excessive wealth nor exces

poverty within it. But it is not easy either to detera

what is excessive or to ensure its elimination ; so fai

we can deal with this subject at all, it must be reser

for a later stage. Some further points in connec

with it may, however, be noted here.

7. Competition. Economic goods can, in very m
'cases, only be owned by one person at a time ; and, w
the supply of such goods is limited, possession by
implies the deprivation of others. This is, no doubt

some extent true also of goods that are not strictly

nomic, in the sense in which that term is here being u
Rare books, even if kept in a public library, may no

readily accessible to all. Even fine scenery can onl}

fully enjoyed by a limited number at any partic

time, and some may hardly have access to it at

but the latter difficulty is generally due in part to

pressure of economic needs. In general, however

seems to be true that the more purely human goods
* See especially Chapter V of this Book.
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readily be made common; whereas the more purely
economic especially in view of the fact that they are

more necessary for life and more universally in demand-
are liable to be appropriated by some to the detriment

of others. Hence, in dealing with such goods, there

tends to be a prominent element of strife. There is, of

course, rivalry with regard to other goods as well ; but

the most serious forms of strife that arise in connec-

"tion with them are often due to differences of valuation

rather than to difficulties about possession. When people

quarrel, for instance, about religion, it is usually because

each wants to confer his religion upon the other, rather

than to appropriate that which the other holds. This

applies to nations as well as to individuals. Both be-

tween nations and between individuals, strife for posses-

sion is nearly always strife for goods that are essentially

economic. Such strife may take the form of actual

combat or of competition. In both cases the strife may
be either regulated or unregulated ; but however it may
be conducted, it tends seriously to interfere with the

recognition of a common good. In its more elemental

forms, it becomes a simple struggle for existence, and

threatens to degrade human life to the level of the brutes.

But, here again, the difficulties that are raised by this

problem are not such as can be satisfactorily dealt with

at the present point.

8. Individualism and Socialism. It is chiefly the diffi-

culties connected with the competitive aspect of industrial

life that give rise to those discussions that circle round

the terms " Individualism
" and " Socialism." On the one

hand, it is urged that competition is an essential feature

of economic life ; and that it is only by the interaction

of individual demand and supply that economic values

can be satisfactorily measured and economic goods satis-

factorily distributed. On the other hand, it is contended

that this method is chaotic and wasteful, that it leads

to grave injustice, and hence it is desirable that some form

of central control should be substituted for the method
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of competition. The problems involved here are large

and difficult Some of them will have to be considered

at a later point. In the meantime, there are a few general
considerations that it may be useful to set forth.

(i) It is important to distinguish the purely industrial

problem from considerations of a more general land.

The terms "Individualism" and "Socialism'' are generally

understood with reference to methods of industrial organ-

ization; but they are also sometimes applied to. more

general theories of society.
1 In this wider sense, In-

dividualism means the view that a community is simply
a collection of individuals, while Socialism means that

there is some intrinsic bond (an organic unity or a general
will or a common good) connecting the individuals of

which a society is composed. In this sense, we have

already urged that the organic or communistic conception
is the truer one. But we have noted also that, to avoid

confusion, it would be better to use some such expression

as Communalism, which does not carry a definitely

economic connotation, to distinguish this general view of

the social unity from those more special conceptions of

industrial organization to which the term "Socialism" is

commonly applied. When Socialism is taken in the sense

of state organization, its opposite is Anarchism (the

absence of central
control)

rather than Individualism.

But anarchists are generally communalists that is, they

recognize the essential unity of society, but conceive that

it is so intrinsically natural that it does not call for any
external enforcement. And, indeed, many of those who

describe themselves as socialists accept Anarchism as their

ultimate ideal, but think that a socialistic organization

of industry is necessary as a preparatory stage.*

(2) It is necessary, further, to distinguish the more

purely industrial question involved in the consideration

The contrast between these two senses of the words has been

well emphasized by Dr. Bosanqnet (The Civilisation of Christendom,

chap. x). Perhaps he has made the antithesis a little too sharp.

I understand this to have been the view of William Morris,

for instance.
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>f a socialistic method of organization from the more

general question of the organization of human life. Apart
rom the industrial aspect of life, it may be urged that

here are many activities that call for central organiza-
ion. A state religion, for instance, or a general system
f national education, or a national theatre or library or

>ictnre gallery, might be described as socialistic; but,

s the good aimed at by such institutions is not an
conomic one, they have not much relevance to the purely
industrial problem. They are concerned with things that

je naturally common, and that are not, in general,

Lestroyed by use. The same applies, though not quite
o obviously, to the provision of public hospitals, free

aedical attendance, perhaps even free legal advice, old

.ge pensions, and various forms of relief for the destitute.

These are sometimes described as socialistic; but they
je evidently quite compatible with the continued exist-

nce of private property and competitive methods of

adustry. Some of them would even be meaningless
without it. The existence of competitive methods is

iot necessarily incompatible with Humanitarianism, or

nth the organization of this on a large scale. To provide
Ife-boats is not the same as to say that we are not to

Denture on the sea. Rather it rests on the assumption
hat we do so venture.

(3) It is well to note also that the term "Socialism,"
ven when applied to purely industrial organization, is still

omewhat vague. It may mean what is more definitely

xpressed by the term " Communism "
; or it may mean

ome form of Collectivism. Communism is the view

hat all property should be held in common, or, if not

ctually common, should be divided either equally or in

troportion to the needs, or perhaps rather to the deserts,

f those to whom it is assigned. Collectivism does not

lecessarily imply this, but only insists on the central

ontrol of industrial enterprise, which means mainly the

bolition of the private ownership of capital Such control

oay be that of a state or municipality, or it may be
p

ested, as the syndicalists urge, in those who are concerned
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with particular forms of economic work. Syndicali

may be regarded as an extension of productive co-ope
tion and Trade-unionism. In any discussion of Sotialis

it is important to know which of these methods of organ!
tion is intended. 1

(4) With regard to the practicability and desirabil

of any such methods of organisation, the questions
volved are too large and complicated to be prope
discussed here. But it may be noted that some kii

of industrial work lend themselves more readily th

others to central control ; and it may be doubted whet!

it is desirable that all kinds should be organized in qu
the same way. The making and using of roads, bridg
and railways ; the supply of water, gas, and electricit

the planning of towns and villages ; postal and telegrap]

communications ; perhaps also the apportionment of lax

are all operations on a large scale, affecting similarly
whole country or district, sometimes even the wh<

world, and it seems clear that the method of cent

control is specially applicable to such cases. Whether
could be as effectively applied to articles that are us

in small quantities by a number of individuals, wi

different needs and tastes, is much more doubtful. Ev
with regard to the use of land, it has been urged wi

some force that personal possession and control of portio

varying in size yields the best .results ; though there a

also some pretty strong arguments on the other sic

In general, when personal tastes and interests enter i

when invention or special forms of skill are importai
it seems necessary to leave the control of the wo
mainly in the hands of those who are particularly adapt
for it.

This is all that can be profitably stated at the prese

point. Some further considerations will be added late

in connection with the discussion of the problems
justice, equality, efficiency, and some others.

* Mr. G. H. D. Cole's book on The World of Labour, chap. :

may be referred to on methods of industrial control
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9. Work and Leisure. Though every one has his special

place and task, it must not be forgotten, as we noted

in the preceding chapter, that the requirements of his

life are not exhausted in this way. If he is to be a good
citizen, he must have some leisure for his general civic

obligations and for the development of his own person-

ality, as well as for the exercise of his special function.

This involves the recognition that some limitation should

be put to the time that is devoted to labour ; and this

is one of the things that it may be necessary to secure

by some form of central control. The importance of this

also will become more apparent as we proceed.



CHAPTER IV

THE STATE

i. What is a State? It is not altogether easy to deter-

mine what is properly to be understood by a State.*

The term is sometimes apt to be confounded with Nation
or Government, and even with People or Country, and

occasionally with some others. It will be well, therefore,

to begin by trying to define several closely related terms.

Those that it seems important to distinguish are Society,

Community, People, Country, Race, Nationality, Nation,

Government, State, and Sovereign State. Let us con-

sider these in order.

{i) Society. A society means any group of individuals

brought together (not necessarily in close personal con-

tact) for some particular purpose. There are debating

societies, co-operative societies, scientific societies, etc.,

but a nation or a state may also be classed as a society.

It is a general term, which is applicable to a great number
of different modes of unity among individuals.

(2) Community. A community is a society, the in-

dividuals of which live together in some sort of intimate

contact e.g. a socialistic community, a Moravian com-

munity, etc. The ancient Pythagoreans were, to some

extent, a community ; and some other philosophical

schools notably the Epicurean had some tendency tc

' The philosophical aspects of this subject are most folly ex-

pounded in Bosanqnet's Philosophical Theory of the State ; bnl

Green's Principles of Political Obligation should also be consulted

On some special points, Bluntschli's Theory of the State anc

Sulgwick'i Elements of Politics are still worth referring to.

1*4
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form themselves into a community. The degree of

intimacy in a community may of course vary greatly.

Any society may be called a community when it is regarded
as intrinsically bound together by some spiritual tie or

common end. The whole human race, if regarded as

essentially a brotherhood aiming at a common good, may
be described as a community.

(3) People. A people is a group of individuals, not

necessarily living together, but having a certain unity of

tradition or sentiment. The Jewish people does not live

together, but it is bound together by certain strong
traditions, by community of language, religious feeling,
and many historical memories and associations. The
Swiss people includes a diversity of races, differing in

language and religion ; but they seem, on the whole, to

have acquired a certain common sentiment. A nation

does not always form a people. When Tennyson says

We are a people yet,

Though all men else their nobler dreams forget.

he implies that some nations are not peoples.
1 It is

probably one of tlie elements of strength in Germany
that, in spite of differences in religion and politics and
even in race, the sentiment of the common Fatherland

is unusually strong. What Carlyle hinted at 9 as the

essential condition of a genuine friendship
"
except in

opinion, not disagreeing" would seem to be applicable
to the unity of a people as well Sometimes a rather

loosely associated people contains within itself groups that

are more closely united. The ancient Greeks were a

people, having a common language, literature, and religion,

and historical associations ; yet the Athenian people was

1 How far Tennyson was tight in claiming that we are, in any
specially emphatic sense, a people, is a question that we cannot

here discuss. We are obviously not a very homogeneous people ;

but it may be true that, for that very reason, we have learned,

better than some others, to disregard minor differences when

important issues are at stake.
*
Life of Sterling, Part II, chap. ii.
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very different from the Spartan. A somewhat similar but
much slighter difference may be found between the English
and Scottish peoples, and perhaps between the North
and South Germans. Again, all the peoples in Christendom
have a certain community of sentiment, though there

are great differences between them ; and there is some
truth though not as much as is often supposed in the

saying that
"
East is East and West is West," meaning

that there is a certain like-mindedness throughout the

East and throughout the West, and diversity of mind as

between East and West. But perhaps this applies mainly
to the differences between India and Great Britain.1

(4) Country. A country is primarily a geographical

expression; but countries are seldom marked off from
one another by sharply denned physical features. Great
Britain is pretty clearly marked as a country ; but

England and Scotland are regarded as distinct countries,

because they were for a long time separate nations, and

may still in some respects be regarded as separate. On
the whole, a country may be said to be the place inhabited

by a nation ; but ancient Greece would generally be

. regarded as a single country, however sharp the distinc-

tion might be between the different states within it. On
the other hand, however closely Ireland might be united
with Great Britain, they could hardly be regarded as

the same country. Yet we usually think of the Japanese
islands as forming a single country. Such instances seem
to show that the term tends to be used in a way tha is

partly geographical and partly political, and that it is,

in consequence, somewhat ambiguous. It is of course

often .used as equivalent to nation.' In the sentiment of

patriotism, the thought of the physical features of the

country is generally combined, in a rather subtle and
inextricable fashion, with that of the character of its

1 Mr. Lowes Dickinson has urged this with some force. See

Appearances, pp. 58-9, and An Essay on the Civilisation of India,

China, and Japan, p. x.

a As in the exclamation ascribed to the younger Pitt,
"
My

country I How I leave my country 1

" Even "
land

"
is used

in a similar way, as in Tennyson's
" Love them thy land."
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people, their history, their customs, their traditions, and
their institutions. 1

(5) Race. Some human beings axe sharply distinguished
from others by certain physical features, which are usually

accompanied by some differences of temperament and

perhaps by some more subtle differences in habits of

thought, feeling, and action. There is a pretty obvious

difference between a Negro and a Teuton ; and a few
other distinctions are hardly less obvious. It is some-

what difficult for those who are thus sharply distinguished
to be sufficiently like-minded to form a single people ;

*

but it can hardly be maintained that such differences

form an absolute barrier. Jews, for instance, though
marked off from the other inhabitants of the countries

in which they live, not only by difference of race, but

also by strong national traditions, appear to be capable,
under favourable conditions, of an almost indefinite degree
of assimilation to the others. Slavs in Germany are some-

times said to become
" more German than the Germans

"
;

and probably many similar instances could be adduced.3

i
Shakespeare's famous passage may be referred to in this

connection :

' This happy breed of men, this little world,
This precious stone set hi the silver sea ;

This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England ;

This land of such dear souk, this dear dear hind.
Dear for her reputation through the world."

Compare Scott's
" O Caledonia, stern and wild," etc., and Walt

Whitman's panoramic views of America. See also Prof. Fleure's

Human Geography in Western Europe.
* The difficulties have recently been urged in a striking way by

Mr. William Archer in his book Through Afro-America. See also

Bryce'sAmerican Commonwealth, chaps, xciv and xcv, and Dr. Seattle

Crozier's Sociology applied to Practical Politics, Book II, chap. iv.

s Many of them are to be found in M. J. Finot's book on Race

Prejudice, in which the comparative unimportance of racial differ-

ences is very fully brought out. It can hardly be doubted that

national distinctions are due much more to environment and

tradition than to race.
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(6) Nationality. A nationality is a group, not nee

sarily inhabiting a single country or bound by any comn
sentiment, but connected with one another by race

language or by some previous association. There

many people of Irish, German, Chinese, and other nati

alities in the United States of America. Kant was pai
of Scottish nationality, and George I was certainly
German nationality. Herr Houston Chamberlain, in

s]

of his Germanic sympathies and long residence in

Fatherland, must still be reckoned as being of Brii

nationality.

(7) Nation. A nation is a body of people, genera
but not necessarily, inhabiting a single country, and boi

together by common laws and traditions. The Germ
and the inhabitants of the United States are meml
of two distinct nations, though some of the former

in other countries than that occupied by then* nati

and both groups contain members of several dist

states. Scotland, I believe, is still a nation, thoug]
has ceased to be a state. If the Isle of Man could

regarded as a country, it would, I suppose, be a sepa

nation; but its smallness and its close connection ^

Great Britain prevent it from being so described,

term is of course often used as equivalent to "state,"

the corresponding adjective at least is generally un
stood in a wider sense. Wales, which makes no d
to sovereignty and has not even a capital, has alre

a national Library, a national Museum, and a nati

University.

(8) Government, -Wherever there is a group with

orderly mode of life controlled by law, there must be s

recognized authority that makes the laws and sees

they are carried out. Such an authority is a govenur
It may consist of a single individual or a numbe

individuals, and its authority may be absolute or sul

to various restrictions. Its authority also may be c

cised over a whole nation or only over certain pad
a nation, or it may extend over a number of disi

nations. What is called a local government is moi
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less directly subject to the control of a central govern-
ment. Even under a system of Home Rule, the national

government would be in some respects subject to the

imperial government ; and even an imperial government

may be controlled by constitutional rules. Sometimes
when the term "state" is used, what is meant is the central

government. When Louis XIV said, L'e'tat c'est moi, he
meant probably no more than that he was the supreme
governing power in the state. But it is very confusing
to identify the state with the government.

(9) State. It seems best to define a state as a body
of people subject to a government which is not itself

directly controlled by any other authority. This ex-

cludes a district that has only some form of local govern-

ment, subject to the authority of a central government.
It does not, however, exclude a nation which is autono-

mous in certain respects, though not in all respects. The
constituent members of the United States of America, or

the separate kingdoms within the German Empire, may
rightly be described as states, in so far as they have

independent control over their internal affairs. It is,

however, not easy to distinguish the position of such

states quite clearly from parts of a nation that enjoy
Home Rule, or colonial dominions with independent

governments, which could hardly be called states. The

essential difference lies in the extent to which the central

government is entitled to modify or control the action

of the subordinate authorities ; and this may sometimes

be open to doubt. Again, a state may be to some extent

subject to control by states external to itself, which

have a certain suzerainty over it, or.which have restricted

its actions by treaty. Belgium would appear to be an

instance of this. Such states are not fully independent.

(10) Sovereign State. A sovereign state, finally, is one

that has complete independence. This does not neces-

sarily mean that it possesses a government that is author-

ized to do whatever it pleases. Sovereignty, in the

sense in which it is here understood, may or may not

reside in the government. What Louis XIV appears to

E
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have claimed is that it did reside in him ; and in a pi

autocracy this would no doubt be the case. Even su

a government might be somewhat tempered by epigrai
or by the fear of revolution ; but in a constitutioi

form of government there are more definite restrictux

There may, as in the case of the United States, be
written constitution which limits the power of the govei
ment ; or its power may be limited by the existence

separate organs of government which mutually restn

one another. In such cases, one or more of the orga
of government are usually elected by the body of 1

people voting in accordance with certain recognu

principles. The more fully such a system is develop
the more does it tend to be true that the ultinu

sovereignty rests with the people, and that the gove
ment only acts on behalf of the people. It would usua

be a mistake, however, to suppose that under such

system it is the people that governs. It is always p
sible that the elected government may not carry out 1

wishes of the people; and, indeed, most of the peo

might often wish that those who are elected shoi

exercise their own judgment. Hence it seems desira

to distinguish the ultimate sovereignty in a state fr

the ruling power ; just as, in the case of the family,

urged that there is a sense in which the child is i

rightful sovereign, though it is the parents who rule,

is well to remember also that even a sovereign state n
be restricted in its actions by treaties entered into w
other states. All that is essential to its sovereignty
that the restrictions by which it is limited should h*

been voluntarily adopted. No doubt, in practice, it

sometimes difficult to determine whether this is actus

the case.

It may be added that all the terms that have b
here referred to are liable to be used in different sen:

I have tried to define them in a way that is at least :

far removed from the prevalent usage, and that ser

to emphasize the most important distinctions. Furt

discussion would carry us too far from our present provii
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Words that are familiarly used in ordinary discourse are

liable to a considerable amount of ambiguity. It is not

important that they should always be used in exactly
the same sense, but it is important, for scientific pur-

poses, that we should know in what sense they are being
.used at any particular time. The difficulties connected

with the general conception of a state are most properly
dealt with in treatises specially devoted to the science

of politics.

2. The Natural Basis of the State. It is chiefly in con-

nection with the State that the question has been raised

whether the fundamental modes of social unity are natural

or artificial. That the Family is natural can hardly be

seriously doubted ; and it is not much less obvious that

the requirements of education and the various needs to

which industrial institutions minister lead naturally to

certain modes of organization. It is only when such

organizations are controlled by governments that arbitrary
elements appear to enter in ; and it is forms of govern-
ment, in general, that are apt to seem arbitrary. They
do not appear to spring spontaneously from the essential

nature of man, but rather to be imposed by an external

compulsion. And, of course, it must be admitted that

they sometimes are so imposed. When one nation conquers
another and forces some or all of its laws upon it, it is

evident that these do not grow out of the nature of the

conquered nation ; and they may happen to be very

foreign to its nature. But, in the same way, the burning
of a fire might be said to be either spontaneous or artificial

It is natural for bodies of certain kinds to burn at a par-

ticular temperature; but the conditions by which that

temperature is produced may be highly artificial and

arbitrary. Similarly, it is natural for human beings to

wear clothes, though the particular fashion in which they
are worn may be very conventional. In Carlyle's Sartor

Rcsartus all human conventions are very happily com-

pared to clothes. But to wear some clothes is as natural

as to eat and drink. When Rousseau said that man is
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a government mig
or by the fear o

form of governme
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one another,
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as natural, would seem to depend a good deal on the

extent to which its guidance is a simple response to the

needs of those who are guided, and how far it is rather

the imposition of an external force. Hence it may be well

to inquire how far the conception of force is essential

to the nature of the State.

3. The State as Force. What seems to be specially
characteristic of a state is that it contains a controlling

power over the whole life of the community, a power
that has an absolute and unquestionable authority while

it lasts. Hence it has been urged, especially by H. von

Treitschke,1 that the essential feature of the State is

simply force Der Stoat ist Macht ; and this view appears
to be widely held hi Germany, where the emphasis on
the State has for various reasons been unusually strong.

Now, it certainly seems to be true that the State is an

organized community having definite laws and aims

which it is authorized, if necessary, to enforce. Hie force

which it has to exercise has two main forms that which

is directed towards inner control, and that which is

directed towards outward defence. Plato sought to bring
this out by comparing the rulers of a state to watch-

dogs, which are friendly within their own household but

aggressive towards strangers. But this is not a very good

comparison. A wise ruler seeks friendly relations both

within and without, and it is only when he fails to

secure such relations that the exercise of force becomes

necessary. Hence it can hardly be right to say that force

is the essence of the State. Wherever there is govern-
ment there is the possibility of resistance ; and resistance

may have to be overcome by force. Parents, teachers,

and organizers of industry may have to exercise some
form of compulsion; yet no one would maintain that

force is the essential aspect of such relationships. The
nearest parallel to the State in this respect is probably

1 His book on Politics is now accessible in English, with an

Introduction by Mr. Balfour. There is a good deal to be learnt

from it, in spite of his prejudices and extravagances.
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born free, and yet is everywhere in chains, he did z

mean to deny the naturalness of certain forms of soc

control, but only to distinguish what is natural in t]

respect from what is artificial.1 That it is natural, m
be made apparent by noticing that it exists to so:

extent even among animals. Most herds have th

leaders ; and sometimes these not only lead, but comj
Some other ways of emphasizing the naturalness of cont

are no doubt less convincing. Such a method of arj

ment as that which Shakespeare puts into the mouth

Ulysses 1 would not now carry conviction to many:

The heavens themselves, the planets and this centre

Observe degree, priority and place,

Insistore, course, proportion, season, form,
Office and custom, in all line of order ;

And therefore is the glorious planet Sol

In noble eminence enthroned and sphered
Amidst the other ; whose meditinable eye
Corrects the ill aspects of planets evil,

And posts, like the commandment of a king.
Sans check to good or bad.

The laws of nature are not now thought of as laws

this sense ; and this change of attitude has somew!

weakened our belief in social law as well. In particu
the element of coercion, though still regarded as necess

in certain conditions, is generally thought of as an
fortunate necessity. But, even if coercion could

shown to be quite unnecessary, this would not rendei

any the less important, or any less natural, that th

should be some method of central guidance and organ:
tion. How far any mode of government can be regar

1 The various ways in which society exercises control ovea

individual members are very fully expounded by Professor

Ross in his book on Social Control. The State, as such, is of co

only one of these controlling agencies ; but perhaps Profe
Ross has somewhat underrated its importance. See also

Community, pp. 153-8.
In Trotiw tm4 Crusifr.
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as natural, would seem to depend a good deal on the

extent to which its guidance is a simple response to the

needs of those who are guided, and how far it is rather

the imposition of an external force. Hence it may be well

to inquire how far the conception of force is essential

to the nature of the State.

3. The State as Force. What seems to he specially
characteristic of a state is that it contains a controlling

power over the whole life of the community, a power
that has an absolute and unquestionable authority while

it lasts. Hence it has been urged, especially by H. von

Treitschke,s that the essential feature of the State is

simply force Der Stoat ist Mackt ; and this view appears
to be widely held in Germany, where the emphasis on
the State has for various reasons been unusually strong.

Now, it certainly seems to be true that the State is an

organized community having definite laws and girns

which it is authorized, if necessary, to enforce. Hie force

which it has to exercise has two main forms that which
is directed towards inner control, and that which is

directed towards outward defence. Plato sought to bring
this out by comparing the rulers of a state to watch-

dogs, which are friendly within their own household but

aggressive towards strangers. But this is not a very good

comparison. A wise ruler seeks friendly relations both

within and without, and it is only when he fails to

secure such relations that the exercise of force becomes

necessary. Hence it can hardly be right to say that force

is the essence of the State. Wherever there is govern-
ment there is the possibility of resistance ; and resistance

may have to be overcome by force. Parents, teachers,

and organizers of industry may have to exercise some
form of compulsion; yet no one would maintain that

force is the essential aspect of such relationships. The

nearest parallel to the State in this respect is probably

i His book on Politics is now accessible in English, with an

Introduction by Mr. Balfour. There is a good deal to be learnt

from it, in spite of his prejudices and extravagances.
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an industrial organization. The organizer of industr

also has to maintain satisfactory conditions within an

to contend against difficulties and dangers from withou-

In both cases this may involve some form of industru

strife; but such strife is generally a sign of defecth

organization either within the industry or in the surrounc

ing social conditions. So it would seem to be with tt

State also. Where the laws are recognized as sue!

rebellion may be expected to be exceptional; and

a state is friendly to its neighbours, its neighbours ma

be expected to be friendly to it.

The emphasis on force is partly connected with ti

biological doctrine of the struggle for existence a phra

which is somewhat misleading as applied to animal lif

and still more misleading with reference to human lii

What is urged is that the advancement of life depem

on the survival of those forms that are best fitted

their conditions, and the dying out of those that a

relatively less adapted. But even in animal life the

results are not necessarily brought about by aggressi

action ;
nor is the result necessarily the survival of t

forms that are intrinsically highest. In human life t

selection of the best forms is not brought about by strugg

but rather by conscious effort to promote the best. Wi

in general, tends to kill off the best. Disease and vi

are more likely to be the means of eliminating infer

types. Some reference has already been made to t

problem in dealing with eugenics ; and to the spec

problem of war we shall have to return later. In 1

meantime it is sufficient to urge that the essence of 1

State is to be found in the element of central contro

not in force, which is only an instrument of that conti

4. The State as Law-giver. It thus appears that

primary function of the State is that of mamtaininj

certain form of organization within itself ; and that

secondary function is that of defending this organization

or, as the Germans call it, this Kultur. Both ti

objects are secured by government, through its two m
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organs the legislature and the executive. The central,

control expresses itself in definite decisions and corporate
actions. To the general nature of these some reference

has already been made.1 A state, however, has normally
a very long life, and most of its actions involve or imply
a mode of control that extends over many years, and is

embodied in laws and institutions, by which the decisions

that are made at particular times are governed. The
more perfectly a state is organized, the more do its actions

tend to be determined by the form of its constitution

and by its more or less persistent laws, rather than by
the momentary decisions of particular individuals and

types.* The laws that it lays down need not be uniform

throughout the whole body. Many details may be left

to local government ; and if different nations are included

within a single state, the laws for each of them may be

distinct; but they derive their authority and their

sanctions from the central government. In general,

however, the laws of a well-ordered state are such as

not to require much in the way of direct enforcement.

In the Great City, as Walt Whitman put it, the people
"
think lightly of the laws," feeling them to be simply

the expression of their own purposes. But they would
not be laws of the State at all if they were not enforced

when necessary. They might be customs, rules, or moral

injunctions, but not state laws. Thus it is true that force

is always in reserve behind the activities of the State.*

We are thus enabled to see in what sense it is true

that force is an essential element in the life of a state.

Every real decision, whether by an individual or by a

society, implies the use of the means that are necessary
to render it effective. It would be madness for any

1 Chapter III, 5.
* There is a good deal of interesting discussion about this in

Plato's Statesman, 294-302, and in Aristotle's Polities, Book UI.

chap. xv.
3 This point has been very well brought out by Mr. G. G. Coulton

in The Main Illusions of Pacificism, especially pp. 50-5. Some
of the other contentions in that book are more open to question.
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individual to form a decision which he obviously con

not carry out; and the same is true of any organiz

society or corporation. Now, within a nation, the mea
of carrying out almost any action are dependent on t

power that is supplied by the State. When an individi

decides to make some use of his property, his belief

the possibility of carrying out that decision is depende
on his knowledge that he will be supported by the law

the land, backed, if necessary, by the force of the polic

and the efficiency of these modes of control is ultimatt

contingent on the defensive forces of the army and nai

Hence the repudiation of the idea of force as constituti

the essence of the State does not imply any mlni'miai

of the importance of force. Force is not a monopoly
the Prussians. Carlyle, who certainly did not regard fo:

as the essence of the State, could be, at least in theo

as stern as any Prussian hi its application. Even 1

apostle of
"
sweetness and light

"
quotes

' with appro
1

the utterance of his father :

" As for rioting, the <

Roman way of dealing with thai is always the right 01

flog the rank and file, and fling the ringleaders from 1

Tarpeian rock 1

"
.There is not much sweetness in tl

Rioting is nearly always due to the existence of so

real grievance ; and surely every other method of deal

with it should be first essayed. It remains true, howe\

that, in the end, force must be met by force ; and tl

it is among the duties of the State to protect its citiz

and enforce its laws. Happily, when a sufficient fo

is in reserve, it is seldom necessary to employ it.

5. The State and the Family. We have already no

that the Family and the State are the two most defii

i Culture and Anarchy, VI.
* This is very fully recognized even by so strong an advoi

of peace as Mr. J. A. Hobson. See Towards International GOT,

tnent, pp. 87-9. Mr. Hobson objects, however (pp. 180-2),
the use of such phrases as " Great Powers,"

"
Signatory Powe

etc. But, after all, States are Powers, and they are pledgee
use their power in support of their treaties.
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forms of unity that are almost universally present in

human life, and that are concerned with all its main

aspects. The Family is of course subject to the State.

The State prescribes the conditions under which it may
be formed and maintained and, if necessary, dissolved,

though, in establishing its laws, it may make use of pre-

existing customs or religious traditions. In general,

however, the State leaves a large element of freedom

within the Family, treating the parents as the guardians
of its interests, and only interfering in cases of extreme

injustice, or when a special appeal is made from within

to its authority. It is recognized on the whole as form-

ing an imperiwn in imperio, with a special function and
interest of its own.

Nevertheless, the fact that both these modes of unity

are, in a manner, concerned with the whole of Kfe is liable

to create a certain antagonism between them. This was
a good deal emphasized by Plato, and was the real ground
of his rejection of the family life in the case of the guardians,
and of his attempt to assimilate the functions of men
and women. But if we accept the view that the main
end of the Family is the care of the early years of child-

hood, this appears to be a function that is of the highest

importance to the State, and yet one that is naturally

delegated to the parents, and especially to the mother.

After the early period of childhood is past, the State

naturally takes the education of the young more and

more out of the hands of the parents. Even in early
childhood it would seem that it rightly exercises some

control over the parents in their treatment of the young ;

and it also controls their actions towards one another

and in the disposition of their property. When properly

constituted, the Family does not appear to be antagonistic

to the State, but rather to be an excellent training-ground
for the larger life of the citizen I not least of the citizen

who is to be largely concerned with the organization of

the State.

i This is very well brought out in Mrs. Bosanquet's book on

The Family, chap. x.
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6. The State as Educator. The work of the State bei

essentially that of organization, it is hardly to be expect
that it can deal quite satisfactorily with the form a:

substance of education. It may provide suital

machinery both for the preparation of teachers and :

the carrying on of the instruction of the young, and
may also exercise some supervision over the work, in ore

to ensure that it is efficiently performed. Beyond tl

it may be doubted whether it is desirable that the Sfc

as such should interfere. Even if the officiate of 1

State have had experience in dealing with children, a

have studied the best educational methods, the fact ti

they are parts of a machine makes it difficult for th
to enter sympathetically into the work of those who
in constant contact with the growing minds and chang
conditions of the young. If the substance of instruct

is provided by the State, it is pretty certain to be a 1

less substance. Its history is. likely to be a perver

history, its religion an antiquated religion, its mora
a conventional morality, and all the other subjects t

it may undertake to deal with somewhat wooden,
business is to provide a suitable stage for the actors rat

than to take an active part in the performances.

7. The StaU and Morality. There are two main w
in which it is important to consider the relation of

State to morality viz. the sense and degree in whic

is itself bound by moral considerations and the er
to which it is its function to promote morality in

citizens.

With regard to the former question, it has to be n<

that those who represent the State as force tend to rej

it as entirely outside the requirements of morality
at least as being subject only to the one requkemeu

adequately maintaining its power. Salus populi supi

lex. That this requirement is important cannot

denied ;
but it has already been urged that it is ai

sufficient view of the State to represent it as simp
force. It is concerned with justice within its own bor
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as well as with protection from without ; and, for both

purposes, it must have an adequate force at its disposal
But if it simply relies on force, it cannot easily

justice. If it urges, with regard to its own action, that
"
necessity knows no law," it can hardly expect that its

citizens will not use the same principle with what they
conceive to be their necessities. If it plunders its neigh-
bours without scruple, it will only be by force that it

can restrain its citizens from plundering their neighbours ;

and morality founded simply on force is the negation of

morality. The distinction, which Bishop Butler 1 em-

phasized between mere power and legitimate authority

applies both to states and individuals. It is true, of

course, that the functions of a state are different from
those of an individual. The one may legitimately do

things which the other may not legitimately do ; but in

each case there is a right and a wrong. The further

consideration of this, however, must be left to treatises

on ethics and politics.*

With regard to the second question, the answer to it

is, to a considerable extent, implied in what was stated

in the preceding question; for, if morality cannot,

properly speaking, be enforced, the .relation of the State

to it is essentially an educative one. And I flifriV it may
be rightly urged that, it is not the business of the State

to promote morality in any direct way. Aristotle perhaps
made the relation between ethics and politics too close

in this respect not unnaturally, in view of the complete

way in which the life of the Greek citizen tended to be

absorbed in that of the State. It seems clear that it is

one of the functions of the State to provide education

for its citizens ; and this should include moral education.

But it is probably not wise for the State to determine

what form this education should take, except in a very

general way. Educational institutions have their own

special functions, just as the Family has; and, though

1 Strmons on Human Nature, II

Bat see the Note at the end of this Chapter and Book III.

Chapter I., 5.
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6. The State as Educator. The work of the State bei

essentially that of organization, it is hardly to be expect
that it can deal quite satisfactorily with the form a:

substance of education. It may provide suital

machinery both for the preparation of teachers and i

the carrying on of the instruction of the young, and

may also exercise some supervision over the work, in ord

to ensure that it is efficiently performed. Beyond tt

it may be doubted whether it is desirable that the Sts

as such should interfere. Even if the officials of 1

State have Jbiad experience in dealing with children, a

have studied the best educational methods, the fact tl

they are parts of a machine makes it difficult for th<

to enter sympathetically into the work of those who :

in constant contact with the growing minds and changi
conditions of the young. If the substance of instruct]

is provided by the State, it is pretty certain to be a li

less substance. Its history is. likely to be a perverl

history, its religion an antiquated religion, its moral

a conventional morality, and all the other subjects ti

it may undertake to deal with somewhat wooden,

business is to provide a suitable stage for the actors rat]

than to take an active part in the performances.

7. The State and Morality. There are two main w;

in which it is important to consider the relation of

State to morality viz. the sense and degree in whicl

is itself bound by moral considerations and the ext

to which it is its function to promote morality in

citizens.

With regard to the former question, it has to be no
that those who represent the State as force tend to reg
it as entirely outside the requirements of morality,
at least as being subject only to the one requiremenl

adequately maintaining its power. Solus populi suprt
lex. That this requirement is important cannot

denied ; but it has already been urged that it is an

sufficient view of the State to represent it as simpl;

force. It is concerned with justice within its own bord
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as well as with protection from without ; and,

purposes, it must have an adequate force at its

But if it simply relies on force, it cannot easily

justice. If it urges, with regard to its own act
"
necessity knows no law," it can hardly exped

citizens will not use the same principle with w
conceive to be their necessities. If it plunders i

hours without scruple, it will only be by foro

can restrain its citizens from plundering their nei

and morality founded simply on force is the ne,

morality. The distinction, which Bishop But!

phasized between mere power and legitimate i

applies both to states and individuals. It is

course, that the functions of a state are differ

those of an individual The one may legitim

things which the other may not legitimately do
each case there is a right and a wrong. Th<

consideration of this, however, must be left to

on ethics and politics.*

With, regard to the second question, the ansi

is, to a considerable extent, implied in what wi

in the preceding question; for, if morality

properly speaking, be enforced, the relation of 1

to it is essentially an educative one. And I thin

be rightly urged that it is not the business of 1

to promote morality in any direct way. AristotU

made the relation between ethics and politics

in this respect not unnaturally, in view of the

way in which the life of the Greek citizen tend

absorbed in that of the State. It seems clear 1

one of the functions of the State to provide <

for its citizens ;
and +*" should include moral e

But it is probably not wise for the State to c

what form this education should take, except i

general way. Educational institutions have tl

special functions, just as the Family has; and

i Sermons on Human Nature, II

> But see the Note at the end of this Chapter and

Chapter I., 5.
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it is the business of the State to protect these institntio

and to assure itself that they are performing their prop
work, it is not its business to do their work for thei

Again, legislation may aim at the reform of particul

types of moral evil, such as those that interfere with t

life of the Family, or with the life or property of iw

victuals, or that, like intoxication, tend to lead to crin

But, in general, the State can only regard such actio

from the outside, and mainly in the way of removt

dangers and temptations. The active promotion
morality is only indirectly its function.'

8. Forms of Government. Many different forms

government have been enumerated. Plato recogniz
five main types, and Aristotle six, while several mode
writers have made more minute distinctions. If we w<
to consider all the possible variations, the number wot
be very large ; but it is doubtful whether it is necessa

to distinguish more than two fundamental forms 1

oligarchic and the democratic. Though some govei
ments are called monarchies, and these are distinguish
from aristocracies, yet the ruling sovereigns are

practice guided by their counsellors ; at least, where t
is not the case where the ruler can say, with a

plausibility, U6iat c'est moi the community can hare

be regarded as forming a state at alL It is, in that ca

controlled by what is substantially an external author!

Democracy, again, may be supposed to be, as Plato rep
sented it, a mere anarchy, in which case it is not a fo:

of government. On the whole, it seems true to say th
whenever there is a real state with a real governme
the government is either a small number exercisi

independent authority or else a large number represent'

approximately the whole community. There are, howev
different types of oligarchy and democracy. An oligarc

may be a genuine aristocracy a government by th<

who are regarded as experts or wise men ; or it may
* See on this Green's Principles of Political Obligation i

Bosanquet's Philosophical Theory of the State, chap. viii.
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government by a hereditary caste, or by a military class,

or by those who have property. A genuine aristocracy

may be really representative of the whole people, and so

approximate to a democracy. The other types approxi-
mate rather to despotism, i.e. to a government of the

people by an authority that is essentially external to

themselves. Democracy, again, may mean the rule of the

majority, or of selected individuals who represent the

majority, or who represent constituencies formed in a
more or less arbitrary way. In a large community, it

seems clear that it must be, in some degree, representative.
Hence it tends to mean government by the rich or by
experts or by orators. Thus the differences between

types of government cannot, in general, be very sharply
drawn. Any government that is well organized is almost

bound to appeal in some degree to the mass of the people
and to contain some degree of expert administration. It

is mainly a question of the manner and degree in which
these elements are combined and of the spirit in which

the combination is worked. A recent writer * has stated

that
" an important lesson of history is that the value

of a system of government does not depend merely on
its form, but chiefly on its spirit." But the spirit is apt
to be somewhat affected by the form. The lines of Pope

For forms of government let fools contest ;

Whatever is best administered is best

can only be defended if form is understood in a very
formal sense. The important contests about forms of

government turn mainly on the question, which is likely

to be best administered. But this does not depend so

much on the general form as on the particular safeguards.

It does not greatly matter, for instance, whether the

chief executive officer in a state is called Emperor or

King or President, so long as there is some adequate

security that what he does will, in general, be in harmony
with what is thought by the wisest and best informed

< D. J. Hill, Tha Pfoplt't Government, Preface, p. vii.
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of the citizens. AIL the devices of government, so

as they have any value, are devices for securing tl

and it is a thing that is by no means easy to secure ui

any form of government, even one that is supposed tc

the most democratic.

The phrase of President Lincoln,
"
Government of

people by the people and for the people," whicl

commonly accepted as a description of democracy, i

be regarded, if broadly interpreted, as a characterizai

of any good government. On the other hand, if narro

interpreted, it can hardly be applied to any governnn
The actual work of government can never be carried

by more than a small part of any people if only
the reason that the work of government is performed

particular moments, whereas the life of the people exte

through many generations. What is important is 1

the part by which the work is done should be fa

representative of what is wisest and best in the wh
To this subject we shall have to return in a L

chapter.

9. Local Government. The control of affairs withi

large modern state is practically never wholly vesta
a single central authority. There may, as we 1

already noted, be states within states ; or there maj
separate nations with a considerable measure of autono
In any case, there are municipalities and districts ha'

some degree of independence in local affairs ; and t
are families, schools, churches, industrial and comma
organizations, and various other forms of social ui

which, within certain recognized limits, are allowec

exercise some self-control. Usually the methods

government within these reflect the general spirit of

larger government of the State. Under a paternal typ

government, the father of a family will generally 1

a higher degree of authority within his little circle 1

one who lives under a government of a more pop
type. But on such differences it is hardly necessar
dwell at present.
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10. The Evolution of ihe State. States have a general

tendency to expand, and, in expanding, to undergo certain

changes in their general character. The most important
of these changes would appear to be the following :

(1) In the relations of a state to its citizens there

tends to be a certain advance from status to contract:1

It is generally recognized that it is a mistake to look for

any contract at the foundation of the life of the state ;

but as it grows, it tends more and more to establish

contracts, some of which might no doubt be said to be

implicit from the beginning. But, in general, it begins

by accepting class distinctions based on custom or force

and ends by the establishment of contracts based on
law.

(2) Many early states are City States, like those of

Greece, or at least small communities. These tend to

fail from lack of sufficient power of self-defence, and

partly from the want of a sufficiently varied internal life.

Hence there is a progress towards a combination of states,

at first somewhat loosely welded and gradually becoming
more coherent. From this there is often a further progress
to more extended empires, with colonies and dependencies
attached. It seems to be more or less normal that this

should be followed by a disruptive movement in the

direction of local autonomy. The Empire changes into

a Commonwealth, and perhaps eventually breaks up into

separate states. Such separate states, will, however,

generally retain some connection with one another, and

may readily become federated for certain purposes. It is

possible, for instance, for a man to be a "
good European,"

partly because Europe retains some of the cohesion that

was given to it by the Roman Empire.* From this kind

i In Maine's Ancient Lam (chap, v) this tendency is perhaps
somewhat exaggerated. See Note 4 in Sir F. Pollock's edition.

* It seems to be largely fofo circumstance that fra made the

recognition of international laws possible in Europe this, at least,

combined with the influence of Christianity. But these forces

tend gradually to make themselves felt in regions to which they
have not themselves, in any explicit form, penetrated.
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of cohesion it may be possible to pass to a federation

a larger scale, including many nations not previo
combined together, and perhaps eventually to a federa

of the world. But +"hia opens up a large and controvei

subject, to which also we shall have to return in a 1

chapter. What it is chiefly important to recogniz*

that any real progress in the structure and relation

states depends on the extent to which they become
embodiments of what may be rightly characterized ;

general will or common purpose, and on the extern

which that common purpose is directed towards

common good of humanity. Progress, in any o

sense, may very well be progress backwards.



.NOTE ON THEORIES OF THE STATE

THE full consideration of different theories of the State

belongs properly to the science of politics. They can

only be slightly touched upon in a general outline of

social philosophy. But, in view of the special importance
of having clear ideas about the State at the present time,

it may be well to append some further remarks on that

subject here. The chief views that it seems important
to distinguish are the following: (i) the view of it as

a personality, (2) the view of it as a superpersonal entity,

(3) the view of it as an impersonal power, (4) the view

of it as merely a mechanism for carrying out the purposes
of the individuals who compose it, (5) the view of it as

one among other natural modes of association, having a

special value and special functions of its own. On each

of these a few comments may be made.

I. The State as Personal The definition given by
Bluntschli may be taken as a typical expression of this

view.
" The State," he says,

1 "is a combination or

association of men, in the form of government and governed,
on a definite territory, united together into a moral

organized masculine personality." The last adjective
here is due to Bluntschli'9 somewhat fantastic conceit,

that the State is masculine and the Church feminine.

This does not appear to be based on much else than the

fact that in German one speaks of der Staat and die

Kirche. No doubt it is true that the genders of words

are not altogether arbitrary ; and I suppose it may be

admitted that some parts of the work of the State are

The Tluory o/tto Staff, Book I, chap, i, 7.

143
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naturally more the concern of men than of women,
that women are, on the whole, more deeply involvt

the interests of the Family and the Church.

Bluntschli pressed this to an extravagant length.
1

With regard to the personality of the State, it is oh'

that it cannot be literally maintained ; and, on
a subject, it is dangerous to play with metaphors
is true that the State has some of the characteristics

belong to a person. In particular, it can form deci

and carry out actions, for which it may be held respon
But so can a bank or a football club, which, I sup
no one would regard as persons. In the case of the :

it is often difficult to say where the responsibility
for particular decisions. In an autocratic govern
the monarch is naturally held responsible, though he
have been largely dependent on the pressure o:

advisers. In our own country it is maintained that

King can do no wrong
"

; and, in general, the re

sibility for executive action is taken by the Prune Min

But, in many important matters, the decision

practically with some particular official, or with

majority in some special organ of government. Ii

case, it can be ascribed to some person or to some
of persons.s It is true that they are generally a
deal influenced especially in democratic countries

outside opinion ; but this is often true of the actic

private individuals as well. It is particular person:
act on behalf of the State ; and the State, as such, c;

properly be regarded as a person.

i 2. The State as Superpersonal. The conception <

State as superpersonal is associated with the nan

1 For some criticisms, see Mrs. Bosanquet's book on The I

p. 286.

It has already been noted (Book I, Chap. II, 5) that it i

maintained by a legal fiction.

s It is worth noting that Dr. Bosanquet, who has been di

to deny this, has recently been led to modify his view tx

extent. See 'his Social and International Ideals, p. 290.
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Fichte and Hegel ; and I suppose Dr. Bosanquet may be

taken as its best representative in our own country at

the present time. Hegel even referred to the State as

a God ; and all the upholders of this conception represent
it as the embodiment of all the best ideals of its individual

members, with the possible exception (a large exception)
of those that are definitely concerned with science, art,

and religion. Matthew Arnold, who was a supporter of

this view, described the State as the
"
organ of our col-

lective best self, of our national right reason." For Dr.

Bosanquet it is the expression of the
"
real will

"
of the

nation, of which particular individuals represent only

partial aspects. It has to be admitted, however, that

such a conception, if applicable at all, is only applicable
to the ideal State ; yet the writers to whom I am refer-

ring are, in general, specially insistent in maintaining
that ideals are not of much value unless they can be shown
to be applicable to existing things. But is it even ap-

plicable to the ideal State ? It seems to be admitted

that the higher human activities in the development of

science, art, and religion carry us somewhat beyond the

legitimate sphere of the State ; though it is surely part

of its business to protect and encourage such activities.

But the same considerations would seem to apply to all

forms of creative work, such as invention, exploration,

educational experiments, etc. These depend on indi-

vidual initiative ; and even the most ideal of states

would probably be well advised to leave them to that.

It cannot make poets, prophets, or thinkers. It is well

if it does not crucify them, or allow others to crucify

them; and it is still better if it can give them some

positive encouragement. But they are likely to draw

their inspirations in the future, as they -have done in the

past, from far other sources than those with which the

State is concerned. The State, as such, has to confine

itself, in the main, to the making and enforcement of

laws, the organization of collective enterprise, the main-

tenance of internal peace, the prevention of remediable

sources of distress, and the protection and encourage-
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ment of all forms of work thai have been proved to
'

social value. This is surely enough for any state,
'

ever ideal. To create is the work of individuals ai

voluntary associations : it is for the State to pro
to encourage, and to organize.

3. The Stale as Power. The view of the State as e

tially force has been already discussed in the text,

we may notice here its relation to the conception
has just been referred to. The doctrine of Treits

and others is sometimes said to be derived from th

Fichte and Hegel ; and I believe there is a certain an
of truth in >this. They were all greatly influenced b;

special conditions that affected Prussia in their t

It is a great mistake, in general, to interpret the i

ances of social and political philosophers without :

ence to the circumstances of their time and place,

the greatest philosophers even Plato and Aristc

were not supermen. They were just human beings t

ing, and thinking with their eyes on the changing
in which they lived. Hegel at least was well aws
this. Both Fichte and he wrote at a time when i

necessary to get the German people to realize

national unity, and to place themselves under the po
direction of Prussia. Treitschke wrote at a time

this had been accomplished, partly by the help <

own influence. Hence they all laid special empha
national unity and the importance of State control

it is probably true that they all used somewhat exagg*

expressions. Treitschke, however, carried his exagge
farther than either Fichte or HegeL He was a
orator and historian, rather than a philosopher;
even for his exaggerations there was some excuse,

are to give the State so important and unique a
as that which was claimed for it by Fichte ' and
it is pretty clear that its importance depends mar

1 For some discussion of Fichte's view, reference may b
to the Appendix to Professor Vanghan's edition of JRoi

Political Writings.
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its power. Leisure (to use Aristotle's expression), on
which all the higher activities of humanity depend, can

only, on any large scale, be won and protected by the

power of the State. It is only a slight exaggeration of

this to say that the State is essentially Power ; and it

is an exaggeration into which it is very natural to fall

in Germany, where circumstances have made this par-
ticular aspect unusually prominent. The unity of Ger-

many was secured very directly by
"
blood and iron."

Moreover, it was not secured completely. Germany, so

far from being the ideal State, is still, in some respects,

hardly a State at all. Rather, as Mr. Belloc and others

have well urged, it is an aggregation of states under the

domination of a military autocracy; or, at best, it is

what Plato called a Timarchy. Of such a state it is

practically true that its essence is force ; and Treitschke

was simply interpreting what he found. But it is just

this circumstance that has made Germany, in spite of

its many excellences in other respects, so terrible a menace
to the civilization of the world.

Hegel certainly did not maintain that the State is force.

Dr. Bosanquet has recently called attention to passages
in which he emphatically repudiates the claims of force.

It is well to remember, however, that even Treitschke

did not support the niaim* of any kind of force, but only
the force of a well-organized state, supporting a high
civilization. Though he held that every state must be

a Power, he did not hold that any kind of power con-

stitutes a state. Hence it is perhaps hardly fair to

instance Hegel's condemnation of the force of Napoleon.
Treitschke might very well have made the same con-

demnation especially in view of the fact that the force

of Napoleon failed in the end. Napoleon could hardly
be said to be the representative of the power of a state.

He was the terror of states ; and his admirers were, in

general, the enemies of national domination. It is true,

however, that Hegel did not identify the State with force,

even in the sense in which Treitschke did so. Indeed,

Treitschke bases his theory quite explicitly oji the re-
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pudiation of the Hegelian conception of the State.1 Bi

Hegel did emphasize the importance of the State in sue

a way as to discredit attempts to secure any larger moc
of unity, and, on the whole, to represent war as bek

necessarily a permanent institution. Dr. Bosanquet dcx

not follow hi entirely in this, but he appears to do s

to a considerable extent.

Carlyle is sometimes brought into comparison wit

Treitschke; and such a comparison is not withoi

foundation. But Carlyle was not a great believer i

states. It was rather the power of the individual hei

that he glorified ; and, as heroes are persons, they ai

of course amenable to moral judgment. In this respex

he is more nearly akin to Nietzsche, with his worshi

of the superman, than to Treitschke. But he was

good deal more guarded in his utterances than either <

them, and can hardly be properly classed along with then

Nor indeed should Nietzsche and Treitschke be classe

together, as they so commonly are.

Hobbea is another writer who laid much emphas
on the power of the State. He represented the State i

the source, rather than the subject, of the ordinal

obligations of morality. But he valued the State main]

for the security that it gives against the egoism of ind

viduals ; and his attitude cannot properly be identine

with that of any of the Prussian writers. Yet, so far i

his theory bears upon international relations, the resul

to which it leads would seem to be substantially tt

same as those that are set forth by Treitschke.

It would, however, carry us too far afield if we wei

to attempt to consider in detail the doctrines of particuh

philosophers.

4. The State as Mechanism. In our own country tl

tendency has been, in general, to think somewhat light]

of the State, and to value rather the liberty of the ind

vidnal.' The State has generally been thought of main]

1 Politics, Book I, chap i.

The contrast between the British and the German attitm
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as a means for securing this. It thus tends to be regarded
as little more th*v" a mechanism, and a mechanism whose
functions should be reduced to a Tninimnnn, Its powers
for the encouragement of good have been minimized;
and sometimes even its powers for the resistance of evil

have been disregarded or condemned. This is probably
quite as great an error 2s that of the Prussians, and perhaps
almost as mischievous. In particular, the extreme doc-

trine of non-resistance to evil can hardly be too strongly

repudiated. Like the other extreme, it is based largely
on the teaching of earlier prophets, without sufficient

regard for the circumstances in which they spoke. One
at least of these prophets gave very definite warning
that his words should not be taken too literally. What
seems to be important is that, when evil is resisted, the

resistance should be of such a kind as effectively to remove
the evil, and overcome it with good. Very often the

resistance rather perpetuates or increases the evil.

The doctrine of non-resistance, as applied to social

problems, takes several different forms. For a long time

its most conspicuous form in this country was to be
found in the general conception of laisscz fairs, which has

now been very largely discredited. The extreme opposite
of this is State Socialism. But some socialists have also

tended to preach the doctrine of non-resistance in a

different form, viz. that of the rejection of force as an
instrument for the defence of national life and for the

maintenance of social order. But when force is repudiated
in one form, it generally reappears in another. As against
the force of the State, there has recently been a tendency
to advocate sectional violence.1 The philosophy of M.

Bergson has been taken as a foundation for this ; but it

has also been connected, in a less extreme way, by Mr.

towards the State is well brought out by Professor Sorley in the

volume of lectures on The International Crisis : the Theory of
(he State, especially pp. 34-55. See also Mr. Hugh Eliot's Herbert

Spencer, Introduction.
* The most striking statement on this is to be found in M. Sorel's

book. Reflections on Violence.
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Russell with a yery different type of philosophy.
1 Wh

these.philosophies have in common is the distrust of reast

as the basis for the unity of human life, and the tendeni

to fall back upon particular impulses, passions, ai

interests.' As against such views, the emphasis on ti

unity of the State may very well be pressed. It is on

by the co-operative action of a whole people that we ct

expect right reason to prevail against the apparent interes

of individuals and sections. The well-organized Sta

exists, as Matthew Arnold insisted,
" on behalf of wha

ever great changes are needed, just as much as on beta

of order." For this purpose it must be provided wi

adequate force. Even if we were to succeed in establis

ing some sort of federation of the world, it would st

be necessary to have a strong police force for its mai

tenance ; and certainly, as long as the present anarcl

in the relations between states continues, it seems esse

tial that a strong defensive force should be kept hi exis

ence. This has been pretty fully recognized by ti

leading continental socialists ;
3 but there has been son

tendency to deny it in our own country.

5. The State as a Mode of Social Unity. We can be

avoid these pernicious extremes by holding fast to t

conception of the State as one of those modes of sod

*
Principles of Social Reconstruction, p. 07.

> In connection with this, reference may be made to an interest]

paper on " Realism and Politics," read to the Aristotelian Sodt

in March 1918 by Mr. J. W. Scott.

a The most notable instance is that of Jaures. who, in his bo

on L'Armee Nouvelle, advocated a system of defensive milife

organization on the Swiss model. The main parts of this be

have been made accessible to English readers by Mr. G. G. Conll

as Democracy and Military Service. See also Liebknecht's M
tarism and Anti-Militarism, Part II, chap. vi. Of course, e*

if these writers are justified in their recommendations for cot

nental- countries, it does not follow that what they suggest woi

be suitable for the yery different conditions of our own natia

life. I am inclined to think that a carefully limited system

training would be beneficial even here ; but certainly my opin

on such a subject is not of much value.
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unity by which the idea of a common good is made
effective. like other modes, it is a natural and vital

growth, and not merely a mechanical instrument; but,

like other modes, it has its special functions and its special
limitations ; and it best fulfils the end that is implied in

its nature when it has constantly before it the larger
interests of humanity that it subserves. This I take to

be the view that is presented to us by T. H. Green ; and
it is the view that I have tried to expound in the text.

Dr. Bosanquet's view appears to me to be, to a large

extent, identical; but I think he has tended to revert

rather too much to the older doctrine of Hegel. Green

has adopted most of what is best in Hegel's theory.' He
was not as great a philosopher as Hegel, just as Words-

worth was not as great a poet as Goethe; but in both

cases we have perhaps some reason to be not altogether

discontented with our own. Dr. Bosanquet himself has

given us a vigorous defence of the British intellect;*

yet he seems to me to defer a little too much to the views

both of Rousseau and of Hegel. The British intellect is

perhaps not equal to the German in the thoroughness of

its grasp of large conceptions, just as it is probably inferior

to the French in lucidity ; but it is sometimes more finely

balanced than either ; and, though such a balance is apt
. to look like vacillation and inconsistency, it is not always
a sign of weakness. Human society, like the universe in

general, is a very complex structure, and has to be looked

at from many different sides. I gladly admit, however,

that the special emphasis that Dr. Bosanquet has laid

on the conception of the State 3 may have been needed

as a prophylactic, against the prevalent individualism,

which is still our besetting sin.

> Which, indeed, as Sir Henry Jones says (Tk* Working Faith

of the SocialReformer, -p. 212),
"

is little more than a modern version"
of the fundamental conceptions of Plato and Aristotle.

Social and International Ideals, pp. 17-18.
s For some farther digcnsskm on this subject, reference may

be made to Professor Maclver'a book on Community, Appendix A.

Witii regard to Hegel, it should be noted that he was denounced in

his own country (by Schubarth) as an enemy of the Prussian State.



CHAPTER V

JUSTICE

i. General Conception of Justice. In view of what lias

already been urged, we may perhaps be allowed to assume

that the primary aim of a well-constituted state is to

establish and tnaintain justice within its borders. But

the conception of justice is not altogether easy to make
clear. The word means originally what is commanded by
some governing power; and hence some have been led

to T"Qitifnin, with Thrasymachus in Plato's Republic, that

what is just is simply, on the whole, what is in the interest

of the strong i.e. of those who happen to possess the

power of government. This view is not quite identical

with the general principle that Wordsworth ascribed to

Rob Roy

The good old role, the simple plan,
That they should take who have the power,

And they should keep who can.

It differs from this in recognizing that Tinman beings are

members of a community, subject to a controlling power ;

but it ascribes to that controlling power the same prin-

ciple as that by which Rob Roy is supposed to have

been guided. But even the view that justice is the in-

terest of the strong raises the question, What is the true

interest of the strong ? And, as the strong are after all

human, this question tends to resolve itself into the

deeper one, What is the Ultimate Good of human beings ?

i This is, of course, the main point of the discussion in the firsl

Book of Plato's Republic.
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And, if we recognize further, as surely we must, that it is

not the proper function of the controlling power to pursue
its own interest, but rather to promote the good of the

whole, it becomes still more apparent that the under-

lying problem is that of determining what constitutes

the human good. This problem, however, is a difficult

one ; and it is the special business of the science of ethics

to deal with it. 1 It must suffice for our present purpose
to note that such expressions as Happiness, Welfare,

Well-being, Self-realization, the Development of Life, and

others, have been used to characterize the good at which
.human beings aim ; and that probably we shall not be far

wrong if we interpret it as meaning the realization of those

capacities that are most distinctively human. Justice
would then have to be taken as meaning, not what the

governing power commands with a view to its own interest,

but rather what it ought to command with a view to the

realization of the good of the citizens over whom it exer-

cises control. A little reflection, however, suffices to show
that a controlling power can hardly by itself secure the

well-being of the citizens. A large part of the well-being
of individuals can only be secured by their own efforts.

It may even be said that then* effort is part of their well-

being. It has been urged, for instance, that the pursuit
of truth is better than its possession ; and though this

is open to doubt, it seems at least to be the case that

the value of those things that human beings seek depends

largely on the fact that they are appreciated and chosen.

Hence they cannot simply be given to people by any
external power. And so, what we have to .ask here is

not, How is the good of the whole people to be secured ?

but rather, What can the controlling power effect towards

the securing of that good ? This is a somewhat narrower

question, though still a sufficiently large and searching one.

The general answer to this question would seem to be,

that the controlling power cannot secure everything that

is good ; but that it can do much to establish and main-
1 My own view is summed up in my Manual of Ethics (5th ed.),

Book II, chap. vi.
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tain the kind of social order that is best adapted to enabli

individuals to secure what is best. As Aristotle points

out,
1

this, problem has two, or it may be better to sai

three, main aspects. The first question is, What is th<

best arrangement of society that a state can establish !

The second is, How can it be best maintained unde

changing conditions? And the third is, How can i

best be restored when it is disturbed ? The first question

is said by Aristotle to be concerned with distributiv

justice, ihe other two with corrective justice. In th

case of corrective justice, however, it seems desirable t<

distinguish, as Aristotle did, the somewhat differen

conceptions of exchange and reparation. But it may b
best to begin with a general explanation of distributiv

and corrective justice.

2. Distributive Justice. The essential question here is

What is the best arrangement of society, with a view t

securing the greatest good of the whole ? Various answer

might be given to this ; and it is not possible, withii

our present limits, to discuss them alL It must suffic

to state here that the best general answer appears to b

that which was given by Plato. According to him, th

best arrangement is that in which every one is place

in the position for which he is best fitted, adequate!

prepared to fulfil his function in that place, and supplie

with the materials and instruments that are necessary fc

its proper discharge. If, however, we accept this as

general basis for the conception of distributive justfo

there are some additions or qualifications that it seen

desirable to insert.

In the first place it must be admitted that, in an

large modern state, it would be impossible to secure a

that is implied in Plato's conception. It may be doubt*

whether it would have been really possible even in su<

a small community as he had in mind. This need nc

however, make it any the less true that it is the obje

that the State should have in view ; and that, in so 1

i Ethics, Book V, especially chaps, tt-v.
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as it is not secured, there is some degree of injustice.

It is probably true that all ultimate aims are impossible
of immediate fulfilment ; and this at least was very fully

recognized by Plato. It is the object, for instance, of

the medical art to secure that every one is in perfect

health, but the approximation to this that is immediately

possible is certainly a very imperfect one. So it is with

justice. The State cannot secure that every one is in

the place for which he is best fitted; but it can to a

considerable extent secure that no unnecessary obstacles

are placed in the way of each one discovering for hirpgftlf

what is the position for which he is best fitted, and

eventually gaining that position. The development of

his powers by education will be a considerable help in

this. So will the provision of access to the land, the

establishment of labour exchanges, and many other

devices. But, even with such aids. Dr. Johnson's weighty
line,

"
slow rises worth by poverty depressed," may long

retain its force though we may perhaps venture to hope
that such a case as that of Chatterton will not recur

again. In like manner, the State cannot secure that every

one, even if he finds tjie position for which he is best

fitted, will properly* fulfil his functions. But it can

provide methods of supervision and inspection; and it

can secure the establishment of a thorough education,

which will not only develop his natural powers, but instil

something of the spirit of civic obligation. This was, of

course, a very essential part of Plato's scheme. Again,
the State cannot ensure that every one has the necessary
materials and instruments for the proper discharge of

his functions ; but it can do something at least to remove

such extreme poverty as would prevent him from securing

them, and such extreme wealth as might tempt him to

waste them. It can do something to provide suitable

house accommodation, a suitable supply of water and

light, libraries, art collections, facilities for travel, and

many other conveniences ; and to make them accessible

to all Plato was not unaware of the importance of

such provisions for the reaK^Mi**" of his plan*
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Another qualification that has to be made on t

general principle laid down by Plato is that, so far

it implies definite State regulations, it can only be accept
as general, not as applying to every individual instant

The laws of a state, as Aristotle urged
x can only provi

for what is best in general. This is probably truer
a large modern state than it might be in a small Gre

community. The State can hardly be expected, 1

instance, to provide the best kind of education for

Shakespeare, a Wordsworth, or a Watt. It may be doubt
whether even a private institution could do that. N
can the State, in other matters, provide the best arrang
ment for cases that are exceptional, or even that devis

in some comparatively slight degrees from what is norm
unless the deviation occurs in a number of instances

a definitely recognizable type. As an example, we mig
take the case of the inheritance of land. Sometimes
is provided that large properties descend to the eld

son. Now, it is pretty certain that this does not alwa

result in the property coming into the hands of the pers
who is best fitted to make a good use of it in the pub
interest. But it might be urged that, in general,
would lead to a better result than could be expect
from any other definite arrangement. There may
grounds for thinTring that the property would suffer

being divided up into small holdings ; and there may
grounds for thinking that the eldest son, having gro

up all his life with this prospect in view, may be m>

likely, in general, to fulfil the function satisfactorily tl

any other who could be discovered by a universe

applicable method. A similar justification may be m;

for the hereditary principle in monarchy; though b

also it would be generally allowed that it does not alw

lead to the best results. On the other hand, if a sysl

1 Ethics, Book V, chap. adv. Plato had previously emphas
this in his Statesman, 294.

* This is only used as an illustration. How far this conten

could be justified, is too large a question to be properly discni

here. Its answer depends a good deal on changing condition
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of peasant proprietors were instituted in the case of the

land, or of an elective president in the case of the ruler,

it is pretty certain that these methods also would not

be the best in every individual instance. Laws, in general,
can only provide for what is best in general. How
individual difficulties are to be met is a different

question.
There is still another objection that might be made to

the Platonic principle. It might be urged that it tends

to subordinate the individual life too completely to the

service of the State. The work of an individual may
have little direct reference to the life of the community
in which he lives, and yet may be of lasting value to the

world. Spinoza's philosophy was for the world, rather

than for his particular country ; and even in the world

at large there were but few who could appreciate it.

Similar remarks might probably be made about Brown-

ing's
" Grammarian

" and about many eminent mathema-

ticians, artists, and others. Yet it may be urged that

a wise state should encourage such work, which in the

end advances its culture and redounds to its glory. Plato

would not have denied this ; but it may be urged that

in practice, the attempt to apply his principle would tend

to exclude it. Again, even in the event of incapacitation
for service, it may be urged that the State has an obliga-

tion to care for its citizens. Here Plato seems pretty

definitely to demur. He certainly appears to suggest

that, as soon as any one is unfitted for the discharge of his

particular function even if only temporarily he should

be left to his fate. Most people in modern times would

regard such a doctrine as inhuman
j but some might

urge that it is not the business of the State, but rather

of private individuals or religious institutions, to make
the necessary provision for such cases. This is a question
to which we shall have to refer again later.

But, whatever force there may be in these objections

and qualifications, it can hardly be doubted that the

Platonic principle furnishes us with the right basis for

the general conception of distributive justice.
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3. Corrective Justice. Even if justice in distribution hi

been tolerably secured within a particular coxnnranit

various circumstances may arise to disturb it ; and tl

right way of meeting such disturbances was referred

by Aristotle as corrective justice.
1 The disturbance mi

take place by accident (i.e. without the choice of ai

individual), by agreement between individuals, or by ti

interference of one individual or group with anothc

The individuals or groups may be members of a differe:

community ; but this involves international relations, ti

consideration of which had better be postponed for t

present. Accidents can be to some extent compensate

by insurance ; and provision is sometimes made for tl

by the State. Agreements are best dealt with in a separa

section, as justice in exchange. Injuries inflicted 1

individuals on each other are the kind of ^erflygftrnf

with which governments are most directly concerns

The injury may consist in breach of contract, robbei

or personal violence (which may be either verbal

physical). Breach of contract may be met by enforci

its fulfilment, perhaps with compensation for loss

time or opportunity (which seems to be the essence

interest). If the loss of time has been fatal* or the goc
cannot be restored, it becomes to all intents a persoi

injury. The same applies to robbery. For perso:

injuries, in general, no compensation can be made. .

eye cannot be restored, nor can any real equivalent

provided for it. The principle of "an eye for an <

and a tooth for a tooth" is not one of compensati
but revenge ; and two wrongs do not make a right.

that the State can do is to try to prevent such act

by some form of protection (e.g. the police), by deterre

through the prospect of various forms of punishnu

by special restrictions (e.g. on the sale of intoxicants

of lethal weapons), and by moral education. The c

sideration of such devices is beyond our scope; bu
seems important to say something about justice in

change and about the general place of reward and pun
* E&ics, Book V, chap, vi
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ment. Aristotle's treatment of these subjects is rendered,
in some respects, almost ludicrously inadequate through
his effort to represent personal injury and its punishment
as cases of exchange and compensation.

4. Justice in Exchange. It would be rather misleading
to represent fairness in exchange as coming under the

head of corrective justice.* To speak of it in this way
would be to assume that the commodities that are origin-

ally distributed are definitely fixed, and that exchange
involves a disturbance of this distribution. But most of

the exchanges that actually take place are exchanges of

services, and are essentially a part of distribution. People
io not, as a rule, exchange their tools or instruments of

production, but rather the products of their labour ; and
.t is by such exchanges that they secure food and clothing
ind the other things that are necessary for carrying on
Jie work of their lives. Hence the problem that is in-

volved in exchange is a part of the problem of distributive

ustice. Now, the State might conceivably organize this

ispect of distribution, just as it might deal with the

>arcelling out of the land and other more permanent
)ossessions. It might take action to secure that the

itizens produce in the right quantity all that is necessary
o supply one another's needs, and that each receives

ust what he requires to enable him to carry on his work,

ome writers have endeavoured to picture ideal com-

lunities in which all this would be arranged ; but it

lay be doubted whether any one has succeeded in explain-

ig a scheme that would be practicable in a complex

xaety. Pending the production of such a scheme, the

djustment is somewhat roughly made by people finding

at for themselves what they are fitted to do, and bargain

ig for the disposal of their products in exchange for the

lings that they need. To facilitate such exchanges, an

aborate system of money, securities, and various forms

: credit has been devised, involving highly complex

' Aristotle distinguished the two things pretty clearly.
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banking arrangements. How the force? of demand a

supply work with the help of this elaborate system, it

one of the chief tasks of the science of economics

explain; and we are not concerned with this probl
here. The only question that concerns us here is w
regard to the justice of the arrangements that are tl

brought about. If we were right in the view that

adopted with regard to the general conception of justi

a just arrangement would mean one in which each c

does efficiently the work for which he is fitted, a

receives what is necessary to enable him to continue

work. His needs, however, may have to be taken

include what is required for the support of his fam
and at least for the early part of the education of

children. Now, it is pretty obvious that there can:

be any guarantee that the action of demand and sup
will lead to justice in this sense. The utmost that can

urged is that it does roughly tend to do so possibly \v

as close an approximation as any other general metl

could be expected to yield. The chief defects in

working are due to the fact (a) that people do not alw

find the work for which they are best fitted ; (b) that tl

do not always put their best energies into it; (c) t

sometimes there are too many working at one kind

employment, and not enough at others ; (d) that me
demands are not always for things that they really nee

sometimes they are even for things that are posith
hurtful ; (e) that sometimes things of the greatest v
are very little in demand. Among the means that r

be used to remedy these defects may be mentioned

good methods of technical instruction ; (b) efficient lat

exchanges; (c) State control of the supply of some

the more important needs ; (d) taxation or restrictioi

articles that are of little value, or that are apt to

positively injurious \ {e) education in the appreciatioi
real values. It would not be possible, within our pre
limits, to consider the detailed application of these var

modes of treatment ; but some further reference

made to them at a later stage.
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5. Reward and Punishment. The best way of regarding
reward and punishment, so as to bring out their social

significance, is to say that they consist in the award of

positive or negative values as marks of approval or dis-

approval. Usually a reward gives pleasure, and a punish-
ment gives pain; but this is not necessarily the case.

A man may very well dislike to have a reward, when
he conceives that he has done nothing more than his duty ;

and yet it may be socially important to give some mark
of approbation. Similarly one may be pleased by punish-
ment if it is regarded as one's due. One may even con-

ceive that he has a right to be punished, and, in default

of an external authority, may inflict it on himself. One

may do penance, and derive satisfaction from the act.

When positive or negative value is awarded simply as

compensation, it is hardly right to describe it as reward

or punishment. The pension that was given to Dr.

Johnson was no doubt partly a mark of approval; but

it was partly a recognition that he had not been properly

paid for his work. On the other hand, when "
damages

"

are inflicted, they are partly a deferred payment ; though

they may be intended also to mark disapproval. Hence
Aristotle's treatment of rewards and punishments as

simply compensation is unsatisfactory, and in some cases

becomes quite absurd.

Rewards and punishments given to animals are also

not quite properly so called. They are usually intended

to induce the animals to perform certain actions and
abstain from others. In the ordinary life of animals,

this purpose is served by success and failure, usually

accompanied by pleasure and pain respectively, and lead-

ing' to the formation of certain dispositions to action and
the inhibition of others. The so-called rewards and

punishments that are given to them are a more artificial

way of securing the same results. Many of the rewards

and punishments given to children are in the main similar.

They are stimulants, rather than marks of approval or

disapproval They may be compared to the hanging of a

carrot in front of a donkey, or the spurring of a horse.
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These are hardly to be called rewards or punishments;
though no doubt the element of approval or disapproval
is often to some extent present, but usually in a very
subordinate way, in such cases. When, on the other hand,
a statue was erected to Nelson, or when the bone? of

Oliver Cromwell were exhumed and hung up, these acts

were intended as marks of approval and disapproval.;
and they might properly be described as reward and

punishment, though there was neither pleasure nor pain

given to the persons who were thus treated.

Now, when we inquire into the justice of rewards and

punishments, it is important to bear in mind the distinc-

tions that have now been indicated between the different

senses in which these terms may be understood. When
we a e dealing with cases of compensation (as we are,

for instance, in what are commonly classed as civil

injuries), the general principle is clear enough. It is a

case of corrective justice, in the sense in which this was
understood by Aristotle. It is an attempt to provide
an equivalent for what has been wrongly lost to give
to him who had too little, and take from him who has

had too much. To estimate the right amount is not

always easy, especially as it is not possible in some cases

to find any exact equivalent of the same kind. But some

way of rendering a sort of rough justice is generally

obvious enough. Oh the other hand, when what are

called rewards and punishments are intended as stimuli,

they are essentially means for a particular end; and,

assuming that the end is good in itself, and one that

the power that rewards or punishes is authorized to

promote, their justification lies in their suitability for the

promotion of the end in question. If we are justified

in training animals to perform tricks or to render services,

we are justified in stimulating them by any effective

methods that are not cruel. If we are justified in giving

children particular innda of training and instruction, we
are justified in stimulating them also by methods that are

not cruel or degrading. In the case of adult human beings,

it is always doubtful whether we are justified in choosing
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ends for them which they do not choose for themselves ;

but self-discipline at least is not open to this objection.

Finally,- in the case of rewards and punishments in the

stricter sense, the object in view is that of making clear

both the fact of approval or disapproval and the grounds
on which such approval or disapproval rests ; and here,

once more, the reward or punishment is justified when it

is the best means for attaining this end, when it is not

cruel or humiliating, and when it is applied by an

-authority that has a right to express approval or dis-

approval of the kind of action in question.
Punishment naturally calls for more attention than

reward. In dealing with adult human beings, it is, in

general, true that the only suitable reward for .right

action is to give it
"
the glory of going on and still to

be." It is wrong action that calls for special treatment.

Now, the various theories of punishment that have been

put forward connect pretty obviously with the various

types of action and ends that have just been referred

to. The preventive theory is applicable to them all.

The compensatory theory of Aristotle applies specially to

the first type. The deterrent theory, and also the theory
of natural resultants, as formulated by Rousseau or

Spencer, apply specially to the second type. The re-

tributive theory, in the sense in which it is also reformative

or educative, applies specially to the third type. But
the discussion of these theories belongs to ethics, the

philosophy of law, and the science of education, rather

than to social philosophy. At least it is beyond the scope
of the present outlines.

2

6. Equity. It is apparent, from what has been already

stated, that not everything that is legally just is just to

particular individuals or socially beneficial in particular

1 Reference may be made to Green's Principles of Political

Obligation, L ; to Bosanqnet's Philosophical Theory of the State,

chap, viii, 7; to McTaggart'a Studies in Hegelian Cosmology,

. chap, v ; to-RashdalTs Theory of Good and Evil, Book I, chap, ix ;

and to Spencer's Education, chap. ill.
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cases. The generality of the law prevents it from taki

full account of special circumstances. Hence the cc

ception of equity has been distinguished from that of lej

justice.
1 An equitable arrangement, in this sense, is c

that is strictly just when all the circumstances are tak

into account. Not only is it impossible for law to seci

what is equitable in this sense, but it would hardly e\

be possible to devise any method by which it could

accurately determined. Of course, even in legal decisk

it is sometimes possible to take account of special c

cumstances. One who has committed a crime may
wholly or partially exonerated on account of extenuati

circumstances ; and, on the other hand, one who
notoriously incapable or negligent may be debarred fn

what would otherwise be his legal right. But less obvi<

cases cannot be legally dealt with. Hence it falls rat]

upon private individuals or voluntary associations

make good certain deficiencies of the law. Churches a

similiar institutions, as well as private benefactors, <

sometimes secure for individuals privileges to which tl

merits entitle them, but to which they have no le

claim ; and, on the other hand, popular reprobation n
often inflict a deserved punishment which the law has

authority to enforce. But these are somewhat incalcula

agencies, and there is seldommuch guarantee for the equ
of their decisions. Some further considerations bear

upon this will have to be brought forward at a later sta

It may be well to notice that the word "
equity

"
is

some danger of conveying a misleading impression,

suggests the idea of equality. Now, there is, of cours*

sense in which not only what is equitable, but even w
is legal, involves equality. They both involve that a
that are essentially the same have to be dealt with in

same way. But this does not imply equality where

cases are different. The fine saying of Walt Whitman

1 See Aristotle's Ethics, Book V, chap. xiv. The recent si

ments on this subject by Professor Kojlro Sugimori in The Princ

of the Moral Empire, chap, v, are worth referring to.

Song of Myself, 24.
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"
I will accept nothing which all cannot have their counter-

part of on the same terms
"

can hardly be Quite literally

applied. One who is blind cannot have any real equivalent
for sight ; and one who is deficient in any capacity cannot

have any definite equivalent for that which such a faculty
enables one to enjoy. The saying can only be applied
to arbitrary or artificial advantages, not to those that rest

on natural differences ; and even to the former it would

often be very difficult to apply it. But the general

subject of equality will be more fully dealt with hi the

next chapter.

7. Natural Rights. Legally people have a right to

what is enforced or permitted by the State, or by some

authority recognized by the State. Morally their rights

are determined by such general considerations as those

that have been already mentioned in connection with

justice and equity. If the legal rights do not coincide

with the moral rights, it is incumbent on people to use

any legitimate means that may be at their disposal to

bring about reform. Whether active resistance to the

government is a legitimate means, and, if so, in what

circumstances, is a difficult question, which could not be

satisfactorily discussed here. All that can be said is that

it depends on a balancing of the evils of an inequitable

or unjust arrangement against the evils of anarchy, civil

war, or general insecurity a balance which can never be

exactly measured, but may be approximately estimated.

What is specially important for our present purpose,

however, is simply the recognition that the rights involved

in the constitution of a well-organized community may
properly be described as natural But natural rights

have often been understood in a somewhat different way.

They have been connected with the conception of a
"
state

of nature" as existing prior to the formation of any

organized states. Hobbes, for instance, whose view on

this subject is the most definite and extreme, contends 1

that
"
every man by nature hath right to all things, i.e.

* De cive, I. 10.
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to do wliatsoever lie listeth to whom he listeth, to j

use, and enjoy all things he will and can." It has i

been urged that this conception of a state of.na

fictitious, and' that there is no real ground for tl

that the existence of organized communities is noi

tiaUy natural to man. We may speak of natural ii

that are prior to any definite organization; In

among animals natural impulses are subject tc

restraint, and it is much more decidedly natural for

beings to restrain them by reference both to inid

good and to the common good. On the whole, ft

truest to say that natural rights are simply tho

it is right for a well-constituted society to grant

8. Rights and Obligations.!* is evident that J

whether equitable or legal, is in some degree de]

on the fulfilment of certain obligations by the pe
whom the right is conferred. This is especially <

the case of equitable rights. According to the I

conception of justice, the rights that are due to t

are simply those that are involved in the perfc

of his civic duties. This view may, as we have J

regarded as somewhat too extreme. It may be rec

that individuals have some right to freedom f

development, as well as to the opportunity of per

their more purely civic obligations ; but it rernai

that the granting of rights rests on some presup;

that they will be employed for the furtherance <

desirable end. The non-fulfilment of this obHgati

fairly be held to annul the moral right ; though

only be in cases of flagrant abuse that the leg

can be withheld. It would be an intolerable tyra

the State to determine the exact way in which ind

employ the rights that are conferred upon them

i D G Ritchie's book on Natural Rights contains U

discussion of the whole subject, but is perhaps a little too

On the more positive side, reference may be made to

W J Roberts' article on " The Appeal to Nature in M
Politics," International Journal of Ethics, April 1910.
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is implicitly assumed that they are employed in some

legitimate fash on. Frequently, in purely legal considera-

tions, it is. held that the only obligation that is implied
in the possession of rights is that which is imposed on

others than those who enjoy them. Thus the right to

particular kinds of property involves the obligation on
the part of others to "keep their hands from picking
and stealing." Obligations, thus regarded, tend to be

conceived as almost purely negative ,'
and no doubt, for

legal purposes, it is seldom possible to go much beyond
this. The more positive obligations can seldom be defined

with sufficient accuracy to be capable of legal enforce-

ment. But it is important to remember that some

obligations are implied on the part of a person who enjoys
a right ; and occasionally they are so obvious that even

the. law can take account of them. The expressions

"perfect obligation" and "imperfect obligation" are

sometimes used to distinguish those that can be legally

enforced from those that either cannot be enforced or

could only be enforced at the expense of some grave

enfringement of individual liberty. Legally, for instance,

a man may
" do what he likes with his own," so long as

he does not infringe the legal rights of others ; but few

things can be regarded as so entirely a man's own as to

absolve him from all obligation hi his use of them. He
may possess animals for example ; but he is not at

liberty to treat them with cruelty, although animals can

hardly be said to possess any legal rights. Even the

wanton destruction or abuse of inanimate things may
very well be prevented by legal enactments. This might
be otherwise expressed by saying that the community
reserves some rights over the things that it permits its

citizens to possess ; but this is only another way of

saying that the rights that they enjoy imply some obliga-

tions with regard to the manner of their use. To this

extent at least the Platonic conception appears to be a

thoroughly sound one.



CHAPTER VI

SOCIAL IDEALS

I. The General Significance of Ideals. Societies, liki

other aspects of human life, are essentially progressive
and it is important that we should try to understand no

merely what they are, but what they have it in them t<

become. This applies, indeed, in some degree, to al

things that live and grow. The curious phrase of Aristotle

r& rf J|v dvtu (the being what a thing was), seems to b
intended to bring this out. In studying such things
we have always to bear in mind their potentialities c

development. But in most living things there are prett
definite limits to such potentialities. A seed unfolds int

a particular type of plant, and an embryo into a partici

lar type of animal; and the modifications that can t

made in them are comparatively slight. The same applie

to the more purely physical aspects of human life, an

to all that depends on these. We cannot, by takk

thought, add a cubit to our stature ; nor does it see]

possible to make much change in the general characte

istics of our temperament and endowments. But, apa
from this, we can hardly set any limits to the possibiliti

of the human race. Our knowledge of ourselves and

the world in which we live may grow indefinitely, ai

may yield an indefinite advance in the control of o

material conditions and in the improvement of our soc

relations. In these respects at least it is true to say th
" man partly is, and wholly hopes to be." No don

this very fact makes it impossible for us to forecast i

future ; and sometimes it may be rightly said that
'

170
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man never goes so far as when he does not know where
he is going." Yet we can certainly look ahead to some
extent, and partially define the general direction in which
we seek to move. We may, accordingly, now note some
of the chief ways in which attempts have been made to

indicate the ideals at which a society should aim. These
are partly connected with the main conceptions of govern-
ment, and may consequently be characterized broadly as

the aristocratic and the democratic ideal. But they may
be more definitely expressed by noting what precisely is

aimed at by these two forms respectively. In general it

seems true to say that the aristocratic ideal aims chiefly
at efficiency and at a high type of personal development,
while the democratic ideal has for its watchwords Liberty,

Equality, and Fraternity. We may first consider the two
ideals in general and afterwards the special aims that

they imply.

2. The Aristocratic Ideal. The nature of this ideal is

well seen, in its most inspiring form, in Plato's Republic
and in the writings of Carlyle and Ruskin. In a more

extreme, paradoxical and repellent form, it is presented
in the works of Nietzsche. Its motto may be found

in the Homeric phrase, alh> apiarcfmv teal inrelpo^ov iftftevai

aXAwv (always to excel and surpass the others), and

in the modern noblesse oblige. Its exponents love to dwell

on the virtues of godlike and heroic men, men who "
live

dangerously" and achieve great things for the race, or

who, like Goethe, raise the pyramid of their being as high
as possible. Their object is, in general, to secure the most

capable men as servants of the community, and especially

those who are most capable of ruling. We have seen

that the general principle of securing those who are most

capable for the discharge of each particular function is

involved in the Platonic conception of justice; and in

this sense we have accepted the principle. But, in this

sense, it is not specially aristocratic, since every one is

assumed to be capable of exercising some function ; and

the subordination of one to another is not necessarily
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involved. The principle becomes definitely aristocra-

only when it is applied specially to the rulers, and eleval
them over others as a superior caste. No doubt, the bt

exponents of the aristocratic ideal tend to mitigate
rigour by emphasizing the conception of noblesse obli,

The Christian injunction,
"

if any will be chief among y<
let him be your servant," is partly anticipated by Pla
in the rigid discipline that he imposes on his guardiai
and in his exclusion of them from many of the privilef
that are allowed to the commercial and industrial class

Carlyle says that
"

it is the everlasting privilege of 1

foolish to be governed by the wise." The conceptions

chivalry, whether as seen in the mediaeval knights or
the Japanese Samurai, show a similar balance of dign
against privilege. It is well to remember that "knigh
means originally a servant, and that some princes ht

taken as their motto "
Ich dim" But, as a velvet glc

may cover a mailed fist, so a humble device may soi

times veil an insolent spirit. Still, it must be admit
at least that the aristocratic ideal contains a noble ai

A finely developed personality can hardly be too big]

prized ; and efficiency in a leader is of more supre

importance than in any other. Next to the efficiency

the ruler (if indeed it should be placed second), the <

ciency of the educator is probably the most imports

3. The Democratic Ideal. The democratic ideal

sometimes taken to mean the government by the to

class in the community or (what is almost the same thi

the government by the majority. It is in this sense t

the conception is understood and attacked by Plato, i

in modern times by Carlyle, Ruskm, and Sir Henry Ma
J. Austin* defined Democracy as "any government
which the governing body is a comparatively large frad

of the entire nation." But hardly any of its advoa

would accept this as a true account of the ideal at wl

Latterday Pamphlets, I.

* A Plea for the Constitution. See also his Lectures on J\

prudence and Maine's Popular Government, Essay II.
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they aim. The phrase of President Lincoln,
"
Govern-

ment of the people by the people and for the people/'
would be generally accepted as a more correct description.

But the first and the last part of this expression apply
to all good government. The advocates of an aristocracy
ami at the government of the people, and conceive that

such government is for the people's good. Their conten-

tion is that what is called democracy tends to be hardly
a government at all/ but only a thinly veiled mode of

anarchy; and that it is not really for the good of the

people, but at most *or those parts of the people that

happen, from time to time, to acquire power and influence.

The advocates of democracy reply that these defects are

not necessary aspects of a democratic system ; and, on
the other hand, that there is no real guarantee that an

aristocracy will be either an efficient government or one

that consults the well-being of the people as a whole. To
secure this, they urge that the government should be not

merely of the people and for the people, but also by the

people.

Now, this raises again the question, to which we have

previously alluded, What is the people ? It may be well

to add a little more at this point on that subject. A
people would.seem to mean a body of individuals in close

association aiming at a common good.. The chief diffi-

culty is that, if we interpret it in this sense, we can

seldom be sure that in any nation a people is actually

to be found. We are told of a time in the history of the

Jews when there was no king in Israel, and every, one

did what seemed right in his own eyes ; but, if we sub-

stitute the people for the king, it would seem to be quite

possible to have a state of affairs in which there is no

people, and every one's hand .is against his neighbour.
Of approximations to this it would be easy to point to

many unhappy instances. When this is the case, such

government as there is will tend to be one of some people

by other people, probably in the main for the interest

of the latter group. Usually it will become, in some

degree, a plutocracy. Do not, it may be asked, almost
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all governments that are described as democracies te:

in effect to become plutocratic oligarchies ? It has to

observed further, that, even at the best, the people
whom a government is carried on can seldom be qu
the same as the people for whose benefit it exists,

government, and especially a democratic government,

apt to be short-lived. It is generally a party gove
ment, and one party rapidly gives place to another

;
a

each party aims, to some extent, at the obstruction

the other. The people, on the other hand, if there if

people, continues from generation to generation. 1

good that it desires is the good, not merely of those tl

are now living and able to take some active share in 1

work of government, but also of the young who are 01

being prepared for citizenship, and of then* still untx

posterity. What guarantee have we that the contend

parties can have any clear vision of the good of all t

people ? Is it not rather likely that their government i

prove as short-sighted as it is short-lived? Hence

phrase
"
government by the people

"
is apt to be hig

misleading. What it is meant to emphasize is thai

good government must imply a people having a comn

good ; and that we can only be sure of such a governm
if this common good is, in some degree, clearly apj
bended and chosen by all. This is somewhat furt

emphasized in the motto
"
Liberty, Equality, and I

ternity." But, in order to bring out the significance

these terms, it may be most convenient to consider tl

in the inverse order. After dealing briefly with them
will be easier to see the value of the conceptions t

underlie the aristocratic ideal, and to discuss the
]

sibility of combining the various aims.

4. Fraternity. Fraternity may be regarded as

essential basis of any social ideal. Any conception <

genuine social unity implies, as we have seen, a cer

like-mindedness in the people and a certain recogni
that their good is a common one. This was emphas

by Plato in his account of the organic unity of the St
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and it was even more definitely brought out by Aristotle

in his contention that friendship is the basis of justice.

Modern statements of this conception can hardly be said

to have added much to the general theory of the subject ;

but the underlying principle gamed an additional force

from the cosmopolitanism of the Stoics and from the

more deeply spiritual interpretation of human brotherhood

that underlies the teaching of Christianity. Every other

genuine ideal for the unity of society may be regarded as

growing put of this central conception, and as seeking to

make its implications more apparent. It is evident, for

instance, as Aristotle urges,
1 that friendship or brother-

hood implies a certain kind of equality ; and this is the

conception that is naturally taken next in order.

5. Equality. Equality may be interpreted in a number

of different senses ; and we must try to see which is the

clearest and most fundamental. It may mean equality

of possessions, equality before the law, or simply the

denial of the ultimate importance of such distinctions as

those of caste, race, sex, nationality, education, ability,

character, and the like. A .few words on each of these

meanings may be useful.

(i) Equality of possessions is advocated by some of

those who are called communists or socialists.* It is a

view that connects itself naturally with the conception

of brotherhood. According to the old saying,
"
Among

friends all things are common." Of course, as a gospel

for immediate application, it is open to the objection

that all are not friends, but at the most may gradually

become so ; but this fact need not prevent us from accept-

ing it as a counsel of perfection, to be applied as far as

possible. A more serious objection is that which connects

* Ethics, Book VIII, especially chap. ix.

*
Certainly not by all. It is sometimes difficult to determine

how far particular socialistic writers have this in view as an ulti-

mate ideal. Among prominent socialists at the present time,

Mr. Bernard Shaw is perhaps the one who has made the nearest

approximation to it.
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itself with the Platonic conception of diversity of function

Those whose vocations are different have different needs

A poet, a speculative philosopher, or a religious teache

may have need of little for himself beyond the bare neces

sities of existence, together with leisure for his own fre

perceptions, thoughts, or intuitions, and perhaps son

books, which he might be able to consult in a publi

institution. An inventor, on the other hand, or a srudei

of natural history may want some elaborate machinery c

a large equipment for an exploring expedition ; and i

may require to have these at his free disposal. Even

they were provided by the public (as they sometimes ai

at present), they would be essentially his possessions f<

the tune. Others would not be entitled to use then

And even a friendly public might not be willing to entni

such possessions to him until he had justified their coi

fidence by some smaller adventures at his own risk.

Again, if all had equal possessions, it would seem 1

be practically necessary that all should render equ
services ; and this could not readily be ensured. Servic

cannot be as easily measured as goods can. It seems to 1

assumed by those who advocate equality of goods, thi

the goods at present in existence would be available f<

distribution. But the labour that produces these goa
is at present dependent on the fact that it is only t

such labour that goods are procurable. If every 01

were to have an equal share, without the condition

equal service, it would certainly not be easy to establi

such an organization, even among the most well-dispca

people, as would ensure that the necessary goods we

forthcoming. The truth seems to be that such t

arrangement is not sufficiently rooted hi nature to ha1

much prospect of success. It is natural for men to p

forth effort to secure those things that they need or valu

They may do this directly by actually producing thei

or indirectly by producing other things and effecting t

exchange. But men have no natural stimulus to pursi

ends that are beyond their vision or power of valuatio

No doubt, if we were to suppose them all to be endow
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with such vision, the case would be different. Perhaps
the application of the principles of eugenics, together
with a very perfect system of education, may produce such

a race of people ; but it hardly seems worth while at

present to speculate about the social organization of

supermen. In the meantime, it is hardly -true that, even
in the best ordered families, the principle of equality of

possessions is observed, though here there .is certainly
some approximation to it Rather the tendency is, on
the whole, to adjust possessions to needs and capacities.
This is simply the application of the Platonic conception
of justice, which, as we have Seen, does not involve

equality.

(2) Equality before the law is, of course, involved in

the idea of justice ; but, as we have already noted, it

means only that, when the relevant circumstances are

the same, the treatment is the same. Law is no respecter
of persons, even when equity might call for some differen-

tiation in their treatment. The conception of equity

itself, however, is apt to give rise to some confusion. It

is apt to be thought that it implies equality, in a sense

in which it hardly seems to do so. Spencer, for instance,

appears to have over-emphasized z the connection between

equity and equality. This is, I think, partly due to* a

misconception. It is sometimes thought that the con-

ception of equity is derived from that of equality ; whereas

it would seem that the reverse is rather the case. The

original meaning of tequus appears to have been what
is just, or perhaps at first what is plane or level. It

then came to mean what is equal, because this is just

when there is no special ground for discrimination. But
to say that is not to say or imply that there never are

special grounds for discrimination.

(3) The third meaning of equality is the most important
for our present purpose, and is the one that connects

immediately with the idea of brotherhood. What is

involved in it is the recognition that the things that

men from one another are

' Data of Ethic*, 60.
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comparison with the things that unite them. This i

indeed, generally true whenever we are dealing wi1

beings of the same kind. There are many different typ
of dog ; but probably their common doghood counts fi

more in the determination of their modes of Hie thz

the special features that distinguish them. . At any rat

it may be pretty safely maintained that it is our commc

humanity that gives us our unique position in the univers

and that all other differences are comparatively insigi

ficant. 1 " A man's a man for a' that." It remains tru

no doubt, that some differences are more fundament

than others. In Burns's song it is differences of rar

and fortune that are declared to be insignificant. T1

possession of
"
sense and worth

"
is still recognized ;

a legitimate basis of distinction. But at least, when \

acknowledge the essential unity of mankind, sharp di

tinctions of caste can hardly be admitted. Here mo
. people in modern times would feel that Plato was

fault, with his
"
noble falsehood

" about some peop

being of gold, some of silver, and some of baser met:

Aristotle is rather less inclined for such a differentiatic

but recognizes a pretty sharp barrier between those wl

are by nature free and those who are by nature slave

Stoicism and Christianity did much to break down su<

distinctions ; though they have reappeared in Nietzschi

antithesis between the morality of masters and that

slaves. Even Carlyle's insistence on
"
the infinite diffi

ence between a good man and a bad man "
is certaii

somewhat contrary to the spirit of Christianity, and

probably indefensible in itself. Most men at least

neither black nor white, but rather various shades of gr<

Even the superman if this means a large-natured m
like Shakespeare or like Walt Whitman is

"
not as G<

but then most godlike being most a man." At any ra

it is only on such a view that the general view of hum
brotherhood can be maintained. Equality, in this sen

I may remind readers of the constant emphasis that is 1

on this conception in the writings of Walt Whitman, and, nc

recently and more explicitly, in those of Mr. G. K. Chestertoi
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is thus a necessary implication of fraternity, and simply
serves to make the meaning of the latter a little more
determinate. But it is well to bear in mind that it does

not involve the denial of differences, nor need it even

lead us to desire to
"
rub each other's angles down."

There are two ways of removing angularities. We may
cut off the angular points, or we may expand the remainder

of the surface. The one method leaves us with a some-

what contracted sphere, the other with an enlarged one.

It would seem that the latter is what we ought to aim at.

In religion, for instance, it may be doubted whether it

is wise to seek to eliminate the aspects in which different

types of religion differ. It is probably better to try to

develop the deeper unity of principle that underlies them ;

so that gradually the points of difference may be seen

to be insignificant. But thig is only an illustration ;
and

we need not dwell .upon it here.

6. Liberty. The considerations at the end of the pre-

ceding section lead us directly to the conception of

liberty. The liberty that is demanded in an ideal society

is sometimes thought of as meaning the complete in-

dependence of individuals, except in so far as their liberty

interferes with the liberty of others. It was hi this way
that it was put by Kant, and more recently by Spencer.

But it may be questioned whether this limitation is quite

adequate. There may be forms of licence that it is

desirable to check, though they are quite compatible with

a similar licence on the part of others. Even the principle

that
"
they should take who have the power, and they

should keep who can
"

leaves every one free to pursue

it ; and the conception of pure laissez faire in industry

is a more limited application of the same principle. The

real limitation to freedom is to be found rather in the

idea of a common good. Among brothers freedom of

action is limited, not merely by the desire not to restrict

one another's freedom, but by the desire not to interfere

with any real good. It would seem that, if there is any

reality in the conception of the brotherhood of mankind,
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a similar limitation must apply to the larger community
as well. Hence it may be doubted whether any satis

factory ground can be given for particular forms of liberty

except the ground that the possession of them does mor<

good than harm ;
in other words, that they are right

that may be expected to carry with them their corre-

sponding obligations. Freedom of speech, for instance

is properly claimed as a right in a civilized community
because any check upon it would more often hinder tin

utterance of things that it is well to utter than of thing:

that had better be left unsaid. But this is probably tnu

only when people in general have reached a certain leve

of self-restraint in speech ; and, even in such a people,

there may be circumstances in which it ceases to be true

e.g. in a state of war. Even in peace there may be limit*

to the desirability of complete freedom in this respect
Dr. Johnson said that every one had a right to say whal

he thought, and every one else had a right to knock bin

down for it. But this would hardly conduce to socia

order and brotherhood. It seems better to say that, ir

general, the simple expression of an opinion does nc

harm to any one ; and that to leave the control of suet

expression in the hands of any kind of official (such as

a literary censor), or to try to determine by law what sorl

.of opinion is fit to be uttered, would often lead to thi

suppression of new and important ideas or of valuabL

forms of literary art. But it may be right to introduce

some qualifications even in time of peace. It cannot wel

be recognized that any one has the right to describ

another as a liar or murderer, at least without the pro
duction of very ample evidence. It is doubtful ate

whether it should be regarded as allowable that any on<

should express opinions in a needlessly offensive way, o

shout them too loudly from the housetop ; though, v

these cases, it may be difficult to determine the degre
of offensiveness or loudness that should be prevented

Perhaps limitations, of this kind should be regarded rathe

as moral restrictions than as restrictions that are proper!

imposed by law at least in a community in which mos
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people have learned to exercise self-restrai

cannot pursue this subject here into furthp-

In general, it seems clear that the clain

implied in the principle of fraternity. Th
a regard for one another as persons will not
restraints on one another's activity, excej

very sufficient reason. But there are cast- ^
such sufficient reason may he adduced viz. whei.

apparent that some particular form of freedom is 1

to he used in such a way as to he prejudicial to the com^ivu

good. All that can properly be said, without a thorough
discussion of detailed instances, is that the onus probandi
rests with those who seek to restrain any particular form
of activity.

1

7. Personal Development. The conception of freedom

may be taken as giving the transition from the demo-
cratic to the aristocratic ideal ; for, the freer people are,

the more do they tend to exhibit their relative superiority
and inferiority ; and, in general, those who are superior
in any respect (especially in those respects that are some-

what prominent and forcible) are apt to acquire some

degree of dominance over those who are inferior. The
aristocratic ideal grows out of the recognition that modes
of superiority ought to be encouraged. This is not con-

trary to the spirit of fraternity; though, as Aristotle

urged, it is difficult to have a genuine friendship where
there is conspicuous inequality. It is not, however,

impossible ; and, as long as there is real inequality among
human beings, any genuine brotherhood of humanity
must involve the toleration of such inequality, and the

recognition of the natural leadership of the superior in

any particular respect. Such a recognition does not

necessarily lead to an aristocratic type of society ; but

it very readily does so, especially if there are any cir-

i Mill's book On Liberty is probably still the best general state-

ment that we have on this subject. Spencer's The Man versus

the State is very one-sided ; and so, I think, are some of the recent

utterances of that most amiable of anarchists, Mr. G. K. Chesterton.
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cumstances that lead to special emphasis being laid 01

some particular form of superiority such as militarj

skill or the possession of some form of knowledge, sucl

as the ancient classics. The saying of Spinoza, that
"

th<

highest good is common to all, and all may equally enjoj

it," is subject to the qualification that some of the finesi

things are only appreciated after a considerable degra
of effort. Such an aristocracy as that which is advocated

by Plato is based upon the conviction that the highesl

good can only be properly understood and appreciate*:

by the few ; and, even by them, only through a long

course of training and instruction. Those who have no*t

been so disciplined must, he thought, be subject to external

control The chief objections to such a view are (i) that

no sharp division can be drawn between those who are

capable and those who are not capable of appreciating

the higher values ; (2) that the appreciation of them is

often cultivated fully as well by the experience of life

as by any special method of training and instruction ;

(3) that the recognition of the brotherhood of humanity
is itself (as Plato allows) one of the most important of

the higher values, and that any sharp division of classes

puts a fatal barrier in the way of such recognition. But

these objections need not prevent us from acknowledging

that some are superior to others in certain important

respects, and that every kind of superiority gives a title

to some form of leadership. A career should be open to

all the talents, in order that all the important ends of

life may be served in the most efficient way. And thus

we are led to notice the ideal of efficiency, which is

naturally connected with that of free development.

8. Efficiency. li seems clear, from what has been

already stated, that the conception of a just order of

society involves that of efficiency, as well as certain forms

of equality and liberty ; and thus implies elements that

may be properly described as aristocratic, as well as those

that are more purely democratic in their tendency. The

common good, it would seem, is best promoted by placing
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every one, as far as possible, in the position that he can

most efficiently fill ; and it is, no doubt, true that this

is specially important in the positions of greatest respon-

sibility and most far-reaching influence. It has always
to be remembered, however, that efficiency must mean

efficiency for the common good. A ruler may be very
efficient in his actions, and yet may be essentially pursuing
his own private good or that of some limited class with

which he happens to be associated. Merely to say, as

Carlyle was prone to do, that the
"
canning man

"
should

be the king,
1 is not very satisfactory. Carlyle's view

depended partly on his disbelief in specialized forms of

ability, and in any ultimate distinction between capacity
and goodness. But at least what Bacon called

" wisdom

for a man's self
"

is pretty clearly distinguishable from

wisdom for the community. The ability to lead an army
to victory does not always imply either the ability or the

will to make the best use of victory. It remains true,

however, that in large and important enterprises, especi-

ally where swift decisions are necessary, it is essential

that the most capable man should have the leadership,

and should be given a free hand in his action. It is in

such circumstances that the Homeric saying applies most

Forcibly, ofa ayoflov voXvicoipavtri' elf Kotpavoc &rr<u (the

rule of many is not good; let one be chief). But

even Homer recognized that, in deliberation, the leader

should be subject to the guidance of his council. It is

chiefly in the details of executive action that the swift

perception and prompt decision of a single capable mind

is required. Comte laid special emphasis on the necessity

for making a distinction, in this respect, between the

requirement of deliberation and that of executive action;

and his disciple, Mr. F. Harrison, has summed the matter

up by saying that
" on the one hand we must have real

* I am afraid this is one of Carfyle'e fanciful etymologies. King

leems to be connected with kin, and probably referred originally

to noble birth.
> Order and Progress, p. 382. See also Sir Chas. Waldstdn's

Aristodemocracy and Patriotism, National and International, Post-

icript to Preface ; also A Defence of Aristocracy, by A. M. Ludovid.
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leadership, on the other we must have genuine con;

This implies a certain combination of the charact

features of Aristocracy and Democracy.

9. General Summary on Social Ideals. Wemayno-v
up briefly with regard to the two main types of social

(1) The purely democratic ideal tends to over-empl
the conception of equality, and thus to neglect th

portance of having in every position the man who is :

and best for the discharge of its functions. It is

apt to be lacking both in efficiency and in the dei

ment of the highest types of personality. It seel

Browning's phrase, to have "
no more giants," but i

to
"
elevate the race at once." But the race can

be gradually elevated; and a chief factor in its eta

is the presence and influence of men of high abilitr

character, occupying the positions for which' the;

best fitted.

(2) The aristocratic ideal, on the other hand,
from the following disabilities: (a) It has never

adequately explained how the best rulers are to b
covered and put in their proper place. The most efl

to rule are not always the most efficient to secure

right position. Hence Plato was led to urge tha

best ruler would have to be compelled to rule. In
of crisis the most capable man is sometimes pi

forward, almost against his will ; but it is to be i

that this is not very often the case, (b) Even a
efficient ruler needs some guidance and control. The
fact that 'he is elevated above others makes it di
for him to understand the needs of those over whc
rules unless he is in a very small community, whc
can have constant intercourse with those who are

him. It may be doubted whether even the good H
AlrascMd was successful in finding out everything t

was important for him to know.

Hence it appears that a genuine ideal must cc

elements of both aristocracy and democracy ; and in

proportion they are to be combined must depend 1
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on circumstances of time and place. In general, it is

probably true to say that, the less fully a people is educated

and united, the more necessary is it that it should be

guided from above by the best and fittest who can by any
means be discovered and brought, forward. When the

people becomes more of a real unity, when it has .well-

established traditions and widely diffused knowledge, it

becomes more possible to give the democratic elements

in its constitution a continually increasing prominence.
The attempts that have been made, from those of

Campanella and More to those of Bellamy, William

Morris, and Mr. H. G. Wells, to sketch what are commonly
called Utopias i.e. imaginary conditions of a perfect
social unity suffer, in general, from the impossibility of

forecasting the exact directions in which human life may
be reasonably expected to advance.- They are often,

however, highly instructive, especially when several of

them are compared with one another. Their interest is

often mainly historical, indicating the main defects that

were felt to be present in the existing social order at

particular times, and suggesting ways in which these

defects might be removed.1 Hence they are generally
most valuable when, like Plato's Republic, they are not

pure Utopias, but rather definite attempts to study some

existing form of society, and to bring out the elements

of strength and weakness that are contained in it. Plato's

Republic is based on the study of the types of community
represented by Athens and Sparta, and is an attempt to

combine what is best in each, with a few additions that

i The same purpose is often served even more effectively by
somewhat satirical pictures of imaginary socktieB, such as those

of Rabelais and Swift, or, in more recent times, Samnel Butter's

Erewkon and M. Anatole France's Penguin Island. Aetna! attempts
to establish small ideal communities. are also of great interest.

C. NordhofTs book on The Communistic Societies of the United

States and The History of American Socialisms by J. H. Noyes have
a special value from this point of view, as bringing into somewhat
vivid contrast the more successful and the less successful types.

There are some good remarks on Utopias in Dr. Beattie Crozier's

Sociology applied to Practical Politic*, Book H, chap, i.
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are suggested by reflection on the combination. Studies

of this kind enable us to see a little way in advance, which

is perhaps all that human beings can fairly hope to do,

One of the chief difficulties/ however, in considering

the best way of organizing any particular community,
lies in the fact that we have to take account of its rela-

tions to other communities, by which it is liable to be

affected both in the way of friendship and of enmity,
This is a consideration to which we may conveniently

pass in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER I

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

i. General Statement. -So far we have been considering

mainly the constitution of isolated or independent com-

munities, organizing their internal relations and pro-

viding for external defence. Writers on social and political

theory have, in general, been rather too prone to confine

themselves to such considerations. Plato, for instance,

assumed that the ideal community that he was depicting

would, on the whole, be self-contained and self-sufficient

except that its relations to other Greek communities

would be, in some respects, more intimate<than its relations

to the surrounding
"
barbarians." This was, of course,

a very natural assumption for him to make. He was not

constructing an ideal in the air, but rather interpreting
the conditions that he found in the actual City State

with which he was familiar. Subsequent writers have

not the same excuse ; and, no doubt, some of them have
referred a good deal to international relations; but it

is probably still true to say that such relations have
seldom been sufficiently emphasized.

1

It is evident, as we have already noted, that modern
states at least are not self-sufficient, but form parts of

a larger community, by their relations to which their

mode of existence is profoundly affected. The larger

modern states are, in general, combinations of separate

i Opinions on this subject are, no doubt, a good deal affected

by individual bias. I must confess that I have always been a
believer in the orbis torrwntm, much more than in the contributions

of particular rationflhtiftfl.

1*9
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countries, sometimes only held together, by force or

temporary necessity, and remaining to some extent

distinct nations, in spite of the fact that they have
a common central government. It not infrequently

happens that the relations of these countries to other

states are almost as close as those that bind them to the

particular state within which they are politically included.

Even after Scotland was definitely included within Great

Britain, it continued to have some intimate relations to

Prance. Ireland has kept up a good deal of intercourse

with the United States of America. Wales has long
had many cordial relations with Brittany. England
itself has, until quite recently, had a strong infusion of

German influence, by which it has been greatly affected

both for good and for evil. The Poles have been divided

between Russia, Germany, and Austria, but have not

ceased to have independent national aspirations of their

own. The Jews, when they are treated with toleration,

become, in general, good citizens of the states within

whose territories they happen for the time to be living,

but are also bound to one another by certain common
traditions. In almost all European nations there have
been a considerable number of people who have tended

to +hitiir of themselves as "good Europeans/' rather

than as specially devoted to the institutions and traditions

of their particular countries; and the interests of some
have been even more widely cosmopolitan. And it

.
would certainly be difficult to overrate the extent to

which the whole of our Western civilization is based upon
that of Rome, of Greece, and of Judea. Many other

instances might be adduced to show that we cannot

lightly assume that the life of any nation or state is homo-

geneous, independent and self-contained. It is important,

therefore, to consider some of the chief ways in which the

general activities of an organized community are affected

by its relations to other communities.

2. International Morality. If there is any truth in the

conception of the brotherhood of mankind, it is evident
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that the foundations of morality must be held to be common
to all nationalities. Indeed, it is pretty clear that, on

any intelligible view of human nature, this must be the

case. It does not fall within our scope here to discuss

different theories of morality ; but, whether we suppose
that morality consists in the promotion of happiness or

perfection, whether we suppose that it rests upon the

intuitions of conscience or the decisions of reason, it

can hardly be disputed that its basis lies in something
that is essentially common to humanity. It has to be

admitted, however again, on any theory that the

moral ideas by which human beings are actually guided
in their practice do not quite correspond to the ultimate

principle by which they are justified, and do vary some-

what from time to time, from place to place, and even

from individual to individual. Particular duties and

particular virtues are more highly prized and more uni-

formly practised and cultivated by some than by others.

Some attach more importance to courage, some to tem-

perance or self-control, some to truthfulness, some to

loyalty, some to benevolence, some to industry, some to

the pursuit of knowledge or wisdom, some to the suppres-
sion of desire. But those who specially admire and
cultivate particular modes of excellence would seldom

be found to deny that the modes of excellence that are

pursued by others are also, in some degree, good. It is

sometimes urged, however, that each people has a special

civilization or, as the Germans express it, a special Kultur

of its own, to which a certain system of moral excellences

belongs ; and that it is the business of a nation as a whole,
in its corporate capacity, to maintain and advance its

own special type of civilization. According to those who
hold this view, in its most extreme form, the individuals

within any state are under the obligation of fulfilling

certain duties and cultivating certain virtues ; but the

State, as such, has no duty but that of maintaining,

defending and advancing the mode of life that specially

belongs to it. It is justified, they conceive, in any action

-however objectionable it might otherwise be that is
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necessary for this purpose. Such necessity "knows n

law." There is no higher principle by which it cord

be legitimately constrained. A view of this kind is ev

dently very closely connected with the doctrine, to whic

reference had already been made, that the State is essei

tially force. The latter doctrine has been maintain*

and has been applied in the manner that has just bee

indicated, by certain Prussian writers on the theory <

the State, of whom H. von Treitschke is the most
nptabl

It seems to have been so widely adopted in Prussia the

it is hardly unfair to characterize it as the Prussian theorj

It is not, however, altogether peculiar to Prussia. 1

has been, to some extent, accepted in theory, and perhap

still more extensively acted upon in practice,
in othe

countries as well. 1 Also, some Prussian writers notabl;

Kant and, I believe, Paulsen were far from subscribin

to it. But the successful application of it by Frederic

the Great and Bismarck, and the eloquent exposition c

it by Treitschke and others, have evidently given it

certain dominance in Prussia in recent times, and eve

in Germany as a whole, such as it has never had in an

other time or country. It is not a doctrine that can I

thoroughly discussed here; but a few remarks upon :

may be useful and timely, especially as it is general]

believed to have been one of the chief causes son

would say, essentially the only definite cause of tk

present great European war.

It has been urged already that it is erroneous to regai

force as the essence of the State ; but it has been concede

that the possession of force is one of its essential feature

That that force is to be used for the support of its Kf

and of all that is valuable within that life, is obviot

enough. What is not obvious is, that it may legitimate

For illustrations of this, reference may be made to Mr. J.

Hobson's Towards International Government, p. 179, and to Lo

Acton's Introduction to Machiavelli's Print*, pp. xxviii-cmoii.

Evan those who may, on the whole, be said to subscribe to

nearly always admit some qualifications in its application. Ka

and Paulsc^iwere not purely Prussian; but neither was Treltschl
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be used for this purpose in contravention of every other

obligation. It may be conceded that circumstances are

conceivable in which the object in view would be of such

supreme importance as almost to override every other

consideration. If we could conceive a country with so

high and unique a civilization that it would be to the

obvious advantage of the world to have it universally

imposed, and if it were clear that it could be imposed
by force, it might be difficult to point to any obstacle

that should be allowed to stand in its way. Some peoples
hi the past would appear to have been animated by such

a conviction. In ancient times, the Jews seem to have

thought that any amount of violence against neighbouring

peoples was justified by the supreme value of their religion

and its associated customs. The Mohammedans appear
to have had a somewhat similar persuasion ; and, indeed,

a belief of this kind would seem to be implied in almost

all wars that have a distinctively religious character.

The Romans, again, based their claims not altogether
without reason on the excellence of their government
and their system of laws, and conceived that, on these

grounds, regere imperio populos could be taken as their

legitimate mission. Alexander the Great probably
believed that he was spreading what was best of the

civilization of Greece among the barbarians ; and Napoleon

may have set out with the object of establishing the humane

principles of the French Revolution. Many modern
nations have felt themselves entitled to take up what
las been called

"
the white man's burden." Now, it

s certainly arguable that, if the ends thus aimed at could

iave been successfully achieved by violence, and could

lot have been achieved in any other way, almost any
unount of violence might have been justified by the

Lchievement of some of them. In like manner, if any
ndividual were so much wiser and better than all the

ther people in the world that it would be for the general

dvantage that he should become their absolute ruler,

oe might pardon almost any device that he might adopt
o attain that position. But to argue in this way is to
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ignore the actual conditions of human life. It would

rather absurd, in any age, to suppose that any one nal

or any one man has so great a superiority over other!

to justify so extreme, a measure ; and, the more the w<

advances in its general civilization, the more absurd c

such an attitude become. In the modern world

least, the civilization of any one country and

excellence of any one individual are inevitably she

with others, to a very large extent, without the use

violence. When their advantages become apparent,
means of communication carry, them rapidly from

to another ; and, in some cases at least, they are c

too readily appropriated. Sometimes, no doubt,

adoption is resisted by vested interests and by the po
of selfish individuals or classes, and against these s<

force may have to be applied; but the application

such force would be limited by the nature of

purpose in view. It would not be a force that
" kn

no law." Finer manners, for instance, can hardly

promoted by methods that are brutal. In a work
which peoples mix so freely and may understand

another so readily, it seems dear that any nation i

seeks to impose its civilization on others, with

restraint or scruple, cannot be regarded as benefac

but rather as the enemy of the human race, even il

be true (of which, at any rate, it can hardly be enti

to be the sole judge) that its civilization is, on

whole, superior to that of others. Indeed, a claim

this kind is in pretty manifest contradiction to the gen
principle from which it sets out viz. that every si

has the right to maintain and defend its own civilizat

It may, of course, be admitted that there are circumstai

in which a state may lose this right, through some fai

to fulfil the corresponding obligations. If its govenur
were so flagrantly unjust that it could not properly

regarded as a state at all, it can hardly be denied 1

other states would have the right to interfere and

necessary, to apply force for the restoration of ord

and it must be confessed that the precise circumstai]
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in which this becomes legitimate cannot be easily deter-

mined. This is one of the problems of international law
to which some reference will be made in the following
section.

It should be added that it is not to be denied that

the moral consideration by which states are properly

guided in their corporate actions are not quite the same
as those that govern private individuals. Even the duties

of individuals vary with their conditions and functions.

Any one, for instance, who is in the position of an agent
for others is subject to conditions that do not apply to

one who is acting independently on his own behalf ; and
this distinction applies emphatically to the case of a

government acting on behalf of its people. But the

detailed consideration of such differences would carry
us too far into the province of applied ethics. It is enough
to state here that the recognition of these differences does

not in any way interfere with the validity of moral prin-

ciples. Duties vary, but they are none the less duties on
that account. The conception of the common good of

mankind remains the supreme guiding principle throughout.

3. International Law. The real difficulty about inter-

national relations is not with reference to morality, but

rather with reference to law. The hold of moral principles

upon individuals, and still more upon groups, is apt to

be rather weak when they are not embodied in legal

enactments and supported by adequate sanctions. Hence

attempts have been made, not altogether without success,

to construct a coherent body of international regulations.
1

The Congresses at The Hague have been of the greatest
service in this work. It is not intrinsically much more
difficult to draw up suitable laws for the conduct of

states than for the conduct of individuals; but it is

obviously much more difficult to enforce them. Now,
those at least who hold that the State is essentially force

* The extent to which this has been done is fully set forth in

W. . Hall's International Law, sth edn. (ed. Dr. A. Fearce Higgins).
See also The Confederation of Europe, by W. A. Phillips.
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are naturally inclined, if not even logically bound,
consider that international agreements without adeqm
sanctions are only

"
scraps of paper." Even with regs

to the actions of private individuals, there are ma
who are prone to think that laws have no real author

except the force that is behind them. Yet the fo:

behind all laws is ultimately dependent upon the recog
tion of their authority. The mightiest monarch cam
enforce obedience except with the help of those w
acknowledge his right to their obedience. The ackno

ledgment may be somewhat reluctant, extorted by
variety of arts and conceded from a variety of motive
but it can hardly be dependent upon simple force. B
between nations, when there is no spontaneous recogniti
of the authority of law, hardly any method of persuask
other than the exercise of force, is available. Sometin
a common religion, or even a common language, or comm
traditions, or the relations that are brought about by tra

or travel, may create a body of sentiment, such as

usually to be found within a single nation, which m;

render the actual exercise of force unnecessary or exce

tional. But international jealousies and fears make t

operation of such sentiments, even when they exist

all, somewhat precarious in their operation. It has
be recognized also, not merely that the authority of int*

national law is more difficult to establish than that

the laws within a particular state, but that it is al

more difficult to arrive at an agreement with regard to tl

laws that are to be adopted. Even within particul
States, there is generally a minority that is opposed to tl

exact terms of any particular law ; but rough justi<

can usually be arrived at by discussion and compromis
The differences of view between independent states, ea<

of which is accustomed to regard itself as sovereign, ar

each of which has its own peculiar traditions, and its o\s

methods of thought and expression, cannot be so easi

adjusted. Hence international law tends to remai
much more flimsy in its texture, and much less definite]

binding, than the laws of particular states. Improvemei
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may be hoped for in these respects ; but, before considering
the possibility of this, it may be well to notice at least one

other prominent way in which nations tend to be bound

together viz. by trade.

4. International Trade. Besides the presence of inter-

national morality and the rudiments of international

law, there are several other influences that contribute

to unity among states. The most important of these

are probably community of religion, of race, of language,
of general culture, and the relations brought about through
industrial and commercial intercourse. Community of

language is comparatively rare, and need not be specially
considered here. It was a considerable bond of union

between the separate states of ancient Greece ; it con-

tributes to the friendly relations between Germany and

Austria, between France and Belgium, between Switzer-

land and several other countries; and the relations

between our own country and the United States are mate-

rially affected by the fact that, in Wordsworth's phrase,
both of them "

speak the tongue That Shakespeare spake ;

the faith and morals hold Which Milton held." x Also,

as we noted previously, the use of Latin, and later of

French and English, for international intercourse in

Europe, has served as a unifying agency. Unity of race

is probably not very effective, except when it is accom-

panied, as it commonly is, by some degree of unity
in speech and in religion or cultural traditions. The
influence of religion and general culture may be best

reserved for later treatment. For the present, we may
confine ourselves to the influence of international trade.

The potency elf this factor is very obvious, and perhaps
the tendency in recent times has been, on the whole, to

exaggerate it. Cobden, and those who co-operated with

him hi the establishment of the general principle of Free

i It is obvious that the first clause in this statement would be
much less effective without the addition of the second. A common
outlook on life is a much stronger tie than a common language ;

but the two things have some tendency to go together.
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Trade, had the highest hopes of the beneficial effect

that it would produce in removing the jealousies ani

friction that are caused by competing tariffs. In a mor

general way Herbert Spencer emphasized* the anti

thesis between military and industrial stages of civiliza

tion, and contrasted the harsh antagonisms of the on

with the friendly co-operation of the other. More recently

Mr. Norman Angell has urged that a true understandinj

of the economic interdependence of separate states woul<

naturally result in the cessation of international strife

That there is some truth in all these contentions cannot

I think, be denied ; but, certainly at the present moment

it is difficult to believe that they have much real weight

This is partly due to the fact that the benefits resultim

from Free Trade have not been so generally recognized a

Cobden and others anticipated, but probably still mor

to the fact that the influence of purely economic considera

tions is not quite as dominant as some have supposed

Several writers on the economic interpretation of history

led by Karl Marx, have represented industrial and com

mercial conditions as the underlying explanation of al

the great movements in human affairs. It seems true

to say, with Professor Marshall,3 that the economic facta

has been the strongest, next to the religious ; but it ha

to be added that there are other factors, such as race

language, and the general manners and traditions o

different peoples (depending on a variety of circumstances)

which cannot safely be ignored. So long as differen

states feel themselves to be distinct in other respects

the possession of those economic advantages that mafa

for national strength such as a plentiful supply of coa

and iron and of the prime necessities of subsistence-

becomes a ground of competition and antagonism, ani

i Data of Ethics, 50-

The Gnat Illusion. Mr. Angell's statements are, howeva

open to a good deal of criticism. They are vigorously assadec

for instance perhaps a little too vigorously by Mr. G. G. Coulto

in his book on The Main Illusions of Pacificism.

s Principles of Economics, at the beginning.
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Counteracts the unifying tendency that economic influences

might otherwise have. German writers, in particular,
have laid stress on this ; and Germany at least is not a

good instance in support of Spencer's contention, that a

highly developed industrialism is opposed to mim-ariam.

Still, after such qualifications have been made, it remains
true that industrial and commercial intercourse has a
real tendency to promote international unity. It is*

substantially true of some economic goods that they are,

in Spinoza's phrase,
" Common to all, and all may equally

enjoy them," though it is by no means true of all ; and
industrial strife, both within and between states, is largely

dependent on this distinction. Some
. commodities can

be indefinitely multiplied and exchanged all over the world ;

and it is to the advantage of every one that they should

be freely moved. Others are definitely limited in amount
or confined to particular regions, and it is to the economic

advantage of particular men or particular nations to

possess them. The detailed consideration of this must
be left to writers on economics and politics. So far as

goods are readily exchangeable, the traffic in them tends

to promote friendly relations, and leads to other modes
of unity. Men have to learn something of the languages
and modes of thought of those with whom they deal

They have to assimilate their methods of business and their

instruments of communication, such as the post, the

telegraph, and the means of transport. The regulations
of these necessarily become, to a large extent, international ;

and hi these respects the boundaries between different

nations begin to appear somewhat artificial. Labour
also passes, though not as easily as many other things,
from one country to another ; and the populations of

most countries lose a great deal of their rigid distinctions.

All this is pretty obvious, and need not be further dwelt

upon.

5. War and Peace. The difficulties that have been

indicated in the way of the establishment of a firm body
of international law, together with the qualifications
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that have to be conceded to the contention that industria

ism promotes international unity, compel us to recogni
that conflicts between separate states must still be regard*
as probable. Conflicts within states can generally 1

avoided, or reduced to moderate dimensions. Almo
all quarrels between individuals or small social grou]
can be settled in well-ordered communities by the authoril

of law. Duelling and "
lynch law

"
tend to disappei

in civilized countries. The former is still practised ar

defended in some places, when what is called
"
honour

is at stake, for which it is held that law can make i

adequate provision ; but most people are coming to s<

that even cases of this .kind can be at least better dea

with by law or mediation than by an appeal to violent

Industrial disputes, in which large bodies of people ai

involved, are often more difficult to adjust. Strikes a
sometimes described as a species of industrial war ; bi

they seldom inyolve much actual bloodshed, or eve

serious injury to property ; and the disputes that gri

rise to them can usually be settled by arbitration. Civ

war, however, is not unknown within states, especial]

when the states contain distinct nations that lay clai

to some degree of independence ; but in most cases tl

threat of such conflicts is enough to lead to some methc

of conceding what is reasonable in the claims that are pi

forward except when other independent states becon

involved in the quarrel. In general, it is only betwec

independent states that actual warfare .is to be appr
bended ; and this is sometimes said to be inevitable i

certain circumstances, owing to the fact that there is i

higher authority to which sovereign states can appea
How far this difficulty can be met we shall have 1

consider shortly. In the meantime, we have to noti<

some arguments that have been put forward in suppo
of the view that it is not even desirable to provide ar

method of solution, other than that of war, in the case <

sovereign states.

This view depends largely on a special emphasis beii

laid on the conception of sovereignty. It is urged thi
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any attempt to appeal to a higher authority would imply
the abnegation of the sovereign right to maintain and
defend the well-being of the community. This is of course

true ; but the question is precisely whether it is desirable

to preserve the absolute sovereignty of the State in this

extreme sense. This is a question to which we must
return shortly. Granting, however, that some limitations

may rightly be put upon the sovereignty of the State,,

we have still to face the argument that there are large

questions, affecting the well-being of the community,
which no self-respecting state could properly submit
to the decision of any external body. When a dispute
arises with another state, in which an issue of this kind
is involved, it is contended that the state is entitled and,
if possible, is even bound to uphold its own conviction

at any cost. It is sometimes added that, in such a case,

its might constitutes its right, and provides its only legiti-

mate limitation. A view of this kind is closely connected
with the doctrines, to which reference has already been

made, that the essence of the State is power, and that

it is not subject to moral considerations ; and often it is

not easy to make any clear distinction between these

doctrines. But they are not necessarily to be identified.

It may be admitted that the use of force is only one aspect
of the State's activity, and that in the exercise of that

force it should be governed by moral considerations ;

and yet it may be maintained that there are special cases

in which the welfare of the community is the only con-

sideration that can be legitimately taken into account.

In such a case it would be true that solus populi is the

suprema lex. What the State has the power to do for

this supreme object would be what it is right for it to do.

It is not right, it would be admitted, to attempt what is

manifestly impossible ; but when something is supremely
desirable, and there is power to accomplish it, it is right
to do it ; and the State ought to see to it that it has the

necessary power to do all that is essential for the main-
tenance of its highest ends. I take this to be what was
meant by Carlyle and Treitschke in the general identifica-
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tion that they tended to make between right and m
But it is at least important to be clear as to what tl

are really essential to the well-being of a community,
also as to whether it would not be better, where poss
to secure them with the consent of others, rather

in antagonism to them. Those who deny this be

that, at least in certain circumstances, war is in its

good; and we must notice the grounds on which
view is defended.

Those who hold that war is good support their cas

general, by contending that it calls forth certain vu

which, in times of peace, are apt to languish and lose

vigour. It evokes courage, self-sacrifice, the spin

comradeship, devotion to a common good, and

gives fresh scope for pity, chivalry, and magnanii
This much may be allowed, though it is to be feared

in the midst of the actual stress and horror .of war

some of these noble qualities tend to be forgotten.*

urged, further, that what is most sublime in liten

and art is dependent on that heightening of the emot
life which can only be fully realized through the pres

1 It is perhaps not quite fair to associate the names of G
and Trdtschke in this way. The general tone and attitu

the two are very different, Carlyle always put right in the

ground, and insisted that it is the tightness of an action that

it might. But, if it is maintained that the two things alwa;

together, as Carlyle often seems to maintain, and, if it is

as he also appears to allow, that rights cannot be definitely i

gained, whereas mights can, it would seem that there can be

if any, practical difference between the doctrine that Rig

Might and the doctrine that Might is Right They are pract
different only when exceptions or limitations are allowed,

whole subject is very much bound up with the question, ho

we are entitled to regard the universe as a Cosmos a qu<

that lies outside our present scope. Carlyle's attitude

regard to Right and Might is very well discussed by Fro:

H. L. Stewart in the International Journal of Ethics, January
* War has often been compared, in these respects, to earthqt

shipwrecks, and other great disasters ; but there is the impc
difference that, in these cases, the heroic efforts that are

forth are entirely for the saving of life, whereas in war the

mainly for its destruction.
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or the imagination of extreme peril and violent endeavour.

Even Ruskin was forced, somewhat reluctantly, to admit

an element of truth in this; and it is in this sense, I

suppose, that the saying of Nietzsche z is to be interpreted,
that

"
a good war sanctifies any cause." It adds the touch

of self-devotion to what would otherwise be little more
than a cold approval That there is some force in all

this can hardly be denied. There is nearly always some
soul of goodness in things evil ; and it is in consequence
of this that some of those who are most eager for the

abolition of war have had to admit the necessity of looking
for something that could be taken as its

" moral equiva-
lent." Probably this is a case in which we have to re-

cognize that human life suffers from the fact that it has

grown up from a lower level. We have grown up through

i It is not easy to know how the cryptic utterances of this

rhapsodist are to be interpreted. They have probably been a

good deal misunderstood. A paradoxical and impassioned writer

cannot properly be read if his statements were mathematical pro-

positions. One has to consider the general impressions that he

seeks to convey. Nietzsche certainly tends to express himself

in a provocative and bellicose fashion. This, however, is not

uncommon among teachers of the prophetic type, who generally
feel that, in some sense, it is not their function to send peace on
the earth, but rather a sword. Some of his sayings, with a little

change of phraseology, are not very unlike those of Emerson, and

may be understood in a similar sense. The chief difference between

them is that between sanity and hysteria. Nietzsche foams at

the mouth, whereas Emerson might almost be charged with being
too much at ease in Zion. The latter charge could not be made

against Whitman, who, with some resemblances, is on the whole,

the antithesis of Nietzsche the pure democrat against the pure
aristocrat. It may be noted that both Emerson and Nietzsche

appear to have been a good deal influenced by Montaigne. I

suppose the best authority in English on the work of Nietzsche

is now Mr. W. M. Salter. At least, he is the most exhaustive,

if not the best balanced. Dr. Wolf's Philosophy of Nietzsche gives

the main points in a more compact form ; and Mr. A. M. Ludovid
TIM dealt in a striking and suggestive way with several aspects of

his teaching. To an writers of this kind the saying of Emerson

appears to be applicable, that their utterances are
"
good for this

trip only." They at least stimulate thought.
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struggle, and we cannot readily devote ourselves to anj

thing that does not involve some struggle. Ntior i

adversum expresses an attitude that is natural to man. ]

we are not fighting against our enemies,- we must at leaf

be
"
fighting the good fight

"
in some other form ; an

unfortunately there is no other form that can be so easU

realized by the generality of mankind. And this leads u

to another ground on which war is sometimes defended.

It is urged that, according to the modern doctrine <

evolution, the development of the higher forms of lil

is dependent on a struggle, in which the lower types ai

destroyed and the higher preserved. Against this it ha

to be pointed out that there is no guarantee that thos

that survive are the higher, but only that they are th

fitter in the particular circumstances. It would certain!

be hard to show that the destruction of the ancient Gree

states or of the Roman Empire was for the good c

humanity ; and at least with reference to individuals, i

is in most wars the strongest and noblest who perist

It has to be added, further, that, as we advance in th

development of life, it is more and more true that it i

by conscious selection and effort that the higher levc

is secured. It is to a sound education, to better COD

ditions of life, and possibly in time to the application o

the principles of eugenics, that we have to look for th<

advancement of the race.

This subject has been very fully discussed by Mons

J. Novicow. 1 His main contention is that the real struggl

for existence, on which human progress depends, is thi

struggle against the forces of nature, not against oil

La Critique du Darwinisme social. It is on tho struggle agains

natural forces that the stress is laid also in Professor Haycraft'

Darwinism and Race Progress. Some good remarks on the righ

interpretation of the struggle for existence will be found in Pro

fessor Chalmers Mitchell's book on Evolution and the Wat

especially in chapter ii. The subject is also well dismissed L

Mr. G. G. Coulton's Main Illusions of Pacificism, especiall;

pp. 93-1 14. Huxley's Evolution and Ethics is still worth referring tc

So, indeed, is Darwin's Descent of Man. Part I, chap. v. and Profeaso

Hobhonse's Social Evolution and Political Theory, chap. ii.
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fellow-men. It was the struggle against nature also that

William James suggested as the moral equivalent for war, 1

and, indeed, this suggestion was partly anticipated by
Carlyle in his emphasis on Captains of Industry and

Regiments of Labour.* The more recent suggestion of

Industrial strife as a substitute for international strife

is more open to objection.3 It is to be feared that such
strife would be lacking in those more generous impulses
that are often to be found in international struggles. In

any case, it would hardly be an equivalent for war, but
rather war itself in a new form.

We cannot pursue this subject farther at present. It

seems clear that war is not in itself good. It may be
conceded that, as things stand, it is productive of some

good, as well as of much evil, and that it would be foolish

Cor existing states to count too rashly on its elimination.

The old saying, si vispacem para bettum, retains some force ;

not, of course, in the sense that we should prepare to make
war, but that we should not altogether neglect to be in

readiness to meet it. This does not mean that we should
be already

"
in shining armour," but only that we should

have enough foresight and imagination to realize the

dangers that may confront us, and not to be lulled to sleep
with

"
the unlit lamp and the ungirt loin." With still

more confidence may it be affirmed that, if peace is to

be permanently established, it must be a peace that is

not simply the negation of strife, but is itself a struggle
For the higher ends of humanity, achieving

"
victories

not less renowned than those of war." Then indeed we
may be able to substitute for those military ideals that

1 See essay on this subject in his Memories and Studies.
*
Chiefly in Past and Present and Latterday Pamphlets.

3 M. Sorel makes this claim for the general strike :

"
Strikes

aave engendered in the proletariat the noblest, deepest, and most

moving sentiments that they possess ; the general strike groups
them all in a co-ordinated picture, and, by bringing them together,

gives to each one of them its maximum of intensity ; appealing
to their painful memories of particular conflicts, it colours with
in intense life all the details of the composition presented to

xmsdousness
"

(Reflections on Violence, chap, iv, p. 137).
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Nietzsche seems to express Live dangerously and Be
the more pacific ones, Live strenuously and Be hop

As Aristotle put it,
"
there is no leisure for sta

"
Bondage with ease

"
is certainly not to be prefe

to "strenuous liberty." Peace and liberty are

possible where there is a constant effort to secure

maintain them.

6. Progress in International Relations. If we are i

in ihinlring that such a peace as that to which we ]

referred is what is to be aimed at, it is important to

sider how it is to be achieved. Obviously there are <

culties in the way ; and, in the previous section, I ]

sought rather to emphasize them than to represent t

as negligible. That some progress may be made, how<

is surely apparent enough. The more thorough dev<

ment of international law may be of great service,

it seems clear that adequate sanctions are required,
that these can only be provided by the great Po?

Hence it has come to be generally recognized that a La
of Nations is the kind of authority that is needed. 1

objections to such a scheme readily present themse

In particular it has been urged that it would inte:

with the sovereignty of independent states. This is

an objection that can be lightly set aside ; but in an;

to it, we may again note that no sovereignty can

absolute. The distinction between a sovereign s

and one that is not sovereign has only a relative vah'c

A sovereign state is one that is not subordinate to

definite authority. Now, it is not proposed that a Lei

of Nations should constitute such an authority.

1 The writings on this subject are too numerous to men

Probably most of them are somewhat ephemeral. The C

Before Us, by Mr. Lowes Dickinson, is certainly one of the

interesting. His book on The European Anarchy is also v

referring to ; so are The Morality of Nations by Mr. C. D.

and The Principles of the Moral Empire by Prof. Suginiori. See

Green's Principles of Political Obligation, 175, and Mr. J

Toynbee's Nationality and the War, chap. xu'.
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federation of the world is not in contemplation. Anything
of that kind would amount to the establishment of a single

sovereign state, to which all others would be subordinate.

It may be taken as certain that the world is not ripe for

this. Perhaps it never will be. It may be best that a

number of distinct peoples should develop along somewhat

different lines. But, apart from the establishment of a

single superstate, it would seem that even sovereign
states have to admit certain restrictions. Even the great
State of Germany is somewhat restricted by the right of

the little states within it. Every treaty puts some limits

to the complete independence of the nations that sign

it ; yet it is evident that without some sort of treaties

there can be no security ; and it is surely evident also

that treaties are worthless unless those that sign them
are pledged to unite in their support. Again, no nation

in modern times t^faim of entering upon a great war

without the support of some allies. That also is a League
of Nations. Now, it may be well to inquire what it is

that makes such Leagues of Nations possible. The general

answer would seem to be that it is the recognition that

certain states have a common good to pursue. The more

nations there are that acknowledge a common. good, the

more extensive may a League become ; and, if there is

any good that is common to every nation, they may all

combine to pursue it. Now, every state that values its

sovereignty does recognize a certain good that is essentially

the same for all viz. the freedom to maintain its own
civilization. But, in order that all nations may have

security for this, peace is a necessary condition. Hence

it may fairly be maintained that peace and freedom are

two closely related goods that are common to all nations

alike ; and all might very well combine to defend them.

To do this is not in reality to sacrifice sovereignty, but

rather to secure the necessary conditions upon which

alone the essentials of sovereignty can be maintained.

The only ground for apprehension is, that a League formed

for such a purpose might gradually be led to pursue other

purposes instead. It might seek to restrict freedom,
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instead of to promote it. That there is this da
cannot be altogether denied. Even to maintain the

dom of some states, it might be necessary to res

the actions of others ; and there is an easy trans

from necessary restraints to those that are vexa

and pernicious.
1 But a League of Nations for I

and Freedom would at least be nominally committe

these objects. They would .be the sole grounds fo

existence ; and, if its constitution were carefully fra:

it would have the wisdom of the whole world behin

If water chokes us, with what shall we wash it down 1

the wisdom of the world is not enough, where are ^
look for a better wisdom ? Well, we may, of course

to make the world wiser ; and- some ways of doing this

be considered in the following chapters. But, at

particular time, we can only use the wisdom that is pres

It is obvious that no mechanical device can solve :

a problem as this ; but mechanical devices may
only serve to give effect to the desires of peoples, but

also help very largely to cultivate these desires,

details of the constitution of a League of Nations do

of course, concern us here. It is the business of prac
statesmen to draw them up. What the social philoso]

has to consider is only the general principle on which

conception rests ; and what has now been stated al

that must for the present suffice. In time it may lea

larger issues, to a more complete removal of nati

barriers, to the distant dream of
"
the parliament of n

the federation of the world." But I have though
best to confine myself, for the present, to more immed

issues.

1 It is, of coarse, obvious that such a League would nee

have at its disposal some force for the establishment of its t

But it would be essentially a police force for the maintenam

peace and order. The scheme does not involve the beatin

swords into ploughshares, but only the transformation of

soldier into the policeman. The distribution of this force an

the different nations would be a difficult problem, but surely

beyond the wit of man.



CHAPTER II

THE PLACE OF RELIGION

i. The Meaning of Religion. Various attempts have been .

made to define religion. They are rendered difficult

by the great variety of phases that religion has assumed,
and it would be out of place to discuss them here. 1 It

. must suffice for our purpose to state that religion, at least

in its most developed forms, seems to mean essentially
a certain absolute devotion to what is recognized as

highest and most valuable.* It is hardly true to say,
with Carlyle, that

" Work is Worship
"

; but the spirit

that inspires the best forms of constructive or creative

work may be properly described as religious. Christianity,
in particular, perhaps more than any other of the great

world-religions, seems to have meant mainly a spirit of

devotion to the ideal of social unity, and to all that is

essential for its promotion and maintenance ; and it is,

at any rate, this aspect of religion that is specially impor-
tant for our present purpose. It is clear, for instance, that,

without such a spirit of devotion, it would be vain to look

for those advances either in national life or in international

relations which have been emphasized in the preceding

chapters. With reference, in particular, to the growth
of international unity and the establishment of the peace
of the world, Mr. Dickinson has recently, in the book
referred to at the close of the last chapter, given a very

discussion in the first chapter of . Caird's book on The
Evolution of Religion is probably the best.

* " Wherever we have devoutness, devotedness, devotion, we
have the primary features of religion" (Bosanquet's Value and

Destiny of ike Individual, p. 25).
09
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striking illustration of the service that may be rendere

by a genuinely religious attitude. It relates to the wa
in which in 1900 the outbreak of war between Argentir
and Chile was prevented by an emphatic appeal to ti

underlying principles of Christianity.
1 Such instana

are rare. Mr. Dickinson says that they may be ahnoi

described as
"
miraculous." But the influence of religioi

ideas may be noticed, not merely in the Crusades and otto

movements generally described (perhaps not quite pr

perly) as religious, but in such reforms as those that we

inaugurated by the French Revolution. The Religion

Humanity, which can hardly be called a world-religio
and which probably owes some of its chief features

Buddhism and Christianity, has fixed upon this soci

aspect of the religious spirit almost to the exclusion

the other aspects by which it is in general characterize

It is probably true that, in order to complete such a religio

we ought at least to add to it some such worship of natu

as we find in the poetry of Wordsworth and Shelley, ai

perhaps some more definite attempt at a coherent vie

of the universe as a whole, such as we find in the writin

of Plato and other constructive thinkers. But, for o

present purpose, it may be enough to regard religion

meaning the spirit of devotion to the perfection of hum;
life. Looking at it is this way, we may connect it wi
the general analysis of human nature that was given
the earlier chapters of this book. Even from this poi
of view, however, religion has some distinguishable aspec
to which it is well to call attention. It cannot be narrow

interpreted without serious loss.

2. Chief Aspects of Religion. In the earlier chaptt
of this book it was urged that human life has three ma

aspects the vegetative, the animal, and the more chan

teristically human. The more purely human aspe
depending on the presence of rational choice, modifies a

gradually dominates the other two ; and the considerati

1 The Choice Before Us, pp. 165-6. The passage is too long
quote, but it may be consulted with great advantage.
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of social institutions and modes of unity, with which we
have so far been concerned, has been mainly occupied
with the ways in which conscious choice operates upon
our lower needs and impulses. What we have now to
notice is the operation of that ideal aim which belongs
more distinctively to the purely human side of our complex
nature. This purelyhuman aim shows itself in the pursuit
of what is true, what is beautiful, and what is good ; and
it is with the highest forms of these that religion, in its

most complete manifestations, would seem to be con-

cerned. It is chiefly what is good in social action that is

of interest to us here ; but the other aspects cannot be

altogether ignored.
'

When the bearing of religion upon social activity is

specially emphasized, religion seems to be hardly dis-

tinguishable from morality, in the highest sense in which
that term is used. Matthew Arnold said 1 that religion
is essentially

"
morality touched by emotion

"
; but all

morality that is good for much has a touch of emotion.

What is described as the Ethical Movement seeks to identify
the higher morality with religion. But this identification,

like that contained in Positivism, tends to exclude from

religion the worship of nature and the conception of an

intelligible cosmos.9 It may be said that morality, in

its highest sense, means the pursuit of everything that is

true and beautiful. But, at any rate, it is the pursuit
of these ; whereas in religion they are rather thought of,

I believe, as, in some sense, eternally realized, or involved

in the nature of things. Moreover, morality is generally
understood to mean devotion to and pursuit of what is

recognized as true and beautiful at some particular time

and place ; whereas in religion there is an aspiration
after the absolute ideal. Morality tends to be inter-

preted as being, in some degree, conventional. It may be

said that the same is, more or less, true of religion ; but

at least it aims more definitely at what is absolute and

complete. It may be characterized as the spirit that

1 Literature and Dogma, chap. i.

> See my Elements of Constructive Philosophy, Book III, chap. iv.
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animates progress in morality. But it also animate

progress in art and philosophy, which/ in their highej

forms, become religious just as morality does. Tt

enjoyment of what is beautiful, and the contemplatio
of what is true, appear to be essentially religious att

tudes ; just as the impassioned effort after the maintei

ance of what is true and beautiful, which is the essem

of morality, is also a religious attitude. Religion thi

combines the true, the beautiful, and the good, in a wa
in which they are not combined either by science, by ai

or by morality, however true it may be that the highe
forms of philosophic contemplation, poetic creation, or

moral endeavour are all essentially religious.

3. Religious Institutions. It is natural that the religioi

attitude, especially on its more social side, should lei

to the establishment of special institutions for its suppo
and application ; just as the other aspects of hums
nature do. It is natural also that these institutioi

like others, should contain elements that may be chara

terized as conventional. The most obvious of these a

the various churches and other sectarian association:

ranging from such elaborate organizations as that

Catholicism to such simple unions as the Society of Frienc

Sometimes the social aim is, to a certain extent, obscur

or subordinated in such institutions. They may gi

more attention to the promulgation of particular doctrin<

the observance of particular ceremonies, or the cultivate

of the individual life,, than to the ideals of social unit

but the fact that these ends are pursued in comm<
entitles us to regard them, even in such cases, as havi

a distinctly social significance. It is true that religi

is sometimes conceived as an almost purely persoi
concern. Individuals are sometimes thought of as taM

up religion, as they might take up painting or music, ai

finding in it a kind of satisfaction or a kind of disciplii

which has but little reference to social obligation ; b

these individuals do not, in general, connect themseh

closely with religious organizations. Oriental mysti
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mediaeval hermits, and
"
beautiful souls

"
(such as the one

depicted by Goethe) are illustrations of such tendencies.

But even those who adopt attitudes of this kind generally
find it useful to have some fellowship with those who
are.like-minded. Masonic lodges and similar institutions,

especially when they are inspired by such conceptions
as those that are expressed in Goethe's Masonic hymn,
may be noted in this connection. Indeed, even painters,

musicians, and speculative thinkers band themselves to-

gether occasionally, and devote themselves to the common
pursuit of their special interests with an enthusiasm that

may almost be called religious. It is somewhat difficult

to determine whether such an association as that of the

Pythagoreans should be described as a philosophical
brotherhood or a religious sect. Similarly, those who
devote, themselves specially to the advocacy of social

ideals, and form themselves into associations for this

purpose, may often be regarded as religious in spirit,

even if their aims are not such as would be commonly
classed as religious. Expressions are sometimes used,

such as
"
American democracy as a religion

"
or

"
the

religion of socialism," which indicate that political or

social ideals may be pursued with so whole-hearted a

devotion as to be regarded as what is highest and best

in life. Again, educational and charitable institutions

are often founded and supported by those whose aims

are mainly of a religious character ; and such institutions

may sometimes have to be treated as essentially religious.

Thus religious institutions must be interpreted in a some-

what wide sense for our present purpose. Even when

particular institutions can hardly be said to be in them-

selves religious, religion may have an important place
both in their spirit and hi their work. Even drudgery,
we have been told, may in this way be made divine. Hence
we have to take note of the connection of religion with

most of the other important aspects of social life.

4. Religion in Education. If it is recognized that the

essential spirit of religion is a fundamental aspect of the
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pursuit of the common good, it is evident that it ought
have a prominent place in the education of the young ; ai

this would probably be universally recognized if it we:

not for the difficulties that are created by the diversiti

of religious belief. Those who are strongly convince

of the importance of particular creeds or ceremonials

modes of religious belief, are naturally anxious that the

special forms of religion should be impressed upon t]

minds of any young people whose education they contro

and those who think differently are naturally opposed
this. Hence, where there are many varieties of religio

conviction there is a tendency to eliminate religion fro

school work, or to reduce it to very small dimensior
It is not within our present scope to attempt to sol

this difficulty, but some remarks about it may be of use.

The attempt to impart particular creeds to immatu
minds is evidently open to serious objection. If it su

ceeds in its object, it tends to produce an attitude

mind to which religion is rather a deadening traditic

than a living inspiration, and a force that separates t]

individual from his fellows instead of uniting him wi
them. But it is perhaps just as likely to fail in its objec
and create a distaste for every form of religion. In any ca
it violates what is now generally recognized as an essenti

principle of education a principle to which attentic

has already been called ^that it should be, as far as possibl
a development from within, not simply an impositi<
from without. Yet it is evident that it is not possft
to guard the young altogether from the influence of ti

religious (or irreligious) atmosphere by which they a
surrounded In this respect, as hi many others, th

are necessarily affected for good or ill by the attitude
their parents or guardians, and of any religious organiz
tions with which these are connected. I have alreac

insisted upon the autonomy of the child, and have urgi
that the control of the parents should only be regard*
as a delegated authority. But such influences as I a
now referring to could not be prevented without a degr
of interference with the life of the family which, even
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t were possible at all, would probably be more harmful
han beneficial. Even in the school, the views held by
articular teachers can hardly fail to have some influence ;

hough in this case there is at least a better chance that

ny influence of this kind may be counterbalanced by
ivergent influences. At any rate, such an influence is

nly one of the many ways in which the growing mind
5 necessarily affected by its human environment. The
uestion that remains is, whether these inevitable influences

.eed to be supplemented by more direct efforts to give
astruction in particular forms of religion, or to cultivate

. particular type of religious attitude.

That there must be some instruction in religious ideas

eems clear enough. History would be unintelligible

without some understanding of the conflicts between

[afferent religious conceptions ; and literature would be

o a large extent meaningless without an appreciation
f the religious ideas by which great writers have been

aspired and without some knowledge of the sources

rom which they drew their inspiration. But to know
nd appreciate the ways in which men have been affected,

t is not necessary to commit oneself to their particular
lews. On the contrary, natural though it is to take

ides, and right as it may often be, it is yet important to

Lnderstand and appreciate a number of divergent atti-

udes. To know about the Greeks, for instance, one must
iave some sympathy with their outlook on the universe ;

nd so it is with any historical records or literary expres-
ions. Such study of religious ideas and attitudes is

ntirely favourable to human fellowship, and can hardly
tave any prejudicial effects ;

and the same applies to the

ttempt to understand and appreciate the various religious

nfluences that exist at the present time. To do this is

ne aspect of that regional survey which is beginning to

>e recognized as an important element even in education

f an elementary character.

What is important, beyond this, is to imbibe something
>f the essence of the religious spirit. If we are right in

hinking that this spirit is that of devotion to what is
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true, beautiful, and good, it is evident that there are many
ways in which this may be effectively cultivated. The

study of the sciences, in particular, cultivates the love of

truth; that of the arts, the love of beauty; and the

intelligent study of history and literature leads naturally
to the admiration of what is good and the hatred of what
is evil. In view of the more directly practical importance
of goodness, both in its more purely personal and its

more social aspects, it may be urged that some more
direct attempt should be made to bring its more im-

portant phases clearly before the minds of 'the young, in

a way that would engage their sympathies and develop
their practical activities. But it is surely obvious that

this ought to be done, as far as possible, in such a manner
as not to represent any of these excellent things as depen-
dent upon the acceptance of particular creeds or theories

of the universe, or upon- the observance of particular
ceremonies ; so that, whatever views may be ultimately

adopted by those whose minds and hearts are being culti-

vated, whether they accept or reject the doctrines of their

elders, they may always be able to fall back upon those

eternal values, to realize that truth is intrinsically pre-
ferable to falsehood, beauty to deformity and good to

evil. The spirit of religion would thus become a perpetual

possession, whatever special form it might afterwards

assume. This seems to be the essential point ; its detailed

consideration we cannot here pursue.

5. Religion and Social Service. It would obviously be

a very narrow view to take of religion if we were to suppose
that it is only to be found in definite connection with

creeds and churches. As we have already noted, it may
show itself in devotion to education or charitable work,
in political ideals, in the service of art and science, and in

many other ways. But it is perhaps more particularly seen

in efforts to improve social conditions, and that is at least

the form in which it is of most interest to us in our present

study. Even in the best organized societies, as we have

seen, the ideals of justice and equity can hardly be fully
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realized; and even what is essentially equitable may
involve limitations and hardships that it is desirable to

remove or mitigate. Still more true is this in societies

that are not organized in the most perfect way. In such

cases the spirit of devotion to the good of humanity shows
itself in efforts to improve the conditions. In times of

war the importance of such efforts is specially apparent ;

but in peace-time also there are constant occasions for

beneficent work in hospitals, prisons, slums, etc. ; and in

attempts ID bridge over the gulfs that are created between
individuals and classes by differences in position, posses-

sions, education, and other circumstances. University
Settlements are a notable example of the way in which
such efforts have been developed in recent times. Such
work is, of course, not always undertaken with any explicit

reference to religion ; but certainly, in a broad sense of

the word, it must be inspired by the religious spirit ; and,

indeed, many churches seem to be tending to regard
such work as a main part of their function. It is probably

important that this side of their work should be more

definitely developed and recognized ; since it does not fall

within tiie scope of the State or local government, and
is apt to be inefficiently carried out when it is left to purely

private effort The difficulty in this, as in many other

things, is mainly due to the disunion of the churches.

But the gradual recognition of what constitutes the

essence of religion might be expected to lead to unity
of effort in this particular direction. Differences of

opinion in matters that are speculative, or that depend
on taste and sentiment, need not prevent co-operation
in practical endeavours.

6. The State and Religion. As religion is an important
element in education, both in the narrower and in the

wider sense, as well as in social organization and in the

promotion of the spirit of devotion to the common good,
the State can hardly be indifferent to its maintenance.

But there are great difficulties in determining the exact

relations between the State and religion ; and with these
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we cannot deal adequately in a book of this kind. Som

general principles, however, may be laid down.
The main work of religious institutions is evident!

education. Hence the general conditions that apply t

the State's relations to education are applicable also t

its relations to religion. The State is naturally calle

upon to see that this aspect of education, as well as others

is adequately provided for ; but that it should actual!

seek to carry it on, or to determine the substance an<

method of the teaching would seem to be beyond its legi

timate province.
1 In practice, this would appear to mea

that there ought not to be a State Church, but that, :

necessary, religious institutions that are recognized 8

meeting a national need should receive some endowmei
from the State. But, of course, it is much more difficu

in the case of religion than in most other forms of educ
tion to determine what institutions can be fairly regarde
as supplying a national want. It does not appear ths

any definite principles can be laid down with regard 1

this. It has to be decided, from time to time, by tb

changing conditions of opinion and feeling within state

The question is further complicated by the fact that :

is not a purely educational problem. The highest idea

of national life are closely connected with religion, an

naturally seek a religious expression. State ceremoni

are often of a religious character, and it is almost inevitab

that they should take their form and colour from son

particular type of religious organization. All that ca

be urged is that, so far as possible, the ceremonies thi

are adopted should be such as are congenial to, or at lea

not actually repellent to, the chief forms of religioi

1 The arguments put forward by such very different write

as Matthew Arnold (Culture and Anarchy) and Dr. Stanton C<

(National Idealism and a State Church), not to mention the earl

statements by Hume and others, are certainly impressive; b

I doubt whether they really carry us any farther than what
indicated above. The view that I have sought to urge is very w
emphasized in Professor Kojiro Sugimori's Principles of the Mo\

Empire, pp. 214-16.
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organizations that exist within the country. This would
seem at least to be the ideal that ought to be aimed at,

though it may be only very imperfectly realizable.

Another difficulty arises from the fact that some types
of religious organization are to a certain extent hostile

to the life either of the State in general or of some particular

states, and tend to interfere with their sovereignty. A
strongly international religion, like Catholicism, is apt to

claim a jurisdiction above that of any particular state.

The mediaeval ideal was, on the whole, that of a single
State and a single Church in close relation to each other. 1

On the other hand, more individualistic types of religion,

such as the Society of Friends, tend to hold themselves

aloof from the State altogether. Between these two

opposing tendencies, the State has to steer its course as

best it may, recognizing as sympathetically as it can any
differences of opinion that exist within it, so far as they
do not actually prevent it from exercising any of its neces-

sary functions. When the State seeks a larger control

than this, religion is apt to become perverted to the service

of the magistrate. According to Gibbon,9
" The various

modes of worship, which prevailed in the Roman world,
were all considered by the people as equally true ; by
the philosopher, as equally false ; and by the magistrate,
as equally useful." But the magistrate is seldom so toler-

ant as this. He will generally prefer a religion of terror

to one of love, a religion of convention to one of free inquiry.
But this leads us to the general question of religious

toleration, to which it will be well to devote a special
section.

7. Religious Toleration. The problem of religious tolera-

tion is, of course, part of the general problem of freedom
of opinion, and of its public expression, to which we have

already referred ; but there are special difficulties in this

1 Dante is the most conspicuous representative of this view.

His attitude is most definitely explained in his treatiseDe Monarchia,
but it is also very apparent throughout his Divine Comedy.

Decline and Fall, chap, ii.
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case that require consideration. Differences about n
ligion tend to mean, and indeed, if they are sincere!

and earnestly held, and are really differences abou

religion not merely about the modes of its expressio:
and organizationmust mean, a certain divergence i

the whole outlook upon life. Differences of this kin

are not simply differences of opinion, but of practic
as well, and almost inevitably lead to serious conflLci

They have been among the most fruitful sources of wau

both international and civil ; and, even when they do nc

issue in actual strife, they engender hatred and antagonist!
Hence it is difficult for any society that is aiming at

common good to regard such differences with complacency
Indifference to differences is only possible when they mal
no difference. But it is at least possible to narrow tt

issue by trying to distinguish between what makes a re

difference and what does not. Differences, for exampl
about ceremonial or church government, though they ma
be closely connected with differences of a more fund
mental kind, are in themselves negligible. Nor do di

ferences about purely theoretical questions of doctrii

present any real difficulty from the point of view of ti

State. Even differences about the lightness or wrongne
of certain modes of conduct, such as the use of anim

food, the practice of vivisection, the enjoyment of dancixi

sport, or theatrical performances, the utterance of oatl

the observance of distinctions of rank, the employme
of corporal or other forms of punishment, the relati

obligations of parents and children, the equality or i

equality of the sexes, etc., though they interfere serious

with the likemindedness that is necessary for frienc

intercourse, do not necessarily present any insuperal

difficulty in the way of toleration. With reference

such questions, it is comparatively easy to recogn
that what is right for one need not be right for anoth<

though, of course, in practice .this would not always
allowed. Real difficulties arise chiefly when rights :

claimed or duties acknowledged that interfere direc

with the apparent rights or obligations of others, or w
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the sovereignty of the State. Most of the differences that

have just been referred to might, if absolutely pressed,
lead to such difficulties. They only avoid such difficulties

when it is allowed that different people may have dif-

ferent standards of conduct. The two things that it is

most difficult for a state to tolerate are intolerance and
insubordination ; and any extreme differences in religion

are apt to involve one or other of these very often

both.

It is clear that it can hardly be possible for a State to

tolerate intolerance, or to refrain from interfering with

interference. The right to have one's own opinion
tolerated involves the obligation to tolerate the opinions
and respect the rights of others. The Thugs could not

be tolerated, however sincere one might believe their

convictions to be, because action in conformity with

these convictions would involve the violation of the rights
of others. Nor can any belief be tolerated which involves

the attempt to enforce it upon others, unless the belief

is held only as a pious opinion, not to be immediately

put into practice. Even in the latter case, it is difficult

to tolerate such beliefs, unless the authorities of the

State have some assurance that the beliefs will never

issue in action, or are convinced that, when they do, the

action could be easily checked.

Similarly, it is difficult to tolerate insubordination ;

since, so far as it goes, such an attitude nullifies the

authority upon which the very existence of the State

depends. Any one living in the territories within which
the jurisdiction of the State extends is assumed to recog-
nize its sovereignty. Yet, in this case also, there are

degrees of insubordination that may evidently be tolerated.

If some citizens regard a particular law or executive

decision as unjust, they may sometimes be permitted to

disobey it, if they are in other respects law-abiding, and
if their disobedience does not make the law of no effect.

If, for instance, in war-time a state adopts conscription,
and if some citizens refuse to undertake military service,

either because they think that particular war unjust, or
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because they believe that all war is wrong, they may I

exempted from such service. This would hardly be possib
if they were so numerous that their exemption won,"

prevent the successful prosecution of the war, or

their Insubordination in this particular implied a gener

disregard of the authority of the State. Similar coi

siderations might be applied to the refusal to pay a partici

lar tax, on the ground that it was levied for an undesirab

object. But it seems clear that exemption could not 1

allowed merely on the ground that those who claim*

it were members of a minority whose views had bee

overruled. It could only be granted on the ground
tHe violation of a principle that is regarded as sacred L

a ground that is essentially religious.

This may suffice to bring out the difficulties involv<

in the problem, and to point to the general considerate

by which they may be removed. Here, again, a mo
detailed treatment would carry us too far.

8. International Religion. It is evident, from wh
has been already stated, that the religious spirit, as he

interpreted, carries us beyond the limits of any particul

state. Many of the older religions were essentially trib;

The object of worship was thought of as the power th

supports and defends the national life, in opposition

surrounding peoples. It would seem that in mode
Prussia there is a curious survival of this conceptic

But all the great religions have broken away from it.

was one of the essential features of Christianity that

broke down the barriers between Jew and Greek. T

Stoics, who certainly had a strongly religious spii

rendered a similar service to Greece and Rome by th

conception of cosmopolitanism. Before these, Socra

and Plato did much to break down the limitations of 1

City States by moralizing the conception of the divi

and by attempting to combine the conflicting ideals

Athens and Sparta. Catholicism aimed at being a woi

wide religion, but, by combining this aspiration w
that of establishing a world-wide empire, lost someth
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f its religious character. It could hardly serve both

rod and Caesar. It seems clear, however, that if there

3 ever to be a genuinely world-wide organization, it must
>e supported by the spirit of unity in the pursuit of a

ommon good ; and such a spirit would be, in its essence,

eligious. Merely mechanical devices cannot put an end
o international strife. Hence there have been many
Attempts to bring together East and West, and to evolve

rom their union a genuinely world-wide religion. The

langer of such attempts is that they may only succeed

a evolving a new sect, in opposition to those that already
xist. It is probable that the end aimed at can only be

Attained by the gradual evolution of the existing religions,

sach of them learning to subordinate what is merely
raditional in its doctrines and observances to those more
ssential elements that can be recognized as eternally

rue, beautiful, and good.
1

9. Defective Religions. It is implied in what has just

)een stated that all existing religions have their defects

ind limitations ; and this, I suppose, would be generally

acknowledged by all who have studied them with care,

it would be out of place here to point to the particular
lefects that may be found in any of them ; but it may
3e worth while to try to enumerate the main defects to

vhich religions appear to be subject.

(1) Superstition. Most religions contain some elements

>f superstition i.e. doctrines or observances that cannot

eally, on careful reflection, be believed or justified.

(2) Idolatry. Most religions are not altogether of the

lature of devotion to the truest and best that is known,
>ut combine this with the worship of things that are

other only symbols of what is good or limited modes

1 The true conception of a world-religion seems to me to be

idmirably set forth in the little book by Harendranath Maitra

mHinduism : the World-ideal. The Principles of the Moral Empire,

>y Professor Kojiro Sngimori, may also be referred to. The Con-

lordia Movement, recently initiated by President Narnse in Japan,
teems to promise well for the cultivation of the spirit that is desired.
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of existence that have some excellence in themselw

(such as the State), but are not deserving of complel
devotion,1

(3) Dogmatism. Most religions contain doctrines ths

cannot stand the test of rational reflection, but are accepte
on authority, and can only be justified by an appeal i

that authority.

(4) Sectarianism. Most religions embody the traditioi

of some limited circle of people, who are either unable c

unwilling to appreciate what is worthy of admiration i

other traditions. It is to such limited circles, in the

more extreme forms, that the biting words of Swift ai

applicable
" Some people have just enough religion 1

make them hate one another, not enough to make the]

love one another/'

(5) Fanaticism. When the limited outlook of son

particular sect is not merely accepted as worthy of devotioi

but as worthy of absolute devotion, as against evei

other outlook, we have what seems to be most proper!

characterized as fanaticism.

(6) Hypocrisy. It is difficult to be quite sincere :

devotion to anything that is essentially limited and in

perfect. If it does not- commend itself to our who

nature, we can only devote ourselves to it by some so

of "make-belief." Hence fanaticism passes easily in-

hypocrisy. Make-belief is not far removed from pr
tended belief.

(7) Individualism. Some escape from the limitatio]

of tradition by setting up a private religion of their ow
Unless they are great geniuses, or at least men of remar

able spiritual insight, such an attitude is apt to be ev<

more limiting than tradition.

(8) Mysticism. A purely individual religion is apt
be mystical i.e. to lay an almost exclusive emphasis <

the more recondite and incomprehensible aspects of wh

1 What is commonly called idolatry is essentially symbolist
and there is no real harm in it, so long as it is properly nnd
stood. Harendranath Maitra has some excellent remarks

this in the book that has just been referred to, pp. 25-7.
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s highest and best, and so to lose contact with the upward
itruggle of humanity.

1

(9) Conventionalism. When men begin to realize the

lefects in existing religions, and fail to see how these

lefects can be removed, they sometimes adopt the attitude

)f accepting some form of religion, not as containing

mything that is worthy of absolute devotion, but rather

is a tradition that is not worth setting aside. This is

lot for removed from pure irreligion. It has been ex-

pressed by saying that a man "
gives up religion, and

Begins to go to church."

(10) Irreligion. If religion means devotion to what is

lighest, irreligion would seem to be the attitude of not

ecognizing that anything is worthy of complete devotion.

;t is the attitude of nil admirari, the conviction that
"
there

s nothing new and nothing true, and it does not matter."

10. Progress in Religion. The general conclusion to

vhich this survey points is that we can hardly expect
:o find a perfect religion, or .at least'not speedily to give'

t a universal currency ; but that the defects in different

eHgious or irreligious attitudes may be gradually corrected,

f we are right in our general conception of what tjie essence .

>f retigion.is, it may be said that all genuine religions aim,

nore or less consciously, at 'the apprehension and realiza-

ion of that which has an intrinsic and absolute value ;

Ad that there are few of them that do not at least contain

ome elements that have real value. Hence it would seem

hat all of them that are to retain a truly religious spirit

lust be essentially progressive^ learning by degrees to

i This is the general defect of the purely Oriental types of

digion. But I think Harendraaath Maitra has succeeded in

lowing that it is much less serious than is commonly supposed.
* This attitude is strikingly depicted, in sharp contrast, with a

ifferent one, in The Conventionalists, by R. H. Benson. It is also

11 shown, on a larger canvas, in Trollope's Barchester series.

s The progressive character of religious thought is admirably

rought out in Edward Calrd's two books, The Evolution of Religion

id The Evolution of Theology in the Greek Philosophers.
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set aside what is limited or imperfect in their attitude,

concentrating their attention on a more and more o

prehensive ideal
"
weaning themselves," in the langu

of Goethe/
"
from that which is partial, and living r

lutely in the whole, the good, the beautiful."

1 Sich voni Hslboix zn ontw6hnea,
Und im Ganzen, Guten, Schdneo,

Resolut zn leben.



CHAPTER III

THE PLACE OF CULTURE

i. The Meaning of Culture. It has been our aim throughout
to show that society, in its various forms, is not an arti-

ficial excrescence, but is based on the essential nature of

man, and that its end is the perfecting of that nature.

Hence we are brought back to the individual. Society
is made for man, not man for society. This is sometimes

forgotten by enthusiasts for particular forms of social

unity, especially by enthusiasts for such large organiza-
tions as those of the Church or the State. It was not

forgotten or overlooked by Plato and Aristotle, though
it is sometimes supposed that it was. Plato, after com-

pleting his account of the ideal state, recognizes that it

is not a state that can ever be expected to exist on earth,
but rather one of which the pattern is laid up in heaven.
In other words, it is the ideal by which the best human
beings are inspired, which they may hope to realize gradu-

ally without, in proportion as they have first realized its

essence within. Accordingly, the closing part of the

Republic is occupied, not with the ideal state, but rather

with a somewhat allegorical representation of the pro-

gressive development of the individual soul.' Aristotle,
in like manner, after giving us his sketch of the civic

virtues, contends that the highest achievement for man
is to be found in what he calls * the

"
theoretical life

"

for which, however, the life of practical social activity
is to be regarded as the necessary foundation. Such a

1 Some farther remarks on this win be found in the Appendix.
Ethics, Book X.
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view does not contradict the contention that the gcx
that is sought by human beings is a common good ; f

it is precisely in the cultivation of the individual pc
sonality that we escape from the region of conflictu

ends, and find a happiness in which all may share. No<
it is this land of achievement that is best expressed 1

the term "
Culture/' which is generally taken to deno

education in its larger sense the sense in which it is t
end of life, rather than the preparation for life.

The distinction has already been noted between t

narrower and the wider sense of education. In t

narrower sense it is to be regarded mainly as a procc
of initiation into the life of the community : in the wicl

sense it is rather the development of the spiritual nafr
of man, of which the life of the community is an insti

ment. The former is the pre-condition of the latter.

has to learn to be a citizen of a particular society, wit!

particular station and particular duties within it, bef<

he is free to advance to become a citizen of the univers

but it is a terrible disaster for any one when his educati

is completed in the former process. Goethe is probal
the finest example in modern times of one who nei

completed his education, but was always pursuing
more extensive culture, seeking to

"
raise the pyran

of bis being as high as possible." No doubt if such

effort is divorced from the conception of social purpo
it may become little more than a refined form of egofe

Even Goethe has been accused of this, chiefly on accoi

of his apparent lack of interest in the political devel<

ment of his country, and a certain tendency to tr

persons rather as types and influences than as independ
beings ; but, if this is a just accusation it points t<

i Goethe defended himself against the charge by affirming (

tainly with truth) that he was never guilty of envy ("An
Neidpfad habt Ihr mich nie betroffen "). But this is not wholly <

vincing. A genuine egoist is too self-satisfied to envy any one.

the whole, however, there seems to be very little foundation for

charge. The egoism of Goethe meant simply, hi the main, 1

he knew his vocation, and confined himself to it. His appa
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limitation in his self-culture. The richer humanity of

Shakespeare, or perhaps of Plato, might be a better illus-

tration of culture hi its most complete sense. Such com-

pleteness is, of course, impossible for most of us. The

kingdom of the universe is reserved for the select few ;

but we may all have a place in the sun. There is a

tendency, however, to use culture in a sense that makes
it a special privilege. It is sometimes spoken of as a
"

fine flower," 1 and regarded as the special prerogative
of one who can be properly described as a "

scholar and

gentleman." As. against this, T. H. Green, referring to

the wish of Moses that
"

all the Lord's people should be

prophets," expressed the hope that the time would come
when every Englishman would recognize himself and be

recognized by others as being in the truest sense a gentle-
man.* But perhaps this term has been too much soiled

by ignoble use, and is too suggestive of a special leisured

class. The German use of Kuttur avoids this error, but

seems to have the opposite defect. It is applied to the

general basis of a particular type of civilization, and does

not specially emphasize the cultivation of the individual.3

If our use of Culture is too much assimilated to that of

horticulture, the German use may* be charged with a

connotation suggested by agriculture. The cultivation

of a human personality is not properly to be compared
either to that of a flower or of a field. A better com-

parison might be to the growth of a fruit, attached to

the body of a tree, but developing a certain independent

deficiency in patriotism is largely accounted for by the fact that

he was one of the chief prophets of international unity. It is

probably true that he did not adequately realize the value of such

a nn.*?onftiim as that of "MMMJIH-

1 One of the best uses of this comparison is to be found in

Tennyson's description of Lushington
"
bearing aU that weight

Of learning lightly, like a flower."

* Collected Works, vol. ill, pp. 475-6.
3 The German Bildung corresponds more nearly to what we

understand by Culture.
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life of its own. Matthew Arnold (following Swif

characterized the essence of culture as consisting in

certain kind of
"
sweetness and light." The phrase hi

become a little vulgarized, but it serves at least to brii

out both the social and the more individual aspect of i

But it may help us to understand its nature more clear]

if we consider its particular content and relations.

2. Culture and Pedantry. The significance of culttu

may be more definitely brought out by contrasting i

with pedantry. The pedant is one who has acquire
a certain knowledge of particular things that have valu<

but who has no proper appreciation of their value, an
cannot distinguish between what is important and wha
is unimportant. It is to be feared that even Browning

1

"
Grammarian " was something of a pedant ; though h

may have been saved from its worst effects by the fac

that his concentration on small details was with a vitf

to the important end of interpreting significant records

But it is dangerous to determine
"
not to live but know "

Specialization is apt to lead to pedantry.
1 It is not con

fined to scholars. One whose talk is of oxen may b<

essentially pedantic. The object with which pedantn
is concerned is not badly characterized as

"
shop." One';

shop may be oxen, or it may be general information o:

some special department of study. It is shop if it is no-

seen, in its right proportion and relations in other words
if it has been duly assimilated. The cultivated man i

one who has certain kinds of valuable knowledge, whicl

he rightly values and puts in their proper place. ^

musician may be a pedant if he can think of nothing
but his special art. Milton at least knew better.

He who of these delights can judge, yet spare
To interpose them oft, is not unwise.

1 Cambridge is sometimes compared unfavourably with Oxfon
in this respect how far with justification I am not prepared t
decide (I *b'"V. with some). But at least we have compensation*
Wisdom is Justified of all her children ; and every form of cuftnr

to liable to degenerate into pedantry.
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But even the refinement of culture may be essentially

pedantic, when it loses its spontaneity and becomes a

pose. The aesthete may be as truly a pedant as the

philologist. Even religion becomes pedantic when it is

petrified into a rigid creed. The truly cultivated man is

the amateur the lover rather than the "expert."*" The great things of history have been done by the

great lovers, by the saints and men of science and artists." *

The love of a person may be a liberal education ; and indeed

nothing can give a liberal education unless it is loved almost

as if it were a person as Wordsworth, for instance, loved

Nature. But perhaps it would be pedantic to pursue this

topic further.3

3. The Place of Science. Science is sometimes apt to

be conceived as rather antagonistic to culture ; and it

must be confessed that the study of it is often pursued in

ways that can hardly be described as cultural. So is the

study of literature ; but it is perhaps somewhat easier to

divert scientific study from its finer purposes. This is

the case chiefly when its subject-matter is treated merely
as an accumulation of facts or as a basis for technical

applications. But the failure to recognize its cultural

significance is largely due to the narrow way in which
the term is generally used. Scientific study is the attempt
to gain accurate and systematic knowledge in some par-
ticular department. The mathematical sciences are the

Of course an amateur is generally understood to mean one
rho loves something only a little not enough to pursue it

thoroughly. On the somewhat similar ambiguity in the term
'

expert," see the statement in the Appendix, p. 266.
> Glutton Brock, The Ultimata Belief, p. 99.
3 Montaigne's Essay on Pedantry (I. xariv) is worth referring

o ; but he does not very clearly distinguish between the right
nd the wrong use of learning ; and he fails to notice that other

hings, besides learning, may be pursued with equal folly. It

nay be true, for instance, that the culture of the Germans has been
omewhat spoilt by pedantry, but it is quite possible to pursue
realth or fashion or amusement or military service with an equal

isregard of their proper use and ultimate value.
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most typical and complete in this respect. But it

mainly to the natural or physical sciences that the ta

is commonly applied. The Germans use Wissenschafi
a much more extended sense.? Human nature, him
societies, human institutions, human history, hun

languages, form subjects for scientific study, quite
truly as what concerns the forces of inanimate nat
or the lives of lower organisms. Even if it were t

(which I think it is not altogether) that the proper sti

of mankind is man, it would still be desirable that 1

study should be pursued scientifically. It is true 1

the more humane sciences cannot, in general, be mi

quite as exact as those that are concerned with the to
forms of being, or with general conceptions like mat
matics or metaphysics. But there are degrees of exs

ness even in the natural sciences, and, as Aristotle urg
it is an important element in culture not to expect m
exactness than the nature of a particular subject perm
Suspense of judgment, tentative hypotheses, are

constant accompaniments of genuinely scientific inve

gation. To learn to distinguish clearly between what
know and what we only guess is one of the most valua
lessons in life ; and science, when it is properly stud

in any of its leading departments (including histoi

serves better than anything else to bring home this less

But, in order to secure the full cultural results that scienl

study can yield, it is important that the relations betw
the different sciences should be understood. It is proba
true that, in early education, it is best not to begin v

the specialized study of particular sciences, but ral

with a general study of the objects around us ; an<

is probably no less true that, after the study of some spe

1 Professor Burnet, In his very interesting book on H\
Education and the War, calls attention (especially on pp. 78
to the confusion that is apt to result from this difference of us

He notices also a similar difference in the use of the term "

lology," which in this country is understood to mean lingr

studies, whereas in Germany and most other European conn

it means literary studies.
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sciences, it is very desirable to reconsider their general

relations, and to try to disentangle their fundamental

conceptions. This leads naturally to the study of logic

and metaphysics. It is hardly to be supposed that such

a method of study can be satisfactorily completed hi any
courses that are supplied in schools and colleges.

1 Scien-

tific study (even apart from original research) has to be

regarded as a life-work ; and the attainment of clear

knowledge and insight with regard both to human nature

and to the structure of the world in which we live may
be rightly characterized as one of the supreme ends of

human existence. It is the purely intellectual end;
and, though some recent writers have quite properly
insisted that the intellectual end is not the only end, yet
it is surely one of its ends. As rational beings, we cannot

but be continually seeking for
" more light." The recent

tendency (largely due to the pragmatists) to scoff at
"
intellectualism," and the frequent use of "rationalism"

and
"
free-thought

"
as terms of reproach, must, on the

whole, be stigmatized as deplorable. There are other

things that have value as well as knowledge ; but, when
we are concerned with knowledge, it is essential that we
should "play the game," following it with whole-hearted

devotion, and going, as Plato would say, wherever the

argument leads. The will to seek is better than the will

to believe.

4. The Place of Art. Art is at once more individual

than science, and more creative. While science is in the

main analytic, art -is in the main synthetic. It is an
individual's perception of something that has value,

Plato thought that (quite apart from the more purely philo-

sophical part of it) it should be continued up to the age of thirty ;

and, though modern methods of study may provide more com-

pendious synopses of the important aspects of particular subjects,
this must surely be counterbalanced by the greater extent of the

material. But, of course, every one now -recognizes that there

are. many important things of which 'he must be content to be

almost or even quite ignorant.
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combined with his creative interpretation of it an inter-

pretation which gives it an appeal to others, and makes

of it
"
a joy for ever." In music,, as Browning put it, two

sounds are converted into
"
not a third sound, but a star."

In some of the simpler forms of art, and also in some

of the greatest and most perfect, the artist's interpretation

is so clear and inevitable that it comes home to almost

every one at once. In other cases, a special education

is needed for the proper appreciation of the result. But

in all cases it is the creative interpretation of one mind

that makes its appeal to others.

As the aim of science is truth, so that of art would appear
to be beauty.

1 The objects with which it deals may,

indeed, in themselves be ugly in what is called realistic

art they very often are so but they are rendered beautiful

through an artistic construction. It may even be urged
that it is only in this way that any of the higher types

of beauty are ever apprehended. The beauty of some

colours and sounds, and some simple visual forms, is, no

doubt, so directly apparent that it can hardly be missed.

Hence the simpler types of music and painting make a

ready appeal even to the uncultivated mind. Other

kinds of beauty are more difficult, and require both the

experience of life and some cultivation of artistic taste.

The beauty that we have learned to see' in nature was not

apparent to more primitive minds in some cases it is

not even apparent to highly cultivated minds that have

not been taught to regard it in a particular light It

has to be looked at with an artist's eye, either from a

natural gift or through the influence of artistic expression.

Hence, if it is admitted that the pursuit of beauty is one

of the main functions of human hie, this form of culture

must be regarded as, in some degree, essential. There

is probably a sense in which it is true to say that beauty

what the Greeks called ri caArfv is the highest end

> Tagore and some others appear to deny this ; but I think it

is only when beauty is understood in a somewhat limited sense

that it can be denied. Mr. R. H. Caritt's book on Thtories of th*

Beautiful may be referred to on this subject.
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of all. We can hardly maintain straight off, with Keats,
that truth is beauty ; but at least it may be urged that

truth gives us no complete satisfaction until we can see

that it has beauty. It is not folly to be wise even when
ignorance is bliss (if it ever is) ; but certainly wisdom
could not be taken as an ultimate good if it only enabled
us to say that all is vanity and vexation of spirit. We
pursue truth in the hope that we shall find the world to

be an orderly and intelligible system ; and we accept
beauty as a foretaste of that wished-for discovery.

5. The Place of Literature. Poetic literature is, of

course, to be classed as art probably as its highest form ;

and even prose literature, when it is properly to be called

literature at all, has a certain artistic quality. Coleridge
held that the opposite of poetry is not prose, but science.

Goethe's Dichtung und Wahrheit expresses essentially
the same antithesis. But most literature combines some
of the characteristics of art and science. It shows us what
is beautiful ; but it does not simply express it, as pure
art does, but, to some extent, explains and analyses it.

This is true even of a good deal of literature that is in

poetic form, such as the greater part of the work of Pope,
a good deal of French poetry, and, in a somewhat dif-

ferent way, the more reflective and argumentative writings
of Browning. Such poetry can hardly be regarded as

pure art. Literature also deals more directly with what
is good-r< distinguished from what is true or beautiful

than is generally possible either for pure science or for

pure art. Hence it is," on the whole, the most completely"

human, of all the instruments of culture, and is aptly
characterized as "humanity" or litera humaniores. It

explains the value that art expresses, and gives expression
to the truth that science seeks.

It is chiefly by literature, in this wide sense of the word,
that like-mindedness is promoted among those who have
a common speech, and even to some extent among those

who have not +frfc advantage. Sometimes, no doubt,
the like-mindedness is apt to be of a rather trivial kind.
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The morning paper that circulates throughout a Is

part of the country, and that has its information disti

in the evening or weekly papers and in more ren

journals, may give to large bodies of people very sir

ficial and perverse views of the things that are imports
and the popular books of the hour may not be on a m
higher level. Hence some writers, such as Raskin, I

been inclined even to deplore the multiplication of ct

literature. But at least even such literature is genei
a little better than the gossip of a village, and doe

some extent enable people to realize that they are titi

in a large community. Such a realization leads ah

inevitably to the desire for a fuller understanding
what is contained in the life of that community, and

a critical estimate of its value ; and thus prepares m
minds for the study of science and art, which could hat

by themselves, fulfil this preparatory office. Tolsl

dissatisfaction with the higher forms of art was prob
due in part to the comparative lack of this prepare
kind of literature in Russia, and to the absence of a t

ciently diffused education to enable what there is <

to be properly appreciated. He wanted all art t<

milk for babes; whereas only some art can pro]

have that character. Even in our own country,
deficiencies of popular education have gone far to pre

literature from serving, in any adequate degree, the fun<

for which it is fitted. 1

6. The Place of Philosophy. Philosophic h'teratu

the kind of literature that most fully fulfils the fun

that has just been referred to. It puts the crow

science, and enthrones her with poetry and reli

Victor Hugo, in his Notre Dame (Book V, chap, ii),

striking passage on the way in which cathedrals and other

of architectural art served some of the purposes that ar

served by literature. But they served it in a more rest

though possibly in a more impressive, way. The general

significance of literature is well emphasized by D. G. Brinto

Basis of Social Relations, pp. 164-7.
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Parts of what is usually included in philosophy are, of

course, purely scientific. Logic and psychology, in par-

ticular, are so ; and so are many of the discussions in

metaphysics and ethics. But the more speculative aspects
of philosophy aim at a comprehensive survey of the

universe, which brings them into close relation to the

larger utterances of poetry and the deeper kinds of religion.

Poetry, as Aristotle said, is more philosophical than

history: it expresses the significance of that of which

history is the record, and thus prepares it for philosophical

interpretation. In the same way, it is more philosophical
than the special sciences of nature, or at least than those

that are rightly described as natural history. The cere-

monies, the emotions, and the aspirations of religion

aim, in like manner, at the cultivation of that kind of

insight into the deeper secrets of human life and of the

life of the cosmos, to which philosophy endeavours to

give a scientific form.

7. The Place of Individual Experience. A large part
of the value of all the instruments of culture to which

reference has now been made lies in the way in which

they enable individuals to make use of their own imme-
diate experience. We all have sources of culture and self-

development continually around us and within us, in the

products of nature, in the lives of our fellow-beings, and
in the workings of our own minds and souls ; but most
of all this would remain dark to us without the interpre-
tations that are given to it by science, art, criticism, and

philosophy. These also, however, are dark and lifeless

until they are assimilated by the individual intelligence,

and brought to bear upon his own more direct experiences.
Life without culture is barbarism ; culture without life

is pedantry. Much of what is called education is ren-

dered futile by the failure to bring about this necessary
contact

; and this applies not only to the education that

is given in schools and colleges, but to that which we

might be gaining for ourselves throughout the whole

of life.
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8. The Social Significance of Cidtwe. Culture is i

manly an individual possession, and may be only 1

property of the few. Yet it is evident that the good
which it aims is not in its essential nature exclusive.

is not like the possession of rare jewels, for which peo

may compete, and which only the special favouri

of fortune may win. JRather it is that which is m
emphatically human, and most emphatically that in whi

all may share. It is not naturally a source of strife, e^

in the sense in which religion may be said to be so.

does not naturally lead men to condemn one another, e\

in the sense in which morality may be said to do

Nor do men or nations fight for books or pianos,

museums and laboratories, as they fight for food a

clothing, for coal and iron; though there are perhs

quite as many for whom the former kinds of goods are i

sufficiently accessible. .There are, indeed, opposing scho

in some of the sciences, in most of the arts, and m
conspicuously in philosophy ; but their conflicts are,

general, bloodless and unembittered ; except when <

ferences of opinion or feeling or mode of utterance in th

departments of culture are connected, as they often a

with differences in morals or religion. The essentfc

communal character of culture is generally apparent

its initial stages. The simple artist and the primit

bard, the early songs and dances, are essentially sen

phenomena. The first beginnings of the study of natu

objects and of the chronicling of the doings of men t

peoples are also, in general, made by groups, rather tl

by individuals, and are valued as studies that give digu

to the group. Later, however, culture tends, in so

degree, to become more purely individual, or at least

be more definitely confined to a select few. The m
complex forms of science can only be apprehended i

appreciated through a long course of study; and

same is true of the more complex forms of art, literati

and philosophy especially when these are imported fi

distant ages or foreign countries. Hegel is said to h

declared that only one man understood his philosoph;
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and he did not understand it But there is a certain

return from the complex to the simple. After the more
elaborate harmonies of Shakespeare and Milton we may
enjoy the simpler poetry of Burns and Wordsworth. The
results of science also tend to be made simpler and more
accessible when their fundamental conceptions are more

thoroughly grasped. Literature and philosophy pass
from the learned languages and a somewhat affected

obscurity to clearer interpretations in the language of the

people. Tolstoy, no doubt, in his ultrademocratic revolt,

went too far in his denunciations of Homer and Shake-

speare, and in his contention that all genuine art must
be popular.

1 This is somewhat on a par with the view
that the Kingdom of Heaven is only to be entered by
children. The finest results of human effort may be,

in some degree, made accessible to children; but they
have first to be won by the labour of years. Even in the

more material goods of life, almost every one may now
possess many things for which, in an earlier age, kings

might have longed in vain ; and this is, to some extent,

true of spiritual goods as well. Yet it is well to in-

sist that the hope of the future lies in rescuing culture

from its aristocratic exclusiveness. The Pyramids, the

Cathedrals, the Epics, the Principia, and the other lordly
edifices of science and art, were on the whole the glories

of an earlier age. It is doubtful whether, in general,

they will or ought to be the models for the culture of

the future. Instead of or at least along with a few

cathedrals, we may hope to see a large number of beautiful

and healthy cottages. Instead of or along with the

epics of godlike heroes, or the mirth and sorrows of
"
ladies dead and lovely knights," we may look rather for

some treasures of the humble in the midst of a surround-

ing squalor that may be gradually removed. With the

mechanical aids that we now possess for the diffusion of

all the best achievements of the human race, there is no

i See hla book What is Art f As a counterblast to this perhaps
also .a little one-sided reference may be made to Sir Rabindranath

Tagore's lecture on the same subject in his book on Personality.
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longer any real reason why the labouring man or the busy
mother of a family, with little leisure for science and art,

should not be enabled to become, in the truest sense,

cultured and refined.

9. Culture as the End of Human Life. We now see in

what sense education may be described as the end of life,

rather than as the preparation for it. If we are right

in thinking that the ultimate good for man lies in the

perfection of the higher elements of his nature, and in

the control of the lower by means of them, it is evident

that it is in the various forms of culture that we find the

gradual realization of this. The truly cultivated man has

achieved the best of which human nature is capable. For,

as we. have .urged, the truly cultivated man .is not one

who possesses particular kinds of knowledge or particular

examples, of beautiful things. . He is rather one who has

developed a certain attitude towards such objects. He is

essentially the amateur, the lover, the man who- appre-
ciates what is finest in nature .and in human life, and by

appreciating owns it. Even if lie has nothing, he may
yet .possess all things. Even if he seems to have failed,

he may have won a glorious victory. For, as Browning

says,
In love success is sure

Attainment no delusion, whatsoe'er

The prize be : apprehended as a prize,

A prize it is.



CONCLUSION

GENERAL RESULTS

i. Summary. We have now completed pur survey of the

social .life of humanity. What we have sought to bring
out is that the general structure of society, as distinguished
from the details of its arrangement at particular times

and places, rests throughout on the essential nature of

man. It has its primary basis in his vegetative or eco-

nomic nature ; this is reinforced by his animal impulses ;

and society receives its final form from the controlling

power of reason, which is the essence of his special con-

stitution as man. Thus regarded, society cannot be

treated as a statical or invariable mode of unity, but

rather as one that is necessarily undergoing development.
It is only by slow degrees that our rational nature gains
dominance over our vegetative needs and our animal

impulses ; and reason is itself a power that is constantly

pursuing ends that are not immediately realizable. Hence
our goal is to be sought, not in any state that can be

directly pictured, but rather in an ideal that is indeed,

definite and fixed in the general principles that underlie

it, but subject to indefinite modification in its particular
content. In this, as in other aspects of human life, the

characterization of Wordsworth still holds good :

Our destiny, our being's heart and home.
Is with infinitude, and only there ;

With hope it is, hope that can never die,

Effort, and expectation, and desire.

And something evermore about to be,
41
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Hence we cannot expect to have any definite guida
on the particular steps that we have to take in our onw

course, but only general suggestions with regard to

direction in which it is desirable to move.

2. Practical Value of Social Philosophy. In view

what has just been stated, it must be confessed that so<

philosophy, like philosophy in general, has no direc

practical results. It
" bakes no bread

"
; it cannot

us, in any detailed way, what course it is best to purs
But to admit this is not to say that it has no practi
value. It does help us to see what are the guiding princip

by which our course has to be directed It is well

emphasize this, because some philosophical writers app
to be disposed to deny it. The fact that ordinary scii

tine study is concerned simply with the effort to ascerti

what is, has led some to assume that the study of hum
life is aimi'Tar Such a view may be said to be the cc

verse of that which held that human life is not capal
of being an object of scientific study at all, because

is variable. It is variable ; but it is variable mainly
account of the presence of an ideal to which it constant

looks and tends. We may say that, in studying tl

ideal, we are studying what is; but at least it is n

what is, in the sense of present existence. It is ratib

r& Tl 3v flvai, what it has in it to become.
The difficulty in applying definite principles to the deta

of social life is due to its complexity. Some of the earli

writers on the subject tended to ignore this. They thoug
that it is enough to treat human life as the life of reaso

and to lay down somewhat abstract principles for i

guidance. It is in this sense that there is some justi

in the criticisms (usually too violent) that are pass
on rationalism or intellectualism. The Encyclopaedisl

Rousseau, Paine, Godwin, and the Utilitarians may 1

charged with this defect ; perhaps even, in a differs

way, Kant and Hegel. Burke's protest, though somewh

prejudiced, has some value in this connection.
" We a

afraid," he says,
"
to put men to live and trade each c
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his own private stock of reason ; individuals would do
better to avail themselves of the general bank and capital
of nations and of ages/' We have always to remember
that man is midway between an animal and a god, and is

not wholly subject to the conditions of either. On this

account all the aspects of his life have to be studied with

imaginative insight, as well as with scientific precision.

The experience of life has to be called in, as well as the

deductions of speculative thought. The poets and the

prophets have to be called to our aid, as well as the more
abstract thinkers.

With these cautions, however, we may venture.to apply
our general considerations to some of the practical pro-
blems that lie immediately before us. Especially, we

may make some attempt to indicate what seem to be the

main lfa*g along which progress may fairly be anticipated.

3. Main Lines of Progress. Progress, to be secure, must

not be over-hasty. We must, as Bacon insisted,
2 stand

on the old ways, and look forward to the new. A living

thing grows almost imperceptibly. It is only occasionally

that it can be pruned or grafted without injury to its life.

On the other hand, it is vain to try to revivify what is

already dead ; or, according to another metaphor, to put
new wine into flasks that are outworn. Between these

two opposite dangers, we have to do our best to steer our

way. What we have chiefly to aim at throughout is the

control of what is lower in our nature and surroundings

by what is higher. There would seem to be three main

aspects of the kind of control that it is important to

secure: (i) The control of natural forces by human

agency; (2) the control of individuals by the communal

spirit; (3) self-control. On each of these a summary
statement may be useful.

(i) Conquest of Nature. It is hardly necessary to

emphasize the importance of gaining control over the

forces of nature. The whole of our Western civilization

has been absorbed in this, more ttian in almost anything
1
Essays, acriv.
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else, during the last century ; and the East has at least

begun to follow our example. But the work has been

conducted in a somewhat chaotic fashion, from lack of

clearness of vision. We have tended to become enslaved

by our own instruments. In the famous words of Emerson,

Tis the day of the chattel,

Web to weave and corn to grind;

Things are in the saddle,

And ride mankind.

Much of our energy in recent times has been devoted to

the perfecting of instruments of destruction ; and a good
deal of the rest has gone to the production of futile and

often pernicious luxuries. 1 What is wanted is a better

understanding of human needs, and a better direction

of human enterprise to the discovery of the best means
of satisfying those needs. Many people, even in those

countries that reckon themselves most highly civilized,

have difficulty in getting a sufficient supply of wholesome

food and drink, clothing that is adequately protective,

and houseroom that makes possible a decent mode of life.

We are not pure spirits. The external conditions of exist-

ence claim our attention. Hegel's inversion of a well-

known saying is not without its point ;

" Seek first food

and clothing, and the kingdom of heaven will be added

unto you." In the warmer parts of the earth, which were

apparently the first habitations of the human race, such

needs are perhaps less insistent ; and many of .the counsels

of perfection that were uttered by the prophets in such

regions such as
"
take no thought for the morrow

"
*

are not quite applicable in regions of a different type.

In some respects we have taken our ideals of life too

slavishly from the East, with the result that there is often

* On this subject reference may be made to the essay on
"
Luxury and Refinement "

in Bosanquet's Civilization of Chris-

tendom.

In a more general sense, of course, such sayings have still a

gieat deal of value for us. It is only the letter that kills.
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a sad gulf between our ideals and our practice. Even
Milton complained that the "cold climate" of Great
Britain hampered him in his imaginative work ; and
there are certainly many who suffer more from the cold
than he did. The fact that many people are inclined to
attach too much importance to the comforts and luxuries
of life must not .blind us to the necessity of satisfactory
material conditions for the development of our higher
powers. What is chiefly essential is that these conditions
should be recognized as a common good, rather than as
a merely individual one. Certainly the physical condi-

tions of the majority of people in our country leave much
to be desired, and yet they are undoubtedly better than
in a good many others. Our cities are overcrowded and

ugly. Ruskin, though perhaps rather too petulant and

impatient, was surely not wrong in urging that the greater

part of some of them should be ruthlessly swept away.
Country life, on the other hand, is isolated and ill-organized,
and seriously hampered by bad conditions of land tenure.

Town and country will have to be more fully assimilated, 1

large holdings probably to some extent broken up, and
better houses provided. The industrial world will also

have to be better organized, so that the important needs
of life may be more readily supplied, without wasteful

competition. But this leads us to notice the second

mode of control.

(2) Social Control. The importance of social organiza-
tion also hardly calls for much further emphasis at this

point. We have seen its significance in connection with

education, industry, the State, and international relations.

The particular directions in which such organizations

may be profitably extended cannot, be with any definite-

ness forecast. It may be said, with confidence, however,
that in our own country at present education is in an

extremely chaotic condition ; and nothing could well

be more fatal to national efficiency. It must be con-

ceded that it is difficult to "combine thoroughness of

x This is well brought out in the book by Professor Geddea on
ities M Evolution.
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organization with elasticity in adaptation to individuj

needs and capabilities. But certainly we might hope, at tl

higher end of the educational ladder, to see a more adequal

provision for research ; and, at the lower end, less ova
. crowding and a more definite effort to develop though
and individuality of character. In industrial life, wasteft

competition might be more carefully checked ; the prim
necessities of life might be made more universally acces

sible ; and scientific methods might be more fully appliec
In the life of the State, an attempt might be made to guan
against the opposite dangers of a self-satisfied and sell

interested plutocracy, on the one hand, and the chaoti

working of democratic forces on the other. The one kin<

of government sees too clearly what is for its own apparen
good ; the other does not see clearly enough what is fo

the good of the whole. Neither has, in general, mud
of an eye for the future. Second Chambers are rathe

at a discount/at present ; but a genuine advisory Senat

would probably be a real help. It would be difficult t<

find the best constitution for it ; but it would be bette

to face that difficulty than to face anarchy and nations

ruin. In national life generally, the encouragement o
art is an obvious desideratum. It should not be treate<

as a luxury, but as one of the essentials of life for ever;
one. It is shocking to ihinlr that we have not even securec

a national theatre. On the development of internationa

relations, it is perhaps not necessary to add anything t<

what has been already stateji.

(3) Self-Control. The discipline of self brings .us bad
to education. We have to remind ourselves that a genuin
education is both the preparation for hie and its highes
end. We have to rid ourselves of the- conception of it a
the pouring of instruction into an empty vessel, and t<

+hinV of it rather as the securing of Aladdin's magic lamp
that is to open for us all the treasures of wisdom and enabl<

us to build the enchanted palace of an ideal society. W<
have to think of it as the strengthening of character, tin

subordination of the lower needs, the control of the anima

impulses, and the wise direction of the higher desires. I
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is vain to seek to crush out the lower elements in our

composite nature. ExpeUas furca iamen usque recurrent.

But we may turn them into a fresh channel by the expulsive

power of a new affection ; and so make them the servants,

rather than the masters, of our higher selves. It may be

possible, for instance, to find a "
moral equivalent for

war" in wholesome play, in creative art, in scientific

adventure, and in strenuous devotion to human progress.
The only real value of war has lain in the fact on the

whole, undeniable that it is, so far, the only kind of

enterprise in which it has been found possible to unite

a whole people in a work in which they can almost entirely

forget their own peculiar interests, and in which even
the humblest individual can learn to devote himself to

the common good in such a spirit of heroic self-sacrifice

as to be enabled to
"
dread the grave as little as his bed."

So long as it is only in war that such a spirit is evoked, it

can hardly be doubted that the nations that cultivate

warlike arts will continue to be the most vigorous and
dominant. 1 It ought to be possible to cultivate such a

spirit in the service of love, as well as in that of strife ;

in the work of the reconstruction of civilized life, as well

as in that which threatens its ruin. There may certainly,
in this sense, be a substitute for war ; and perhaps for the

other devastating passions of humanity; but only by
merging them in something higher and more absorbing.

Unfortunately, men are more readily united by the fear

of a common danger than by the hope of a common happi-
ness. Even herds of animals are generally brought

together by danger and scattered by security.
"
Sym-

pathy" means community in suffering.
3 Community in

the pursuit of a positive good is probably more difficult

to develop strongly on an extensive scale. It would seem
that this is only possible by the cultivation of a spirit

that is, in its essence, religious. Hence, in seeking for

substitutes, we can hardly go so far as some Germans

* Kant, perhaps the sanest of all the great advocates oi an

enduring peace, was thoroughly aware of this.

The German. Afttotf makes this more apparent.
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have sought to do. E. Dfihring, in particular, wrot
book of some interest on a substitute for religion (Er
for Religion),, Even in our own country, Darwin se<

to have thought that a substitute might 'be found
science and the domestic affections. But, if we un<

stand by religion what in a previous chapter it has b
described as being, it' seems clear that there cannot

any substitute for it. Nothing can take the place
devotion to truth, beauty, and goodness. The o

substitute for a defective religion is a better .one ; i

religion, in the fullest sense of the, word, is and has alw

been the only possible substitute for what is illusory

^human ambition and disappointing in human endeavoi

Here, however, it must be confessed, we come upo
real difficulty. If religion is to serve such a purpose
this, it must be a religion that can make its appeal to hut
nature without reserve. It must be purged clean fi

every stain of idolatry and superstition, and must
in harmony with all that we know-about ourselves and
world in which we live. The currency of the

" mus
banks" (to use Samuel Butler's imagery

1
) must be

a kind that is acceptable in the market-place. This

is to be feared, is a condition that we cannot hope foi

once ; and some patience is called for in those who n

deeply feel the want of it. As religion is the highes
human goods, it is least easy to tolerate its imperfectic
and yet it is probable that there will always be im
factions in any public forms that it may take. There

times, however, when these imperfections become sped

prominent. Creeds outworn sometimes become so <

temptible that even their priests, like the Roman aug
can hardly meet without laughing ; and then the impal
reformer is tempted to set out as Voltaire did, fa

I'infdme. But the opponent of particular religions

well as the supporter of them, has to learn tolera

Different religions, it is now pretty generally allo

are suitable for different stages of human developm
and to deprive any one of his religion, till a better

1 Erewhon, chap. zv.
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can be provided, may be simply to take the heart out of

his life. The attitude of Nietzsche is certainly not an

encouraging one that way madness lies. It is probably
a mistake, in general, to suppose that worn-out religions

are kept alive by the artifices of priests. It is rather

the needs of the people especially the needs of the im-

perfectly educated that tend to prevent them from

dying even when the brains are out. It has always to

be remembered that the care of the feeble-minded is one

of the essential functions of a church. On the other

hand, that feebleness is largely due to the defects of

early education ; and churches might be able to do some-

thing to remedy this. It can hardly be denied that, in

our own country, the retardation of educational progress
has been largely caused by the quarrels of those who
might have been expected to be the most eager to secure

its fullest development. It has to be admitted that we
cannot hope for universal agreement; nor perhaps can

we hope that in any large popular organization it can

ever be possible to proclaim quite clearly all that is known
of truth. Symbolism and parables and dim religious

light may always be necessary. All that can be fairly

asked for is toleration and sincerity. On the latter, I

should suppose, the words of Sidgwick
1 might be taken

as final.
" The Preacher .has said that

'
there is a time to

speak and a time to keep silence,
1 and this ancient wisdom

is not yet antiquated. But he has not said that there

is a time to speak truly and a time to speak falsely ; and
I think that, in religious matters, the common sense of

Christendom will reject this addition to the familiar

proverb." When the forms of religion become so corrupt
as to represent nothing that can be sincerely believed,

we may be pretty sure that some

Two-handed engine at the door

Stands ready to smite once and smite no more.

The corruption of what is highest cannot be long endured.

Reflection on all this, however, may lead us to realize

* Practical Ethics, pp. 176-7.
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that the struggle upwards in human life is not an alt

gether easy one ; and it may be well to attempt at th

point to sum up what appear to be the chief difficult!

in the way of human progress.

4. Chief Dangers. There is certainly no royal road 1

the establishment of an ideal world, or of an ideal stat

or of that order and beauty which Blake described i

the building of Jerusalem.* After Aladdin had built h

palace, it was whisked off by a wicked magician to

far country ; and even after he had recovered it agai
he was persuaded to hang up the roc's egg in it, which ha

nearly proved his ruin. Such wicked magicians and sue

baleful roc's eggs are always with us ; or, in more theologies

languages, we have always to reckon with the Devi
The Devil takes many forms, and we cannot hope to folio1

him through all his transformations. But the chic

dangers that we have to take account of are pretty directl

connected with the conditions of progress that hav
been already indicated. The downward path is th

opposite of the upward one, and it is often difficult to knoi

on which of them we are actually moving. The followin

brief statements may, however, serve as a sufficient sun:

mary of the chief tendencies that threaten to drag us down

(i) The Dominance of Vegetative Needs. Of all ou

needs the economic ones are the most universally an

permanently insistent, and there is a constant danger ths

they may override the others. Many people can d

little else than struggle for bare existence ; and, thoug
the struggle for wealth is, in general, a struggle for comf01

and power sometimes even for freedom and beaut

and the higher goods of life rather than for existeno

yet it is primarily concerned with material goods ; and tl

power that is sought depends largely on the possessic

or control of these. The influence of this factor in huma
life is so great that almost every form of governmei

* I will not cease from mental fight,

Nor shall the sword sleep in my hand,
Till we have built Jerusalem
In England's green and pleasant land.
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tends to be in some degree plutocratic. It is difficult to

devise any system by which this can be wholly prevented ;

yet there is nothing that is more fatally opposed to the

recognition of a common good. Though it is not wholly true

that all conflicts are economic, it does appear to be true that

economic motives are nearly always mixed up with them.

(2) The Insistence of Animal Impulses. The chief

animal impulses are those of love and strife, and they
are both very deeply rooted in human nature. Love,

by itself, tends, of course, to promote unity ; but it is

generally a limited unity to which it leads. One mode
of unity is apt to oppose itself to another, and so become
the basis for a more intense strife. Love between persons
becomes a basis for jealousy and envy ; the unity of

peoples provokes the antagonism of others ; even the

sense of human brotherhood may be perverted into

a source of indignation and intolerance. Hatred, as

Carlyle said, is a kind of
"
inverted love

"
:

"
They are

Adam's children alas yes, I well remember that, and
never shall forget it ; hence this rage and sorrow." z It

is difficult to eliminate strife from human nature without

destroying its vital energy. We may seek a moral equiva-
lent for war in more innocent forms of rivalry ; but play
has a fatal facility for turning into earnest. Men can

hardly entertain themselves with military manoeuvres
without the dawning of the wish

"
If only it were the

real thing 1

"
Strife can only be checked by the kindling

of a fresh enthusiasm, which it is not easy to arouse : and
even anew enthusiasmmay bring

"
not peace, but a sword/'

(3) The Mastery of Mechanism. Even the attempt to

ipply thought to the control of the lower nature may
Lead to disastrous modes of organization. Life is essen-

tially a growth, and it may easily be crushed under the

weight of machinery even of that which is most per-

fectly devised. Thought itself has sometimes been almost

oiled by scholastic pedantry, which is apt to become the

illy of extinct dogmatism. Industrial machinery, which
s apt to be controlled by a hard plutocracy, may be so

* Lattwday Pamphlets, II.
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used as to create more evil than benefit. The free develc

ment of national life may, in like manner, be destroy

by a soulless bureaucracy, the last support of
taj

despotisms. Germany and Japan are the most striJri

instances in recent times of the rapid development

large modes of organization ;
z and in both cases th<

seems to be some loss of the more spontaneous featui

of national hie. In our own country that partial

danger is probably less than it once was. Heine s

that in England the machines are almost like living beinj

and the living beings are almost like machines; but

would seem that it is rather to Germany now that '

have to look for that kind of mechanical perfection.

(4) Anarchism. Yet it would be futile to suppc
that we can guard against the dangers of organizati

by a return to anarchy. Professor Bergson, who h

emphasized the unsatisfactoriness of purely mechanu
modes of order, has probably given too much encoura

ment to the blind working of the vital force. The vi1

force is not a unity, but rather contains within itself

number of conflicting tendencies, that have to be co

trolled by the power of thought. Nor can we hope f

salvation from the exercise of merely individual thougt
I think that Professor Small is right in maintaining

that
"
the law of individualization by virtue of socialixatio

rather than the fantasy of individualization by resistii

socialization, is the peculiar lesson that our generati<

needs." The coarser forms of individualism have perha;

been sufficiently discredited. Even in our own counti

I suppose it would be an exaggeration now to characteri

the general attitude of the people, as Matthew Arno

did 3 (probably with some exaggeration even then),

upholding
"
the Englishman's right to do what he lik

to march where he Hkes, meet where he likes, enter wh

This is forcibly brought out in the recently published work

Benjamin Kidd on The Science of Power, pp. 107-9, But see a

M. Bergson's essay on the Meaning of the War, where some of 1

defects of such organization are emphasized.

General Sociology, p. 478. s Culture and Anarchy.
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he likes, hoot as he likes, threaten as he likes, smash as

he likes
"

; but there is still sometimes a tendency for the

finer individuals in particular societies to withdraw from
the struggle and endeavour to find peace in the culture of

their own personalities. No doubt, this has been much
more common in the East than in the West. The Indian

mystics or the hermits of the Middle Ages are somewhat
remote from the hie with which we are familiar ;

x but even
now there are not wanting artists and dreamers who seek

for themselves a not altogether dissimilar refuge. It is

often an excellent thing to seek as a temporary expedient,
when they are able afterwards to return to the common
life enriched with the fruits of their quest. Otherwise,

they tend to have what Hegel described as
"
the guilt

of innocence." They evade the problem of human life,

instead of solving it. Yet it must at least be allowed

that there is no form in which the devil appears more

radiantly as an angel of light than in such concentration

on individual self-development.

(5) Conservatism. Even when a civilization has been
built up in which the dangers that have now been referred

to are, to a large extent, avoided, it cannot hope long to

preserve itself without a constant renewal of its upward
efforts. The danger of an established civilization is, in

general, that it relies too much upon its past. It can

hardly be doubted that this is a tendency to which the

older civilisations in Europe are specially prone. We are

apt to be too self-satisfied with our institutions and modes
of life. In our own country it shows itself perhaps chiefly

in a rather thoughtless contentment with the state of

individual freedom, subject only to the control of certain

conventions that have become almost instinctive and
certain modes of conducting public affairs certain modes
of

"
playing the game

"
that have become traditional.

In France the form it takes seems to be rather more

definitely that of satisfaction with an existing social

1 It is perhaps true, however, that there are some signs at

present of a tendency to revive even those types of life.

* See Caird's Hegel, pp. 29-31.
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order by which the individual is guided in the observai
of what is regarded as correct or comwe ilfaut. Whal
valued in such societies is generally more or less goc
but it is apt to be the kind of good that is the enemy
the better. They are conservative in appearance, 1

often they carry within them the canker of decay, beca

they lack any clear vision of a higher development,
suppose it was partly a similar self-satisfaction, a simi

contentment with what was only half-good, a pi

absence of fresh ideals, that led to the destruction of

Roman Empire. Societies do not necessarily decline t

fall, as individuals do ; but to be content with past achie

mentsis, nearlyalways, to be ontheroadthatleads to deal
Such appear to be the chief dangers in the way of so<

advancement. There are times when such dangers
brought home to men's minds by*a violent shock. 1

time of the French Revolution and the years that i

mediately followed were such a period; and it wo
seem that we have now entered upon another. Goetl

description of the time of the French Revolution mi{
almost be applied to the present-

Alias regt rich, ab wollte die Welt, die gestaltete, rQckws
L6sen in Chaos und Nacht sich auf ;

*

and one almost hesitates to add " und neu sich gestalte:
Yet there is certainly some soul of goodness in such ev

They compel us to think, and to seek about for so
means of reconstructing a better world. Have we
grounds for believing that such a reconstruction is possib!
A few words on this must suffice.3

i China might be thought to be an instance against this. :

it seems to be a mistake to suppose that there has been no j

gress in China. The secret of its persistence may be found
the slow and cautious manner in which its advancement has t
won. But it is not a good example of strenuous liberty.

AH is in tumult as if the ordered world sought to rest
itself back into Chaos and Night and order itself anew.

On the problems of reconstruction at the present time a g:
deal has now been written ; and on the value of much of it I
not qualified to pronounce an opinion. The Principles of Sc
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5. Chief Grounds for Hope. Having thus tried to deal

faithfully with these somewhat doleful prognostications, we
may now turn to the brighter side of the outlook. Even
at the present time of trouble, as at the time of the French
Revolution, there is a great hope in the world that a new
and better mode of life may come into being ; and, though
hopes may be dupes, fears may also be liars. The French
Revolution did, to some extent, purify the world; and
there are always grounds for hoping that fine ideals,

supported by strenuous efforts, will not prove wholly
fruitless. The thoughts at least that they awaken can

hardly die, even if the working of them out in practice

may be long delayed. Progress is essentially natural
in human life, though it is often impeded and set back.
The loss of the civilizations of Greece and Rome, and

perhaps of some others still earlier than these, was un-

doubtedly a terrible calamity; but the modern world
has saved a good deal even from those disasters. Much
of their poetry and art still speaks to us, and helps to

fashion our spiritual life. We can still find intellectual

inspiration from the courageous dialectic of Socrates, the

imaginative insight of Plato, and the comprehensive and
matured sanity of .Aristotle; and the laws of the Romans
continue to yield us a standard of justice and order. We
still have the religious aspirations of the Jews, and some
older religions have become more intelligible to us. It may
seem, no doubt, but a poor comfort to think that future

generations may, in like manner, extract something of a

Reconstruction, by Mr. Russell, may certainly be recommended
for its vigour and lucidity ; but its psychological basis seems to

me very questionable, and its conclusions somewhat anarchical.

Labour and the New Social Order, the programme of the Labour

Party, is a carefully fhonghtrout document, whatever may be
our views with regard to the practicability of its proposals. Mr.

W. H. Dawson has edited a number of papers on special prob-
lems by writers of recognized competence for the treatment of

the questions with which they deal (After Wax JProblems) ; and
Professor Chapman has more recently brought out a somewhat
similar volume on Labour and Capital after ike War, which includes

the very valuable First Report of the Whitiey Committee.
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permanent worth from the ruins of our modern tivilizati

But we may venture to hope for something better tl

that. The whole world has become more of a unity tl

it was in the past ; and we may fairly expect that

cohesion of the whole will suffice to rescue the parts fa

destruction. That at least appears to me to be the d

ground that we have for hopefulness at present.
'

forces that make for order are probably stronger ti

those that make for disruption. Right is not necessa

might, but it has some tendency to gather might aroi

it. The ways of transgressors are not always hard,

they are generally divided. Men are not easily wel

together by any other conception than that of a conn

good,
1 or at least the removal of some common eviL

have already seen how this conception may be appl

not merely in the ordering of a state, but in the build

up of an international organization. It is for the pract

statesman and the social reformer to work out the del

of such reconstruction ; and it would be vain to pret

that it can be an easy task. We are not entitled to beli

as Herbert Spencer tended to do, that the forces of ev

tion are bound to carry us to an ultimate perfection.

have learned that evolution is somewhat slow and
;

carious. The fittest to survive, whether individual

societies, are not always the most worth preserving.

is only by conscious choice and effort .that we can 1

either to produce or to preserve what is best. But ui

we are incurably foolish, we can hardly fail to p

both from the errors, the follies, and the crimes of

past, and also from its great achievements. Fort

by these considerations, we may still venture to bel

in spite of all the dangers that beset us, that it wi

* On the way in which the forces that make for good ta

he more powerful than those that make for evil, some inrtn

statements will be found in Dr. Ward's ReaJm of Ends, pp. i

He urges that, even on a pluralistic view of the world, the r

of such a tendency can be established. The grounds for its su

sure, of course, still stronger if we are entitled to believe tht

world is a Cosmos, or part of a Cosmos. But this is a qu

we cannot here discuss.
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possible, in the not very remote future, to build up a finer

and more stable order of society, against which the
"
Gates

of Hell" shall not prevail. What is specially clear, I

think, is that that better order must not be supposed to'

be the peculiar privilege of any one people. It must be,

in the fullest sense, a common good. Different peoples
will probably always have different tongues, different

manners, different laws, different modes of thought and
action ; and we may rightly value what is most familiar

to us and what we can best appreciate. But it is pretty
certain that the time is past when it would be fitting for

any people to think of
"
Deutschland uber Alles," or of

Britannia ruling the waves, or of fair France as the sole

mistress of civilization or of Rome or Athens or Mecca or

any other sacred seat, as an exclusive object of devotion. 1

The earth is our country, and all its inhabitants are our

fellow-citizens ; and it is only the recognition of this that

entitles us to look for any lasting security. And perhaps
at a time when the military domination of Prussia is

supposed (I think rightly) to be the chief disturbing
influence in this common world, we may find inspiration

from a voice out of the older and better Germany the

voice of one who did more than almost any to break down
the spirit of national exclusiveness in Europe

Die Zukunft decket

Schmerzen und Glficke ;

Schrittweis dem Blicke,

Doch ungeschrecket,

Dringen wir VorwSrts.*

i It may be well to note that this is in no way opposed to

such a nationalism as that of Wordsworth or MasarJni. The claim

that such writers make for their own nationality is one that they
make equally for every other.

> In Carlyle'a translation :

The future hides in it

Gladness and sorrow ;

We press still thorow,

Naught that abides in it

Daunting us, onward.
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Certainly, it is only by the constant struggle for what i

better that we can hope to preserve what is good. Grantin

that essential condition,
" we could have confidence i

the future/' as Dr. Bosanquet has well said,
1 " not becaus

we could predict the detail of what must come, but becaus

whatever comes, under the influence of such inspiratior

and to a people so prepared to suffer and be strong, coul

not be other than good." But such confidence depend
on the general diffusion of a thoroughly sound civic an<

moral education. It is on that fundamental conditio:

that all our hopes must rest. The presuppositions o

human progress lie mainly within ourselves, rather thai

in any external circumstances ; but they imply the co

operation of many in a common aim.

< Social and International Ideals, p. z88. Goethe's genere

attitude, to which reference has been made on the previous page

la well brought out by Mr. J. M. Robertson in bis book on Th

Germans, pp. 203-6, where justice is done both to its strength am
to its limitation.
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SOME NOTES ON PLATO'S REPUBLIC

i. Introductory. Plato's Republic has a special value for us,

as being the earliest attempt to deal systematically with social

philosophy. It is still, in many respects, the most profound
and stimulating work on the subject ; partly because Socrates

and Plato were probably the men of greatest genius (either

jointly or severally) who ever devoted themselves to philo-

sophical studies, and partly because the simpler conditions of

life in the small City States of Greece made it easier than it

is in the more complex conditions of modern times to take a

comprehensive survey of the life of the citizen. Hence I have

thought it desirable to give frequent references to the dialogue

throughout the foregoing sketch ; and I assume that any one
who seeks to make a thorough study of the topics with which
we have been concerned will in some degree familiarize himself

with Plato's treatment of them. Plato's statements are, in

general, singularly clear and illustrated with extraordinary
vividness ; yet there are some points at which they are liable

to be misunderstood ; and, to guard against such misunder-

standing, it may be well to add some notes on his general line

of argument, as I interpret it. 1

The chief misunderstanding to which the Republic is liable

is due to its dialectical character. Readers are apt to assume
that the statements put into the mouth of Socrates at various

points of the dialogue are to be taken as final expressions of

1 For further light upon it, reference should be made to the
Commentaries by Nettleahip and Bosanqnet and to Mr. Ernest
Barker's book on The Political Thought of Plato and ArisMU. On
the educational part Mr. K. J. Freeman's Schools of Hittas may be
consulted. The articles on " The Plot of Plato's Republic." by
Professor P. S. Burrell, in Mind (19x6), may also be referred to
with advantage.
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Plato's own views. It is pretty certain that one of Flat*

chief reasons for adopting the dialogue form was to obvifi

such an interpretation. He has taken care to indicate

various points that he does not regard the method of treatme

that is adopted as finally satisfactory. Some may regard tl

as a serious defect in such a work ; but, to my mind at lea:

it is one of its highest merits. It would be exceedingly fooli

for any one, however great his knowledge and ability mig

be, to suppose that he could say the last word on such a thenu

and Socrates, who professed that the only thing lie knew w
that he knew nothing, was of all men the least likely to in

into such a mistake. Plato may have had rather more con

dence in his own insight perhaps with reason ; but, on ti

whole, he followed his master pretty closely in this respec

Hence his dialogue is not to be accepted as setting forth a do

matic system, but rather as a discussion of difficulties, wr

some suggestions of possible solutions. It is only as we approai

the end that we can see at all clearly what his attitude is ; ar

even then his latest utterance is in the form of a parable.
^

would be a gross misconception to think of him as an andei

Ruskin (though Raskin had caught a good deal of his spirit

Hence, in particular, the work, though containing a sketc

of an ideal state, is not to be thought of as altogether on

par with the various Utopias that have. 'been constructed i

more modern times sometimes at least with Plato's treatmer

as their model. Plato has made it quite clear that he did nc

intend his sketch to be taken as a practicable plan for the coi

stitution of a perfect state. It is rather a study of the at

States with which he was familiar, bringing out the signincan<

of their leading features, indicating the chief dangers to whic

they were liable, and suggesting possible remedies. We, wii

the larger knowledge of different types of community that

now available, ought certainly not to suppose that he has di

cussed everything that is important, either in the way

interpretation or of possible improvement. But modern co

ditions are so complicated that it is a great help to us

study a simpler plan.

Such cautions are, of course, necessary not only with rega

to the dialogue as a whole, but to the various special pour

in Plato's treatment, such as his discussion of education,

the place of art, of the position of women, and of the concept!

of immortality. He had strong and earnest convictions
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these subjects, and most of his suggestions are of great value ;

but, if we were to take what he states at any particular point

quite literally, we might be very seriously misled. In a good

many places he has been at pains to indicate quite definitely

that they are not to be taken literally ; but I believe it must
be admitted also that there are some places at which he gives
evidence of the influence of certain prejudices, which most of

his modern readers are not likely to share. Plato was un-

doubtedly one of the wisest of men, and he was able to avail

himself of the wisdom of Socrates, as well as his own. In
the special gift of what may be called imaginative thought,
he is, I suppose, without an equal among the writers of the

world ; but, of.course, the thought and experience of subsequent

generations are not a negligible quantity.
In what- follows I intend to call attention only to those

passages that seem specially liable to misconstruction.

2. Argument of Book /.The first Book deals with the general

conception of Justice (Ja-auxruvTj), understood rather in the

sense of personal righteousness than in that of the right ordering
of a community. This ambiguity of the Greek term causes

some degree of confusion throughout. It was pretty fully

cleared up by Aristotle.1 The various views that are set forth

in the first Book are skilfully arranged so as to lead up from
the attitude of ordinary common sense, through poetic inter-

pretations, to sophistic theories. The arguments brought
forward against these views are themselves, in some degree,

sophistical. Sometimes they can only be defended on the

principle of answering a fool according to his folly.
9

. Biit they
suffice- to show that the definitions that are dealt with ere con-

fused and unsatisfactory, and to prepare the way for tfcaviott-e

thorough treatment in the following Books.
: v* 'v

The first Book is the only one in which the discussions are

conducted according to the familiar Sbcratic method. Even
here it is difficult to believe that any actual discussion, arising
in the somewhat casual way that is described, could have fallen

into quite so perfect an artistic form ; but probably it repre-

Ethics, Book V.
* I believe Plato was quite aware of the nnsatisfactoriness of

this method of argument. The somewhat similar discussion in

the Gorgias, though less elaborate, is on the whole more direct

and convincing.
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seats pretty accurately the general opinions and methods
Socrates. It is certainly much more doubtful whether
much can be said for what is contained in the following Bo<

It is unlikely that anything is ascribed to Socrates even in tl

that would have been actually contrary to his way of tirinl

and speaking. His character is undoubtedly well sustain

But we are hardly entitled to assume that what he is re]

sented as saying is always an exact expression either of

own views or of those of Plato. 1 take it rather to be w
Socrates might have said, and what Plato thinks would h
been worth saying ; and, as in the first Book, it has been az

tically arranged, so as to carry the argument forward 6
point to point.

3. Argument of Books II-IV. In the second Book
method of discussion adopted in the preceding Book is subjec
to adverse criticism, and a more subtle method is adopi
The theory of a Social Contract is suggested, hi a form t

pretty definitely anticipates that which was afterwards

forward by Hobbes. The introduction of this view ftW
the main problem from that of individual righteousness
that of social justice, and necessitates the consideration of

general structure of society. Socrates, having now ceased

be critical and become -constructive, urges that the existe

of a community depends on the feet that an individual is

self-sufficient ; and goes on to maintain that its fundamea

principles are those of co-operation and division of Jabour.

simple society in which these are the only important aspe
is then briefly and charmingly sketched. But such a comi

nity is condemned as JT>^iiTr>ft'n \ and, at any rate, as

throwing much light on the life of an organized state,

order to deal with this, the element of luxury has to be in

dnced. Luxurious tastes involve intercourse with other c

munities, and eventually lead to the demand for expans
This produces war, and gives rise to the existence of a domix

military class.

It is easy to misinterpret Plato at this point. His sugges
may be understood in two opposite ways, both of which

probably erroneous. On the one hand, it may be said
'

he describes the simple community as the healthy one,
the more complex as diseased ; and that he represents
and the distinction of classes as arising from this disc:
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condition. Thus it would seem that the simple community
is the ideal one. On the other hand, it may be urged that it

is the complex community that he expounds as the ideal state ;

and that he assumes throughout that it -mil be in a constant

condition of war, or of preparation for it. Which is the true

view of Plato's meaning? The true view, I believe, is that

he is not, in reality, trying to construct an absolute ideal at

all, but rather to understand the nature of human society.
In order to do this, we have to take account of all the complex
elements of human nature, even if they do tend to be sources

of disease.1 Another way of putting it might be to say that,

in describing an ideal society, he does not assume that it will

be composed of ideal human beings. Rather he assumes that

all the members of his community will be in need of a some-
what stern discipline, leading eventually to an attitude of

self-control ; and that the majority of the members will be

quite incapable of attaining to such an attitude. Hence even
his ideal community will not be a perfectly healthy and ideal

one in all its parts. Its health will consist in the fact that its

dominant part is healthy, and is able to prevent the latent

disease in the other parts from seriously affecting the life of"

the whole. Thus the important consideration comes to be
that of the kind of life that is to be lived by the governing
class. What is primarily necessary is that they should be care-

fully selected and thoroughly educated, with a. view to the

double function of guarding and governing. It hardly seems
to occur to Socrates that these two functions might be regarded
as quite distinct, and properly belonging to different types
of people; just as, at a later point, he does not appear

adequately to recognize the difference between purely theo-

retical studies and the practical application of theoretical

principles. In these respects, it may be urged that the

If he had been anxious to represent his State as an absolutely
ideal one, he might have urged that the need ior War and Govern-
ment arose from the luxury and consequent need of expansion in

surrowtding communities, rather than from internal disease. The
readiness with which he admits internal disease shows that he is

describing a typical state rather than an absolutely ideal one. It

is of some interest to contrast Plato's simple community with'

the one that is eulogized in Montaigne's Essays (I. xxx), in which
there is no government, and hardly any division of labour, but

certainly no lack of fighting.
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principle of division of labour is not carried out with sufficu

thoroughness. Aristotle did something to correct this.

Plato goes on to urge that those who are to be prepared
guard and govern the State must be segregated from those

a baser nature, and must be trained to devote themseh

exclusively to the interests of the whole. This involves 1

abolition of private property and of the life of the family. .1

significance of this has been sufficiently considered in the bo
of the present work ; and so have the general discussions w:

regard to the nature of justice in the State and to the divisk

of the individual soul. Justice in the individual is not <

plained with equal clearness. It is somewhat difficult, in Flat

account, to distinguish it from temperance. This is mail

due to the fact that an individual does not contain parts tl

can be regarded as corresponding to the separate memb
within the State. But this we need not here discuss.

Some readers are apt to be repelled by Plato's suggesti

that, hi order to keep people in their proper places, it is nee

sary to make use of medicinal falsehoods ; but, of course, t

is what has been done by the churches, in all ages, especia
when they have been under the control of the State. T
was what Gibbon meant by saying that all religions are use

to the magistrate. Probably no one is more eager than 1

German Emperor to promote piety among his people. 1

chief value of Plato's statement lies in his distinction betw<

the merely verbal lie and the lie in the soul. Religious fictl

are no worse than legal fictions, if what they are intended

emphasize is substantially correct. It may be untrue, for

stance, that wicked people will be punished in Hades, bu1

is true enough that their evil actions have consequences t

are incalculably disastrous both to themselves and oth

Large questions affecting human life can seldom be adequal

explained and answered in language that is strictly accura

and imaginative fiction is often the best way of bringing he

their significance. Certainly Plato's suggestions are not n

extravagant than many of those that have been current am
ourselves.

With regard to the education that is to be provided for

ruling class,
1 it should be noted that the adverse criticism!

Homer are not to be taken too seriously. It has to be ran

* Some general criticisms on Plato's educational scheme

be found in Professor Dewey's Democracy and Education, pp. ic
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bered that, in Plato's time, Homer was not only the Shakespeare
of Greece, but also its Bible and its fairy tales. Plato had
no objection to Homer as a poet ; but he thought him unsatis-

factory as a Bible and as a purveyor of tales for children.

The modern world is pretty well provided with the latter ;

but perhaps some of Plato's remarks are still worth considering

by those who write such tales. As for sacred books, it is

unfortunately not very easy to alter them ; but they can be
criticized and explained or explained away. Plato was

playing the part that is played in modern times by expositors
and commentators.

The criticisms of dramatic art are more serious. They are

due to Plato's anxiety that the rulers of the State should be

single-minded in their devotion. Many-sidedness would be
fatal to the proper discharge of their functions. Plato was

forced, evidently with some reluctance (being himself something
of a dramatist), to adopt this attitude. Goethe, curiously

enough, followed him in this, with a still more definite expres-
sion of reluctance.1 The point of view is intelligible. Tf we
ore to have a class of rulers, they must have a certain rigidity.

They must be more like Cromwell or Frederick than like the

Charleses. Certainly Plato, in urging that the members of

the ruling class will have no time to be sick, carries the har-

dening process pretty far. There was a strong element of

asceticism both in Socrates and Plato ;
*

though, in the former

at least, it was qualified by a considerable degree of bonhomie,
and by an almost rollicking humour, which he did not hesitate

to turn against himself.3

1 Wilhelm Meister's Travels, chap. xiv. The value of dramatic

performances in early education is well brought out by Mr. H.
Caldwell Cook in his book on The Play Way.

The Phado may be specially referred to for further illustration

of this. It was probably most characteristic of Socrates, in whom
it was associated with an extraordinary power of physical endur-
ance. It would seem that he could stand almost any amount of

heat or cold or wine.
i Good illustrations of this are to be found in the Theaetetus

and the Symposium. It is said that, when Aristophanes's carica-

ture of him was exhibited, Socrates stood up among the audience
so that they might have an opportunity of comparing the original
with the copy. One can hardly imagine Plato doing this. The
general character and influence of Socrates has been excellently
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4. Argument of Books IV-VIL The abolition of the Fai

in the ruling class is more definitely insisted on in the i

Book, and the position of women is considered. Plat<

sometimes regarded as a pioneer in the enfrancbisemenl

women. It is doubtful whether he really deserves much cr

for this. His attitude is due almost entirely. to his de

mmation to get rid of the Family ; and his conception of

place of women is dependent on his views that they are sin:

inferior men. This comes out more definitely in the Ttw.

(42 B). On this subject he seems, rather strangely and
]

versely, to ignore a pretty obvious distinction of function,

takes no account of the special fitness of women for the c

and education of young children, and for the management
a household. Even Homer might have taught him someti

about this. 1

The idea of a philosopher-king should not mislead us. PI

is not really thinking of any one like Frederick the Great,

suppose Burke or President Wilson would serve as a bet

illustration of what he meantone who had both made

profound study of the nature of the State and also had o
siderable experience in its administration. It may be noted ti

our use of the term
"
expert

"
is apt to be somewhat nrntearir

on account of these two aspects of experience. We tc

sometimes to mean by an expert simply one who has had a Ic

practice in some kind of work. In this sense of the wo
an "

old parliamentary hand "
would be an expert in politi

On the other hand, we may mean by an expert one who 1

devoted a great deal of study to the principles involved

some particular work. In this sense, Aristotle would be t

expert, rather than Pericles. A good illustration of tJ

distinction is supplied by Professor Dicey's recent work
The Statesmanship of Wordsworth. Wordsworth was certair

not an expert, in the former sense of the word ; but he h:

thought a great deal about political problems, and observ

the political movements of his time; and Professor Die

urges, with much force, that, in many important respects, '.

described, in a manner that is at once scholarly and popular (thouj

perhaps somewhat overloaded with modern illustrations), 1

Mr. R. Nicol Cross, Socrates, the Man and his Mission.
1
Chiefly in the Odyssey, however, which, according to Sami

Butler, was written by a woman.
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showed more teal insight than was shown by the practical

politicians of the day. Of course, the best expert is usually
one who is an expert in both senses. Burke, as I have already

said, might be taken as an instance ; but Professor Dicey quotes
an interesting statement from Burke himself, which goes some

way to show that practical experience may sometimes be almost

a disqualification.
" It may be truly said," Burke affirms,

x

"
that men too much conversant in office are rarely minds of

remarkable enlargement. Their habits of office are apt to give
them a turn to think the substance of business not to be much
more important than the forms in which it is conducted. These

forms are adapted to ordinary occasions ; and therefore persons
who are nurtured in office do admirably well as long as things

go on in their common order ; but when the high roads are

broken up, and the waters out, when a new and troubled scene

is opened, and the file affords no precedent, then it is that a

greater knowledge of mankind, and a far more extensive com-

prehension of things is requisite than ever office gave, or

than office can ever give." It is just this "knowledge of

mankind" and
"
extensive comprehension of things

1 '

that Plato

is anxious to secure in his ruling class. What he has in mind
is a thoroughly educated aristocracy; and he proceeds to

deal with the kind of education that they will require. This

involves a considerable modification of his previous treatment

of education. The 'cultivation of scientific thought is specially

emphasized more particularly through mathematics and meta-

physics. The modern mind will naturally miss any account

of the value of the more observational and experimental sciences

and of the study of human history ; but Plato can hardly be

blamed for such omissions. The more comprehensive mind
of Aristotle did*something to supply the gap. On the other

hand, it is well to notice that Plato anticipates here the modern
view that the early study of mathematics should be playful.

5. Argument of Books VIII and IX. That Plato's object
is to understand the State, rather than merely to set an ideal

before us, is evident from the care with which he depicts those

forms of constitution that he 'regards as defective. He repre-
sents the defective forms as arising from the deterioration of

the best; just as irregular curves might be represented as

deviations from the circle. This way of looking at them is

1 Quoted in The Statesmanship of Wordsworth, pp. 63-4.
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. natural to one who was specially devoted to mathematics,
Plato was. It strikes most modern minds as an inversion

the natural order. The doctrine of evolution leads us to thi

of states as gradually approximating to an ideal form, rail

than as falling away from it. But even modern science teacl

that organisms tend to deteriorate, if they are not kept up a

advanced by some form either of natural or of artificial selectic

There is a downward tendency, as well as an upward on

Plato hoped to counteract the downward tendency by !

system of selection and education ; and probably he was ess<

tially right in thinking that it is only by such means that

can be counteracted. Assuredly he did not disbelieve in 1

upward path ; but he was convinced that the struggle upwai
is a hard one, requiring the exercise of constant thought a

vigilance.

His suggestion that the decay of the ideal state would probal
be due to some neglect of the principles of eugenics is at lei

sufficiently modern. Both here and in the discussion of degn
of happiness in Book IX he gives some mathematical fbrmt

for the calculation of the conditions. I believe that thi

are not intended to be taken seriously. They are partly to

interpreted as Plato's way of saying that the conditions wot

be extremely difficult to calculate, and partly, I suspect, as

somewhat ironical reference to certain Pythagorean appHcatic
of mathematics.

In the account of the imperfect constitutions, he probal
had in mind some historical changes with which he was familis

and it is pretty obvious that he is specially anxious to critic

the typ$ of democracy that was before his eyes. It has to

remembered that this type was very unlike the modes of rep
sentative government that are what we generally understa

by democracy in modern times.3 Also, we have to bear in mi

1
Huxley's Evolution and Ethics may be referred to in connect

with this.

Bryce, in his American Commonwealth, gives a very differ

picture of democracy from that given by Plato. He represe
it (especially in chap, cxr) as tending to suffer from too mi

uniformity, instead of the excessive variety described by Pla

What we mean by democracy in the modern sense could har

have been possible before the invention of printing. Even m
it is greatly hampered in its working by the fact that a la

number of people cannot read with any real profit.
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that, in an ancient democracy, the whole population did not

have a share in the government Those who would correspond
most nearly to our labouring men were to a considerable extent

in a condition of slavery. 'Hence what Plato calls democracy
would be, on the whole, what most people now would describe

as the rule of the bourgeoisie. But a good deal of modern

democracy is also of that type.
1

It would be easy, however, to illustrate many of Plato's

points from later history. The feudal system/ with the Catholic

Church as spiritual guide, bears some resemblance to Plato's

ideal constitution, though on a greatly extended scale ; and it

would be interesting to trace the way in which this gave place
to more purely military states, and afterwards to plutocracy
and certain forms of democracy. The rise of Napoleon might
be taken as illustrating the way in which a democracy tends

to pass into a tyranny ; and perhaps we might also find some
illustrations in Russia at the present time. There is little

doubt that Plato shows a great deal of insight in the account

that he gives of such tendencies. But we cannot pursue this

subject here.

The suggestion that, in estimating the happiness of different

types of life, we have to accept the judgment of those who
have had experience of all kinds of happiness is one that was
afterwards adopted by J. S. Mill. Plato, however, could use

it more consistently than Mill, as he did not conceive pleasure
as such to be the sole test of value. But the consideration

of this also would carry us somewhat beyond our province.

1 It is sometimes said notably by Professor A.- K. Rogers
(Student's History of Philosophy, p. 71) that Socrates was more
democratic in his sympathies than Plato. There appears to be

very little foundation for such a view. I suppose he had a simpler
nature and a more open humanity ; but, in the political sense,

there is probably no ground for any such distinction. On the
evidence of the Republic, the Statesman, and the Laws, I should

be inclined to think that Plato was rather more favourable to

democracy than Socrates was. I suppose it is obvious that Aris-

totle was more democratic than either of them. But the attitude

of all of them so far as it is really possible to compare ancient

views with modern ones was more like that of Carlyle and Ruskin
than like that of Mill and Spencer.

i But the writer of Ecclesiastes, who apparently had tried most,
does not seem to nave thought much of any.
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. At the end of the ninth Book, Plato gives a pretty defii

indication that he does hot regard his ideal State as actuj

realizable; as, indeed, he had told as before. It is onl;

conception by which the good citizen may guide himself

trying to reform the particular state in which he happens
live ; and it is even hinted that the good citizen will proba
not, in general, be very much of a politician. He wiU o

concern himself with politics when he sees a definite cha
of introducing valuable reforms. Thus, after all, it is in

individual life, rather than in the life of the State, t!

the ideal is primarily to be achieved-naot, of course,

the isolated individual, but in the socialized individual,

individual who has the Kingdom of Heaven in his hes

This is further emphasized in the following Book.

The suggestion that the pattern of the ideal state is laid

in heaven is apt to seem unsatisfactory to the modern read

It is, of. course, somewhat metaphorical; but it is perhi

essentially truer than the statement of Green,1 that it "1

its being solely in consciousness." What I take Plato

mean is that it is involved in the nature of things, and n
be gradually discovered and partially realized.

6. Argument of Book X. The tenth Book is the most diffic

to interpret ; and I believe it has nearly always been misund
stood. It is apt to seem at first as if it were an Appendu
and an Appendix dealing with two disconnected subject*

rather than an essential part of the treatise; and this woi

be strange in a work that is otherwise so artistically plamu
But I think it win be found, on consideration, that it suppl
the natural close to the discussion ; and. that it is no less artis

than the rest. What chiefly tends to prevent us from seeJ

this is partly the failure to realize the dialectical ^lipfarr

of the whole treatise, partly the obsession with the idea tl

Plato's main object is that of describing a perfect state, a

perhaps most of all, inability to appreciate the part that

played by humour in the method of Plato or, it might
truer to say, in the method of Socrates. Plato, especia

when he is writing in the name of Socrates, mixes a vein

playfulness with his treatment of serious subjects in a w
i Principles of Political Obligation, 136. Dr. Bosanqne

distinction between true and false ideals may be referred to

this connection Social and International Ideals, chap. v.
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that is often not a little perplexing ; but those who are familiar

with his method in this respect can generally be pretty certain

that, when he is specially rich in humour, he has a rather par-

ticularly serious purpose ; or that, when he has a particularly
serious purpose, he may be expected to lead up to it in a
humorous way. Now, at the end of the tenth Book, we are

introduced to the doctrine of immortality, to which we know,
from his other writings, that Plato attached the greatest im-

portance. It may seem strange that he should introduce this

doctrine in a work that is concerned mainly with the constitution

of states. But is it concerned mainly with the constitution

of states ? I think Plato would have said that it is concerned

mainly with the value of righteousness in human life ; and that,

though that value is partly and perhaps most obviously
seen in the life of states, it is only fully apparent in the

development of souls.

But, it may be asked, what has dramatic or imitative art

to do with this ? For us perhaps not much, but certainly
for Plato a good deal The whole of the previous account of

the State was set forth in a largely pictorial and dramatic

fashion; we were presented with images at every turn not

least in the ninth Book ; and Plato is now anxious to call atten-

tion to the tmsatisfactormess of such a mode of treatment. In

order to do this, he seeks to insist that art has an essential

function, but that .its function is that of suggestion, rather

than that of literal exposition. He had already brought this

out in his account of the place of art in education ; but he

now emphasizes it afresh, and endeavours to drive it home by
an attack on the various forms of realistic art. His purpose
here has, I think, been generally very much misunderstood.

It is, no doubt, a little puzzling (especially if we forget that

it is Socrates who is supposed to be speaking) that, instead of

recalling the more positive view of the suggestive function

of art, he recalls rather the negative criticism on the more

purely imitative forms of artistic production. Moreover, he

seems now to out-Herod Herod in his attacks upon them,
denunciation not only tbft more realistic drama-

tists, who were fair game, but also Homer and all other artists,

so far as they were merely or mainly imitative. Every reader

feels that there is a great deal of extravagance in this. But

surely the surprising thing is, not so much that Plato should

have written this, but rather that it should ever have been
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supposed that what is obvious to every reader was not ob
to Plato himself, and that he did not intend it to be ob
to his readers. It was not Plato's habit to tell us pi"
this is a joke/' or

"
this is a myth," or even

"
this is a fallai

but I think we are entitled to believe that he could see a
or a fallacy as well as the majority of those who read his v

even when they are German commentators. And s

he has not concealed his humorous intent at this parti

point. Rather, he has taken very special pains to ma]

apparent. Not only does he heap absurdity on absun
not only does he suggest that the poets would probabl;
able to make a good defence; but he actually combine

travesty of Homer with a travesty of his own ideal th
He represents it as meaning that there is only one real

which was made by God. If Plato ever understood it to i

anything even approximating to this (which I venture to do
it was atleast surely not at the time when he wrote the Rept
I take him to mean simply that such an interpretation of

ideal theory would be on a par with the interpretation of H<
that he is considering. He is pouring scorn on every kin

literal misconstruction. The whole passage seems to m
be quite obviously a piece of rather uproarious fun deligi

foolery, however, which is quite in the manner of Socr
and which has a serious purpose. Socrates lived at a tin:

extravagant comedy, which had been turned against hi

and he probably wanted to show that he was quite cap
Of retorting it. Indeed, he tells us that this is his ob
Plato (or Socrates) had no real quarrel with Homer, th<

perhaps he would have preferred a poet rather more like D
or Goethe. His quarrel is only with a misguided realist

art (of which we have plenty of specimens in our own ti

and probably still more with a falsely realistic interprets
of what is really good in art. He seeks to bring out the

snrdity of supposing that real poetry, or real art in gen
is purely or mainly imitative. Not that he did not be]

(as I suppose every one must) that even the best art ha
it an element of imitation ; but he believed it, I think,
in the same sense in which Shakespeare believed it, and w
he expressed (almost in the language of Plato) through
mouth of Hamlet "the purpose of playing, whose
both at the first and now, was and is, to hold, as 'twere,

mirror up to nature; to show virtue her own feature, &
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her own image, and the very age and body of the time his form

and pressure."
Plutarch tells as of a Spartan who, on being informed that

he might hear a performer who could sing like a nightingale,
answered: "I have heard the nightingale herself." A similar

reply might well be made to all the claims of art, if its aim
were merely to imitate things that can be seen or heard ; and

the delightful satire of Plato on Homer, or rather on some of

Homer's interpreters (who seem to have been as obtuse and

pedantic as any of the moderns), is surely intended to make
this dear. It is true that the Ode to the Nightingale by Keats,

or Shelley's Skylark, does contain some imitation of the song
of a bird ; but what the poet essentially gives us is not the

sound of the song, but the thoughts and feelings that the

song suggests. I understand Plato's meaning to be that this

is the true function of poetry. It gives a local habitation and

a mflm*r not indeed to airy nothing, but to things that cannot

be seen or heard, and that cannot be stated or proved in a

purely logical fashion. He seeks to show, as he has done else-

where, how poetry may be brought into the service of philosophy,

or philosophy into that of poetry, and surely it may be said

that modern poets at least have not been slow to learn his

lesson. Are not Dante and Goethe, are not Spenser and Words-

worth and Shelley and Tennyson (to name no others), all, in

some degree, his disciples ?

Having thus indicated what he believes to be the true

function of poetry and of other forms of art, he proceeds to

illustrate it by a mythical representation of the eternity of

the soul a representation that anticipates in a slighter, but

in some respects a more profound and suggestive form, the

treatment of the same subject in Dante's Divine Comedy. This

mythical mode of dealing with great problems was very freely

used by Plato ; and its significance is now pretty fully recog-

nizedperhaps chiefly since the publication of the excellent

book on the subject by Professor J. A. Stewart. We cannot

here enter into any detailed consideration of this particular

instance; but its general purport seems clear enough. His

point is that, in the existing world, or in any world that is

ever likely to exist, the just man will not, in general, be able

to take any very direct fort in political affairs, or to shape the

life of society much more nearly to his heart's desire. At least

1
Lift 0/Lycvrgns.
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he will have to think of himself as a citizen of the Kinj
of Heaven, rather than of the particular state within i

he lives ; and it is only as a member of that kingdom the

can hope to show, in any way that is finally convincing,
his life is essentially happy and victorious. We have to 1

of him, not as a member of the State, but as a member o

Cosmos. Plato's contention is that, as such a member
happiness lies in the fact that he is on the Upward Path.
in harmony with the ultimate meaning of the universe.

sets this forth in a mythical fashion, because v
he has no px

doctrine on the subject, though he has a firm conviction

the life of the individual soul is an essential part of a pr
that is eternal With the statement of this convictioa

rounds off, with perfect subtlety and grace, this remari

combination of art, humour, statesmanship, religion,

philosophy the most wonderful combination of them
the world has ever seen.
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A NOTE ON SOCRATES AND PLATO

AT several points in the foregoing statement I have referred

to the difficulty that there is in knowing how much of what
is set forth in the Republic is properly to be ascribed to Socrates

and how much to Plato. It is a subject that has been a good
deal discussed ; and it can hardly be said that any final con-

clusion has been reached. One is sometimes tempted to refer

to the speaker as Platocrates,1 to indicate that he is probably
not quite either the one or the other. The view to which I

incline, as I have already indicated, is that we are not entitled

to assume that any of the actual statements were ever made

by Socrates
,*
but that in the first Book he is represented as

speaking very much in the way in which he actually did speak,
and that throughout the rest of the dialogue his general char-

acter is more or less preserved, but with an increasing infusion

of ways of thinlring and speaking that belong rather to Plato

himself. I am led to this view largely on grounds of style.

In the Symposium, Alcibiades is represented as describing
the style of Socrates in the following terms : .

"
His words are

ridiculous when you first hear them; he clothes himself in

language that is as the skin of the wanton satyr for his talk

1 There would be no great profanation in this. Plato (meaning
Broad) was not much more than a nickname. I suppose Glancon

(Blue) was also a sort of nickname. It is pleasant to think of that
character in the dialogue as an eager young man with prominent
blue eyes. Glaucon and Adeimantus, it should be remembered,
were Plato's brothers. It would seem that all the characters in

the dialogue were real persons. Plato's actual name was Axis-

tocles. There is a curious appropriateness in some of these Greek
names Socrates (reserve power), Aristocles (the best prophetic

voice), Aristoteles (the best ending). One might even add

Aristophanes (the best show).
73
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is of pack-asses and smiths and cobblers and curriers,

is always repeating the same things in the same words,
an ignorant man who did not know him might feel <

to laugh at him ; but he who pierces the mask and se

is within will find that they are the only words whic

a tinning in them and also the most divine, aboun

fair examples of virtue, and of the largest discourse, ex

to the whole duty of a good and honourable man."
we may assume that this is a fairly correct account

Socratic manner of speaking. It corresponds well en<

the records of it that are given by Xenophon, and thr<

a large part of Plato's more purely Socratic dialogues, ii

the first Book of the Republic; but surely there is

deal in the later Books, and in other dialogues, to whi
a description is wholly inapplicable. I suppose that t!

elevated style in these dialogues is the style of Plato 1

and I suppose this because he seems to make his other

characters speak in the same style, whenever they
impassioned; just as Shakespeare gives his own styl
his characters in similar circumstances. I have the

well to add this explanation, but, beyond the general
sion that I have thus formed from the style, suppo
what I seem to perceive in the way of change of met!

opinion, I have no right to pronounce a judgment on t

vexed question. The writings of Professors Barnet an

Taylor * may be referred to upon it.

This is Jowett's translation. I feel doubtful whethe
very good one, bat have not ventured to alter it.

Vafia Socratica and Plato's Biography of Socrates.
"

that Professor Taylor takes seems to me somewhat extra
G. C. Field's Socrates and Plato contains some criticisms o
does the book by Mr. Nicol Cross previously referred 1

statements in Professor Burnet's Greek Philosophy give an
sod well-balanced summary of all that appears to be reall
on the subject.
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IV. ON SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS.
R. M. Maclver, Community.
Fi H. Bradley, Ethical Studies.

G. D. H, Cole, Social Theory.
Ramiro de Maeztu, Authority, Liberty and Function.

Professor Maclyer's book contains probably the best g<
discussion of social institutions, Mr. BradleyVis memc
for the remarkable chapter on

"
My Station and its Dn

Mr. Cole expounds the functional theory of society as a
for Guild Socialism. De Maeztu's book, is somewhat
general.

V. ON THE FAMILY.
W. Goodsell, The Family as 4 Social md Edncm

Institution.

W. F. Lofthouse, Etkics and ike Family.
Ellen Key, The Woman Movement.

Low and Marriage.
The Century of the Child.
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J. Dewey, Democracy and Education.

J. J. Findlay, The School.
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In Defence of What Might Be

J, Bornet, Higher Education and the War.
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J. M. Guyau, Education and Heredity.
J. MacCunn, The Making of Character.

M. E. Sadler. Moral Instruction and Training in Sckt
S. G. Hobson, National Guilds and the State.

I include the last-named book here, on account of the vali

appendix on Universities by M. W. Robieson. The bot
also of importance in connection with the following
sections*
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VIL ON INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS.
S. J. and B. Webb, Industrial Democracy.
G. D. H. Cole, The World of Labour.

B. A. W. Russell, Roads to Freedom.

G. Brooks, Labour's Challenge to the Social Order.

r. C. Fidd, Guild Socialism.

W. Smart, Second' Thoughts of an Economist.

Sir H: Jones, The Working Faith of the Social Reformer.
A. J. Penty, A Gwldsman's Interpretation of History.

J. W. Scott, Syndicalism and Philosophical Realism.
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if Gmld Socialism, which is criticized by Mr. Brooks and Mr.

Field.

rat ON THE STATE.
B. Bosanquet, The Philosophical Theory of the State,

J. H. Jfairhead, The Service of the State.

M. P. Foflett, The New State.

. Jenks. The State and the Nation.

L. T. HbbhQuse, The Metaphysical Theory of the State.

F. W. Maitiand.. Collected Papers, vol. ifl.

C. D. Burns, Government and Industry.
D. G. Ritchie. Principles of State Interference.

Dr. Bosanquet's book seems to be still the best general
reatise. It has been vigorously criticized by Professor Hob-
touse and others. Miss.Follett gives a brilliant restatement

f Dr. Bosanquet's general position, after careful consideration

f the criticisms that have been passed upon it. The chief

aper by Tfi?M*nA is that on "Moral Personality and Legal

'ersonality." The lectures by Professor Soriey, Dean Rashdall

nd Mr. A. D. Lindsay in The International Crisis: the Theory
f the Statemay also be consulted with advantage; and, in

tranection with these, Professor Dewey's very able book on
'ermon Philosophy and Politics may be referred to.

X. QN JUSTICE.

W. Jethro Brown, The Underlying Principles of Modern

Legislation.

D. G, Ritchie, Natural Rights.

L. Duguit, Law in the Modem State.
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X. ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS.

J. Westlake, International Law.
Collected Papers on Public Internationa*

G. L. Dickinson, The Choice Before Us.

L. S. Woolf, International Government.

The Framework of a Lasting Peace.

J. A. Hobson, Problems of a New World.

T. Veblen, The Nature of Peace.

J J. Rousseau, A Lasting Peace (ed. C. E. Vaug
I. Kant, Perpetual Peace.

XI. ON RELIGION.
B. Bosanquet, What Religion Is.

A. Glutton-Brock, Studies in Christianity.

J. N. Figgis, Churches in the Modem State.

H. J. Laski, Authority in the Modern State.

S. Colt, National Idealism and a State Church.

E. J. Urwick, .The Message of Plato.

E. Caird, Social Philosophy and Religion of ComU.
J. B. Crozier, Civilization and Progress.

I include the last on account of its emphasis on the

and religious aspects of social development. Professor Ur
book brings out (perhaps in a somewhat exaggerated wa;

religious element in Plato's social theory.

XII. ON ULTIMATE IDEALS.
F. J. C. Heamshaw, Democracy at the Crossways.
Prince Kropotkin, Fields, Factories and Workshops.
B. A. W. Russell, Principles of Social Reconstruction.

Sir H. Jones, Idealism as a Practical Creed.

B. Bosanquet, Social and International Ideals.

C. D. Burns, Political Ideals.

E. Carpenter, The Healing of the Nations.

Dean Inge, Outspoken Essays.
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EDWARD CARPENTER

Edward Carpenter has been read for inspiration by men of i

progressive creeds in every land. He was poet, Socialist, "philosoph
anarchist." He supported the Woman's Cause when it was IE

popular and wrote about the relations of the sexes at a time wh<

it was considered indecent to speak of diem. His work in promotii
a wider and saner attitude towards sex has been of the mate

,jo

value to humanity. He was an admitted disciple of Walt Whltmai

but his contributions will stand of themselves as the expression
>

a truly great man.

THE INTERMEDIATE SEX was one of the earliest studi.

of the many people who occupy an intermediate position betwec

the sexes, ft examined the great part they have played in socld

and the effect of the great driving force represented by thd

immense capacity for emotional love. Since first publication it hi

been reprinted eight times and has had no small influence.
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jrrf edition th bnpnatoa jt. 6d. t

CHANTS OF LABOUR: A songbook for the people.
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LOVE'S COMING OF AGE: A series of Papers on the Relatta

of the Sexes.

7*. tf. i

THE PROMISED LAND: A Drama of a People's Deliveranc

3*. 6d. .

TOWARDS DEMOCRACY
i tth fapMOtaa

t& edition 7*. 6d. i

A VISIT TO A GNANI: or WISEMEN OF THE EAST

3rd tdtOoo 3'* ^- J
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tten a book in which that gift
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present volume." Sunday Times

book of real value. .... The writing is nearly always of the

igjhtful clarity we have learned to expect." Times literary

p/ement

i writings are always extremely
lucid. ... It is the best book

re is for explaining to the educated but non-specialist reader

present position and prospects of philosophy as based on modern
nee." Notion

few books on philosophy can it be said that they are at once

ortant and delightful ; but it can be said of this one." Manchester
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HUMAN KNOWLEDGE
' 8?o lad lapnatoa 301. net

trand Russell's latest book is of peculiar importance in that it

a exemplar, for the general reader, of Russell's special con-

ation to human knowledge. In it he applies with his usual

iity and wit die methods of inquiry, which he has done so
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tever we do know about the universe." RUPERT CRAWSHAY-
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i certain of a very wide audience, and is, in my opinion, just

kind of thing people ought to have to make them understand

past. ... It may be one of the most valuable books of our
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urvey of western philosophy in relation to its environment, of

sweep and acuteness, alive in every nerve, is a masterpiece of

lectual energy ... the Socrates of our tune." A. L. ROWSE

; best history of philosophy
in English." Life and Letters
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